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COORDINATCRS REFO1T - 1982 

- Gopal R. Rajbhandary* 

Maize althourh being the second most important crop in Nepal and staple 

crop of hills and high hills (60 percent of Nepal's population and 71.15 

percent of the total cultivated area under maize in Nepal except winter maize 

cultivation) has static production due to numcrous reasons. The crop is grown 

as rai-fed in the monsoon sesison, under varying conditions of moisture, 

generally subjected to periodic and erratic drought or excess of water, 

without effective weed and pest control and usually under low fertility 

conditions. In general, it is grown as a subsistence crop in the marginal land 

or t- 1c.! where nothi:g cn be grnwn except maize with very low levels of 

management and few inputs. 

However, in the sub-tropical regions (Terai and Inner Terai), where maize 

is grown as an irrigated crop (not entirely dependent on rain) with adequate 

inputs and management with favourable environment of winter, the production 

is quite high i.e. 3 to 6 metric ton/ha.
 

Unfortunately, this year too, we had very bad weather. In most of the 

areas, maize could not be harveEtcd because of drought. At NMP Rampur, we 

planted very few trials, which were not successful. We had to plow most of the 

area in the seed multiplication block. The winter crop has also been hit by
 

drought especially in Chitwan. We had insect problem at NMDP, especially 

Field Cricket (Achot assimil) during monsoon and Armyworm (Myhimna 

s ) during winter. 

RAINFALL AT IMP, RAMPUFR (IN OL.) 

Year/Month April May June July Augst Sept Oct Nov 

1980 8 168 325 376 376 256 52 0
 

1981 137 280 272 677 446 473 1 25
 

1982 17 24 120 208 119 164 5 17 

* - Coordinator, National Maize Development Program (NMDP), Rampur, Chitwan, Nepal. 
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Besides these, the confidenceo of farn .rs' is increasing about theacceptance and effectiveness of minikits and its production, In 1980/1981,a survey was held by APROSC on the request of HMG Ministry of Agriculture,but unfortunately the findings are not yet published. However, a part of it waspresented on Seminara on 'Appropriate Technology 

The farmers are optimistic 
for Hill Farming System'. 

about its quality and production and are readyeven 

to pay for the minihits, if available.
 

The minikits which have b.e n distribut, .1 f,- r th ]..ist 5 y:.rs i.u. 1978 to1982 have shown very Food impact among the farmers of all the districts and,therefore, there is more dernd for minikits every year. Unfortunately, wehave to cut down the number of minikits because of an inadequate fund. 

AVERAGE YIELD OF MATIlZE INT k,/ha OBTAINED FROM MINIKITS* 
National Overall Aver Pr ofo nits

Year Eastern Central Western Mid an FarAeae Average Region Reion Region Western Regions

1978 
 1664 12862 2854 2804 2960 2830 
1979 1281 2804 2658 2648 2637 
 3271
 
1980 1611 2807 2845 2775 3080 2528 
1981 1612 
 2507 2261 3039 
 2896 
 2330

1982 1542+ 

2490 2384 2574 2562 2440 
Average1542 
 2694 2601 
 2768 
 2827 
 2680
 
Percentage of
Increment over 
 74.4 68.7 79.5 83.4 73.8
National Average
 

Average of 2341, 
1904, 1325, 1282 and 10O 
feedback cards from 1978,
1979, 1980, 1981 and 1982 monsoon seasons respectively. 
+ - Estimated yield. 

BREEDDI G VARIETAL IPRGE-IENTANID GENETIC UTILIZATION
 
The farmers' condition usually demands 
 a variety and/or varieties which are having specific adaptability, maturity and grain type etc. ThereforeNMDP is exerting its efforts to develop broad gene pools as functional 

resources i.e. genetic diversity and variability.
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So far, we have developed seven pools - Ganesh-2, Rampur-2, Manakamana-2, 

Manakamana-1, Rampur-1 Arun-1, and Arun-4. Each pool is grown at more than 

one ecological region. A modified half-sib method of selection is used for 

gene pools. Superior families are identifiedrecombination and improvement of 

by a gToup of scientists, (keeping all the quantitative and qualitative 

characteristics in mind) who maintain a high level of gonctic variability. 

Two hundred and seventy-nine families of Arun-1 were selected from monsoon 

planting and were advanced during inter. This material can be immediately 

used if there is urgency. It matures in 85 days during monsoon and 105 days 

during winter at NMDP Rampur. We are also advancing Arun-2 to Arun-4 for crop 

hazards and yield.
 

Three hundred and forty-nine families of Manakarmana-1 were selected during 

monsoon at PAC and advanced during winter at NMDP, Rampur. This material was 

much liked by the farmers who visited this farm on the 'Rastriyza Krishak 

Bhraman'. This can also be used if there is an urgency. This is a top yielder 

and is preferred by farmcrs in FFT. Rwaipur-1 is also liked by the farmers in 

Chitwan, but it needs further improvrmcnt. Likewise, the improvement work is 

in progress on Ganesh-2, Mankamna-2 -Id Rampur-2. Especially Raxpur-2 was 

sent to the Suwan Farm, Thailand, for douny mildew screoning and about 1000 

best performing lines wero selfed for future work. 

The demand for hybrid maize is increasing in the Terai during winter. 

Hence, NMDP is developing the inbred lines from our most adapted population. 

It takes at least 10 to 12 growing seasons to develop a hybrid and therefore, 

to meet the iimdiate demand we are developing varietal crosses. We -hr.e tested 

some of the Pioneer Hybrids (Pioneer 4,40 - 1786 k&/ha, Pioneer 6875 - 1340 kgha, 

Pioneer 410 - 1354 kVh, Pioneer !444A - 689 k&/ha and Pioneer 2216 - 3431 k/ha). 

These materials are late and low yioldors than the standard check (Rampur 

Composite - 3484 k/ha) dhuLin4- monsoon, but Pioneer b181 seems to be good during 

winter and needs further tasting. 

In Fingrmillt , 26 best genotypcs wcre selected out of 89 lines which 

were collected within the country. In the varietal trial, Rampur Local was 

the best yielder (4580 kg/ha) but it was late by about two weeks than 
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NE 2101-21 (3453 k&Aia) and NE 1104-13 (3400 kg/ha). Tn sorghum, M90894
 
(ICRISAT) has yielded the highest (2704 k/ha).
 

PEST AND DISE'SES
 

During monsoon, there was an outbreak of Field Crickot (A assimija) 
in the Chitvan Valley and its population was found to be about 6000 crjckots/ha. 
Poison baits at the rate of 15 k&/ha (Maize grit - lkg, Chlordane dust - 100 g, 
Mustard oil -. 2 teaspoonful, - 200 asSugar g and water necedtd) were used to 
control the insect. Maize borer (Chil poltellus) was not serious but
 
Armywonn (M,himnL_ mL ) caused
t quite hj,-h damage during winter. 

In genecal, the incidence of diseases were very low this year because of
 
prolonged drougTht. But cemmen 
 rust (P g) was very severe in
 
certain hilly districts. During winter the invasion of Crazy Top
 
(Su nacrosnora) and Fusarium Stalkrot were 
 very high and the yield 
reduction vis estimated upto 64 percent. 

Bacter.al Stalkrot (LLI~ szrovQ.) is the main problem during
 
monsoon and efforts arc being made to develop 
a variety resistant to it.
 
However, we could trace few resistant lines, which were selfed for future
 

work.
 

In Fingermillct, the blast ( I r s) is the major disease which 
is causing the yield rcduction.
 

ON-FARM RESARCH AND EXTElSIOU
 

Iocation testings 
are very important to screen the genotypes and to
 
evaluate pract..ces. Hence on-farm 
 research is the main tool for the researchers
 
to judge their variety and/or practices. In 
other worcls the farmersI' acceptance
 
is a relevant indicator for the success 
of research findings. 

Although, I have mentioned at several occasions that the feedback infor
mation both in minikits and FFT are very poor or unreliable and so once again 

have the same complaint to you all who involved.are As you know, the feed
back information is very important to evaluate our efforts. Hence, I would 
like to urge my colleagues to please, send us reliable information in time. 

I 

http:Bacter.al
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We have conducted 10 varietal trirls and 12 management trials in our command 
area. Among the varieties, Rampur Composite is still standing first (3886 k9/ha) 
and in trial,management the seeding behind the plow and with +5 kg of N/ha as 
a side dressing gave the highest yield of 3276 kg/b or in other words, 1 kg 
of Nitrogen to 19 k&of maize grain. 

This year, we will be distributing 6400 minikits during monsoon, 2000 
minikits during winter and 370 minikits during spring in maize as well as 
1500 minikits in fingermillet. 

SEED MWLTIPLI CATION 
AIC in collaboration with ADB, ADO and Agriculture Botany Division, has 

ran the seed multiplication program - 244 hectazes in Bara, 83 hectares in 
Parsa, 80 bectares in Chitwan, 40 hectares in Dhanusha and Mahottari and 25 
hectares in Mor-ang districts. The crop in Chitwan was not so good because of 
drought, but in the other locations the crop was very good and I am sure AIC 
will be able to collect enough seed required for the next year. 

This is the first year AIC has imported 150 metric tons of Pioneer Hybrid 
seeds from India (Pioneer 410 and 440) through Nepal Seed Company (P.) Ltd., 
Nepal. But unfortunately, the seed could not be consumed because of delayed 
delivery, price fixation and lastly, lack of publicity. 

TOUR AND TRXINIUG 

I visited Suvan Farm, Thailand, to evaluate our material (Rampur-2) 
against downy mildew. Mr. Oun Bahadur Thapa, Junior Technician went to 
Thailand for 4 months training in Maize Breeding and is just bach. 

Dr. B.L. Renfro, Asian Regional Maize Coordinator and Plant Pathologist, 
Rockefeller Foundation visited Nipal from July 13 to July 27, 1982 to evaluate 
our work in Maize Diseases and has 7ubmitted a report on 'Strategy for the 
Control of Maize Diseases in Nopl'. We will be adapting his suggestions to 
combat the maize diseases in our pools. 

In the same way, Dr. C.E. Wassam, Professor of Plant Breeding in Kansas 
State University. USA. visited Nepal from July 31 to August 10, 1982 to 
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evaluate the breeding program and had out lined our future breeding work. He
 
appreciated the procedure being followed at NMDP.
 

Monitoring tours were organized to evaluate FFT, minikits and breeding
 
materials. There 
 wore five teams who visited Dh-nuta, Trahthum, Kabhre,
 
Dolakha, Ramechhap, Sindhuli, Gorkha, Tanahun, Ianjung, Palpa, Syangja,
 
Nawalparasi and Makwanpur. 
 Dur the tour, the teams also visited several
 
farm.ers' field to study the situation of mize.
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ORDINAORS REPORT 

DISCUSSION: 

A.M. Pradhananga : Glad to see the comoarative data for Pioneer Hybrid 
as conpared to our recommended varieties. These data 
are for summer only. Whex such data for winter season 

would be available ? 

Rajbhandary We an' coi.du ing tr ,als-in winti-r aJ-so. We might be 

able to present comparative in the next workshop. 

W.H. Freeman What is the modified half-sib system mf breedixfg you 
mentioned ? A complaint from hills is that all the 
improved varieties except Aran and Locals are all %oo 
tall and lodr, in the hills. Can this be corrected ? 

Rajbhandary The syzten mentioned is .half-sib, noi a modified 'alf
sib. We aru s<electing for shorter plant height and 
the recent versions of our recommended varieties are 
less lodging oven at hi4 her hills. 

B.K. Baniya What are the baxis of vsing modified kalf-sib sele

ction method ? 

Rajbhandary : 	 It is simple half-sib selection method being fol wled 

based on the facilities available with 1,JDP. 

David Lipinsald : You meniioned the use of poison bait to o"ntrol field 
crickets. How effective was the pest control measure ? 

Rajbhandary 
 : 	 This m,%hod was very effective in controlling field 

crickets. On samoling, over 90/ control was observed 
in thie baited fields. 

B.K. Gyawali : 	 Why did you use poison baits to eontrrl field crickets ? 
Did it cause loss to the crop ? If yes, can you produce 
data which justifies the. need for the control of this 

so-called pest ?
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: The pest incidence was severe (which is evident form the 

slides shown) and almost all the growing seedlings were 

Cut. TaLscd on available literature, the poison bditing 

not dare to wait was don, to control the pest. We could 


this pest and
and cormute thc yield losses caused by 

uay yield loss data to supporthence can not supply you 

the iscct dontrol.
 

: 1,1hat is your prora against maize Tust in 	 hills ? 

at Khumaltar: Scrueninf: l,,Irst maizo rust .is continuing 

and Knkani. 

: What is the causal organism of Crazy Top disease ? What 

to control it ?str4ttecy is buing, follvwcd 

_. We have
 : 	Tho causal or,-ism iO probably Sani 

not.bie3L able to fornulatQ any study against this disease. 

: In Western Palpr. district, I have oberved severe attack 

of Dovay Mildew on loca varities. What is the control 

measure ? 

: We have Rampur Composite and Sarlahi Seto varieties
 

fairly resistant to DM.
 

: What orm further improvements needed in Rampur-1 variety?
 

different: Plant heilht, maturity and tolerant level to 


a of improvement.
cropping hazards are few aspects 

with specialTotal area and productionof maize in Nepal 

reforenca to improved varieties should have been included 

in the Coordinator's report. 

Thank you vry rruch for your suggestion. 
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NMDP V,'.RIETAL TRL1L - 1082 

- Kaushal Lal and 

Toya Nath Mishra* 

ABST%'C? 

The objective of this investigation wns to find out superior maize geno

types for different agro-climatic roions of the country. iatogether, nine 

genotypes were included, including tw: standard checks and farmer's Variety 

as a local check. The perfcrmice of the entries were not consistent across 

the locations. A X environment interaction was visualized to soneJ1notypo 

extent, Rampur Composite and Khuml Pr-honlo wore still the highest yielciing 

at lower and higher elevation respectively. ;.run-2 and hrun-4 were the 
earliest amonC the group both at high_r Qiad lower elevations at Kabhre and 

Lumle the farmer's variuty was found superior to ,Ll the entries. A higher 

percentage of ear rot ,us reported in mncat of the entries included in this
 

experinent.
 

INTRODUCTION: 

Aicultural expurimcnts, such as variety tests usually are repeated in 
various locaticn; for number of yars. This is necessary because the effect 

of most variables or facLors vary considerably from location to location as 

well as from year to year. Undor con.itions cf high locational and seasonal 
variability it is often oxtrmely difficult to discririnate between varieties 

when averaged over-all locati,ns. To overcone this difficulty, one has to use 

more replications at each locatin and has to stratify the locations on the 
basis of their average response ,and their variability of response. 

In agronomic crops, nost -enotype X environment studies have been based 
upon reficnal ygeld tests, often "nvclvih:: ltcations with diverse climate, 

soils and production practices end cultivar from different breeding programs. 

However, Pederson . el. (1978) havu dcr:onstrated that adaptation of some of
 

the above methods may be used earlier in broiling programs.
 

* - Assistant Maize Breeders, M-DF, Rampur, Chitwan, Nepal.
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Our most of the recommended varieties are oettinF old in respect of traits 

other than the yield. It is becoming vulnerable to different diseases and pests. 
So the main objective of the experiment vns to find out superior genotypes for 

different aETo-climatic re;-ions in thu ccuntry. 

WLTEUA1S AND METHODS: 
This trial was conducted at 16 l!catins situatd in different at;rc

climatic conditions within the country. Plots wore or ami-od in Randcmized Cnmple

to Bl-ck Dcsij with thrx -olicati-ns. Plot size was 15 m2 in the low and 
2mid altitude areas and 9 r in tht high hill lcaticns. ,Iltogother ten entries 

were included but results havu boon ccrpilcd coly for nine entries as one of 

the entries did not geainate satisfactorily at nest of the locations. The 

rate of fertilizer application was ].ft t, thc coepera'tors t,. .ucide 

according to their soil condition and vlability of thu fertilizer. However, 

a dose of 120:60:/) ks NIY/.yt FilLon with all the plant protection measures 

(as and when necessary) was recom7nemded. Th) olant pcpu].ations was supposed 

to be 53,000 plants/ha (75 X 25 cm spacin-). 

Statistical analysis was dan rnly for yield as data sheets were received 

very late. However, the mean cf all othe.r .:portant traits arc included in 

various tables. Data l-! been compiled in two sets one for hills and the other 

for low and mid altitude area. At Lurlc., far.ir' s variety irs Kakani Pahvnlo 

and at Pakhribas, Janeki Seto, Suwan 8075, Cuyut-. 7632 %xws included instead 

of run-2, liinpur Ccmposite *inc Khuina! Pahrlo recp):ctivly. Genotypes included 

in this expuriment were extructd from the populations develcped by the 

National Maize Devulopment Pr Uram (i> ). 

RE JITS AND DISCUSSIONS: 

Grain Yield 

The mFan yi!i (,f the indivilual lccations are presented in tables 1 and 

2. Thcre was n,- si nificant difference in yield of all the nine entries at 

Ranpur, Nuplgnj, Surkhut, Dandapakhar, Krbhre and Lturle. 'iowever, Manakamana-2, 

Rampur-2, 'arun-4, RPapur-1 and Famr's lccal had the hiLhust yield at INepalganj, 

Ranpur, Surkhet, Do.ndapakhar, Kabhre and lunle respectively (Tables 1 and 2).
 

A sitnificant yield difference, amn:, the entries was obtained at Doti, Kankai,
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Khumaltar, Parwanipur, Pakhribas and Jumla. At Doti, Ganesh-2 (5387 kg/ha) was 

superior to all the entries and farmer's local was the lowest in the yield 

performance. However, there was no significant difference between Ganesh-2 and 

Eampur Composite, Ganesh-2 and Khumal Pahenlo, (the two standard checks) and 

in the same ranner, Ganesh-2 and Manakaanana-2 and Arun-2, Ganesh-2 and Arun-4. 

Ganesh-2 differed significantly with Ranpun-1 and Rampur-2 and Farmer's local. 

The yield vange at this location was (2887 to 5387 WVa). 

At Kankai (eastern Terai), Manakamana-2 was the highest yielding while the 

Farmer's variety was the lowest. The stadiard check Rampur Composite and Khumal 

Pahenlo was 4th and 8th in the rank respectively. No significant difference 

was found between Manakamana-2 and Rampur-2, Ropur-2 and Ganesh-2, Ganer :-2 

ani KhmerJ ENlienlo, Kl=nal Paheualo .. nd Ann-4, Rampur-1 and Arun-2. Manakamana-2 

differed significantly from all the entries except Rampur-2. No difference was 

found between Farmer's variety and ,run-4, Arun-2, Rampur-1 and PHampur Composite. 

Only Ganosh-2, Manaknniana-2, and Rampur-2 wore superior to Rampur Composite 

while rest of the entries were not. Manalnmana-2 and Rampur-2 were signifi

cantly superior to all the three chucks, Khun-.1 Pahenlo, Rampur Pahenlo and 

Farmer's variety (Table I). 

At Khurnltar, a significant difference was found among the entries, Rampur 

Composite was the highest and Farmer's variety was the lowest in yield perfor

mance. However, there was no significant difference between Rampur Composite 

and Khumal Pahenlo, Ra pur Ccmposite and Cancsh-2, Rampur Coposite and 

Rampur-2, B: fur Composite and Mann'knnana-2, Pampur Composite and Rampur-1. 

Arun-2, Arun-4 and Farmer's variety had significantly lower yield than the 

two checks Rampur Compositu and Khtunal Phenlo. There was no significant 

diffurencu betwcen Farmer's variuty and AunM-4 and Farmer's variety and Arun-2 

(Tabl,, 1). 

At Parwanipur, thu over-all perfornmnco of the entries was lower than tha 

other locations. .run-2 was the highest yielding among the nine entries and 

Ranpur C clasit: the 1 wst. No significant difference was found between 

Arun-2 and Mnakamana-2, Airun-2 and Arun-4, Arun-2 and Rampur-2 while it 

differed significantly with other entries. Arun-2 had significantly higher 
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yield than Rampur Composite and KhnsaJL Pahonlo, the chocks.two Ganesh-2,
 
Manakamana-2, Rampur-2, Arun-4 q.id Khu-nl Pahenlo 
 wore at par (Table 1). 

At Pakhribas, the standard checks (Rampur Composite aid Khumal Pahenlo) 
were not included in this trial. Suwam 8075 was the highest yielding (9800 k&/h)
and the Farmer's wasvariety the lowest. However, there was no significant
 
difference between 
Suwan 6075 and Raurpur-2, Ra.rnur-2 and Arun-2, Arun-2 and 
Rampur- , Ciyuta 7632 and lrwu-4 Lrwu-4 and Ganesh-2 and Farmer's variety.
Farer's variety was at par with Cuyuta 7632, Arun-4 and G nosh-2 (Table 2). 

At Jumla, Khumal Pahenlo (Check) was the hi;-hest yielding (2154 k&/h,) ard 
of course, the farmer's variety the lowest (1198 k;/ha). However, there was no 
significant difference btwen Khunal Ptd~cnlo and Manakamana-2, Ganesh-2 and 
Rampur Composite, hampur-2 Artun-2and (Tclac 2). 

The mean yield of all the locations are presented in tables 8 and 9. This 
presents a clear picturu that cur Chock, Rvpur Colposite and Khumal Pahenlo
 
were superior ro 1al oth:r entries included 
so far. The lLvel of significance 
could not be answered at this juncture, since the combined analysis has not
 
been carried ct.
 

Days to 50% Silkinj: 
This is one of the inportant traits for which the breders always strive
 

for it. Fa=rer's vririuty was the earliest thn 
even Arun-2 by six days at
 
Doti, while at 
other locations consistuncy was not maintained. At Kakani,

Ganesh-2, ?hnakain-na-2, Ranpur-2 and Arun-4, and Arun-2 were 7 to 14 days
 
earlier than the local. Whereas at Khumnlt'r, it was either at par or 2 - 7
 
days earlier than ether 
 :ntrius. A: ain at Mepalganj, it was the late maturing
 
in the group. 
 Not much diffurcnc2 was fouLrd at Parwonipur and Surkhet 
locations. Anin-4 ant wereAran-2 &rliest at most of the locations (Table 3).
The mean of all the locati-ns a.ru preaz-ntK in Tables 8 and 9. The range of 
flowering was found from 55-61 jay; at low Ln(d mid altitude locations and 
9.5-114 d 's at hi-h hill locations. Atmost all entries took longer period
for flowering at highur hill locations than the low and mid altitude areas. 
Arun-4 and Arun-2 were the earliest oven at high locations. A difference of 
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0-7 days was found between the Farmer's varieties and other entries in the 

series. 

Plant Height 

The mean height of individual location is presented in table 4 and the 

in tablE 8 and 9. A difference of 0-8 cm was
combined mean is presented 

mid altitudes while at high altitude, all the entries
reported at low and 

were shorter by 2 to 28 centimetre than the Farmer's variety. Atmost all 

taller at lower elevation than at the higher
the experimental varieties uwre 

elevaticns.
 

Root and Stalk Lodin 

The mean of e1 the locations (combined), is presented in tables 8 and 9. 

root lodging at lower elevations while
Arun- 2 and Rampur-1 had the highest 


higher location (20%). The stalk lodging

Farmer's variety had the highest at 

of 6-12% was reported at low elevations while at higher locations it was from 

was reported in Yrun-2 and Ranpur Composite so far.
0-9% . No stalk lodging 

There was not much difference among other entries both at low and high 

elevations.
 

Diseases
 

The curvularia leaf spot was reported from most of the locations 
while
 

was observed only at higher locations. The
diseased ear and rust infection 


pre3ented in tables 7 and 9. A high percentage (13-31) 
of ear rot
data i 


was found in all the experimental varieties included in this experiment, 

13% only. The highest (31%) ear rot was
the lowest in Farmer's variety being 

reported in Rampur-2 (Tables 6 and 9).
 

entries at different locations are quiteThe performance of different 

certainly shows scme Genotype X Environment interactions.inconsisterit. It 
program in those areas.for development of 


Though we test our families in some locations outside Rarnpur, but it is not
 
This leads us 	 a specific brooding 

to the extent of breeding standard.
 

at lower elevations and shorterWe have observed the taller 	plant type 

which are mr-inly due to temperature gradient
plant type at higher elevations 
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at different elevation around the country. .n invorse relation was found in 
case of flowering period, which arc a 'ain due to the effect of chilly whether 
prevailing during early staie of the vegetative growth period.
 

We found a higher percentage of cob rot in Ramur-2, 
 which was mainly
 
due to the adaptation 
of Rampur-2 to the lower elevation areas as it has not 
been bred for the high hilly areas. 
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Table No. 1: NDP V1RIEAL TRIAL - 1982 ( LaI IND MID JTITUDE OCATIONS ) 

Si. Entries Mean Yield i k/ha, 

No. locations Doti Kcnk.iJ Khualtar Ncraleanj Parwanipur Ranipur Surkhet M e a n 

1 Ganesh-2 5387 3613 6653 4173 2267 2709 2133 3848 (3) 

2 Manakamana-2 5280 5053 6547 5D47 2600 2394 2160 3846 (4) 

3 Ri-pur-2 4427 4173 6573 3760 2493 3357 2240 3863 (2) 

4 Arun-4 5120 2720 5293 4013 2587 2315 2640 3527 (6) 

5 Arun-2 5280 2467 4200 3653 2813 1915 1947 3182 (8) 

6 Rampur- 1 4427 2347 6400 4700 2133 2739 1693 3491 (7) 

7 Ramcpur CoMp(Ch) 5120 2040 7173 4953 1267 2551 1107 4873 (1) 

8 Khmia Pahonlo 4533 2973 6693 4027 2200 2612 1760 3542 (5) 

(Ch) 

9 Farmor's 2887 1707 3920 3320 1560 2085 1400 2411 (9) 

Variety I I I 1 --

F * * * NS *NS NS 

CV % 11. 21 13 2) 12 19 29 

ISD (0.05) 923 1080 1373 - 467 - -



Table N .2: NMDF V;R1ET,'L TRIll - 1982 ( HICE .LTITUDE InC;,TiIONS 

a1. 

1 

2 

3 

4 
5* 

6 
7* 

8* 
9* 

Entries _ _Moan 

N .ocatins Dandapakhar 
Gancsh-2 3667 

Mana-3amana-2 3844 
Ranpur-2 2067 

Arun-4 2555 
;,=n-2 3733 

R'.pur-1 3911 
Rampur Conp (ChA 2600 

Klur a Paonl-o (Ch) 3022 
Farmer's VarietyCh) 1955 

Kabhre 

4987 

4827 

5653 

4400 
4027 

5760 
3893 

4960 
5'13 

Yield 

Innle 

6955 

7933 

7377 

7222 
6267 

7222 
5667 

7600 
8667 

in /ha 
Pakhribas 

1400 

1850 

2350 

1417 
-

1833 
-

-
1200 

Junrla 

1858 

2096 

1629 

1405 
1552 

1736 
1830 

2154 
1198 

M e a n 

3773 (6) 

4110 (3) 

3815 (5) 

3400 (9) 
3895 (4) 

4192 (2) 
3497 (8) 

4434 (1) 
3767 (7) 

F IS NS NS * . 

"1 
LSD (0.05) 

34 
-

16 
-

25 
-

19 
483 

3 
84 

(51'-
(7)* 

- Janaki (,Ihite) at Pakhribas 
- Suan 8075 at Pakhritas 

-
-

2133 (3) 
2800 (1) 

(8)* 

(9)* 

- Cuyuta 7632 at Pakhribas 

- Kokkni Pahenlo at Ilrae 

-

-

1467 (6) 



Tgbe N 3 :. NnDP VIIELTA TRIAL - 1 9 8 2 

Sl. Entries D a y s t r 50 P e r e n t s ilk i n F 
Lw and Mid titude locat ationa 

Do- en- h- Nepal- Par- Ram- Sur- Danda- Kabh- lIn- Pakh- Jum- K F 
] al- Meanc.-- Mean 

No. Locations ti kai tar ganj par pur khet palchar re le ribas la ni 
41 Gancsh-2 60 55 72 64 57 56 54 60 112 84 86 112 123 123 107 

2 Manakamana-2 61 57 72 61 54 55 52 59 123 86 85 107 129 123 109 

3 Rampur-2 62 55 70 59 53 55153 58 122 85 83 107 124 122 107 

4 Arun-4 60 51 65 63 52 48 50 55 105 79 79 79 120 107 95 

5 Arun-2 59 53 67 55 50 49 5D 55 103 78 79 - 105 110 95 

6 PFarpur-1 62 64 77 61 57 E0 55 62 120 92 98 118 130 126 114 

7 Rampur Ccmp(Ch) 62 54 72 54 57 60 57 59 127 87 96 - 129 121 112 

8 KhumaiFahmao(Ch 64 64 70 59 55 56 53 60 126 86 90 - 125 120 109 

9 Farer's Varietyj 53 65 70 65 __58 60 55 61 113 89 88128 102 124 107 

Table No. 4: NMP VABIETJ'AL TRTIAL- 1 9 8 2 

SI. Flitries P 1 a n t H e i c h t i n CM 

Do- Kan- Khu Nepal.-[ Paz'- Rarrj- Sur- &nrda- Kabh- Luxn- Pakhri- JuiTIL- a/aIa ,=mi- Wa]MeanMean' Ma 
No. Locat±ions tikai Itar ganj p-' pin khet pakhar Ire 1-e bas U, 

1 Ganosh-2 224 190 212 195 201 165 182 195 140 200 228 143 172 177 
2 Manckaiana-2 245 190 198 220 201 165 178 199 129 2)8 210 128 181 171 

3 Rampur-2 218 177 165 228 209 165 183 192 149 205 1212 134 165 173 

4 1rurn-4 224 190 188 200 176 153 2o 190 125 168 219 155 163 166 

5 Arun-2 226 173 158 230 194 150 177 187 124 182 208 175 175 173 

6 Rampur.1 234 186 194 202 191 163 168 191 149 218 239 167 187 192 

7 Rampur Cor!:, (Ch) 255 189 175 218 186 165 190 197 154 203 2 ,8 157 175 181 

8 Khumal Fahenlo(Ch) 255 190 201 218 203 162 200 204 145 201 234. 157 162 184 

9 Farmer's Iocal(Ch) 199 188 180 205 210 162 197 191 193 235 a3 123 131 194 
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Table No- 5: N1DP VARIETAL TRIAL - 1 9 8 2 

Sl. Enries Root lodging and Stalk Lodging ( Percent )Kan- Khu- Nepal- Par- Ran- Sur- Kabh- Pakhri-

Doti mal-
 wez-No. Locaticns Mean Lizjekai tar g nj Meanp1r pur khet basre 


1 Ganesh-2 60 ) (5) (11)27 7 27 11111 
(-) 2 Manakamana-2 (-) (13 9)i ) C-) C-) (7) (7)3 
 1 13 12 7 
 15 11 

3 -) - (2) (16) (io) ( 9) 
7 11

Ranpur2 
(3) 

C C) (6)Rnm-2- - - 2 9 (6)(1) (13) (8) ' (7)8 (6)6 7 11 ( 36)() (6)7 
4 Arun-4 
 6 - (1) (16) (5)1 (7) (7)7 20 7 
-- (6) 2 10 21 10 (-) 11(7) (7)

5 kron-25,,u2 - - (9)- - (2)3 (14)j1024 ( ) (7) (8-( 15-( - _ 12.23 
 11
 
6 Ranpur-1 9 2 13 23 -12 13 7 8h - -) 7 Rampur Ccri(Ch) (3) (13 (10) (9) (6) (-) C8)- 6 6 6.0 10 17 (8)

13.5
 
8 C-) (-) (6) (L) (6) C_) C-)Khu--,l Pahenlo(Ch) (_) C-)3 3 13) 8 6.6 6 24 16 

_Farr'sI - 3) C(11Ci)23 (12)Local (3) 3 13 23 10 k6) C) C)(6)11 2 26 
- ( 6( )1 i(11) (6) (3) 

4h. 
(9) 
 (9)Stalk loddng in parenthesis; Ch = Ch ck. **
 

Tnbl N . 6: NIP VARIETAL TRIAL 1982 S UNER 
Percent Diseased Ear 

S.No. Varietics/loc. "Khaltar 'Kabhre Pakhribas Lunlei Mean
 
1 Ganesh-2 
 5 40 232 Manfakamana-2 24 2310 38 
 32 36
3 Raptu--2 2911 43 38 
 33
4 Arun-4 3110 28 36 
 15 
 22
5 Arun.-2 12 5D  15 
 26
6 Rampur-l 5 31 30
7 Rampur CoCp(Ch) 11 30 

23 22 - 298 Khunal Pahenlo(Ch) 10 
23 

44  31
9 Farmer' s Varie ty 
39 

5 17 25 5* 13 
* - Kakani Pahenlo at lumle. 



r.YP VARIETAL TRIAL 1q82Ta'"e lc. 7 

_a__a_er _- _SI.No. Entries /' Locaties Ju_ 

12.6 1.67 1.75 2 
- Ganesh-2 


3 1.3 2.11
2 	 2.0 2.00 2.252 Manakaran-

5 1 2.371.67 	 1.67 2.50 
2,36 

3 Rampur-2 

2.0 2.17 3.25 2 0
4 Arun-4 

1.96
-- 2 12.67 2.175 Arun-2 
2 1 1.781.67 1-50 2.756 Rampur-1 

7 Raipur COcp (C- 23 1E3 	 - 1.3 212 

4 1.3 2.3

S Klnal Fahcnlo(Ch, 3,3* 2.67 

3.5 3 	 2,S
9 Farmer's Valry (Ch) 3.u 	 2.5 26
 

T.ible No, 8: 	 NI-DP VAIT TR-AL - 182 SUI"-*IER 

Mcan of ri (.Scven) T.oc-lt~ons
 
(Low & 1.id Aiti-t:s)
c 

Da y .- 5 0%-- tYna, _ . j i_ N)0

D-y t. 5 Cm 	 -
Si No. Entries / Vaieties 	 YIcld * 

1 Gancoh-2 	 384- ' (f 13) 

2 M4ananamna -2 	 3846 (A) ,7 7. 

197. C 63863 (2) 58
3 Recrap r-2 


55 117
3527 (6)4 Aru-4 

55 1 1
5 Arun-2 3182 (8) 


1 9
6 Ra.-Ixln-1 	 3491 (?) 62 ,-i 


4873 (I) 59 197 6 6
 
7 Rampir Corp (Ch) 


8 Kht.L Ponlo (Ch) 35g42 (5) EO 20'. 7 12
 

°
 
9 Fa-:.r's local (Ch) 	 2411 (9) 61 1 1i 



Ta L : 

Mean of all ±ccations 
P VAFaETATL TRIAL _ 1q82 SyUMIM 

( High Hill ) 
Si. 
No. 

Varieties/ 
Locations 

Yield 
kVha 

in Days to 
Silking 

50% ?lant Ht. I 
in Cm 

ed-
Root Stalk 

SDisaased 
Ears % 

Rust * 
(o.5) 

1 
2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

Ganesh-2 
i Unaka.iana-2 

Rampur-2 

Arun-4 

Aran-2 

Rampur-1 

Rampur Cor(Ch) 

Khunal Pahenlo 

(CII) 

3773(6) 
4110(3) 

3815(5) 

3400(9) 

3895(4-) 

4192(2) 

3497(8) 

4434(1) 

107 
109 

107 

95 

95 

114 

112 

109 

177 
171 

173 

166 

173 

192 

181 

184 

15 
11 

7 

11 

11 

8 

13 

16 

7 
6 

6 

7 

0 

8 

0 

6 

23 
29 

31 

22 

26 

22 

23 

31 

1.8 
2.1 

2.4 

2.36 

1.96 

1.78 

2.12 

2,83 

9 Farner's 
(Ch) d 

Iocal 
wa 

3767(7) 
aini 

107 195 20 9 13 2.66 

-K ,umaltardata- was also included in averaging thifLs trait. 



DISCUSSION: 

K . fI npndhar 

Lal : 

K.B. Rajbhandary: 

K.K. Lal : 

Bhimsen K.C. : 

K.K. Lai : 

K.K. Lal : 
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NMDP VARILTAL TIAL 

Cob rot appears to be the highest in Armu-2 and Arun-4 

(Table 9). This indicates that Arun varieties are sus

ceptible to cob rot infection. What will you do if 

these are demanded by farmers for cultivation ? 

Arun-2 has been recommended as a sprinr crop for Terai 

and mid hills. Farmers, however, are also using this 

and an early crop in mid hillsvariety as a catch crop 


and Terai ar. the variety is in great demand.
 

lowest atAll th varieties except Arun-2 produced the 

Rampur, xhile at Khuma)tar, all the varieties produced 

about 3 times (Table I). Why is it so ? 

This is due to soil fertility and micro-climatic effect. 

Among the recommended varieties, KhumeJ. Yellow has the 

highest lodging, comment. 

S.K. Upadhyay:This is probably due to stem borer damage. 


Could Khumal Yellow be a rood substitute for Kakani
 

Yellow in high hills ?
 

We have to find some suitable ater-No, certainly not. 

natives. 
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.. GIICULTLUE TLCHa it GY .. lAd'1,',T,TION L',IZE 

Gopal R. Rajbhandary* 

Resp- rch begins at the farmers' field with a definition of his and/or her 
situation and practices. We are d.veloping a research program to substitute 
the variety and/or varieties and agronomical practices and later on which 
will be tested in the farmers' field. The derivatives will be recommended
 
to the famers for adaptation and 
 for better production. 

Therefore, we embrac the philosophy that development will throughcome 
an accelerated series of small steps. To get the concentrate acceptance of
 
package of practices and cultivars, it will depend 
on the involvement of the
 
extension personnel and 
farmers during operations 

Increasing production is not just a r"--ttc- of having improved technolo
gical practices. Concurrently, we need to increase demand to take up the
 
excess supply i.e. farmers should not be robbed by the middle 
man because he 
has produced more. Farmers can and will increase maize production - especially 
during winter in the Terai and the Inner Terai - if there is an assurad market. 

However, problem exist in the field and how are we going to identify 
the nature end extent of the problems? Perhaps, one of the most effective
 
ways to begin with is to interview the -'armers, agriculture assistants,
 
junior technical assistants, junior technicians and agriculture 
development
 
officers of the concerning 
areas. Let us ask questions such as what they do,

how they do it and why they do it 
 that way. We are asking these questions
 
to them, not to try to convince them but 
to learn the actual situation
 

from them.
 

Let us not forget that the farmers are the ultimate decision makers and 
the ultimate integrators or I should say an economist to judge our findings 
or package of practices of any kind. We also know that the farmers' techno
logy for maize production is not uniform throughout the country. Farmers 
in certain areas sow maize in lines - especially in Baru, Parsa and other 
* - Maize Coordinator, National Maize Development Program, Bampur, Chitwan, Nepal. 
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part of the Terai during winter - and in certain other areas they broadcast. 

the plow. A few farmers use insecticides to 
Some of the farmers sow behind 

protect against borer or cutworm. Most of the farmers use a high seed rate 

idea that even after the insects/diseases and other pests have
with the 

taken their toll, there will still be enough undamagecd plants left to 

product bub farmersthink of grain as a final the
produce a decent crop. We 

and fuel as well. 
think in terms of green fodder, green ears, grain, dry fodder 

We have often heard the saying that "Cleanliness is net to Godlines" 

for all the opera
but for meize production "Timeliness is next to Grdlines" 

is not going to yield more
tions from land preparation to storage, and it 

although the technology is there. Therefore, a good variety with poor 

notwhorc aLnd good management on a poor variety does 
management gets us no 

get us much further.
 

weather is still the single most influentiaL factor in
As we all know, 

the market
varying the production. Within the limitation imposed by weather, 

may be a most important varia!e. However, as an agricultural technician, 

we have very little influence and expertise. 

needs to gruw sufficient food for
Further, as a subsistence farmer, he 

the family on a year round basis whether the weather is bad or good. He 

is we Therefore, we have 
operates in an environment which risky as all do. 


developed a variety and/or varieties which should fit to his cropping systems
 

and which will more or less fulfill his or her objectives.
 

developed varieties which are differentially more
Hence, IMP has the 

of
improved management than the traditional variety. Some

responsive to 
well Farms/Stationsfarmers' field as as

these recommended varieties tested at 

40 percent more than the local landraces with the same package
have yielded 

of practices under the same environment. 

Our main purpose is to help the farmers in increasing Lbeir efficiency 

maize worker that the ruported
of production. Generally, we felt as a 


is at least 15 to 25 percent lower than the
 
national average yield of maize 

cutting 
average yield per hectarage actually harvested for grain. The crop 
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survey especially at 	Chitm and Lamjung districts in collaboration with the 
IAAS economist and the reports we received from different Agriculture Deve

lopment Offices have 	 indicated that the maize production on an average is 
more than what has been reported by the Food and Agriculture Marketing 
Services Department. However, it is determined that the maize yield can be 
raised by 50 percent or more above the c-verage farmers' practices if the 

recommended package of technology is adapted. 
Districts Descriptions Crop Cutting FASD, H14G/N 

Yield. kun Fieure, 	 k0/Ha 
01. Chitwan 	 Surveyed by IAAS & M1IIP 2,691 1,720 
02. Lm.:jung It 	 " 2,693 1,590 
03. TapleJung 	 ADO's Office Ref.No.436 1,900 1,720 

Dated 2038/8/24 
04. 	 Syangja ADO's Office Ref.11o.485 2,054 1,590 

Date 2038/8/23 

05. Sarlahi 	 ADO's Office Ref.No.482 2,440 1,601 

Dated 2038/6/16
 

06. Dadeldhura 	 ADO's Office Ref.No.838 1,86o 1,439 

Dated 2038/8/18
 
07. 	Panchthar ADO's Office Ref.No.504 1,700 1,500 

Dated 2038/8/12 

08. Pyuthan 	 ADO's Office Ref.No.226 2,750 1,620 

Dated 2038/8/8 
09. 	Rukum ADO's Office Ref.No.454 1,870 1,320 

No date 

10. Dolakha 	 ADO's Office Ref.11o.447 2,300 1,400 

Dated 2038/8/9 
Average: 2,225.8 1,550 

Average crop cutting 	yield is 43.6 percent more than the yield reported 

by HMG/N, FKiD. 



Yield Performance of Some of the Reco

mmended Varieties 

Yield inKilram/Ha 

Year Locations; Name of the Trials Khumal Ipur RampurLocalIPahenlol 	 Comp. Pahenlo, 

2 High ;atitude 3281 3498 - 2646 

1973 8 Low+Kid Altitudoj 604.7 6324 7107 3530 

10 Farmers' Field 3422 3924 4091 3022 

5 LowiMid latitude 	 6243 3977 5158 2302 
10 Farmers' Field 	 4653 5044 - 3098 

1 7 Iow+r lid latitude 	 - 5099 4171 30241975I 
3 High Altitude 4820 5710 - 3958 

- 3283 2352 2178
1976 	 8 Low+Mid Altitude 

5 High Itibide 3676 4481 - 3803 

- 4671 - 2414
1977 	 5 Low-Mid ltitude 

5 Farmers' Field 1940 1940 W000 1710 

- 4881 - 2089LowMid Altitude1978 	 4 
4, Farmers ' Field - 6870 - 4490 

1979 4 Farmers ' Field - 4775 - 3477 

5074 - 2383
1980 Low*Mid latitude 4489 

14 Farmers' Field 4753 6209 4315 3630 

18 Farmers' Field 	 4220 4458 4275 29321981 
7 Lowi-Mid latitude 4096 - - 3275 

1982 12 NMDP Varietal Tidal 3988 4185 - 3089 

8 Farmers' Field - 3551 - 2562 

Average : .',C69 4105 3990 2862 
Percentage of Increment 42.2 43.4 39.4 9.
 over IQWo2.c3. 

http:IQWo2.c3


Tochwdo2L _Maptation at Farmers ' 

Field 

T 	 r e a t m e n t s [_ Grain Yield in Kilogvram /Ha
__Udaypur Kabhre iLamjung IM e na 

1. 	 Farmers ' variety + Farmers ' Pracoios 2073 2328 2864 2422 
2. 	 Farmers' variety + Improved 2656 2930 3382 2989 

Practices (Used 60 kb N/ha) 
3. 	 Improved variety (Rampur Comp.) + 2287 2785 4712 3261 

Farmers I Practices 

4. 	 Improved variety + Improved 3132 4224 5354 4237 
Practices
 

Further, the production efficiency can be increased by adaptation of improved 
management practices or 	varieties responsive to improved management. 

Effect of Various Management.4i.* 

Treatments Gran K am/H
1979 1 1981 Mean 

1. 	 Complete (Rampur Composite with 
60:30:30 NPK Yhri Insect Control 5504 4251 4878 
+Weed Control + Line Sowing) 

2. 	 Complete (Local Variety + Rest
 
are as Treatment No.1) 
 3377 3130 3254 

3. 	 Local Practices (Local Variety+ 
FYM 10 Ton/Ha + No Insect Control 2500 2220 2360 
+ Weed Control + Broadcast Seeding 

4. 	 Local Practices (Rampur Composite 
Rest are as Treatment No. 3) 3642 3738 3690 

* - 1980 Experiment was damaged by tip dying. Due to long drought and
 
heavy wind 
 the sand was blown and the tender growing shoots were 
damaged.
 

http:Management.4i
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Effect of Various Management-B 

Location Grain Yield Kg/q Ramnur Compsite ) '" 

Treatmnent 1 ITreatment 2 Treatment 3 Treatment 4 

1. Gunja Nagar 1730 2790 2400 2970 
2. Gita Nagar 15/40 1940 1960 2350 
3. Sharda Nagar 0910 1660 1730 1950 
4. Mangalpur 2350 2900 3250 3010 

Average : 1630 2320 2340 2570 

Treatment 1. Farmers' practice and no chemical fertilizer
 

Treatment 2. Same as treatment 2 + 45 k9 N/ha in tin split doses
 
Treatment 3. 3ame as treatment 2 + hnnd v.eding
 

Treatment 4. Line sowing at 75 X 25 
 cm + 45 kg N/ha in two split doses 

I am sure, we all are familiar with the minikit program and that NMDP
 
is providing some rainikits to most of the 
districts during monsoon, winter 
and spring (after winter crop harvest). However, HMG/N is interested to 
assess its impazt and effectiveness as far as production is concerned. 
Therefore, an evaluation conducted by APROSC thatwas which indicates 100
 
percent of the farmers think, 
 it is a good program to disseminate the tech
nology as a variety or practices. Ninety-two percent of the farmers have 
indicated that it has got good impact to the neighbouring farmers and the
 
production has increased upto 100 percent. The 
 report also indicates that 
71 percunt of the farmers are even ready to pay the cost for the maize 
minikits if it is made available. 

NMDP is also getting sane feed-back information about the performance 

of minikits and the results are very encouraging. 

In the past, maize used to be grown during monsoon only but as you all 
know, now it can be grown throughout the year from place to place. We have 
also an opportunity to taste the roasted green cobs even during December and 
January. In short, maize can be grown very successful-ly during winter in 
the Terai, the Inner Terai and the foot - hills and the area is expanding 
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every year. The major factor which has promoted the expansion in hectarage
 
is the realization of higher grain yield (3 
 to 6 metric torVha depending upon 
the soil type and management) and superiority over winterother crops. Some
 
of the specific aspects favourable 
 for the winter cultivation of maize are 
as follows:
 

1. Better water management - drainage as well as irrigation 
2. Mild temperature with clear bright sunshine - more favourable for 

plant growth and development 
3. Better response to ajor nutrient - high efficiency of nitrogen 

utilization 

4. Minimum damage due to diseases and posts 
5. Better weed control 
6. Proper plant population can be maintained 

Aver aYild of Mize in k&/n Obtained from Minikits* 

National Overall 

Year 

Aera e Produniion from MinitsEastern Central Western 
 Mid + Far WesternAverage Average Region Region 
 Region Regions
 

1978 1664 
 2862 2854 2804 2960 2830 
1979 1281 2804 
 2658 2648 2637 
 3271
 
1980 1611 2807 2845 2775 3080 2528 
1981 1612 
 2507 2261 3039 2896 
 2330
 
1982 1542** 2490 2384 2574 2562 2440
 
Average: 1542 2694 2601 2768 2837 
 2680
 

Percentage of
 

Increment over
 

National 
Averagp 74.4 68.7 79.5' 83.4 73.8
 
* - Average of 2341, 1904, 1325, 1282 and 1050 postcards from 1979,1978, 1980, 

1981 and 1982 monsoon season respectively 
** -Estimated yield 
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Performance of Maize Durin Winter at Farmers' Field 

Year L o c a t i o n Pedigree Ave. Yield (k/ha) 

1978 20 (Barn, Parsa, Dhanusha Rampur 7433 5873 

and Maottari) Rampur 7433 

(Janaki Makai) 7412 

Hi-Starch 7459 
Farmers' Local 3127 

1979 6 (Sunsari, Dhanusha and Rampur Composite 5818 

Nawalparasi) Janaki Makai 6098 
Rampur 7433 6063 

Farmers ' Local 4263 
1980 5 (Tanahu) Khumal Pahenlo 3599 

Rapur Pahenlo 4315 
Arun-2 3560 

Famerz ' Local 2105 

1980 3 (Chitwan) Rampur Composite 3787 

Arun-2 3723 
Farmers ' Local 3387 
(Improved Local) 

Besides full season varieties, IMDP has developed a short season variety 
called Arun-2. It has got wide diversity of adaptation and desirable chara
cteristics such as: i) early maturity, 2) higher yield, 3) short plant height, 
4) very responsive to high fertility and good management, 5) high shelling 
percentage, 6) compact cob filling, 7) longer grain filling period and 

8) bold grains. 

Further it can be fitted to the following cropping pattern: 

a) Wheat - Spring maize - Rice 

b) Winter plnting wi-Uiout irrigation (the Inner Terai and the foot hills) 

c) Monsoon Maize - Winter Maize - Wheat 

d) In late planting situations 



This variety was also tested at the different agriculture farms/statiom 

as- well as in the Farmers' Field to find out its adaptability to the adverse 

condition. Further a sample of 200 gn of seed uns provided to the farmers' 
planting. We received the feed-back data from 25 districts. The average 

yield is 3093 k&ha.
 

Performance of Arun-2 (k/ha) 

L. At the Farmers' Field during Monsoon _1981 

Lamjur4.1 Kabhre Pyuthan Mean daypur Chitwan 
Variety Mc In of Mean of Mean of Mean of Mean 

4 Loc.* 5 Loc.* of 5 Loc.* 4 Loc.* 10 Loc.* 

1. Khumal Pahcnlo 394.5 4465 5425 3054 - 4222 

2. Rawmpur Composite 4330 3935 6438 3127 3594 4285 
3. Rampur Pahenlo 4046 4113 5776 3183 - 4275 

4. Arun-2 4549 3218 4685 3010 3823 3857 
5. Farmers' Local 1774 2684 4617 2690 2426 2831 

* -Loc. = Location 

B. NMDP Varietal Trials at Different Farms/Stations 1921 

Variety Rampur Khumnaltar Kabhre Jumla Lumle Tar- Pakhri- Mean 
hara bas 

1. Arun-2 3973 5664 1562 2920 3530 /467 3509 3668 
2. Rwmpur-2 4147 6214 3330 5064 4215 5267 3916 4593 

3. Khumal 
Pahenlo 3840 5486 2578 5176 3555 5400 2636 4096 

4. Farmers' 

Local 2853 3537 3243 2330 3495 3787 3680 3275 

Days to 50% silking: 1. Arun-2: 74 days 

2. 	 Rampur-2: 84 days 

3. 	 Khumal 

Pahenlo: 92 days 

4. 	Farmers' 
Local: 84 days 
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A Review on Various Technological Aspects of Maize
 

1. VARIETAL DEVELOPMENT: 

Till now several varieties of maize have been released for different 

agro-climatic conditions of the country. 'll of these varieties have proved 

superior (around 50 percent or more yield over the local landraces) in 

yield as compared to local varieties grown by the farmers under the same 

environment with the same technology. 

1. 	 Kakani Paherlo 2. Khun!al Pahenlo 3. Rampur Pahenlo 

4. 	 Rampur Composite 5. Hetauda Composite 6. Sarlahi Seto 

7. 	 Janaki Makai (for 8. Arun-2
 

winter only)
 

All the varieties can be grown successfully in all the seasons. 

These varieties can produced on an average 35 kvday during winterp 20 k&/ 

day during monsoon and 37 to 40 kg/day during spring (especially Arun-2 

variety).
 

2. 	 DATE OF SEEDING: 

Traditionally maize is a monsoon crop. Now it can be grown through

out the year as monsoon, winter and spring crop. But date of seeding is 

often very critical for the higher yield. A trial was conducted at RAS 

through 1977 to 1979 arl f flowing conclusions were drawn; 

a) For monsoon, maize should be planted from Mid-April to Mid-May 

for maximum grain yield at N1MDP environment or similar condition 

b) For winter, maize should be planted from first week of September 

to third week of Sep+em.ber for mvximum grain yield in Inner Terai. 

But for Terai, it should be planted within October. 

c) For spring, it should be planted inmediately after winter crop 

harvest for rice-wheat-maize cropping pattern and in February for 

rice-maize cropping pattern. 

3. 	 FERTILIZER: 

Several on-farm fertilizer trials were conducted at Chitwan, Nawal

parasi, Bara, Parsa, Rmitahat, Dhanusha, Morang, and Sunsari districts 
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in monsoon and winter seasons from 1977 to 1980. 

There was no response to P and K but response to N was economically 
favourable.
 

During monsoon, 45 to 60 kd of N is an economical dose and 1 kgof N can produce 10 to 12 kg of grain but for winter 90 kg of N is an econcmical 
dose and 1 kg of N can produce 18 kg of grain at 15 percent moisture.
Further 	two split applications of N were found (50 percent as basal + 50 
percent as side-dressing) superior, but if a low to moderate amount of
N is to be applied in a single dose, it is an advantage to apply at knee 
high stage (40 to 60 cm high). 

In zinc 	deficiency area, 20 kg of crude zinc sulfate can be applied 
every alternate year to solve the problem. 

4. 	WEED MNAGENETNT: 
In general, the loss in 	maize yield due to weed is estimated to be

32 percent. The crop and weed competition was found to be destructive 
in the earlier stage of crop growth, i.e. upto 30 to 40 days after

germination. The weed energing later than this stage has almost 
nu

effect 	on grain yield. Hence, isit recommended that maize crop should 
be kept weed free upto first 30 to 40 days by any means. 

Pre-emergence spray of 	Atrazine 80 WP, Tafazine, Siaazine, lasso
and Atrazine (Liquid) rateat the of 1.5 to 2.0 kg actual ingredient in
600 to 800 litre of water/hectare has been found effective in controlling 
most of the narrow and broad leaved weeds. 

Generally, maize is weeded twice in morsoon and the second weeding
is done 	by passing bullock plow. This practice was evaluated at RAS and 
was not found beneficial, rather mssive root prunning and lodging or 
breaking of the stalk was caused by the operation. 
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5. INSECTS AND DISEASES:
 

Around 14 insect pests have been classified as major pests beth J 

the field and at storage condition. In general, the loss is estimated 

to be 21 to 37 percent, but in severe conditions such as in Army Worm 

attack the losses might be 80 to 90 percent or more. Among the different 

Sevin 4 G isgrannules available in the market for stem borer control, 

economical among all. But other granniles also can be applied at the 

rate of 10 to 15 k/ha if Sevin 4 G is not available. At storage, 50 ppm 

one season.Malathion ws found to give protection against stored pests for 

to be veryAmong diseases, stalkrot, earrot and downy mildew seem 

serious. The losses due to stalkrot has been estimated to be 5 to 60 

percent but there is no effective measures for controlling this diseeaz. 

It has been found that use of tolerant varieties, better sanitation, 

borer control and balanced nutrient are theoptimum plant population, 


only means of minimizing the disease.
 

The loss due to earrot has been estimated to be 40 to 80 percent or 

more. However, the disease can be controlled by spraying Disthane M45 

at every 4 days interval. NMDP, in collaboration with the Plant Pathology 

is trying to evolve the variety resistant to this disease.Division, 

estimated upto 92 percentThe losses due to downy mildew has been 

i Chitwan. NNDP has developed two varieties - Rampur Composite and 

Sarlahi Seto which are resistant to this disease. It can also be contro

lled by treating the maize seed with Apron 35 SD (Ridomil) at the rate 

of 2 gm for one kg of maize seed. 

6. 	 MIXED OUD INTER-CROPPING: 

Several intercrop combination of maize with soybean, fingermillet 

peanut and other legumes showed that maize with soybean or other legume 

has given higher total production and higher profit. Four rows of 

soybean planted in between paired rows of maize spaced 2 meters apart 

(maize 50 x 20 cm with 5,000 plant/ha and soybean 50 x 5 cm with 200,000 

plant/ha) was found best intercrop co:rbination (gross profit Rs. 12,000/ha). 
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At Rampur condition, inter-cropping of maize with fingermillet proved to 

be poor combination. However, further study has to be done to verify it. 

7. SEED STORAGE: 

NIMP, in collaboration with the Agriculture Botany Division, has 
developed a technique by which maize seed at 10-13 percent moisture can 

be stored very safely in 250 gauge polythine liner cloth btv or gunny 
bag (as NMDP is packing Fondation Seed) from 360 to 630 days without 

loss in germination. The viability of seed can be retained upto 5 to 6 
planting secsons if it is stored at low moisture level but even at 12 
percent moisture level, the viability of seeds remained 80 to 85 percent 

upto 4 planting seasons, i.e- 450 days. 
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AGRICJLrURAL TECUNOIDGY / ;IYPTION 

DISCUSSION: 

R.P. Chauhary : You mentioned 

define them. 

short and full season varieties. Please 

Rajbhandary Short season variety is one: which matures in 85-90 days 

in Terai and inner Torai in monsoon/sumer season. Full 

season varieties are those which take longer poriod to 

mature. 

S.P. Chand You mintioned that winiter maize cultivation is becoming 

popular now-a-days. Is this practice confined around 

Rampur ? If not, why the farmers of Far-W1estern Region 

especdully Kailali and Kanchanpur districts arc not aware 

of wintcr maize cultivn.tion ? 

Which one, winter or monsoon maize performs well in 

terms of grain yield tnd disease and pest incidence ? 

Do you think winter maize is more 

unit area than mustard, luntil, wheat 

profitable 

etc ? 

per 

Rajbhandary Winter maize is quite popi'ar in Terai districts such 

as Baa, Parsa, Rutahat, Sarlahi, Dhankuta, Mahottari 

etc. vwre irrigation for winter maize is available. 

NIP is sending winter maize minikits to Kailali and 

Konchanpur every yenr and the reports received through 

the respective 'DO indicate their acceptance by the 

farmers. Effort on the part of agri. extension personed 

is reoairod to spread this technology among a wider group 

of farmrs. 

The incidence of diseases and insects, effect of 

excessive moisture due to rain and weed infestations are 

minim=m in winter crop. These coupled with plenty of 

sun-shine favor good response to soil fertility and the 
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ultimate yield is relatively very high as compared to 
monsoon yield. 

The yield pote'ntial of winter maize is quite high in 
comParison to other winter crops. Thouch sufficient 
data are not available, the yield levels clearly indicate 
that inter Maize may bo profitable over other winter 
crops under irriated condition. 

N. Sharma : The close of 2 fm lilathion/kg seed is recommended for 
seeds but not for grains for food consumption. This 
needs to be clarified in the report. 

Rajbhandary : The rate montioncd is for seed treatment only. 

N. Sharma : FAO Oobal survey for pesticide resistance hrs already 
shown that many stnred grain posts have developed 
resistance ai-ainst M'l,thion in many pockets of Nepal. 
The. dose of 50 pom is r: ther higjh dose. Other insecti
cides P-corc,nded by JI ,5 (1. ,. Fenitrothion) are already 
available in Noppal. Why no study has been made to find 
an alternative to Halcthion ? 

Rajbhandary : It is truo that many insect pests have developed resis
tance to hRalathion and hence screenin- of other 
insecticides is necessary. 

K. L Manandhar : Arun variety is highly susceptible to cob rot. Is it 
recommended for hills as we]ll ? 

Rajbhandary : This variety has been ruleasecO for Terai and foot-hills 

(lower altitudes) as a spring crop. 

B.P. Sah : Is there any study made on maize and mungbean inter

croppini ? 

Rajbhandary : N1DP has not done any study in this aspect but Grain 
Legume Improvement Program (GLIP) is probably working 

in this direction. 
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months). Do you have plans to develop high yielding
varieties tha t will mature early in the high hills ? 

Rajbhandary We are certainly working in this aspect. Development 
and breeding of a white material at PAC and yellow
material at LC are a few examples of the effort put 
forward by N4DP. 

R.P. Uprcti In Dolnkha district, fingur mi1let is inter-cropped in 
almost tall the maize fields. Thu farmers have the 
fe-Lliq: that inaproved maize reduces the finger millet 
production. Please corraeat.
 

RaJbhandary 
 This is because local, ize matures about 10-15 days
earlier than improved maize and thc millet escapes shading
efft:ct. Dut the tot!a yield (maize + finger millet) is 
hither with improved maize and the farmers are satisfied 
with this situation. 

S.P. Chand You expressed that maize is a poor mar's food. Why the 
people of Doti and Bajura, being poor, ire cultivating 
inaize in snlvll sc.,c as compared to rice ? Is there 
any scientific reason for this ? 

Rajbhandary My observation is based on the food-habit. In Nepal, 
farmers in V.neral prefer to row rice because it fetches 
later rice wherever possible. Marginal 1?nd or unsuita
ble for rice cultivation g'oes under maize. 

P.S. Rana We tro importing food due to various reasons and yet 
winter maize hs no market in our country. How can this 
be ? Please commnt. 

RaJbhandary In uoneral, food deficity areas are in the hills but 
the winter maize is cultivated in Terai and hence needs 
to be transported to the hills. Therefore, agencies 
involvd in food supply should transport the maize
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produced to Terai 	and the hills where it is needed or 

Govt. has tn make 	 free flow to India, especinlly Bihar 

State which is highly accepted. 

P. S. Rana : In the diamond trial result repcrted by you , why is
 

the yield in Lanjung so high as compared to other loca

tions ?
 

Rajbh.ndary : Tho yicld difference is due to the location effect. 

P.P. Rogmi With all thcse outstandinZ varicty-cure-location perfor

mances in the f.vor of IM1JP and ultimately in the favor 

of the farmers how much, do you think, has been helpful 

to the farmers to share your feolin,-, so as to minimize 

the tLlegted snuLglin,- of the outside varieties to interfere 

with our own prorin ? 

Rajbhandary 	 Th: demand for our recommended varieties by the dfarniers 

is increasing every y-,tr which itself is a proof of 

increase in farmers confidence in our own varieties. 

I.- Pradhananga: NMP is responsible for mizo technology devElopment 

ory or ovrall mizc crop improvement and production. 
.leapso crncnt. 

Rajbhandary 	 In my opinion, N?'DP's responsibility is only limited upto 

the technolor-Lal devlopment, improvment and verifica

tion but overall production is extension aspect. 
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THE SITU TION OF RUST DISEASE OF MAIZE IN NEPAL 

- Keshari L. Manandhar* 

Introduction:
 

for the first time in Nepal inreportedThe rust disease of maize was 
.u±fli. 

1964 (i, 6). The disease was identified as Common Rust caused by 

) and Tropical Rust 
LaQ~± Schw. The Scuthorntust (PgiD±a poy 

the country. Southern
have not been observed so far within

(Pb~ J.Ua Zea) 
we lucky notCommon Rust, hence are 

Rust is more devastating disease than 

to have such disease in Nepal. 

Common Rust is distributed throughout 
the country, however, it is mostly
 

common in the mountains, hills and valleys where 
the cool and hundi climate
 

Inner Terai region, rust is generally
 
conditions prevail. In the Terai and 


of rust diseaseThe high incidencethe winter and spring maize.prevalent in 
On the
 

have been observed in Janakpur and 
Hetauda during winter season. 


is quite low in Chituan Vlley. 
contrary, the incidence of rust 

The infection of rust usually appeared 
at the time of tasseling or
 

silking but the early infection has been 
observed long before tasseling in
 

From the studies on host and envilonment 
effect of
 

the high altitude areas. 


that uredospore germination was not affected by leaf age 
rust, it was found 

but it is affected by the increase in dew formation 
(9). Therefore, at
 

very long and the early
 
higher elevations, the duration of plant growth is 


plant height and ear formation as a result

affects theinfection of rust 

Mahindapala
stunted and eventually die before maturity.

the plants become 
that the spreadrust and found

studied the epideidcology of maize
(1978) 

of the pathogen was always from the inoculated 
plot which was related to the
 

It was also affected
 
increase in atmospheric concentration of the rust spores. 


Therefore, the inoculum of rust appears
 
by the temperature and the wind (8). 


to be high at higher mountains in Nepal 
and the early infection results in
 

the reduction in yield.
 

* - Plant Pathologist, Plant Pathology Division, 
Khumaltar, Nepal.
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Symptoms of common rust are small powdery pustules over both surfaces
of the leaves. In the early stage of infection the lessions are brown and 
later on the epidermis rupt'ures and the pustules turn black. 

Our local maize varieties are highly susceptibla to the common rust andthe disease must have existed in Nepal long before it was reported. Among
the recommended / promising varieties Manakamana, Janaki and Sarlahi Seto
appeared to be less susceptible to the ru:at whereas Kakani Pahenlo, Khumal
Pahenlo and Rampur Pahenlo are moderately susceptible. Hetauda Composite

and Ganesh-2 materials are 
highly susceptible to the rust disease. Among

the other recommended arieties, Rampur Composite and 
Arun-2 also appeared 
to be highly susceptible. 

The Investigations on Comon Rust: 

Although the presence of maize rust has been reported long back, the
actual work on maize diseases were initiated only since 1968 (4). The
 
screening of maize 
varieties against rust thewas first kind of experiment
for the first time in 1968 by the Division of Plant Pathology long before the 
crop program came into existence (5). The maize gennplasm were limited in
those days and only 97 different germplasm were screened acainst rust and
 
most of them were found 
 to be highly susceptible to the disease (10). The

varietal screening progrm was 
 continued for several years (1968-1972).

The less susceptible varieties are 
listed in Appendix I. The varietal
 
screening is a continuous program in 
 the crop development and hasit been 
continued in all the trials conducted by N1DP (15). 

The identification and investigation of different maize diseases have
 
been continued. 
 It was only after 1974, when a nmuber of experiments were
conducted in relation to rust disease. A different dates of maize sowing trial 
was conducted at Kakani to find out the time of incidence of the disease.
It was found that the rust incidence was higher I).in the late sown crop (Table
This may be because of the fact that the early sown crop situation with high
rainfall and humidity is infavourable to the rust development (14). 
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An experiment was conducted on determination of yield reduction due to 

foliar diseases and cobrot (11). The trial was conducted at Kakani using 

various fingicides. The yield reduction due to the diseases was found to be 

quite substantial (Table 2). However, the yield reduction in this case was 

not only due to rust disease but also due to cobrot and other leaf diseases. 
Therefore, it can only be stated the incidence of common rust was there, 

however, rust infection alone has not been evaluated separately. Mederic 

and Saekston in 1970 had studied the effect of Zineb on rust incidence and 

found that Zineb had protected the crop and also prevented the yield loss (17). 

Similarly, Kashalappa and Hegde (1970) studied the prevalence and 

severity of rust on maize varieties and the impact on yield. There was no 

pnsitive relationship between the severity and yield difference in sprayed 

and unsprayed plots (7). Probably, the fungicides have no direct controlling 

effect on rust but indirectly the disease incidence decreased. 

A seed treatment trial using different seed dressings was conducted at 

Kakani where seed-rot and seedling blight occur. The siFnificant result 

was obtained on plant stand but it did not have remarkable effect on control 

of foliar diseases (14). 

The screening of varieties against rust is a continuous pr-ocess and the 

observations were taken in the trials and observation nurseries conducted 

by IRflP, Khumaltar and Kakani since 1974-1975. Observation nursery II 

(containing local vars) showed high susceptibility to the rust disease. The 
screening program was extended to high altitude areas like Lumle, Pakhribasp 

Jumla, Kabhre ind Kakani (16). Some of the varieties were found to be 

highly susceptible to rust at all the locations (Table 3). Now, it is 

confirmed that local materials are highly susceptible to common rust in 

somparison to some of the improved varieties. 

The screening against rust should be imprc. ed by using artificial 

inoculations. Thc screening should be done separately even before the 

materials reached to the stage of the advanced varietal trial. 
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As we know, rust disease is difficult to control by any chemical means. 
The ultimate solution for the disease problem is to find out the resistant 
varieties. Taking this view into account, a varietal improvement by sele
ction and breeding was initiated in 1978 at Khumaltar (12). The selection 
of Khual Pahenlo variety from multiplication block, as mass se- ection, was 
made on the basis of rust resistance along with the agronomical characters 
(plant height, plant stand, cob size, cob placement, husk cover etc). From 
the repeated selection through selfing and bulking process, a few Knumal
 
Pahenlo lines appeared 
 to be quite resistant and especially 5 Lb line is
 
found to be completely free 
from rust. Bcsides tvit, the a,'ronomical
character had also been maintained. Therefore, this Khbunl Pahenlo line was 
incorporated in Inakaunana-2 as a rust resistance source in the NDP breeding 
program. The further improvement of Khuinal Pahenjo lines have been continued 
and some of the lines (1/ L b ad 18 L b) were found to be short in plant

height along with 
other agnonomical characters and also free from common rust. 
These materials will be used for further improvement. 

Besides the above mentioned maize improvment by selection methed, the
 
breeding for resistance were also initiated side 
by side. Eight ruat
 
resistant materials 
 we:re rocuijed in 1978 and were planted at Khumaltar.
 
Somehow, the materials appeared to be 
 highly susceptible to insects and some
 
of ther were crossed with our recommended varieties. However, crossed
the 

materials were 
 not doing w;ell. In 1979, some rust resistant materials were 
received from CII4MYT, out of which only two varieties Linease Illinois (RRI)

and Comp. wer
-lawaii (RR3) mitchud with our recone,mnded varieties. Those
 
were crossed, back crossed and selfed during 
 last few yers. Now, we have
 
found that some 
 of these materials (RR1 X Ganesh-2, Sarlahi Seto X RR1 RR3 X
Khumal Pahenlo) are quite resistant to the rust disease. Further improvement
 
of these resistant maturias 
will be continued. 

In conclusion, the common rust disease is a problem nf maize at high
elevations and it can be solved only by providing the resistant material for 
the high altitude areas. In addition, the materials used for winter maize 
at lower altitude should be looked carefully for the rust inc-dence. Perhaps 
common rust may be the big problem of winter maize in near future. 
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T abl e 1 Incidence of Rust on Maize Sownm on Different Dates - 1975 

(Kaka~ni) 

1st Week of 3rd Week of 1st Week of Overall
 
Sl.No. Varieties Baisakh Baisakh Jestha 

,,V. (0-5) Sc. Ave. Ave. Mean 

1 Thai Comp. 1.16 1.66 2.33 1.71 

2 DMR-2 1.83 2.0 2.33 2.05 

3 Ganesh-2 1.66 1.83 2.33 1.94 

4 Pd (Ms) 6 1.5 1.5 2.16 1.72 

5 Co.H.F. 1.3 1.83 2.0 1.61 

6 Hetausa Comp. 1.66 2.0 2.0 1.88 

7 CTMMIT H.E.0 p 1.83 2.0 2.66 2.16 

8 Khumal Pahenlo 1.0 1.33 2.0 1.61 

Table2 

No. of Rust ( 0-5 ) Scalt Yield Per Hectare 
Obs. Treated Control Treated Control 

1 2 3 5.03 3.89 

2 2 3 5.72 4.73 

3 1 3 4.03 3.38 

4 3 3 3.73 3.27 

5 2 3 4.03 4.11 

6 3 3 4.93 3.56 

7 3 4 4.28 2.82 

8 2 2 4.01 3.02 

9 3 4 4.91 2.96 

10 3 4 4.69 4.04 

Mean 2.4 3.2 4.53 3.57 

It' Calculated 5.58 Tabulated 2.262 (when ? 0.05) 
.7L ! (G,'en 2 001), 
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f r'2tal.. Screeni ng A v,.inst Cormon Rust Disease of Maize 
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Appendix I 

01. 	 (Comp. Gpo.7 X Antigua Gpo.2) - 1 

02. 	 (US Argentina-2 X Cuta V 66)-I-2 

03. 	 (North Sikkim 6-1 X Kentucky South Africa Corn Belt Synthetic-1 

04. 	 (Puerto Rico Gr. 1 X Iraneko)-1-2 

05. 	 (Palung Valley White) X (Pekin-haku-gyokunai) X (CBE X E to)-1-2 

06. 	 ( " " 1 ) X (Comp. HLanco (WIV)-1-2 
07. 	 (Palmug Valley White X Iraneko-1)-1 

08. 	 (Palung Valley Lekh area white) X Antigua Gpo.2 X Guat)-1-2 

(Out 	of 66 testing materials)
 

01. 	 (US/Argentina-4 X Waimea Dent.)-1-2-3 

02. 	 (US/Argentina-2 X Cuba V66)-1-2-3 
03. 	 (Palung Valley Yellow) X (US/Agentina 2 X Jamaica J)-1-2 

04. 	 (Palung Valley White) X (Pekin-haku-gyokumai) X (CBC X E to)-1-2 

05. 	 (Palung Valley White) X Composite Blanco (AIV)-1-2 
06. 	 (Palung Valley White X Ivareko-1)-2 

07. 	 (Palung Valley Lekh area White X Antigua Gpo. 2 X Guatemala)-l 

08. 	 (Carocento X Guatemala)-]-2 X Palpa Yellow No. 6. 

09. 	(Chis Gpo.32 X Antigua Gpo.2)-l Tuxp-eno X New England. 

10. Westigua F7
 

11.. Iowatigua F6
 

12. 	 Tuxpuntigua F3 

13. 	 Trejan 

14. 	 Teyler Evans 6703 

15. 	 Funk G 795 W 

1970 
01. 	 North SikkiL 8 .epal 

02. 	 (US/ArgentIi-2 X Wairea Dent)-1-2-3 

03. 	 (Flint Comp. Amarillo X US/Argentina 

04. 	 Palung Valley Yellow) X (US/Argentin-2 X Jamaica 1-2 (Palung Valley 

White) X Irareko 1 
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05. (Pa)Lung Valley White) X Comp. Blanco (IV)-1-2 
06. (Palung Valley White) X (Pekin-hiku-gyokunai X (CBC X Eto) Sym.203. 
07. Syn. 530 

08. Akbar 2 

09. Synthetic 200 

1971 
01. Gemini Composite 

02. Flint Canp. Amarillo X US/Argentina-4)-1-2-3 

03. (Carocento X Guatemala)-1-2 

-(Out of 349) 
01. Pekin-haku-gyok=nwi X Narino 330G)-1-2 
02. US/Argentina X Waimea Dent 
03. Kakani Pahenlo opajue (R4P) 
04. ICA # 208 # Composite 

05. Pioneer 3911
 

06.. Pioneer
 

07. Pioneer 3985
 

09. Yu-Zp-Sc-584/69
 

09. Yu-Zp-Sc-74
 

10. Yu-Zp-Tc-62/69
 

11. Yu-Zp-Sc-/+6 A/70
 
12. Yu-Zp-Sc-1 A/69 

13. Yu-Zp-44/70
 
14. Yu-Zp-Sc-48 V70
 
15. (Palung Valley Yellow) X (Pekin-haku-gyokumai X Narino 330 G)-I 
16. Agaute Makai
 

17. Seti Makai
 

18. ianade Maize 

19. Goduhade
 

20. Zira
 

21. Pahenlo Makai
 

22. Red Sathiya
 

23. Eto Blanco Planta Baja PRU 71-A lot - 1 
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24. Mix X Col. Gpo. EtoPlanta Baja PRU 71 A 25 8F 
25. Modified Opaque Maize Kernel 
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.2TUATION OF -RUST DISEAS 

DISCJSSIO: 

W.H. Freeman : 	Is selfinf- necessary as a breeding procedure to identify 

resistance to common rust ? 

Manandhar : 	 Not nocessarily, it depends upon the braeding procedure 
you follow. If you do selfing, progress per cycle of 
selection will be high. Generally, I prefer S1 selection 

s cheme. 

B.K. Gy.wnli : Plant Pathlo,y Division is one of the best Divisions, 
when equipment and physical facilities are considered. 
In your report you have mentioned that bcause of lack 
of physical facilities, the screening was not done under 
artificial inoculation condition, Please comment. 

Manandhar : Althou+, we have a lot of equipments in the Division of 
Plant Pathology, we still lack the facility for the 
storage of rust spores. Because of this, we have not 
been able to inoculate the disease artificially and hence
 
screening was done under natural condition. 
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rQi{CQT C14 V.JJ..T.:L LNIra,3 11iUZ .G:JNST INAJORSC CF DISE-Sa. 

- Keshari L. Manandhar and * 

- Gyanu Gurung 

Introduction:
 

Maize, the staple crop of higher elevation is always under a continuous 
stress of diseases. Major diseases are cob rot (iurja M Sheld); 
common rust (Eh inia *or-hi Schw) and s talk rot (Lrwinia eanitovor Jones
 
Holland). Depending, upon the nature of different climatic 
 conditions from 
Terai to high elevtion, the occurrunce aLnd severity of those diseases varies. 
In higher altitudes where high rainfall, high humidity and long duration of
 
crop stand prevails, cob rot disease has gnatly affected the yield and 
quality. Rust as foliar destructive pathogen occurs from Terni to higher 
altitude and stalk rot causes greater lcss particularly in Terai region. 

The varietal screenin, trial of maize afainst these major diseases was 
,ronducted at various stations : Ranpur, Lune, Pakhribas, KhumaltarKabhre, 

Jumla and Kakani for the last 4 years. The materials included in the trial 
were mostly promising- and rccmmended varieties. Screening of v.ritios were 
done with the artificial inoculation with thu suspension of casual organism 
of specific dizease in specific location. The screening procedure was 
continuously and refIllarly conducted at Khmaltar and Kakanri. 

Materials and Methods: 

The tril was laid out in complete randomized block design with the plot 
2size 5 x 3m and 4 replications. There were eight varieties of maize. The 

plot size was reduced to 3m2 at high hill due to n.rrow terraces and spacing 
was 75 x 30 cm2 . The fertilizer dose was 120:60:40 k&N:P:K per hectare of 
which half the amount of nitrogen was applied as top dressing at knee high 
stage of the plant. 

At Kakani, the most common Fusariuom among the cob rot
 
- Plant Pathologist and Assistant Plant Pathologist, Division of Plant
 

Pathology, Khumaltar, Nepal.
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organism was artificially inoculated in cobs of each plant with the help of 
syringe. The fungus isolatedwas from infected grain and was cultured on 
steamed and sterilized sorghum. The suspension was prepared in water by 
crushing the cultured crumbs. Suspension of equal inoculum concentration 
was inoculated in one day. The observation was taken during harvest and 

infection percentage was estimated. 

Results and Discussions: 

The results of different locations are presented in tables 1 and 2. At 
Kakani, among the screened varieties, Kakani Pahenlo was found to be least 
susceptible (23.2%) to cob rot while high susceptibility was seen in Arun-2 
(67.6%). Kakani Pahenlo has been continuously appearing to be resistant 
from last 3 years and the range of cob rot incidence occurred from 13.4% 
(1980) to 35.6% (1981). The least infection percentage (15.9%) was also 
obseled in NMDP trial when maximum rot was shown by Sarlahi Seto (71.5%). 
Besides Kakani, Kakani Pahenlo has also appeared to be the bust in the other 
hilly locations : Pakhribas, Kabhre, Lumle and Khumaltar. 

At Khumaltar, Manakamana appeared to be highly susceptible to cob rot 
(6.2%) and Rampur Composite less susceptible (2.3%). The disease incidence
 

was not much and rcached only upto 6%.
 

At Kakani, stalk rot was almost nil while at Khumaltar more suscepti

bility was seen in Hetauda Camposite and Kakani Pahenlo. 

Considering common rust, low susceptibility was seen in Khumal Pahenlo 
and more susceptibility in Raopur Composite while at Khumaltar, Manakamana 
appeared to be low susceptible and Arun-2 the most susceptible one. 

Thus, the susceptibility of the main diseases in hilly areas is very 
clear. Hence, the selection of suitable material to fit in one particular 
climate can be done only by screening. 
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T Disease Observations on Varietal Screening Trial at Kakani '82 

S1.No. Pedigree - Cob Rot % Rust (0-5) Stalk Rot % 

1. 	 Rampur Composite 51.7 2.8 Lodging stalk 
2. Hetauda Composite 33.8 	 was2.3 rot not 
3. Janaki 47.7 1.8 appeared in 
4. Rampur Pahunlo 48.0 2.1 trial at 
5. 	 Manakamana 49.0 2.1 tasseling 
6. Khumal Pahenl o 32.0 1.6 stage 
7. 	 Arun-2 67.6 1.8 
8. Kakani Pahenlo 23.2 2.3 
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NfIDP Varietal Trial at Kakani, 1982 

S1.No. Pedigree 
 Cob Rot %
 

1. Ganesh-2 444 
2. Manakaynana 54.0 
3. Rampur-2 41.1 
4. Arun-4 25.0 
5. Arun-2 43.5 
6. Rampur-1 20.4 
7. Rampur Conmosite 21.0 
8. Khumaj Pahenlo 42.8 
9. Sarlahi Seto 71.4 

10. Kakani Local 15.9 

Tahle 2 Disease Observations at Khumaltar 

Si. No. Pedigree Cob Rot % Rust (0-5) Stalk Rot % 

1. Rampur Composite 2.3 1.5 0 
2. Hetauda Composite 3.8 1.7 2.8 
3. Janaki Makai 5.7 1.3 1.5 
4. Rampur Pahenlo 3.5 1.6 1.3 
5. Manakamana 6.2 1.1 1.8 
6. Khumal Pahenlo 3.8 1.7 1 r7 
7. Arun-2 
 5.9 2.3 1.3
 
8. Kakani Pahenlo 4.2 1.5 2.7 
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RELTMELNIY REFURT ON CRA.ZY TOP DOWNY MtLDEW 

,,, WS(sc) , ,-

AZ OF ,IZE Q 1iL 

-	 Binay K. Batsa* 

ABSTRACT
 

The main objective of this study was to find out the effect of Crazy 

Top Dmwny Mildew on yield attributing characters, suitable fungicide for the 

to find out the maize genotypes resistant to Dowilydisease control and 

Mildew (DM). Infected plants were found very short (88 cm) as compared to 

normal plant (144 cm). Tassels and ears of infected plants produced a 

leafy bunch of very small size abnormal ears with or withour grains. Seeds 

obtained from such ears were found poor in viability (60 %) and 1000 grain 

weight (185 grams) as compared to normal seeds which were 100% viable with 

300 grams cf 1000 kernel weight. Grain yield reduction up to 64% was 

assessed in this study. 

Apron-35 SD, Vitavax and Thiride @ 4 gram a.i.Ag maize seeds were 

tested against DM, but none of the seed dressants could effectively control 

the disease. Eight maize genotypes were screened against DM under natural 

cenditions at Rarnpur but none of them were found tolerant to it. Even 

varieties Sarlahi Seto and Rapw:- Composite, which are tolerant to 

Philippine and Sorghum Downy Mildews, were found susceptible to Crazy Top 

Diwny Mildew. 

Review: 

Crazy Top Downy Mildew incited by Slerohth macrosora (Saco) Thirum, 

Shaw and Naras is becoming a severe maize disease in Chitwan and Makwanpur 

districts in winter. Up to 50% infection was recorded at Rarpur in 1981 (1). 

Since 1980, disease is appearing in epipytotic form on the same area every 

year in Chitwan. This year also up to 40% infection in 886 half-sib families 

* 	 - Assistant Plant Pathologist, National Maize Development Program, Nepal. 

- lant Pathologist, yet to be confirmed. 



of Arun-4 was recorded at Rampr. !in 1981 winter, some of agronomical 

experiments totally failed because of the severe attack of DM. This 

indicates that pathogen has become endemic in these areas. However, the 

presence of DM disease in hilly areas is not reported in Nepal. 

As described by several workers, Crazy Top DM disease is associated with 

soils that have been flooded after planting and before the plants are in the 

4 to 5 leaf stage (2). The same situation holds true in Rampur case also. 

In September 29, 1981, there was 250 mm rainfall within 5 hours interval and 

the 10 days old nmaize plants were totally submerged in water for 24 hours at 

Ranpur. As a result, 25 to 50% DM infection was recorded in Arun and Rampur 

Cormp',site varieties in the waterlogged areas. The same situation again 

repeated this yuar.
 

A variety of symptoms are expressed by the infected plants. Prolife

ration of floral and vegetative parts into leafy structures, excess of 

tillering and stunting are some of the general features of the infected 

plants (3). Some times the tassel is replaced by a leafy branch of small 

size ears (1 to 20 in number) which bear very few grains or the cars remain 

empty (I). The phyllody is recorded in ears also. Seeds obtained from such 

abnormal cars aru comparatively small, deshaped, dull in color, poor in 
viability and 1000 kernel weight. In brief, the DM infected plants are 
always deviated from normal morphologically. This results is considerable 

reduction in yield. The overall aims and objectives of this study was to 

find out the means by which the yield loss can be minimized. 

1. Loss Assessment Studies on Crazy Too Downy Mildew (DM) of Maize 

Study on the assessment of loss was done at fampue, because suffi

cient data was not available and very little was known about the disease 
and its relation to yield loss in Nepal. 

Materials and Methods:
 

Three locations (one location considered as one replication) were
 
2
randomly selected at Rampur. Each block comprising of 120 m area 

was fertilized with 60:60:30 kg N:P:K/ha at sowing and 60:0:0 k9 NPK/ha 
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was side-dressed at knee high stage of crop. Variety Arun-2 was planted 
on 12th September 1981. Spacing was 75 cm row to row and 25 cm plant 
to plant. Weeding and hoeing were done according to need. After silking, 
disease observation was taken. Infected plants were tagged and the crop 
was harvested at right stage of maturity. Necessary morphological 
characters were noted. The result is summarized in tables 1 and 2. 

Results and Discussions:
 

Table 1 shows that even in natural condition, percent DM infection 
was very high (21 %) at Rampur. It obviousis that sufficient inoculum 
has already been built up in nature in Chitwan. 

Regarding the morpholog.1cal characters of the infected plants, we
 
can say that even some of the DM 
 plants can be more taller (125 cm)
 
than the normal pl ants 
(100 cm). Such plants could bear the normal
 
size ears (8-12 cm lonC) 
 that were full of normal size grains which
 
were 100% viable and there was no significant reduction in 1000 kernel
 
weight (table 2). But in general, the average height of the systemi
 
cally infected plants wis drastically reduced (88 cm) as compared to
 
normal plant height (table 2).
 

On the other hand, most of the abnormal DM plants thet bore a leafy 
bunch of small size cobs (recorded up to 15 ears/bunch/plant) were very 
small in size (2-4 cm in length). Such type of abnormal ear were mostly 
empty or some time full of kernels (0-20 grains/ear - table 2). Grains
 
obtained from such ears wre 
very poor in viability (0-60%), low in 
1000 grain weight (185 grams) as compared to normal grains (300 grams/ 
1000 grain weight (table 2). 

Healthy plants could produce higher grain yields (75 grams/plant) 
as compared to crazy top plants (27 grams/plant) (table I). This 
indicates that, if the diseased plants produce only abnormal ears and 
rarely produce normal size cobs there will be 48 grams/plant yield 
reduction, i.e. 64% total grain yield loss (table I). 
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2. 	 V( t Se Against Crazy Ton 

Materials and Methods: 

Eight maize genotypes were screened under natural condition at 

Rampur in a randomized block design with 3 replications. Two rows of 

5 metre long plot with 75 cm row to row and 25 cm plant to plant was 

maintained. Fertilizer was given at sowing time @ 60:60:30 kgN:P:K/ha 

and 60 k9N/ha was applied at knee high stage of the crop. All the 

cultural operations were done in time. Disease observation was taken 

after silking and the result is summarized in table 3. 

Results and Discussions: 

rone of the 8 maize genotypes tested were found free from DM 

infection. Even Sarlahi Seto and Rampur Composite cultivars which are 

tolerant to Philippine arA Sorghum Downy Mildew were found susceptible 

to Crazy Top DM.
 

3. 	 Efficacy of Seed Dres ing F>, cicides on the Incidence of Crazy Too 

Dowy w of Maize t Rmiour. Chitwan 

Reports about the chemical control of DM by seed dressing are 

available from Nepal and abroad. On the basis of last year's finding 

this experiment was conducted to evaluate better chemical for- DM control. 

Materials and Methods. 

Thu 	 experiment was laid out in Randomized Block Design consisting 

of 5 treatments with 3 replications. Plot size was 3m x 5m with 25 cm 

plant to plant and 75 cm row to row spacing. Fertilizer was applied 

@ 60:60:30 kg N:P:K/ha at sowing and 60 kg N/ha side-dress3d at knee 

high 	stage of crc. Weeding and hoeing was done according to need. 

Disease observation was taken after si2king and the result is summarized 

in table 4. 

Tre atments : 

1. 	 Apron 35-SD @ 3g a.i.Ag seed 

2. 	Apron 35-SD @ 4g a.i./lg seed 
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3. Vitavax @4g a.i.Ag seed 
4. Thiridt 4g a.i.Ag seed 
5. Untreated check - No seed treatment. Seeds of tnin-2 were treated 

with the above mentioned chemical and planted on September 19, 1982.
 

Results and Discussions:
 

Out of 3 chemicals tested none of them were found effective in
 
reducing DM infection at Rampur conditions (table 4). The aitifungal 
activity of IPRON was proved successful in controlling Sorghum and 
Philippine DM in Nepal, but no effect was apparently observed against 
Crazy Top DM in this case. The other two chemicals (Vitavax and Thiride) 
were equally ineffective. The data was not analyzed statistically, 
because the % DM infection in chemical treated plots was apparently 
at par with that of untreated check (table 4). 

Conclusion:
 

From the above discussions, and one year exp'riments it is clear 
that none of our maize varieties are resistant to Crazy Top DM. Even 
Sarlahi Seto and Ranmpur Crposite are susceptible to it. Crazy Top DM 
can reduce yield yp to 48 grams/plant (64 % loss) in severe cases. No 
chemical treatment (seed dressing) was found effective against this 
disease. Even A.PRON 35-SD was found ineffective. 

Hence, Tutny more local land races must be collected and screened 
to obtain a better source of resistance. 
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Ta e Plant S+an. Of% Crazy 'lopDM Infection Yi2eld ant and % Yield Reduction Obtained 
-_rim 3 Locations at Rampur in 1981 Winter 

Location/ Replication Rep. iep. Fep. Total - Grain Yield in k Yield/ Yield % Yield 
Rep Rep Rep Reduo- ePlant Mean Total len Plant tion/ Reduc-
Plant Population 
 I II III Stand I II III (gin) (gin) tion
 

Total # of plaCnts 556 461 
 499 1516 505# of U.infected plants - - _ 411 370 _411# of DM inf~ctod 1192 397 34.582565" 145 91 88 26.42 86.65 28.88324 108 43 75.0 % of Downy Mildew 2.17 1.97 8.48 2.8226 20 27.0 48.018 6464 21  - - - -
Planting Date: September 12, 1981. 

Tab-Io Conijisons of Some of the Morhologica Charact of Crazy T I cted Plants th 
- .-. -. - - .- n o o g c a ~ Oh ~ a ct r - - - - - - - 2----- -f nt-w t t heNormal Plants at Ranpur in 1 9 8 1 :nd 1 9 8 2 WinterMorphological ChL eracters 

, 
01. Plant height in cm Crazy Top Plants Noral Plants 
02. 00No. of ncrml ears/plant
03. 1' . of grain/norma 60- 125ear 100 - 17504. -ngth uf ncrmal cars in cz. 0  4 1 - 205. Average plant huight in 100 - 250cm 400 - 75006. No. of abnorinzal ears/bunch/plant 8 - 1214 
07. -Length of abnorm:,_ ears in cm 

88 14 
08. No. of grains/Abnormal Car 

1 - 15 1
09. 1000 kernel weight in gram 2 - 24 

*10. Seed viability 0 - 20185 - 

0 - 60 100 
* - Viability of seeds within 15 da~s of harvest. 



TajiblesI Craz_ Top DM Infection cn Eight Maize Genotypes Screened Under Natural Condition At 

Ram ur in 19e2 Winter 

1-elication I Replication II Replication III Total Total % of 

Genotypes/Entries Total Crazy Top Total Crazy Top Total Crazy Top Plants Crazy Crazy
of 3 Top Top 

Plants Plant Plants Plant Plants Plant Reps Plants Plants 

1. Rampur Composite 22 2 37 3 42 4 101 9 8.99 
2. Khumal Pahenlo 24 1 36 5 39 3 99 9 9.093. Kakani Pahenlo 18 3 38 1 39 1 95 5 5.26 
4. Sarlahi Seto 34 2 39 2 32 4 95 8 8.42 
5. Arun-2 37 5 32 6 34 3 103 14 13.59 
6. Pop-corn 23 2 26 1 24 2 73 5 6.84

7. Sweet-corn 7 2 4 1 8 1 19 4 21.05
8. Rampur Local 33 2 36 3 37 5 106 10 9.4 

Planting Date: September 19, 1982.
 

Table Z. Efi a ~ f u ~ es oi' the Incidence of Wite~~Effca of__F _ niec frzyLo"thTop PM_of Maize at Rlaur in 1982 Winter 

Treatments/ . RPlication I Replication II Replication III Total # of % of 

Fungicides 
Total # of DM 
Plants Plants 

Total 
Plants 

# of DM 
Plants 

Total 
Plants 

# of DM 
Plants 

# of 
Plants 

DM 
Plant DM 

1. Apron 35-SD @3g a.io/ seed 
2. Apron 35-SD @4g a~i./" " 
3. Vitavax @4g a.i. seed 
4 h a.i. seed 
5: Untreated scheck 

E0 
78 
76 
79 
80 

15 
16 
14 
2 
20 

70 
76 
72 
74 
60 

9 
16 
11 
14 
6 

78 
79 
76 
80 
71 

9 
6 
9 
12 
8 

288 
233 
224 
233 
211 

33 
38 
34 
49 
34 

14.47 
16.30 
15.17 
21.03 
16.11 

Planting Date: September 19, 1982
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THE BIONOMIC OF THE IVIZE BORER 
CRILO PYJCELLUS (SWIHOE) IN NEPIL 

- Fanindra P. Neupane, 

Harry C. Coppol, and 

R. Keith Chapman*
 

INT~iQODUJION
 
Maize ranks 
next to rice as the most important food crop of Nepal. It is 

basic to the diet of the people in the hilly regions and is grown in the hills,
river valleys, inner and other terai. Although various insect pests attack
 
this crop in the field, the maize 
borer, C I (Swinhoe) is the
 
most important. 
 It is serious in all the maize growing areas except at the
 
higher elevations. The maize 
 borer also attacks sorghum (u,= vgCe Pers.),
rice (Dzma s L.), fingonuillet ( Eoracmn Gaertn) and teosinte 
(E Ucan ex Schrad). In -aeas where rice is rotated with maize or
 
where 
both crops are plantcd side by side C. ntrkUps has been serious in rice 
as well. In the Chitwan Valley this pest is the most serious of all the
 
lepidopterous 
 stem borers that attack the rice crop. A sinificant yield loss
 
in maize has been regularly realised 
by farmers. 

The lack of information on C. M-tv)-b in Nepal provided the necessary
impetus for studies of behavior, biology and development, screening of hosts
 
and host cultivars for susceptibility, insecticidal materials 
for control and
effects of date of planting on the incidence of the pest. The investigations
 
were undertaken at Rampur, 
 Chitwan and Khumaltar, Kathmandu, Nepal during

1977 to 1981, 
 to provide pest management strategies for C. M Jjs. 

E 
Host. .Eature and Extent of Damage

In the 

OF THLK_1RESULTS 

Chitwan Valley, p.jrtp was found primarily in maize, sorghum
and rice. Other hosts with light infestation were teosinte, fingermillet,
 
. ..... E..nCL sp. Infestations during the young stages 
of the 

* - Reader, IldAS, Rampur and Professor of Entomology, University of
 
Wisconsin 
- Madison, USA, respectively. 
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maize plants produced 'dead hearts' whereas, those during the advanced stages 
redhced plant growth and in many instances no cobs were formed. The larvae 

fed in the tassel, stem, peduncle and ear. Stem breakage before harvest often 
occurred. In some cultivars of maize, the yield reduction up to 60%and stem 

infestation reached 98%. In rice the borer produced 'dead hearts early and 

'white head' condition later. 

-Biol Behavior and Development 
The egg incubation period during the summer (June - September) was 4-5 

days. Seventy-two percent of the egg masses were laid on the lower surfaces 
of the leaf blades of maize plunts . Their position on the leaf blade was 
primarily (63%) between the depression of the mid-rib and the leaf margin. 
Egg masses on young leaves were laid on the whorl leaves but oviposition 
sites varied on the older plants. During the silking stage of naize, eggs 
were laid primarily on the leaves at the bases of the ears (26.8%) and the 
remainder uare laid on various other leaves. 

larval emergence took place primarily during the morning hours at which 
time they migrated to and entered either the leaf whorls or leaf sheaths 
depending upon the stage of the crop. Approximately 6% of the first ingtar 
larvae perished during dispersion. The larvae fed on the leaf whorls or leaf 
sheaths through their 2nd instar and entered the stems proper as 3rd instar 
larvae. During the summer the mean length of the larval period was 28.6 days. 
Pupation took place inside the stem, peduncle or ear. During the summer, the 

mean pupal period was 6.7 days. Moth emergence was recorded from 4 p.m. 
through 10 p.m. with a peak between 7 to 9 p.m. Mating started during the 
evening hours. The pre-oviposition period was less than 1 day and the total 
oviposition period lasted 1-3 days. The ;ean number of eggs laid by a female 
was 262.0 ±162.9. 

The moths were attracted to light traps at or after dark with a peak in 
activity between 8-10 p.m. Blacklight traps were more effective than 
incandescent-light traps in attracting moths. More females than males were 
attracted to the traps and most females were gravid. Second, third and 
fourth generation moths rested among the maize plants. The entire life cycle 
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took 28-48 days under field conditions during the summer and 192 - 233 daysfrom October to Iy during which time the larvae went into diapause. 

After the maize harvest in -.u,-ust, the borers migrate to ricethe cropwhere 1-2 generations are passed. The mture larve hibernate in the ricestubble from October onwards. Sprin- emer ence of adult moths takes placethe middle of April 	
in 

when maize plants an. available for oiposition. Firstgeneration moth packs occurrod durin;g the last week of 11y, 2nd generationpeaks during the last week of June -Ind 3rd ;7.neration peaks, the highest ofall, occurred toward the und of July and the bcEiininc- of Yuust. The small4th generation of moths peaked durinjg the last week of September. A partial5th generation inoth peaked duringL the 1st week of October. There was someindication that temperature and rainfall durin;; April- 2hy determined thelevel of C. arpjteJs population surviw l during the following season. Theheavy rains during July Auguft miiht- in part be rusponsible for reducing
the 4th generation larval population. 

In the laboratory the durations of th, egg, larval and pupal stages wereshorter at 30 0 C than at 25 and 20 0C but at 35 was sli!-htly longer.0C it 

The average egg development took 9.6 days 20
:t 0C, 6 days At 25 'C, 4 days'at 30 0C and 4.5 dJaYs at 35 1C. The larwal period was completed in average of42.2 days at 20 1C, 24.04 days 25at 'C, 19.2 di.ys at 30 0C and 22.2 days at35 0C. Pupal development took an average of 14.8 drays at a) 'C, 8.72 days at 
25 0C, 6.26 days at 30 0C Lnd 7.25 days 35at 0C. 

Thu male and female moths survived, respcctively for an average of 7.8 and8.5 	days at 20 0C, 5.10 and 5.25 days 0C,
at 25 and .3.6 and 3.5 days at 
30 00,and 1.5 and 1.6 days at 35 0C. In general; the optimum tempeurature for thecompletion of a genration of C. 2lt2J~u in the laboratory was 30 C.Temperatures at 20, 25 ard 30 0C showed a linear increase in the rates of , larval pupal -and complete rneration duvelopment of C. . TheX-intercept ostimat-s af thu threshold temperatures for eog, larval, pupal
and complete genration development are 13.25, 12.5, 12.75 and 13 0Crespectively. Thermal unit summations for the development of the egg, larval,and pupatL stges respectively, were c;e ulated 297.7 andas 69.0, 104.9 thermal 
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units (TU) or day degrees using a 13 °C development base. The development of 

complete generation took a total of 471.7 TU. In contrast an accuulation of 

515 TU were necessary under field conditions for the development of each gene

ration of g. r.. l. 

Based on the field TU accumulations, light trap catches of moths, and 

field infestations of larvae, a theoretical model for the different generations 

of g. r. 2 in Chitwan, Nepal, has been developed as follows : There are 

5 generations of C. Txrtellls in the Chitinn Valley. The spring emergence of 

moths peaks on ,pril 15. The 1st, 2nd, 3rd, 4th and 5th generation moth peaks 

are found, respectively, on May 24, June 28, July 31, September 3 and October 

10.
 

The annlysis of life tables for C. pjteljus indicated that the mortality 

factors during the 2nd gcneration were larval dispersion and unknown which 

provided total mortality of 93.04% and a trend of population increase. The 

mortality factors during the 3rd 1:enurations were, again,, larval dispersion, 

unknown, and eg and larval parasitism showing a total mortality of 88.28% 

and again a trend of population increase. The mortality factors during the 

4th generation were egg parasitism, larval dispersion, larval and pupal 

parasitism, adult mortality and unknovm. The total mortality was 97.63%. 

A trend of population increasd was observed but it was much smaller than that 

in the 2nd and 31-d generation. Of soven hymunopterous parasitoids reared from 

C rte! _ T__rjc was an oL[,, pars itoid; Xj7eJUescejsi, 
n and T at_ %, were larval parasitoids; and Hvrcacidia and 

Xanthopil wuro pupal p:arasitoids. As T. ghilgIlls was effective in para
sitizing the eg of C. 2_eJ.J*Ui and is easily reared, it could be released 

(inundation technique) as a strategy for supression. 

Host Susc ity_/Rsistarce
etib 


Studies were made on the plant susceptibility/resistance to the maize 

borer in various crops and maize cultivars. When different host crops were made 

available in a particular location, sor-hin and maize were preferred more than 

were teosinte, rice, sugarcne and finermill(.ts in descending order. 

http:finermill(.ts
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In warious cultivars and experimental materials of rmize, whorl infestation 
or lc, f feeding due to C. partellus did not show any correlation to stalk
 
infestation. There was a lck
1!s of ccrrc!Ttticn between stalk infestation 
and tunnel length/plant. Neither a hih purcent of whorl and stalk infestation 
nor more dmnaCe inside the stem reduced the yield of mize somein cultivars, 
for example, Arun-2, indica.ting tolcr.nce to C. _nurte-2 

Of 134 mnize entries screeaned for ,. susceptibilit 3r to C. M.rjt2.a, either 
at Rapur, Klmmaltar or at both locations, 25 inwere replicated trials and
 
the remainder in single 
 trivls. When j-ad.,xt ;aga.inst 2 or more criteria of
 
susceptibility to C. r 
 th, fallw . entries were ngarded as least
 
susceptible when 
 compared to th, rcjn-inder : D 774 (White), Local, MNnnkanramna-1 
(White), Pojaric, 7931, -cross 7833, Chuqcuis.o (I) 7842, D 771, Paheli Rklki,
Po0l-32, (14 D 74X S.irhitd, (S-.rhi d X I4) Pe:ol-17, (B 73 X Suwman-2) D 771,
 
(Indian Pool- 5 X WBPI) 
 D 771, ((:CB X T54) Stu.nn-2)) D 771, (AiCDS-C7 X Suwnn-2)
D 771, iru Cheure Seti, and Thulo Chure Sti. The coiamnonly grown cultivars,
 
Rampur Yellow, Khumal Ye]_low FQ=
Bapur G)Posite were all moderately
susceptible to C. nrtcl]s and Arom-2 al-tioush hig;hly susceptible to stalk 

inf(s;tation, yielded well. 

Chemical Control 

The efficacy of various insecticides, namly, carbar-yl, carbofuran, undo
sulf ,n, trichlorfon, bacillus 
thurin,iu ;is, rldicarb, fenitrothion -tnd
 
phoxim at 1 kg 'L.i./hf various
in fornuJ; tiona ws stulied against the maize
 
borer, 
 Pa fart Jjja, at R,.apur, Clitwn-.f T',,r, in 1978-1981. Carbofuran
 
and carbaryl 
 in g3rinular forrmulttion were sup- rior to the other treatmonts.
 
Granu.ar formulations 
 of Lldicarb and trichlorfor., :and sprays of carbaryl and
 
endosulfatn 
 were also effective. The; iauv. carbaryl formulation and timed
 
truatments 
 showe'1 that carb-r-yl bait was better for application to the maize 
whorl for 3rd generation truatent and that spray was bettur for the 4th 
generation of C. .m Thereforc, th. relatively safe crtrbaryl, in 
granular form is nu-comaunded is at whoxrl true.tUent for the 3rd generation of 
C. J in maize. 

http:Granu.ar
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Effect of Date of Planting on the Incidence 

The maize cultivar, Arun, was planted in Barnpur, Chitwan, Nepal on April 

24, May 4, 14 and 24. The data on the percent infested plants showed an 

increased infestation of the maize borer, q. - on late sowings when 

compared to early sowings. The tunnel lencth/plant also showed an increase 

with later plthtings. The latest seeding (May 24) showed significantly 

greater borer damage than those planted carlier. Earlier planting of maize 

(prior to M4ay 14) is recommended, therefore, for that area of Nepal. 

COil CLUSONS 

For the first time, we have accumulated sufficient data on the maize 

borer, Chile 2artellus, in Nepal. to aJ ow certain recommendations for 

improving crop production. Thu benefits of utilizing an early planting date 

arc l rly ustriblishcd. Tho scasonnl history of this common pest have been 

elucidated and thermal unit studies allow predictions of when to expect 

moth peaks. Experiments show that C. p_ 2 can be effectively suppressed 

in maize when pesticide treatments are properly synchronized with the vulne

rable pest stage. A rLelatively safe! pesticide, such as carbaryl, could be 

recomtnended to the growers. Theru are sufficient potential sources of 

resistance to C. fl% _ in vtrious maizu germplasm available in Nepal 

which could be used to develop more resistant cultivars. The C. 

population in Nepoli differs in certain biological properties from most 

recorded in the literature and thus may be different biotype. 
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STUDY OY TM -FIELD BKIPIGY CF I BORiER
 

- B.R. Palikhe* 

Abs tract 

Study on the field bicloi of maize borer, Chile j.rtellus, Swinhoe was 

carried at Nepalganj A. riculture Station, Khajura during monsoon sinceseason 

far the rnA, it or a't the1981. So as larlv.- ,-: is c inc, ,eurr , less 
same time in both y,.;ars (1981 - 1982), nature of the insect population 

fluctutation bein- lar oly iependable to the weather condition. 

Introduction:
 

Generally speaking, maize is liable to be dcnnaged by different types of 

1artel,1i~s) 

and widespread species in cultivatc-.l maize. The infestation of this insect 
varies from Incation to locaticn, lependini- upon the climatic condition. The 
eggs are layed in cluster :. , -r un .r ;.,: f th; I: f. The damaging 

insects of which the maize borer ( is the most destructive 

stage is the lerval :;tave. The young- larvae after Yjtchin,- first of all 
'
feed on ten itr parts of thte leaf ti3sues %n-1 mid rib and move tovirds the 

entral whcrl of the alunt .,,) star't feedin- on the tender g winp part of
 
1
the plant ani ,gralually ki th. central, short ,f the, plant, thus creating 

dead hearts. If plants aro jroWn up, the ear-s are aIt liabl, to be damaged. 
Dead-heatrt appears oLy.ater the severe at the Ltowing point ofLama,.e the 
maize plant. Uhile enterin-, the :hot, the initial, feeding f the larvae 

on the whorl givt ri:;e tr numerous piri-h(les (n the leaves. 

Tk. i.. rtnt t . y i:, I; :-.: '. ..'. .s tit -,r.: n ; ()f tliu 

of the exit holes, tunncl3 in the :turn an! pi-holes on the surface of the 

leaves. The main objective of the study cn the fitld biolop:y of maize borer 
is to determine tht, : " .i, occurrence and to know the oroper time of 

insecticidal application arain:t the maize borer. 

Assistant Etmlis, Nepalianj .gri. Station, Khajura, Nepalganij. 
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Materials and Methods: 

This trial was planted during monsoon season of 1982 at Nepalganj Agri
culture Station, Khajura. Twelve rows per plot (90 m2 ) were planted with
 
two kernels 
 one 


plant and row to 


per hill having plant per hill after thinning. Plant to 
row spacing was 25 cm and 75 cm respectively. This trial
 

consisted of 8 plots of 90 m .
 Half the N and all P205 and K20 was applied
 
(60:60:40 ke NFK/hA) at the time of planting and rest of the N (60 k&/ha) was 
top-dressed at knee-high stage of the crop. 
 Seed rate and other cultural
 
practices were used as recommended for normal maize crop. After germination,
 
a i 'gular visit was made in the experimental plots of the maize so to
as 

observe the (1,position of the eggs layed inside the 
leaf sheath and initial
 
attack of the borer. As the infestation was found, 10 plants from each plot
 
were selected randomly and examined order
carefully in to determine the
 
number of egg masses ani 
their position (upper or lower surfaces). The
 
plants werC dijscted to fina ,r':. larvae, pupae, 
 pupal cases, length of
 
tunnel made by borers in each plants from each 
plot separately. Observations
 
were taken at an 
 interval of 10 da 3 ,3 an, 8 such observations were recorded
 
upto the harvesting piriod.
 

Results and Discussions: 

The oviposition of the borer was found 23 days after planting. The egg 
masses were layed in clusters overlapped like scale and creamy white coloured 
when fresh. Larser percent 7').2u -f the - %:sss were fcunl l.yed on the upper 
surface nf leaves rib the+h- at mid near sheath and 23.8%of the egg masses 
on the lower surface at mid rib and margin of the leaves. But in 1981, the 
position of the cgg rmasses recorded were 80.7%on the upper surfrace and 19.3% on 
the lower surface. A.to,%ther 158 gg masses were observed in the experi
mental plots, The av'rage number af eggs per egg masses was found to be 
15.4 and the range of egpv per mass was 4 to 38. larval peak period and 
larval infestation differed at the different stage of the plant growth. 
Average larvae per plant at the peak were 1.58 and 1.10 and the larval peak 

C". .I,' /. l 55 cleys :)fmeze rt-spectivoly (table I). In 1981, the average 
larvae per plant were found to be 1.03 anI tha peak of the season 52 d.ys 
(table 1). It reveals that the larval were samepeak period almost at the 



stage of the plant growth in both thu 3ars. In 1981, the larvaJl peak was 
between 42 - 52 DXS and in 1982 the peak was between 45  55 DAS. The number 
of larvae and the average larvae per plant in the experimuntal plots were 
higher in the year 19t1 probably because of favourable weather condition. 
Plant infcstation lee.l by borers vas 62 - 73" during the pcak p,,riod. The 
other larval peak pc-riod wt: also obsurved itt 85 DAS. This peak probably 

was duo to the thin Cuncration of the b')rers. 

Pupae were found on 5 D1.; and the pupal peak (1. 12) was observed 65
 
DAS (table I). Larval per ,oin th,- laborattory condition was recorded 25 
30 day. and pupal puriod varied from 7 - 1C) lays. Life-cycle was completed
 
in 6 - 7 weeks bit this; p~ricd may be prolonged in the cold weather.
 

Stumarj and Conclusion: 

On the basis of observation at PupaJ' nj, it is clear thit the nature 
of the insect bin, dependable to weather endition. Under fvoura-.ble 

environmental condition, the sensitiv,-. and voracious larae may cause high 

infestation to th- growin,[ mRtizt pl:ant. irbvr of' e,g imas5:5 obs.,rved on 
the upper hurfacu war; f'ouni mrre compared to the lcw,:r surfac.. The peak 

of the larva.- w.s foual more or les s At the :sme time in both the ycars. 
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Table 1 Borer Population at Different Stages of Plant Growth of Maize 
~~~--------- ------ -- ----------------

Year- 19 8 1 Y e a r - 1 9 8 2 
Days 

After 
Planting 

Mean 

Larvae/
Plant 

Mean ,, 

Pupae/',,
Plant ,, 

Days After 

Planting 

I ean Larvae 

Plant 

Per Mean Pupae 

Plant 

Per 

22 0 0 ,, 25 0 0 
32 .!.9 " 35 0.51 0 
42 0.55 0.05 , 45 1.58 0.31 
52 1.03 0.49 " 55 1.10 0.50 
62 0.44 1.15 ,, 65 0.37 0.68 
72 0.25 0.88 " 75 0.13 0.56 
82 0.35 0.20 ,, 85 0.25 0.12 
92 0.02 0.31 95 0.01 0.02 
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FIELD TEST OF J.IZE GERIAPLS4 AINSIST CI0 PARTELLUS, SWINHOE 

UNDER N-TURILL INFESTATION 

- Bhinsen K.C. and 
Beena Pant*
 

Two set of trials were conducted at Khuialtar Entomology Research Farn, 

Khumalta in summer season of 1982. Arun-2 tested against Khumal Pahenlo, 

Rnmur-1 showed no Fi-nificant d" 'ference so far as borer leaf injury is 

concerned. But, same variety revealcd significant difference with Rampur-1 

at tkonel length (11 cm/plant) and grain yield (4031 k&/ha). 

Introduction: 

:t is well-known fact that certain gormplasm are less attacked by a 

given insect-pest than other because of naturaLl resistance on that crop/plant. 

Hairyness, hardness, thickness of stem / epidermis of leaf, plant vigour, 

in term of speed of growth, early maturity, unpalatability of the cell-sap 

etc are some of the characters that are known to contribute rejistance 

(Athwal, 1976). 

The present study was carried out to determine the characters related 

to borer resistance. On identification of gene source, the characters could 

be transmitted to hybrids /synthetic and further that would be stabilized 

for their performance. 

Materials end Methods: 

Field tests were conducted at Khumltar Entomology Research Farm, during 

summer season of 19082. Experimental design was paired plot technique. There 

were two sets of trials with eight (8) paired plots. First one was consisting 

of three varXeties of maize namely Khumal Pahenlo, Rampur-1 and Aa-n-2 while 

* - Entomologist and Assistant Entomologist, Division of Entomology, 

Khumaltar, Nepal. 
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in second set two exotic germplasm obtained from CI2-IYi, Mexico were planted.
The plot size, row and plcnt spacings w2re 5 X 4.5 m2 , 75 cm, and 25 cm 

respoctively. The maize was seeded on 10, 1982. TheMay fertilizer doses
 

and intercultural orcration were giv,n as per 
th,. r-commondation. 

Borer lcaf injury wcrc rte0 by follouing 1-9 scale. ill plants of 
central 2 rows were t.k. n into consideration. Such rating were recorded 

cn June 15 ar Jun, 30, 132. Th t:rin yi.e;ld and tunncl length were noted 
at and after the; harvet of the crop (QSp 15, 1982). For noting internal 
danage of bor,_!r (tunntl lncth), five rnndonly aelc '.d plants from each plot 

were dissected anad tunnel length was mnrie.urud. 

Results and Disnusaions: 

R,:su].Tz on bor.er ina:tation and grain yield of three varieties viz
 
Khumal Fah.nln, R'.mur-1 ur2 -.run-2 
 Lre jiven in t.iblc: 1. Table 2 presents
 
thu extern-l and 
 intern I injury ri mvize b-r'.r on xotic germplasm. The 

meteorologicd] p:'amttatr arm t4v.n i tAbl-e 3. It i. clear from table I 
that the cumulative n:<,n le.f injury r cor,,i ,7-t 30 nd 45 days -fter
 

,,rmination show, ! no s ignifi(cnt 1iff'rnc( whilt. 
 .run-2 showed longer 
tunnel length (1.4 m1platnt) as ecmpar, to 1htampur-1 (/. S cm/plrnt). However, 
th( urn yield of >, mpur-1 was:; th. hi; h.-.;t (4031 S/in) over Khumrnr Pahenio 
(2982 K/Jh-) -rAd .. run-2 (2703 U/ha). !xo cl miz, -. rmpla:;m indicated the 

diff runtial m.aize bor.-i, f.-tank which was Sii nifice,,nt Lit ( .05 probaLbility 

levl. The two v:'iblus l--af injury 'and tunnl length were found higher in 
TL 81B, 503 # 1BL D, nt than FRl 81 B, 502 / ..nt. Vt. 181 Flint. 

Summeury andl Conclusio(n: 

Thu m.an injury :d borer, yl,f c'us by I'nize; _i 1tAu (Swinhoe) 

varied from 1.67 in Ram ur-1 to 2.0 in J-mun-2 received higher damage as 

compared to other varicties but even this hipher valuc is bulow 3.0 rating. 
So, considrinig this 'ariterion, all tho three varieties seem to be less 

susceptible to at Khurn'borer ccndition. 

http:R,:su].Tz
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The tunnel length shows that jirun-2 was susceptible at late stage. The 

grain yield was the highest in Rampur-1 (4031 k/ha). The result further 

confirms the result of Mishra (1981). The exotic germplasm revealed similar 

borer response as in Khumal Pahenlo, Rampur-1 and Arun-2. PR 81 B, 502 # 

Ant. Vet 181 Flint found better than TL 81 B, 503 / NL Dent. 
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Table Comparison of L'Xun-2 with Tw conenedo ariti-s ."i stVir Borer ft Khuztar 
Under ::.zur- infe.strich (1982) 

Fair of L iJ7injury Ratii,+ Tufncllid LenL-th(cm /pmLnt) Grain Yili( Plot) 222.55 m at 15% 1%.L* 
i-h-zz,3 .. run- , hPlots ,h?,cnlo 2 1 ur- Khum-l1 .hhl,h nlorn-2 Ramour - 1

1 1.45 2.53 1.90 .0 15.8 2.0 7.0 8.D 9.72 1.63 1.79 1.74 10.6 5.0 0.0 8.0 7.7 11.03 1.52 2.29 2.25 2.8 7.6 8.8 5.84 5.5 8.82.20 2.13 1.35 15.0 6.4 6.6 5.45 9.52.36 2.7.S 1.0 16.8 3.0C 7.2 5.2 7.41.86 1.60O 2.,3 7.6 7.6 1: 6.4 4.57 11.53.12 1.8 1.751 L.4 28.2 6.0o 1.93 2.03 1.35 6 7.22.8 18.2 3.0 7.9 6.c 7.5 
Nean 2.01 2.05 1.S7 8.25 11.47 4.8 
 6.71 6.09 
 9.07
 
F-Test -'s NS ' KS 1S S iTS 'S S 

T=cn-sinif iccnt at 0.05 p ~obrbility level 
S = SignificL-nt ,.t 0.05 prcbrbilit- level 
+ = 7,.f Injury Ratin, ws thc mcax of two observations (early whorl and mid whorl stage) 0
* = iL. = Mo is turo; 7Cl. 

Tbl 2exiccr 1 .J -].zc -crmplsm tested arninst maT-*,e borerat Rhualtar 
Rai rs rf Fiots Neutn L?'=f Injurv Tunnel Lenf-th (cm/Fl -A)

GerM.1- Germ- B Germ-AGerm-B 
1 2.13 1.56 13-00 01.602 2.67 2.66 7.00 02.003 
 2.11 1.33
4 11.00 10.702.20 1.50 11.60 06.405 2.33 1.30 
 06.60 03.006 
 2.33 1.42 
 22.00 09.00
7 2.16 1.30 
 18.60 13.20
8 1.96 1.00 16.80 04.00

Y e a n 2.23 1.51 13.32 06.23 
T-Test S SGermplasm . = TL 81 B, 503 3L Dent 

B=FR81P B, 502 #n' t. Vet. 181 Flint 



Piew oratoglCa uata at ah'nr 

Year 1982
 

Month Week Temerature (oC)Maximum Minimum R.H. % Rin (nmn) 

A1R lst 
2nd 

26.23 
26.05 

10.93 
8.30 

39.75 
35.14 

0 
0.55 

3rd 24.30 10.82 57.0 2.98 
4th 25.05 11.02 48.62 10.56 

May Ist 27.15 12.91 44.00 3.43 
2nd 25.51 18.72 73.57 13.42 
3rd 27.62 18.55 68.57 o.78 
4th 27.27 18.21 69.25 1.66 

July 1st 27.71 19.78 72.5 8.13 
2nd 27.45 19.71 73.5 6.00 
3rd 27.7 19.63 69.5 3.37 
4th 26.5 20.50 78.0 10.52 

AImlst 1st 26.97 19.53 71.12 15.47 
2nd 27.58 20.25 70.87 8.56 
3rd 27.47 19.78 66.62 7.93 
4th 26.15 19.22 74.28 13.42 

September 1st 27.15 18.92 69.50 6.23 
2nd 25.30 18.42 77.25 7.57 
3rd 24.80 17.57 77.85 4.38 
4th 25.98 14.71 57.85 0.0 

Octobel st 25.07 12.70 55.00 0.0 
2-nd 24.56 10.22 54.00 -2.56 
3rd 24.03 13.37 57.00 0.17 
4th 24.40 10.65 46.00 0.0 

S p: Agronomy Division, Khumaltar 

Monthly Averae 

April 
May 

25.4r) 
27.80 

10.26 
13.60 

45.13 
45.50 

3.52 
3.9 

June 26.99 19.06 68.81 4.73 
July 27.34 19.90 73.37 7.00 
August 27.04 19.69 70.72 11.33 
September 25.80 17.40 70.61 4.54 
October 24.51 11.73 53.00 0.68 
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IN!-P. UPrdhyr-.y 12v.yut ;tJ;oc-~f thy. irnprrtmint local gorrplasm 

Pant Our sou;~tilly 1k' ;hwf th~lt mosct cf thu, loc-J L~.,r 
pl.3 mhi -'ily ti .3u11" i ~to) ls~i~ 

R. Freed Is thl. ety UiPrr b~-t>n Iiompur-1 ;-nd 
Lrur-2 cu1of~ thcir' rnmtlc yild 

Pont Thco ~ 't. ,br 2 foto'iscts, oIe~ 

cg-,rtic yi21di pt,n'(.-L :xd suvcrrn othur unrecord~ed 
fnctors. 
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PEST IVTCID-1CE IN Ii1ZE '1D SCYB:.' VTr C7i'ING TRI..L 

- Bhimsen K. C., and 

Beena Pant*
 

Introduction:
 

Bia-ecological practice is one of the practices which has been proved as 
an important component in post control strategy. It is more suitable to 
Nepalese frming systems particularly in remote areas-. In the Hills, the 
population pressure is high while the cultivable land per farm family is 
far less than required. On the other han.1, there are two types of farming 
systems prevailing in 1pal. The first one is monoculLure where one crop 

is groin over timu n:id spac(:. The :-eccni being the mixed farming where 
more than one crop is Yeing cultivated in the given piece of land, These 
two types of faruiing Frcsent entirely different agro-ecological situation. 

Under mrnoculure, the satme crop is available in a season over large 
strctrh-,s of lind. This provides ample food and causes a fast multiplication 

of pest and the biology of the pest is well adjusted or synchronized with the 
crop growth. The other biotic and abiotic factors (climate and. natural enemies) 
also determine the population build-up of the given species. 

in tL. -_.rmind, tbh lopular maize baised cropping patterns were 
observed as maize-soybean, na- ze-potato, maize-ginger etc. The companion 
crop is selected according to the problem. The selection is based upon the 

common observation about problem and the experience of the farmers. The 
sole objective of the crop -onbin.ti a is just to increase the production 
per unit land. 1aize-soybean in Khumnltar (Pathic t Lj., 1980) and maize
fingermillet in Lumle (Sen and Sthanj., 1981) gave higher production over 
sole irop. Soil fertility improvement, soil and water conservation and 

_LoPlS__u___a _ i i re othcir h1nticnable advantages of 

* - Entomologist and Asstt. Entrnologist, Entomology Division, Khumaltar, 

Nepal.
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suitable cropping pattern for sustained production. The crcpping systems 
program under Agronomy Division trying evelv, suitable andis to profitable 
cropping pattern to particular envirornment or agro-climatic zone. Due
 
consideration is also rivn to minimize costly inputs such as 
 the use of
 
fertilizer and pesticid, s. The Entomology Division is quitu' .ware of the
 
major pest of maize and soybean. The losses caus.,J by th, pe-ts (borer along 

with other insect in maizu, hairycaterpillar in soybeen) hav.: a.so been 
determined in r-1pcctive 3rcr:. This study was plannd to undtrstsnd th,. 
effect of rififrent cro;)piri- patt,rn on thte, major nest of each componcnt
 

crop.
 

Materi4ls and Method:,: 

Thu experiment wm<s conducted in Entomology Resoerch Farm, Khumaltar. It 
was designed as complteJ.y rnirlomized block design with four replications. 
The plot size was made 6 X 5 in2 s to fit differant types of spacings. The 
treatment combinaLions cultivated varieties, fortilizer doses and spacing were 

as follows: 

Treatment Cojih ni1Joi 

1. Improved Mize + Imnrcved Soybean 

2. Improved Maize + TIc-.i Soybin 

3. Loca-l Mizu + irsrr'wed Soybean 

4. Loc 1MZ,,izU) + Lcoel Sryb,an 

5. Improvd Mizei (:,on, crop) 

6. LocJ.l Scybean (Mono crcp) 

LEM v tX Seed Rate (kV/ha) 

1. Improved Maize Khumal P-thenlo 20 
2. Local Maize Dhapakhel Local 20 
3. Improved Soybean H irdoe 60 
4. Local Soybean Locl Sathiya 60 
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Fertilizer_(Rs/ha) 

N P20 5 K20 

1. Maize + Soybean 80 60 40 

2. Mai-,e Improved 100 60 40 

3. Maize Local 80 60 40
 

4. Soybean 60 60 40 

Crop Combination _acinm Rows/Plot
 

1. Improved maize monoculture = 75 X 25cm 8 

2. Local maize monoculture 60 X 25cm 10 

3. Naizc+soybmn intrcropping = 1(O X 20+50 X 5 cm 6 

Observation:
 

Observations were recorded on major pests of maize and soybe-n. The
 

gross yield and economic re turn were evaluated against each treatment 

combination. The data on maize borer and soybean hairycaterpillar were 

recorded as percentage of infestation. 

In addition to thesu pests, the grasshopper was another target species 

and found defoliating both maize and soybean. However, in this experiment, 

attempt was made to count the insect number per plant. The percent insect 

infestation and in t count were transformed to angular and square root 

values ruspLCtivcly, 'h analysis of variance was done as described by Gomez 

(1976). 

Results and Discussions:
 

Results on mize borer, Chile 2 (Swinhoe); soybean hairycaterpillar, 

sfliata Koll; gasshopper, HiroMh bania Fabricus, along 

with absolute yield (Maize+soybean) and gross economic return (Rs/ha) are 

presented in table 1. 

The borer infestation was recor-led at 30 and 45 days after germination 

(DAG) of maize. The first obiervation showed no significant difference 
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among the various treatmunt-s but ovurl hihur p~rcentagc of damagc (4.8 

7.5) was recorded as compared to th,! second onu (2.8 - 6.5). This observa

tion was found to be statistically signific.nt. 

Hairy caterpillar dIcfoliatd the soybuan pla.nt at 6C DAG. The damago 
percentage ranged frnm 17.5 (T6) to 25.5 (12). It war; considered as medium 

type of damage and jhoull h,:v. nontritutt..d in th,- reduction of crop yiai1d. 

Grasshoppers w:re found or, in shady snvircrniunt (1.99-2.R9/plant) tman th 

non-shady places (I. 55/Plnt.). Ursuvwr, th tLtiticinl analysis rvualud 

no significnt lifi,'r,.nc.- 1tw-,,n two ts; of .nvron;;mts. 

The yiId of ;omponr.L crcps wr, :'d-d in thu plot. They wer,: convcrted 

to k1:ha and rcor;.IA e :sb.;olut, yi,.ld. Th-. hi hcst (+297 iJha) and lowest 

(411.5 kVh/) yid,1 wcre h,'ar,,st.di in TI ,.,nT6 r,,pctively. As there was
 

diffcrcncu in m.!:r.,t v.lu- )f mraiz. (k 2/) and ,;oyl:in (Frs 3.1-'), the ro:-s
 
economic returns wirc culat, cor,'in.,.y. ,'hil,, oing so, tha range, of
 

economic rl. urn w,.r obitain' I If Fa. 1, 21,/ha to R,8,52C/h; (ta..ble I).
 

SinnrE andconI!us io.• 

Borur inf..:ttion in naiz, was b-,low 10 p--rcnt in both the: observations 

coulJ L:; noand this h, con;idd non-s ienificnnt i:f 3t'tionfar 'Ls economic 

loss as crnnc-rnd. Hriry catrerpillrar and gra:;shcpper chosei the shady place;s 
as their h;bitt. dolute yi.i wa 10) tixes and 2 times hirher in Ti 

(Imprnv,:t ma'ize + Improv.; -cyb.-in) as compar-1 to monoculturn s;oybean and 
improved r.riz.; r;;p,.ntivly. This mu:;ult was similar to the. result obtained 

by P:thio .t ,L. (1931). 
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DETERMINATION OF MOISTURE RESISTANT CONTAINERS. SEED MOISTURE 

CONTENT FOR MAINTAINING THE GEPINABILITY OF MAIZE SEED FOR 
A PERIOD OF STORAGE UNDER AMBIENT STORAGE CONDITION 

- Kamlesh Iata Rajbhea-dary,* 

Binay K. Batsa, and 

Devki Shres tha 

INTRIDUCTION:
 

Maize is now grown round the year as monsoon, winter and spring crop in
 
Terai, 
 Inner Terai and Foot-Hill. Even for seed, it is produced in winter
 
season 
because of a number of desirable factors like proper isolation, less 
incidence of diseases and insects, good yields. maizeHowever, harvested in
 
April-May can 
hardly be distributed by Agriculture Input Corporation (AIC)

for the immediate monsoon 
crop. Hence, a major portion of the seed has tr' be 
stored over wet season under ambient condition when the temperature and 
humidity are high. Under such circumstanies, AIC is facing a major constraint 
of supplying maize seed with high gernination and vigcur. It has rather
 
frustrated AIC 
 to expand the seed multiplication in winter. To improve this
 
situation, a number 
 of studis have been initiated by the Agriculture Botany

Division, 
 Seed Technology and Improvement Program in collaboration with NMDP
 
since 1975. The 
presint studies were conducted to determine the economical
 
and appropriate gauge of polyethylene and 
 tin cans with lids at different 
seed moisture level for a period of storage under ambient condition at Rampur
 
and other similar environment.
 

It has been pointed out that seed moisture content and storage temperature 
are the most important factors affecting seed longevity, with seed moisture 
content usually more influential than temperature. Harrington (1959) gives
 
two rules of 
thumb which are of general validity. It states (i) for each 
1 percent increase in seed moisture, the life of the seed is halved
 
(applicable 
 from 5 to 14 percent seed moisture), ii) for each 5 0 C increaso 
in seed temperature the life of seed is halved (applicable between 0 OC and 
50 CC). Roberts (1960) states that in cereals Ladec___rease _leither 
* - Agri. Botanist, STIP; Asstt. Plant Pathologist, NMDP and Asstt. Agri.

Botanist, .. ri. Bot;,ny Division, Khumaltar respectively. 
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temperature or moisture, increases the lon,"xevity of sed. An ideal condition 
is maintained in the control],d stora e, by providin., insulation, moisture
proofinEg, refrigeration and Cehuriidific..on. Eut the cost of building. and 
maintaining such an ideal Lorag;is too high and is n ot cCne1mically 
feasible even in the well-devcloaed countries excert for valuable germplasm. 
In recent years, mrre erph-sjis iL; -iven on the ccntrnl of seed iioisturu 
which is inf2uenced by the su.roundin,- relative hizmidity. ?he use of moisture
barrier containers to keep s ati:,. :fe mocisture level. Cren L. Justice and 
L.N. Bass (1978) report that there is increasing: awareness f savin;--s in time 
and expense and suit-itle moisture-harrier cont.-int-rs are used foi storln, 
valuable breedinf- stocks. 

Harrin:ton (1963) demons trat.,d th; value of coisture-proof containers ini 
inareasing the seed lonfic _ty under hig:h humi6ity conditions and showed the 
relativ,, resistnce of various containers to moisture penetration. 

ReTse)rch h-s shown tlt se:J:led torage prevents the loss of viability of 
corn seeds provied their moisture is s,)f :;tinty low when thu scds 'are 
scaled (Kainara, 1951; B.'ston, 1930b). -hc r>svt )f Oregon Exjperiment 
indLcated thtt 10 p-'eeTjnt goistuie trL,nt in cern can be:ccnsidured safe fop 
3 years of sce led moisturo,-prcof stora , under modrate temperature (Ching, 

1959). 

Baskins and Deloucll, (1970) foun!T. polyethyle bag sne superior to cloth and 
paper in mrantaininl- lon:e'vity in corn ( - L.), wheat qnd seyo.an stored 
at 85 'F and] 85 pircent rolativ hanidity. 

Rajbhnndury, K.L. (1969) Y*-und cloth bacr, i:,.per h-g and g-unny sacks ith 
250 gatu-e polyethylene liner superior to on.1 .Pithout lining for carry over 
of maize s(oed up to s{eCon't dlaisntin cc-,,on under Khum altr condition. Gunny 
sacks with 250D g£auge 'ly-liner was f-urd to be superior to 10U gaue poly
cojated gunny s-,ck and ,3uny sack in rr.inta:bLi inp gerninability of imiize for 
a peri d of storage at I anpur (Rajbhanxcly, iK.I. L nd R.P. Uprety 1977 and 

1979). 

http:Cehuriidific..on
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MATERIAIS AND METHODS: 

Two studies were carried out at NNDP, Rampur. The first study was
 
conducted in Chaitra 1, 2036 (March and
14, 1980) continued till Baisakh 2038 
(May 1981). The second study was started in Chaitra 12, 2037 (April 1981) and 

terminated in Bhadra 2039 (Au4ust 1982). 

Freshly harvested Rampur Pahenlo maize seed was used in the first study
 
whereas Khumal Pahenlo was used in study. Percent
the second of moisture level 
vas adjiasted to 10.4, 11.2 and 11.7 by sun-drying but in the second study it 
was adjusted to 10.4, 11.2, 11.8 and 12.7.
 

The following storage containers and the capacity were used:
 

Containers 
 CaEacitv
 
1. Gunny sacks with 200 gauge polyethylene liner 10 kg
 

2. Gunny sacks with 250 "i 10 kg 
3. Gunny sacks with 300 
 10 ) 
4. Gunny sacks with 350 cauge 8 kg 
5. Tin cans 
 6 kg 

Cont'iner no. I to 3 were used in the first study while all the five types 
of containers were used in the second study. The capacity was only 8 kg. Seeds 
were treated with Thiram and Cyathion at the rate of 2 gm/kg of maize. Sanpler 
were drawn for checking germination, disease and insects. The polyethylene
 

liners were heat sealed and the gunny sacks were tied with a jute thread. The 
tin cans h-A[ o tit-htly fitted lid. All the treatments were replicated 4 times 
and were placed at random on the wooden pallet in an ordinary storage. The 
storage was made up of brick-walls and cement plastered. The size of the room 
was 6.0 m X 4.5 m X 3.0 m and the plinth was 0.50 m high. It had North-South 
facing with fitted glass windows. The storage remained closed most of thr 
time except weekly changing -raphs in the Hygrcthermograph and during sampling 
at approximately 60 days interva. However, in czse of the first study, the 
storage used to remain opened. niost of the time and samples were also drawn at 
30 day: int, rval and during the storagc p riod, the treatments had been moved 

from one storage to another one. 
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The fourth replications in each treatment was sampled only after 365 days 
in the first study and after 400 days in the second study i.e. only at the 
time of second monsoon planting. 

Germination test and determination of moisture content were done according 
to ISTA (ISTA rules, 197.3) in Seedthe, Centrajl Testir7 Laboratory, Khumaltar. 
Ai- dry oven method on wet weight basis igs followed for moisture testing.
 
Checking for disease and insects 
were done at Plant Pathology Division and
 
Entomology Divisicn, 
 Khurnol resoectively besides the visual cbservations at 
the seed testin, laboratory. 

RESULTS: 
The results of the: first study and the second study are presented
 

separately in 
 TablJ 1 to 5 to have better picture. For the ease of comparison
 
average moisture in percent are given for every 60 
days although they have
 
been checked at 30 days interval in case 
 of first study (Table 1). 

In case of Tables 3 to 5, mean tk.-perature in *F and percent relative 
humidity prevlent in tht- storage, are ale prestnted for the information on
 
the ambient condition of storage.
 

It is quite clear from Table I that during 390 days of storage, there is
 
fluctuation 
of +3.4 to -0.4, +2.6 to °©.7 and +2.9 to -0.9 percent moisture
 
and 25%, 
 50% and 40% reduction in .errinyttion in case of the gunny sacks with
 
200 gauge poly-liner ,t 10.4, 11.2 and 
 11.7 initial moisture content
 
respectively. The gain in 
 moisture percentage and fall in germination percentage 
are obvious after 180 days of storage i.e. after the month of Pharira (August). 
The stune Tablu indicates that there i5 fluctuation of -0.5 to 41.6 percent of 
moisture content other two ataotsin tr irre'spective of thc difference in gauge 
of polyline. Similarly, thlrU is 2 to 7%and 2 to 12%/ reduction in germination 
in case of gunny sacks 303ith 250 tnrl uge line:: respectively. 

It is obvious from Table 2 th;At (hring 390 days of storage, there is 
variation of -0.7 to +1.2; -0.8 to +0.9 and -0.7 to +0.9 and to-0.8 +0.6 in 
case of g.-unny sacks with 200 gatuge, 250 gauge, 300 gauge and 350 gauge poly
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liner irrespective of the initial moisture content. Hoever, there is increase 

of 0.3 to 1.4 percent in moisture content in case of tin cans. It is also clear 

fran the same table that during 510 days of storage, there is variation of 

-0.9 to +1.0, -0.9 to +0.9 and -1.0 to +1.4 in case of gunny sacks with 300 

gauge, 350 gaugu polyliner and tin can respectively and in other two treatments, 

the fluctuation is same as in 390 days of storage. 

Table 3 indicates that during 390 days of storage, there is 1 to 6% fall 

in germination (from 99-98% and fromn 99-93%) irrespective of the treatments. 

However, during 510 days of storage, there seems to be maximum 10% fall in 

germination upto 11.8% initial moisture content irrespective of the gauges of 

polyliner. Above 12% moisture, there is maximnm 14 reduction in germination. 

In cas, tin thre iM rnov tiin 10% fall in germination beyond initialof fj, 


11.2% moisture.
 

Table 4 presents the changes in germination and moisture content after 

365 days of sealed storage. In case of gunny sacks with 200 gauge polyliner, 

one at 11.2 initial moisture was torn and completely damaged by rat, other 

two at 10./% initial more were also torn and in one of them moisture level has 

risen to 14% and germination has gone down to 45%. The fourth one at 11.7% 

moisture l vul ws also slightly torn, howe.ver, the moisture has risen by 1% 

only. Thc, guny sacks with 250 gauEc and 300 gauge polyliner at 11.2 initial 

moisture were Llso found to have vory few pin holes otherwise rest of the bags 

were intacted. However, there is 0.5 to 1.1% increase in moisture in the gunny 

sacks .ith 250 and 3W0 gauge polyliner irrespective -f the initial moisture. 

Regarding the retention of the germiration in case of gunny sack with 200 gauge 

polyliner, it dropped drwn to 90% from 99% while in other treatments it fell 

down from 99% to 94% only. 

In Table 5, germination and moisture content at 400 days of sealed storage 

and also average storage temperature and relative humidity are also given. 

Gunny sacks with 200 gauge polyliner at 11.2 initial moisture percentage was 

dwmagud by rat. It iu clear fro;i the table that during this period there is 

reduction of 0.2 at 10.4% initial moisture to 0.9%at 12.7% initial moisture 
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in gunny sacks with 200 gauge polyliner and the germiration has dropped dowm 
by 4% (maximum). In case of E-unny sack; with 250 r-suge polyliner, moisture
 
percent is reduced by 0.3u or 10.4% irlitial moisture 
 level and to 1.1,S at 
12.7% initial moisture level while the nrmination percent has dropped by 3%. 
However, in case of ,urny sacks with 300 gaura polylinrr the initial moisture 
content at 10.43 seems to remain const-nt btt there is 1.1 Percent rNduction
 
at 12.7% initial moisture content and the -cnin-tion has dropped by 5% and 
 4% 
respectively. But in case of in c,2i, thtre is the slight fluctuation of -0.4% 
in moisture level ov-r the initial. 

Samples wer, checked for inscts nd dis,-as at thu. initiation of the
 
studies and were reported to be free from any infestttion. They were again
 
checked after 365 days of stor' , L in 
 the first s'tuay, 3 replications of
 
guny sacks with 200 gau;,, poly in, %r
w're, nported to hrave slight infestation
 
by grain weevil. But no obvicus ,.-
tP the sed was obsred. 

DISCUSSIONS.
 

The ambient stcra-c condition 
,-.m; to be tir from ideal, the temperature 
in IF and the percent relativa; hueidi;y :.dd]d Loethcr beinflminimuni 137.8 and
 
maximum 176.17 for 510 da,,:, f etor, 
 . Krir,'s (l60) thumb mi.u states
 
"the sum of the teimprature in 
 IF ama thv praent rel-Ltive humidity should not 
exceed 100" .Lnd is ideal fcr storin.- ec uttol,s 5 ye.ars unier such adverse cc 
condition of storaget, ;unny scks wkith , 30 -nc1.ri 250, 350 1'inspolyliner 
as well as tin ca-ns nd the Pe'.rc,nt ini-jal mci hir,- level at 10.4, 11.2 	 e-rl 
12.7 seem to be quite sr tisfac;or )-oeth: cnd of t,, e' , txcept in casecf gunny sacks with 200 nollier theoe in firs study. Thr: r,..,i . 

of polyethylene bag; h ve b,:i, rue'oi-t.! by many il coln*. 

When the results of the tw,,e studies tre ,omrpared, it is obvious that in 
the first study, there is fluctuation -0.4on to +3.4 moisture in case of 
gunny sacks ,with 200 gaue, olylinlrr whreas in the :Iecond study, it is 
observed to be -0.7 to +1.21 only. The hi; difference might be due to the 
dmnage of ba,-s while hatcling ".n ths first. study. Anywty, it seems that they 
are not strong, enoach anrd get torn ,ven in normad, handling. If the moisture
 

/ r.te:qjhLrl i±n the rs.-ckthi.'i
* 	 i'rrin,-ton, 1%"" ren+. g:uf,.s of poly.iner are compared,
,13; PaskineIrio 	 an Delouche, '970;liajbLhdary, K. L 1969;Rrjbhandary, K. L and R.P. Upr- by 1977 ,Lnd 1779. 
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the difference seems to be only ±0. 5. These gauges of polyliner do not seem 

to provide very much moisture protuction when compared with tin cans sampled 

only after 400 days of storage. In tin can, the difference in moisture seems 
to be only ±0.4 from the initial moisture percent although it was not sealed. 

Germination percentage seems to rerain .lmost same below 12% moisture 

level but above 12% moisture, there is a gradual reduction. But above 13.5% 
moisture there seems to be rapid drop in germination (Table 1). It agrees 

with former findin-s (Rajbhandary .,nd Uprety, 1979). Results, thus, clearly 
indicate that moisture content is mem critical than the temperature. It should 
remain low i.e. below 12% should not more than about +1.4 fordand fluctuate 

all the period of storaf-c for the retcnticn of germination. It also agrees 
t..tht fi'n--.- (? rtn 1l,1, H'rinc-ton 1972). Cyathion dust is observed 

to be quite effective in all thu treatments having moisture percent below 12.5. 

It was reported by Rajbhandary and Uprety (1979). Lechner (1962) has also 

reported the same type of effect of mla.-thion dust in maize. Although the 
germination has dropped in gumy sacks with 200 auge polyliner beyond 13% 

moisture no fungal invasion was found. It ag-rees with Sauer and Christensen 

(1968) who reported low germination in corn, not consistently associated with 

high kernel infection by storaje funri. Christensen (1973) also reported lossl 

of germination at the higher humidity level was comparatively more at 30 0 C 

than at 20 0 C although fungal invasion was higher in the latter. 

One kilogram of polyethylene bag: costs Rs3O.00 at prsent at Patan 

Industri2l Estate. A-ccor]incly uach h: of 250 300200 grauge, gauge, gauge, 

and 350 gauge of polyethylene of 10 k capacity costs R D.52, RFD.60, RS.69 and 

RsO.77 respectively. 

CONCLUSIONS;
 

Among guny sacks with 200, 250, 300 and 350 gauge polyethylene liner, 

gunny sacks with 250 gauge polyethylene liner is found to be economical and 

appropriate. However, considering the handling during transportation, one 

i.th 300 u -- polylinurs iLl b , better rlthouLgh it aids about eight paisa more 

for 10 kg of seed. 
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Tin cans will be suitable for smnll ha-,ndling and for farmers' condition. 
A number of tin cans cn be used instead of an expensive mutal bin adjusting 
to one's own seed requirment. Besides tha:t, seed duterior-tion in one 
container won't banner the whole lot. 

Winter maize seed with hi-h germination, dried below 13%, treated with 
Cyathion dust at the rate of 2 gn/1 of sued, if packaged i, umny sack with 
minimum 250 gaul polyliner .and sealed, can be s tored safely upto the second 
winter crop (510 days) without for genainntion provided3t at intorvos, 

the packages arc intact. 

These findins ca- be recommendud for .aimpur and for similar and better 
ambient environments. Furthermlore, seeds packao--dso can be transported 
through and into warm humid areas. 
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TZbj~ : 	 Aerae Germination and Average Moisture Content for Various Period of 
Storaze in Different Gpuces of Polvlined S Cks Under Ambient-	 Condition RLmnur (036-o38), 

Period I* 200 Gauges Polylined Gunny Sacks i250 Gauges Poly-inod Gunny Sacksl 300 Gauges Polylined Gunny Sacks 
of St- 1 G M G 1- - G 

i-	 I ~ I P % 
0 10.4 1".2 1411.7999 9911 29 11.7 9999 0 

60 10.0 99 10.5 100 10.8 98 10.299 110l899 11.2 98 10.1 99 '10.9 99 11.5 98 
120 11.0 98 11.2 96 11.6 I)6 10.8 99 11:3 97 11.5 96 10.6 98 10-9 9 11.2 97160 12.188 12.2 0 13.1 8S 10.9 98 :1. 797 12.0 98 11.2 97 11.7 4 12.0 9 
300 13.8 76 13.8 S5 13.6 81 11.8197 12. 0 94 12.2 94 12.0 96 12.1 93 12.4 87 
360 13 0 76 13.2 50 14.2 53 11.4197 12.110/ 12.0 93 11.8 95 12.5 95 12.5 93

135__-	 :12. 0:390 12:91 1 56LLi 	 il.298 '5 11.2 92 [97 11.6 89 12.3 94-11.4 

N.B.: 1 See. 1',oisture Content, G = -erMiticn Cai-,city 
* - Xost of the bo[s w~r,. torn an-I ch-nzvd in Septcr, r 180. 

Tzibi qL: Ge itj~rn Sol JA Cr-nte;nt. * .. t . - cr (65 D-vs of Str, r--c, i Different 
L,h:pe _of Poly:Inld Gunh- Svncks Under ir:bicnt Stor,;-e Cor-jiticn, R.rrur (C36-7) 

Initial Initial 200 GauEe Polylin'd 250 Gau,-c Polylined 300 C-au,, Polylined 
MostUzc Germination ... Gunn S cks Gur.v Sacks Gunny Sacks 
Per- Per- Moisture Germination Moisture Germination Moisture Germination 
cent cent Purcdnt Percent Percent Percent Percent Percent 

10.4 T99 + 12.3 93 11.0 98 	 11.011.2 99 	 97
*12.0 
 94I *12.3 96
11.7 99 
 12.7 
 9. 12.2 96 
 12.2 
 94
 

* - Few pin hol.cs in the bag 
Bags coipletuly torn and seed damaged by rat. 

+ Bags completely tort- and changed. 



Tahbe__2: ou CAvrz .Ctents of 
 eed Stored at /4Initial Moisture Levels in Various_oatainors~prcr = St QgL- onditiLqns for Variotzs Period_UI~oAmbe! 
 L 037 - 039) 
Storage CIntentteAC,:,e& 

-eC__,After Storne at Indite Qj _& Initial Moisture Leve 1,. 0 G. Polylined i 250 G. Polylincd 300 G. Polylined 3a50 G. Polylined TMax 
Period Si _G 30GGunnon ed TinTempT10.411 .2 11.8DaTi % i 12.7 :10. 4111.2% % 11.8 12.7 10.4:11.211D ay .7 10.+11.2 11.8 104104 12 1.4%id:11.2 
 12.7 .11.2 127,% ' .7 11 % ,o% c I % 11.8, 1 2.7oB ' % % ( F) ;iH. R. H. ........7I : T....... 


60 10.6 11.2 11.4 i12.2 10.5 .11.211.5; - 10.4!11.011Z.:12.2 10.4'11.3 11.5 12.3 10.6 11.4+12.0 !2.991.62'63.1415/.76 
120 11.3 11.5 11.8;12. 6 11.0 11.3 11.6'12.2 11.2!11.2111.61 12.4 111.5210 12.3 11.2 11.8 12.0 12.898.9681.10,170.06-98968110 7.0
10 4 116 12.31. 12.
11.4.112.3 11 11.1 111.4!11.712.3 11.2!11.2,11.6112.3
2Z70 111 o11111 ~1 1 1" 

11.1 11.2 11.3:12.511.3 11.9 12.2'13.0 85.55 69.41 154.9611 b.,-.11.6 1 ! {1.il.8 112 . 5 1-1. 2 1 4 i .6 1 1I 2. 11.3:11.6 11"51" Il8111-8 12-5i12.9 90
 
330 11.5 11.6 11.7 12.3 I .7112.4 5124:118.6137.85
11.3 11.4 11.612.0 11.3!11.7 11.6112.2 11.1 11.71115 12.2 11 3 11 0 4 73.87 64.55 138.42

390 11.
1.4.11411.11213.0.21113111810.911.
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SUU1-3t N&,DS IN~ i1-iL 

- P. P. Regmi and 

Jwala Baj racharya* 

Introduction: 

This paper primarily aims to throw some lights on the situation of 
summer weeds in Nepal with regards tc the weeds flora aspect in particular 
and other related aspects in General. It should really prick our conscience 
to note that in the 30 years old history of our agricultural development,
 
such an urging issue of weed has been as over-lookud as to have not yeat
 
ruceived uv~n a pinch of fuly-hearted "ttuntion in th,: line of othor plant
 
protection science. It 3s well evident from 
 the fact that in our something
 

whimsically draixm-up cadre of plant protection schemes, while 
 the other two
 
sister organizatiens namely Entomot-y and Plant Pathologr have been organized
 

to the divisional status, the ili-fnted subject of weed science is still not 
recognized as humble s in the projct livel. -1s far :as organization I
concerned, we can 71o what~v r we li]c2, whnever we like a-nd in whatever manner 
we like. But las far as the- univrsally accepted 1.-ct of wued science is concerned, 
we can hardly rais. a, single straw ;gqinst it :and the fact remains always a 
fact. After all, it is not thu orminization that counts but it is the 
enormity of weed sciunce th,.t matters much. So, any prejudicial or neglectful 
attitude of a sinrlc paisa towards this evur-nagging i.s;sue of weeds at 
present is sure to cost us Rupees in future. In order to work out systematic 
approach to thu science of w-eds and weed control. lt us first utilize our 
sunse of ruasonin to accept that Thu actual state of affairs with weed 

science in IpaL just reminids the Churchillian phrase, i.e the beginning 
of the bg-inninC . Th activu d: velopmcnt works on weeds and weed control 
should be based on three pnliminary phases, i.e. overall scientific 
aspects of weeds, problcmatic aspect of weds and m anagement aspect of weeds. 
The first aspect should constitute mcrpholcw, an.tomy, physiology, ecology, 

* - Ag i. Botanist and. A:sisluint Agri. Botanist; Agricultural Botany 

Division, Khumltnr, N,pnj. 
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taxonomy and i%-.,! r;sphy af wces. Th> ,iznds,'ct sh-ufl 1.-k ,:ft-r thu 
intnsity ,rd smw.filty :f infcst.tion,'th. ntur.: mdl -.:ta:nt -f d" man
 
the assessmnt .n-I cxpr 
 -nin if ].-ss-s in t-rms c-f qu.ntity "nd qulitty :f 
crop prouuctinn, si, il. t-t ti-ph; ;ry'tr ndl' th- U zil t) tbc 
h,.: th and l 1if ' . i:,_ 7 .. fhu thill - ct houjt ta , ccc',;
 
cf manrsif: w r'hytrw:t +1ru; , .,. .nt:Jly -ui,:, sf fln Cconn
mic urs, n t P';r, t-tin. that ti. p, snt -iy wnrl is crtidu"ily
 
shiftin- frm c,-ntrl t- utilizrti ,n :t.;,;.
 

Wu uxpqr-,as -ur T . § . -f thct-:uln..as t r'. i. . Lhrs ti., the
 
Chif .rri..L t2s:ist. W 1- ;ds 
 th-anlcful t- (r:.;. 1 ci.sh LDt-a Raijbh'ndary, 

IricuJturltniPtf r .]-nP i..-r un .. i :t coc ip roLticn in pr,-rring 
this ;r. &ur t'nk_; ,rr qu.lly j. t, lrs. Ja t D,,vi Rinmjit, Assistant 

rcn;mistb, Diviai-,n :.L .ry, t- h -v: tnk~n .flus"Ju.i informrsticns from 
-h-r prrn.in, u.;ras in 

Th, 0w;Ir-rnin, r 1,f, m (-is still persists as mrcsthe uruinr'
 
but thi 1 ., t vpxit::- ,_ vi 
 tim. ,roblintic assv otsCf -ur toricultural 
duvr.ir].~ L in ,.,-rticvl;r ;.rid -tl rs in niv.. As cch -as it is int-rcstin, 
to- fin apricl.tur , in iJi. 2- Pt cc int f r ar th.n 60 :-rccnt of th<. tota-l 
n-.r.tinl (,c:n , it is t: S V--y t th.tt:. r inartPci.l:.-, in;- about
 
80 ;rcnt -f tlh. t - t',2 riadtur '.1,ut' it 
 is id1ly t s,Suason-baund on>
 
fr;:rias "si 
 ..ct f . i i b.r . (if +.h .P. . r cQv,' :;:;5rsns - summclr
 
,'mn,- wintr, r . sun. r ., ,,n r.l c ivinr  i r,; th-n 7 -',r .t -f' iPhi.tm t 

onnufL rainfall :': .;'7Q i<rant 2 .nmau-tI a -ro-h -ticulturnl
 
cr-T , tyo-s. 
 ,b Ir-,y r/-lizad t. cr ' a im" in ca-,umtrv lik, tours 
is usu,-.,21y f±: t:,, t- lr,,-c:rlilualy 1 main.- -lr-,m its ,rrur'ucttn-r ti
 
axis, tm. t,. -. lly v ait <.i iar h nc m: 
 f cr-- .ricultur,; -.lwys

lyinr in th JI r-f' r tat.i, b, rlu-ti n (A , julici-us 

>:;1plic.tin -f* n ninuti a in, uts : n ".r- r v - IUcJanicc-J, kn- w-hws, 
the pro-t, c i n i .ct n th... to ,r li-: I 114., 5 a; aur ne. I' r ; 

r*,?,inst. th- ujnfavourahl .. nc n,a niti -ctiv ly .f-, ctin- r,-, r,:(uctirr. 
Such as is;su;Q].y hr-u.-htu;nr,,- ,,ub .cs:'riti-n Jr ut by th,. "adv,;rs.,, 
climatic factors ,a by Li,. hs til. -. ),1 1 iO. 8f ncis such as znolr ical 
pritis, discases, anod xu.:is or I,,n r f thea cit thl,, j'm, time, 1',s P' r these 



utilized our common sense to support this fact. Wleeds being afte' all the 

of plants as a result of their 
same but unwontedly prevailing group 

by hxman agenCies or growing and spreading through
unrestricted management 

asenvironment surrounding them their 
npotural agencies, make us,- of the same 

cultivated counterparts. The weeds assccited with crop plants in the field 

moisture,in any season are competent unough to utilize the available 

and light at the cost of crop plants. With a very meagre pro
nutrients, 

of the totalonly to the extent of 20 p.c.
vision of irrigation, ie. 

and also only i small fraction of total annuel 
national cultivated arua so 

moisture becomes a too limiting factor to make only a 
rainfall received, 

winter, thus leaving comparatively less 
little room for crop farming in 

crop. summer 
scope for contemporary w,ed flora to compete with the The crop 

so also the other4 of thc total annual rainfL1 and season receiving 
day length turning outtempcrature, humidity andenvironmental factors like 

to be quite favourable for -,aantgrowth encoura ' e quite a nmber of weed 

flora to grow and thrive to their bust. 

Hence, the surfner weeds being lavishly tipped by the more favourable 

some significancein winter season, held added
environs than those the 

because of th, following reasons: 

lat. summer annue wecds, enjoying the utmost privileges
1. 	 Early _miner to 

weedy
for their growth, development und dis:emination 	 exercisu their maximum 

influences.
 

winter season,
2. 	 Many of the perennial w.k.ds, lying almost dormant in the 


and play their part enoguh to
 
come to life with the approach of summer 


surrounding area.
 
compete with the contemporary crops and pollute the 

to die along with3. 	 Mo.t of the aquatic w?,.ds, which are usually faded 


enough accumu
the drying up of their associated habitants, pt rain-water 

lated.
 



4. Several weeds, the densewith tender foliage, serve as alternate hosts 
to insect pests for feeding, hiding, reproducing, transmitting diseases etc. 

5. Quite a number of aquatic weeds at the prime of their lives during
 
summer 
 intyrfere in irriation, fish-rearint. etc., e.g. F, I a, 
Snirodel]a, and few others. 

6. Weeds provide safe lurking place for poisonous snakus like Cobra, Krait, 
etc. 

Situation of Siumnr Crops in .%o)l: 

Sumier crops accounts for n.arly 70 p~rccnt of the total agro-horti
cultural crops of rxjor imprn.Ince- xcludin pxreniial- tr 
 ed, shrubd and-,!
 
woody climb~rs. This r {joritynumber &f cropo 
 grown during summriaccordingly 
requires greatr :ar ; for cultivation of which ric. alone occupies about
 
60 iercent of the ,ntirL cultivat d linl. Thus with the greater number of
 
crop types occupyin' pr t .r 
 area und,.r cultivation, the su~mmr crop season
 
naturally m-.k,.s e_.sy cc., to ir atr 
 v-riL;ty of w , dflora prevailing
 
with greater iat.nzity f jnfcst,.t[n. i"!reovur it is hu.art~ning to note
 
that rice i- the wrst victir., 
 nf !l th,, summer crons in rspect of
 
weed infestation such that at l ast 
67 n)roent of the we.d fauilis of the
 
summer 
season r; asso iatA with . sinoIl: cr "op-f paddy alrn .. 

Particulars T otal EstimattlICEn. Lu rl P.C. of Winter P.C. of 
of PinnulaCroCr orops Totl Crops Total
 

Croals
Millets 3 2 67 1 335 5 100 -


Pseudo-cereAs 
 2 1 5() 1 50 
Pulses 18 11 60 7 40 
Vegetables 70 45 65 25 35 
Oilseeds 
 13 9 
 70 4 
 30
 
Fibres 4 4 100 -

Total: 115 77 67 38 33 
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Some Out-standing Features of Sumer Crops in Nepal: 

1. Averagely 84 percent of major graminaceous ford grains covering cereals 
and millet is grown during summer. 

2. Except lentil, chickpea and field pea, all the major pulses ,are taken 
care by summer season.
 

3. Almost al the cucurbits are the monopoly of summer. 

4. Becausu of low temperaturu frequented by frost incid,ncu, the places
 
like Kathmandu Valley, Jiri Valley in 
 Central Hilly Region tooarc sensitive 
to maintain cucurbits and solanaceous crops during their last phases. 

5. Although bi-ennials in hibit, crops like pigeon-pea, sugarcane, cotton 
etc. make their best out of summer seLason. 

6. All the trees, shrubs 'nd climbers of ducidious nature, which maintain 
their survival in other suasrn, come into prominence only during tosummer 

gratify us 
 with their rich hnravst. 

Situation of Weeds in Surmoer Season: 

However, with thu prevaillance of summer whensamson, the ai ro-ecoloical 
factors like temperature, soil, meiturc, humidity and photo-periods are
 
favourrable for majority of thu crop species to grow and 
 yield better with
 
greater 
arua of land under cultivation, the same may be equally or still more 
favcurable for tho hostile biotic factors insect posts, diseases andliku 


weeds 
 to bu at their worse to sriously affect the ovrall performance of
 
crops associntcd to ultimately 
cut dawn the yield with the same sevrity. 
Among these three major hostile factors, the weeds are always on the top to 
cause the greatust loss. Th, summer season being more favourable for the 
cultivation of more number of crops thus, covering more of national culti
vated ar.a, crenats more hospitable environment for a wide range of weed 
flora to compete. It is rou 'hly estimated thnt surner season weeds account 
for 60 families and 190 genera thus covering 75 percent and 90 percent of 
total familius and genera of weeds in Nepal respectively. Among all the 
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summer crops rice with wider range of adaptability to :,ro-ecological condi

tions is found to be infested with as many as 30 families of weds. 

Table Estimatd Situation of Suiver WVcds 

t Total Sum.,or P. C. of I Paddy P. C. of Summer
Particulars Woeds Wcds 1 WeedsTotal Weeds 

Dicot 

Families 65 78 15 30 

Genera 150 145 97 20 14 

iMonpkot
 

Families 20 15 75 15 100 

General 70 65 93 30 46
 

Pterid ohya II
 

Families 2 2 100 2 100
 

Genera 2 2 100 2 100
 

Table 3. Situation of Sum r Wo.,od Flnr:. (Un to G :notio Loel) 

Families Comon Genern cf Sumner Woods
 

DI COT 

AcfnthamrcCa Atcrctnthd, Ju3tric ___st____ 4 

Aizo cau .1_',TrInth. 2 

,'.arantaccae Ichvr,nthos, artnthus1narrnathm 3 

Burberidaceau B.rburis 1 

Boraginaco. :Caaeno-] cs , lIe] iotronillm 2 

Caesalpiniaceae C1,sain 2
Co, 


Companulaceae Crn2 , SphenochJ ea 2
 

Caryophyllaceae Gleomu, Grianrl oiOsis 2 

Ceratophyllaceao C. Mtoh] I 1 

Compositae m Anrmhal.a5 . trtemesia Bidens, Blmea,
 

CassuI o,, Circium. Conw-i , Cre Eiis pt 
E__ar-q, Inm,L.nSiec.sbeckia, 

Splhicrnnthus, _T'tboi, Venii, Xath 18 

http:Anrmhal.a5
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Convolvulaceae §QN" I en2 

Crasmauaceae 1aaqo 

Cucirbitaceae Blnnia , ivi Mel otbria, Mooic±a 
Trichosanthis 5 

Ruphorbiaceae Qr"o Crozoi~hba Euhrba jatrzrlb~ 

Ph1lamthusa Ri cinus 6 
Geraniaceae 1yanu 

Hydrophyllaceac Hvlrochlh, 

Labiateac Ca-mit Li-oznjjis, Leuoas, Meth 

Mcromia QOaiiz~x, Sctlai 7 

Lytharaceae i22li, D.iL, Rotal 3 

Mulvac, au i2Ijihbj.hcus, NLvjastMIM §jda, U n 5 
Menispermaceae Cissropelos Stophanni~ Tinospora 3 

Mmosaceae Lm -r 1 

Nyctaginaceae haaruanhL, Hirabl1is 2 

Nymphaceae hj NHMthai, ]12 3 

Onagraceae jsiaea, Luwan Ouohr 3 
1),aOxalidaceae 

Pcpdveraceae , r rne1 

Papilionaceae ;Aeschvnomene _Qalvsi Cronus. i 

Desminu.im, Dnlichcnst Indii-mfern, L,,thvrus, 
l ~ erica f,, Fehts.F as eolusrsM Meliarotus 

TjSliU jLLa, Zornia 15 

1Podaliaceae ftc 

Piperaceae Pooi1 

Plantaginace ae Plnam1 

Polygonacene Fa ynpun, Lkisdjaaj, Polvaon , ll=c 4 
-Portula-ceae Lot]- 1 

Ranunculaceae Ramus1 

Rosaccae Frararia, Potentillat Princepia, P-bu .fl, 5 

Rubicaccae -G -,', r, Old enlandia li 
Rutaccao Boeninghausollfq, Murrav 2 

Sap:idacoae f~uLOSne=mui. 1 

http:Desminu.im
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Grophujlariaceae ~ ~UScopra Sr , ernica 5 
Solanacce Cesru, Daur Nicandra Ilctin Phvsalis, 

Scifanun 6 
Storculiaceat 1MaJacha 1 
Tiliaccae -r-chnr;:, Triurifotta 2 

Trapacuae i~a1 

Umbeliforae Cm.nt, 'l aI flitrc-u - 3 
Urticaccac, B Gra idini,l- p " , Pouzoizia, 

Violacue. YXi~l 1 
vitacce 1 

NONGKOT 

Agavraceac i~yg,- -Yicc 2 

AJlismacuae aL,1ra1 

Araceae. ; corua, Arispoma, 7.10D aCa, Pi.,;tia 4 
Butomaccae Butnnis 1 
Cannaceao 9ci 1 
Comrnlinaceac Corrnal i n'i Cvanotis 2 

Cyperaceaiu .9 Cvrus, EloochnlriapEinhr 

Fjmjirjstv]is, XiyllJini-j, Scirpis 7 
Exriocaulacce En ocl on1 1 

Gramineaq, -- rsi 1Aonuounis, Li s 

~~1Zn 2-1 "crl=34.j ghiz~~ Cnix, 

j .bih ut, ai ii± i~ Echi nochio , Elousine, 

stj q, Hyi-rorhizz, IncT 

LonocIa "I, Onia njour, Pso 

huxj~ut'1n PCrithnm Folvor-on, faaau 

.Strit Sn~th , nmn Themea1 32 
Hydrocharitaccao Zldr , hxj-.1 Hyrohais Yisjnaria 4 
Juncaceae i=Qusa1 

Lemnacene 111 

Liliacene H3=1 
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Pontenderiaceae E, Monochoria 2 

Potamogetonaceae 1 

Typhaceae 1_b1 
Zingiberaceae cu Zjjb 2 

PTERIDOPHY ES 

Equisettaceae 1it 

Marsiliaceae Inrjlj 1 

Some Salint Features of Sumiier Weed Flora: 

1. Aracf c , ComPositae, Crac) u, Gramineae, labiatae, Malvacee, PaiJli

_erne are among the leading fnmilies of 2ingiosperms to have the maximum number 

of weedy genera. 

2. Care , Cassi , _ , C s,, D, § h2 F, mbristvlis 
I , Lcas M._ , PolyLrnui are among the leading genera to possess 

the maximum number of weedy species. 
3. ra .qn~zyide_, Amarth s oslIs, Cvuerus rotundus Desmodin 

t iflflfl, Ply nn hirinjpr arc amrng the most common summer weed species 

found all over Terai and central Hills. 

4. 1k .1Z u c l s, C v, rcn d1iictyln., C r rotndus,
 

hirta, Ei .i eaw, Lantan Q era can be refgarded as some of the
 

notorious weeds of cosmopolitcn habit.
 

5. Bizrvni. C-r-1cozniru, Cuntudl, Crnvolculus, Ipm Mlothria,
 

Mjpomodia, Stenhana, Vitis wL.j among the common genera of climbing to
 

creeping habit-. 
6. g fseh, , Berba_ hspl-, n, Cltr!is, Ces Leendrum, 

jatra, Q , Ur-na are some of the common w Ay shrubs. 

7. PCddlis, , Fjius are amcn- the trees usually showing weed 

characters.
 

8. . Circim, C(AX L~natis, M1icondra, Saceharum, i are among 

the large sized herbacous genera in the sone way as E, _10=, ha= 

Oxalis, Pu m, sti. R arc noted for low growing habits. 
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9. o Eichhornia, Hydrocharis. HJrochh, ussj ,L.mna, Marsien 

Monochoria. Scirpu are among tho luadinC aquatic weeds of summer season. 

10. Cusouta. Dendronthu, L r nthus Vise are some of the genera, of 

parasitic weeds.
 

1T. Arisaoert Drvoii?, Cal, r J,s, Giradinta, Kalanchoe, Urtica
 

represent the gunura -f pcisoncus weeds.
 

12. Aruremone muxieana, !._st antha ]enifolia, Eerberis aristata.
 

CaesLo-inia hondiinell-m, Circiiuv nryansu, Polvirnn -rrol~ Solanum
 

xarthccarmm. Urt-.ca ar,: somu of the obnoxious weeds.
 

13. iemaranthpis, Celc'csia, Cnrchorus, Crotjarija, CPaqnma E 

PLaseous, PhyjTr, ±ii Ao IzaR , ! Me t T, Vkjdico 

Vits 	 etc. are -irady cultivated .ncrL of plants ith one or more 

species b lonunn to !ach -f th.m are ta,hI.:n t- nultivation while the rest 

are growinj likc w-eds. 

14. 	 Amarinthus c'. ,, 4Untp,o. Eury ferox, Laintan 

~ Mi rhi 1'at,-a Sl nh fe priNvmhne sop, frtescencs- Perjll. 

Ricn'is ommnis, T'Iet, o'tfl >, ZLri:i hjspinoja and others, which once in 

the past or till now unler c2lt.iv tion, atru to b found growing already as 

garden 	escapes. 

15. A liLtle of 0-cfli1 w.ed plants ar: beulicved to have been smuCg[led 

from outside whether fortuitously rr intentionally just to add more fuel to 

the fire. ohiL-'h,---I seems tc be quite a new-corner in the paddy 

pests of" Ehairaihwa and P-iri,-nipur Farms. S, lso_ iath ni stmarium, 

-1 : -Lhs'in (g'jinbu, ti roads), chhornia crassines (in 

the ponds cf La,-, nkhul, Ian, G'bJh, :Jpokhari and 1:K.:pokhari) are 

already h.er:din: th..ir intrusive untry intc K-athn;-Lndu Valley to find all of 

us roviv theum w.ith -.ur mppinr To only minor instance.onth. quote a now, 

time is ct vury far whun Cia (Round luavud senna) ,Llso will be 

added in this list, thus t 1- followud by others in the same manner. 
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at all, incorporated in this paper
16. 	 The category of summer weeds are not, 

a wider section of flora mostly belonging
with minor exception encompass still 

got seriously weedy charactersDivision. them have 

the regular roll call conventional 
to Cryptogamic Many of 

that have so far received less attention in 

are given below:
weeds. Some of them as believed to prevail in our country 

1. 	 Bryoohvtes (Moss): 
eoe~ej,
R,ta, Yj.u_~mt Pelleae hw. 

2. 	 Ptrdhy :-

Emisettm, PtEris Drvopteris, Mj_ e, A 
 etc 

3. Qs: 
Lichm, Alga, 	 J 

Cest p (Willow-leavedthe 	valley thu wi1 sky-scented17. 	 Within 

treated as land-scaping


jessamine) and Clerodendron f rsn 	 (Rajbeli), 

o.rnamentals 	 till not so distant past, have started showing their weedy 

in the lin; il i . :-s to b. found in Khum-a F:-rm is .-stbout. Next 

likely to make the 	same bid. 

Some Beneficial Asects of Summer WeedsTable : 

Genera
Aspects 


P Setara, T~b_Cx EchjnohQFood-grains Amaranths 


a,
Vegetables 	 bnaranthus. Basell, E p, Faowum, Help 

Bt , Nasturtium, ic
 

, I R bus,Miscellaweous - Acrus, CLeme ,C 


Food Saiittar.a, S
 

Fibres 	 A14t.ni"l, Aeshvmenel, 2B t Crtalaria, ' 

.ibjpcus Imperete, d Urtica. 

E_ t v Saccharum, Themeda. T=hThatching 
Lel, a- Daur,A Arisnema.Medicinal Values Ahrr, _s, 


O LulbiL, Ru g, TInaQ=,, U
D-WyLthi , M th , 	 B2inrhusoni<, CLw ,T_Q'2n1-1nuri.,l. V la~s ql, rtims1, 	 o_ 

Cc -=R abharia. x ,
Gr..' F.d'drs lonecurus. Axonovus, 

Panicumn Pasalum, Penniset, Poonanthe m, 

Fodder Vnluc s: 
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Legume Fodders -,slvsierr, diim,_1.d L caun Me'ilotu , 
Tr~ifolium, Vjiaj 

Miscellaneous - J arant}s, Lr..x, .Cmme "n, C , DrCyeria, Iuomoen, 

Fodders
 

,rtomes,, oscor, 

Ornamental Values Abtil on, AroruM, 

Fish Poisoas Arove, Diud Eiihorbi , Polygonum 

Anauhal, Bidens, CestniM, Clerodendrum, 

fhen, D.,irt Ei chho Li.1, HllJhscus, I ,omoeKnlanchoe, 
Lotil., ,-n,___, s.,Nl1,mb Nvnhaee, Rosa,i , 

Foliage Ornamental 1ttoh,. Poc , C , Colocisia, CVnerIs, 

Religious - 1chvranthiis, Boe.in Thrnisriia, .CmIo, Daturr, Desmotachya, 

Importance Elie ta, EuryL__, F__, jmnErati, 1u_ Nt n haea, 

Controlling Summer W(,,eds: 

In this ill-fatcd age of continuously deteriorating environment and 

exhau-sting natural resourcc, we htve enough capacity to adjudg.e and adjust 

the plant whether as an inlividual -r as an untire e;mmunity, always in 

the light of itj muliferous virtues meant for human welfare far more then 
for its so-cdh 1 nedy &~cct~~. I-t It :i.o be well remembered that it 

is not actuall.y the pl.tnt bor, -:o be a ,uedrr ,miwntd which we are so mis

conceived to call it so, but it is infact our unwanted attitude toward the 

plants that is gettinf w;eedy ad worthless. Whtever plants, we are sufferiLng 

from at present, Lru the rc.sulting out-puts of our own follies of the past 
,tnd whatever follies we_ are mistaken to repeat at present, iwil certainly 

diour future generations suffer find cursing us with tears in their eyes. 

Th5 plants like Gestrum, ercdendrum, Lntan: which once upon a time 

graced the of g1utkhn now weeds inbeauty the are behaving like the same 

way as some of the vigorously multiplying plants at present like Canna, 

Cosmos, -i ruevery much likely to do in the future. On the 

othur side of the picture, wich is still mor(. xciting, it is learnt that 

the leaf of Vinca o , a ha.f heart dly ,%r.i.tei srnv.t., vry c.Tfl.On in Tcrai 

and less so in centraLl hills has been found to be very useful in the 

http:c.Tfl.On
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treatment of child blood cancer. The seed oil of Rcinus o nis growing 

in Nepal with cultivated as weU as uncultivated varieties, is in much 
demand for Jet Aviation Industry. The wild ornamental H san 
(Cup and Saucer plant), richly growing in lower hills of Nepal, is observed 

to have been entertained in the gardens of Kathmandu Valley. So in this 
context if some plants tend to be multiplying and spiending unrestrictedly 

let us try to utilize them to the best we can. Only when we can not 
utilize them immediately, let us utilize our sense twice. If it does 
not help we may look for any method involving cropping scheme or cultural 
techniques. Also, let us see, if we have some bic-agents to help us 
minimize them. If it does not help, still we see, if any one of the above 
does, befnre we jump out to any drastic, hazardous and costly methods of 
control, i.. something like chemical control. Hence to well ratlize the 
demanding situation of conserving and mobilizing our under-exploited green 
resources, in stead of tunning on the same harp for weed control. It is 
highly suggestible to mind over the following management techniques in order 
of preference, to the ultimate interest of our under-developed farming 

and farmer's condition.
 

1. Control by utilization: When we find our house-holds being frequently 
haunted by wolves, we realize the very moment what our lambs are worth for 
and thereby keep vigilant to spare the animals. Control by utilization 
render weeds gratiying the mankind by themselves and reduce to minimization. 

2. Control by cropping and cultural methods: 

S Biolo~ica.L Control of Local 'leeds b Insects and Diseases 

Mostly.Observed Under Local Conditions 

Weeds Bio-agents 

Urtic 1 Hairy caterpillars (Vaes cardui; V. ash £21) 
Ldg Derennis Steel blue-beetle HA ti±a and _S ) 

Jussiaea frtescen 
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Ricinus comunis Horny cat-rpillrs - (amsamta smn.) 

Eulatoriumn 2 Gll-fly - (ProcUcidoQ.1!Aris utils stone) and 

grazed by shuep 

Cistr rarn .- ;i '4. "g±(i&~~ -) 
Ejrihhorni , crnn IixsWatur-hy cinth w'vjl ((U.ochtj chhornie) 

Hyacinth moth ( zami: d ,ns, 

Uat~r hyicinth mite (Ortho lum,'t .. ircbrantis) 

aratum ponyzioi dt rnate hosts to white flies (Beoisia tabacina) 

trLnsmittin lef curl vrus disease 

Lupatorium Dra'rans 

S pj diilelis 

s aum nii= 

Herbivoro'is .,nimals 

Hvdrilla verticiliatL 
PntamoQetn . Grss carp 

onoohoria uaalasi 

Eu tad.orej)n GrLzed by sheep-ldinoohoAnmj 

EQuiset UM tnn 

Di.soases 

Xan.hiii s_tr r Poulery mildews 

Croto :;Mrsiflonis Viris 

3. Control by bio-aqencies: It consists of introducing suitable organism 

that will either feed upon the weeds or otherwise datmage them in their new 

habitats without any interference to associated crons or other existing 

conditions 

4. Control by chemical herbicides: In an under-privileged farming condition 

like ours, the use of chomicdis to control weds is too hazardous and too 

costly a proposition so its cop, in .Nenil still lies some-where far in the 

offing at least for this Bickram Century. 
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1. By the time the out-side World is positively looking forward to make
 

the best 	out of the waste through the extensive studies of weeds in their 
multiple 	aspect, we in Nepal have not yet learnt how to know and cowit the 
weeds. So, let the Department of Agriculture take care of this clinching 
issue of weed oroblem by organizing at least the preliminary phase of weed 
and weed control science, just to show the out-side World that Nepal Ins 
weed problems too and that it is in the way to tackle them. 

2. Let 	the Department believe the fact that it has on its roll cell
 
quite a number of young energetic scientists, who appear to be highly
 
interested, dedicated and receptive in the letter and spirit. 
 In order to 
utiliz- and encoura:c the talents of these youngprecious teclnical man

powers to the best it can, the Department should organize to get them to
 
wcrk either under the able aidanee of its senior but sincere 
and deserving 
scientists sufficiently qualified in weed science or by organizing in well 
authorized and well privileged weed studies taken directly under the 
Department. 

3. So lone' as we do not Iave our own experimental findings to fully
 
justify the casu, 
 it is too early to jump out to make chemical weed
 
control the regular code of 
 our conduct to solve our weed problems by 
dittoing the borrowed informations. 
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SUtlIIR WEDS IN NEPAL 

DISCUSSION 

K.B. Rajbhrndary How do you define 

plants g-rown in 

weed 7 Can you say that all the 

'-,u,Lirden are weeds ? 

Begmi :To bc very brief, auny plant growing where it is not 

wantcd may be termed as weed. It is not exactly the 

plant that makus it a weed, but it is the mon-made 

management or nature created circumstances that render 

it weedy. 

David Lipinski Emerson has defined 

nob yet been found". 

weed as Ila plant whose 

Plcase comment. 

virtue has 

Regmi : Every individual plant is sue to have some virtue. 

With those alr;ady being exploited there are still to 

be further exploited, those unexploited to be explored 

and accordingly exploited. 

N. Sharma _ is not a weed in proper sense. The 

fact is that we have not properly utilized it. Eri 
silk worms are being reared in India, China and other 
countries to produce high quality solk. So is E 

sn. 
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REPOIf ON FARMER 'S FIELD VARI ETAL AIND 

1A_1NAGEIEfUT TRIALS ON NAiIZT-

K. 	 Adhikari and 

I. B. Chaudhary* 

I. Varietal Trial 

Farmer field trial plays a key role in the adoption process of -n 
"innovation". Thus, during the monsoon season of 1982, number ofa 

farmers' field variet1 trials on maize were 
 conducted in Chitwan, 
Nawalparasi, Gorkha, Kabhrc, Dandapakhar and Pakhribas Agriculture Centre 
(PA) with the followin- objectives: 

a. 	 To compare thu grain yield perforiance of recommended and promising 

varieties with farmer's existing races 

b. 	 To enable farer's to be familiar with different imoroved varie
ties and to e-xpress their varietal preference 

c. 	 To recommend the best yielding variety for a particular agro
ecoloiical re-ion 

Materials and Methods 

Four sets of trial were conducted on farmer's field in Chitwan, 
Gorkha and Nawalpur at four locations but results were obtained from two 
locations from Chitwam, three from none fromGorkha and Nawalpur because 
of severe drought durinir tasseling to grain filling stage. 

Besides this, one set of trial each comprising of different varieties 
were supplied to Kabhre, IHDF Dandapakhar, Lumle Agriculture Centre, 
Pakhribas Algiculture Centre, Doti Agriculturu Farm, Nepalfunj Agriculture 
Station, Kakani A-riculture Farm, Khumal Farm and Surkhet Agriculture Farm 

* - Assistant Production Agronomists, NMDP, Rampur, Chitwan, Nepal 
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but results were obtained only from Kabhre, IHDP Dandapakhar, and
 

Pakhribas Agriculture Centre (PAC).
 

A randomized complete block design replicated twice was used. In 

case of Chitwan and Gorkha Districts there were six treatnents, three 

yellow grain and recommended varieties and two white grain promising lines 

with a farmer's variety. But at, Kabhre, IHDP and PAC the treatments were 
seven. They were ranacnly ar:anged in each block. Individual plots were 

4.5 X 3 m or 5 X 3 m, spaced 75 cm X 25 cm apart. Two seeds per hill
 

were sown and thinning was done at 3 to 4 leaf stage.
 

The level of N:P: applied was 60:30:0 kF/ha. Half N and all P205 
were applied as a basal dose in 4-5 cm deep furrow sole, followed by 
planting and remaining half N was side-dressed after 30-35 days of 

planting. 

At all locations, a considerable amount of FYM was applied by the 
fsrmers and at some locations hard of cattle were kept for manuring 
purpose for about 10-15 nights. The point is that all of the experiments 

were at ideal soil fertility condition. 

Results and Discussions 

Mean grain yield of five locations (3 locations in the mid-hill of 

Gorkha and 2 in Chitwanand averaged over all locations are given in 
Table 1. Out of five locations, significant differences among the 
varieties were found only at two locations, i.e. at Ranishuara and Taple 

of Gorkha district.
 

The varieties at Ranishwara differed significantly. The highest 
yield was obtaincd from Rampur Composite (3918 kg/ha) followed by Khtural 
Pahenlo (3850 kgha) and lowest yield was from farmer's variety (2312 kg/ha) 

but it differed only with Rampur Composite and Khumal Pahenlo. Farmer' s 
variety was found at par with Rawan-1 (3285 kg/ha), Rampur-1 (2910 kg/ha) 

and Arun-2 (28 3 3 kg/ha). 

At Taple also the tested maize varieties differed significantly. 
The highest yielder was Khuml Pahenlo (4328 Vg/ha) followc by 

Rampur-1 (4084 kg/ha) ad. Rampur Ccnmposite (3786 kr/ha) but they were at par 
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in respect of grain yield. Farmer's variety (1612 k/h,) Was the lowest 
yielder and differed significantly with all the varieties except Arun-2. 

At Nawapur, the analysis of variance showed that the varieties did 
not differ significantly, however, Rflmpur Composite, Khural PahenJ.o, 
Arun-2, Runpur-1 end fawan-1 gave 56%, 32%, 15%, and11% 6% increased 
grain yield ovur farmer's vari;ty. 

The ovrall mean grain yield of Gorkhz district indicated that
 
Rampur Composite (3886 Wha) produced the highest yield and 
 showed a
 
good yield stability over the three diffurent locations 
and Khumal Pahenlo 
was almost oqual to it. In this regard, at all the three !-)cations, 
farmers' with their expceriences selected flampur Composite the best
 
variety but, thuir second best variety was Arun-2 because of its early
 

maturity and short plant type. 

At two locations in Chitwan district, the varieties did not differ
 
significantly, ho,,ever, the avt.ereLg mean of two locations indicated that
 
Rampur Composite (4254 kLjha) was the i-ighest yielder followed by Arun-2
 
(4068 
 kf/ha), Khumn,.l Pohnlo (3788 k:/ha), Rawan-1. The promising genotype
 
Ranpr-1 yielded 2), le:;s than far.lmr's 
vriety. In Chitwnr, farmer's 
varieties Khuxal riahmnlo or flampur Composite a.re locally maintained. 

Summary of grain y-Uld producod -Lt Kabhre, IHDP Dandapakhar and 
Pakhribas is givn in T~ble 3. The vrieties did not show statistical 

yield differ,-nces at K:tbhru, ,trd IIDP Dandap:Lkhar but at Pakhribas it was 
found siLnificant. Pcth tat Kabhrc, and Dandanakhir the promising variety 
Rampur-2 (3149 *and 3C83 /h x:\ oectively) prodluced the highest yields 
than the improved check (Rem!our Composite) (2279 and 207 n ./ha respecti
vely) and the 1,cal check (farmer's variety 2115 and 1463 L:Jha respecti

vely). 

At Pakhribasp the varieties differed significantly and the highest 
yield was from farmer's local (4472 k.iha) followed by Ganesh-2 (4,138 k /ha), 
Janaki Seto and Ictauda Composite but they were at par with each other as 
with Rampur-2 (3593 k:/ha), Rampur-1 and flampur Composite. 
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Kabhre Agriculture Farm conducted a second set of varietal trial 

at two locations repeating only once with different planting dates. The 

summary of results are given in Table 3. In this set also the varieties 

did not differ significantly. However, the promising variety Mnakamana-1 

(4927 kVha) produced highest yield followed by Rampur Composite (4157 

kgjha) and Arun-2 (4018 k/ha). The fanner's first choice heme was early 

maturing and shorter plant type variety Arun-2 and second was Manakamana-1. 

Conclusion 

Based on the five set of varietal trials conducted in Gorkha and 

Chitwan districts, the recommended variety Rampur Composite produced 

the highest yield followed by Khumal Pahenlo with 59 and 49% increase 

over local respectively. The promising lines, Rampur-1 and Rawan-1 were 

found the lowest yielder, however, they yielded 21% and 20% more grain 

than farmer's local. The five improved mntize varieties under test showed 

that Arun--2 was the earliest and shorter in plant height and Rawan-1 and 

Rampur-1 were late, tall and poor in husk cover. 

The farmers at the time of harvest chose their first best variety 
as Rampur Composite and their second best Arun-2. 

II. Management Trials 

In general, maize yield in Nepal from the farmer's field is low. 
The cause of low production may be either lot; yielding potertiality of 
the farmer's variety or poor management practices adopted by the fanner's. 
So. to tackle the problem to some extent, a comparative study on farmer's 
existing varieties and crop management practices is a felt need. Thus, 
a few sets of managem-nt trials were conducted in Gorkha (mid-hiLll) and 
Chitwan districts (Inner Terai) with the followinF objectives: 

a) 	To compare the farmer's technology with the intermediate tech

nology (moderate inputs) 

b) 	To compare the economical response of each technology 

c) 	 To enable the farmers to observe and choose the suitable technology 
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Treatment Definition for First 4Suts 

1. 	 Farmer's Variety (FV) = A variety that the farmer is prowing 
2. 	 Farmer's (FP) ThePractice . manuring prictices that the farmer 

is using for his own maize crop (FYM/ 
Compost approximately @ 8-10 Tons/ha) 

.3. Improved Variety (IV) = Variety selected -and released from NMDP 

for general cultivation (Raxpur 

Comositc)
4. Improved Practice (IP) = Application of moderato level of 

chemical furtilizer (45 K7N/ha all side

dressed + Farmer level of FMI/Compost) 

Treatment Definition for Second 2 Sets 

1. 	 Farmer's trLtlitional method of planting plus 45 k N/ha side-dressed 

2. 	 Same as troitment 1 but no N 
3. 	 Behind plou.gh planting lu:ving two altcrnrAte plough passage 

(spaced approximately 70 X 25 cm) plus 45 k I./ha side-dressed 
4. 	Same as trattci.nt 3 but no N 
5. 	 Line sowing (spaced 75 X 25 cm) plus 45 kg N/ha side-dressed 

6. 	 Same as treatment 5 but no N 

Materials and Muthods 

First 4 sets of trial were conducted two each in Gorkha and Chitwan 
districts. The were Gorkhase.cond sets in only. Both ,;ets were non
replicated consistin 7 of 5) m2 100 2 plot size.to m In the first type 
planting was done by the farmer behind the plough for all treatments as 
his usual method. But in the second type, tr6 itment 1 only irs planted 
by the farmers. For each planting mthod, equal amount of seed was used 
and the variety was Rin£iur Composite for all treatments of second type. 

In both the types, 45 k N/ha (source Urea) was side-dressed by loca
lized method after 35-40 days of planting. Plants wurc thinne, out by the 
fanner as his usual ways for all treatment-s of first type and treatment 1 
of 	second type.
 

http:trattci.nt
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Results and Discussions 

For the first type of trials, the mean grain yields of each location 

and average of all are given in Table-1. In all four locations, improved 

variety plus improved practice (4097 k./ha) produced the highest yield and 

the lowest was from farmerts variety plus farmer's practice. 

Following observations are evident in relation to these results: 

A. 	 Farmer's variety and his practices showed leat yield advantage 

B. 	 Farmer's variety and improved practice yielded 16% more grain 

than FY - FP with 9 k, pTrCinkr N pld 

C. 	 Improved variety plus farmer's practice yielded 15% more grain 

than FV + I P 

D. 	 Improved variety plus inroved practices produced 62, 41 and 23% 

more grain yield than FV + FP, FV + LP and IV + FP respectively 

Table 2 presents the yield daLta for the second type of triX

conducted in Gnrkha district. The results indicated that there is an 

economical response to a moderabe level of N application irrespective of 

three different planting methods. mncnr the three planting methods, 

planting behind the plough leaving every two alternate plough passage 

yielded the highest. bre clearly, the grain yield data (Table 2) 

showed that planting maize with line orientation proved superior to the 

farmers traditional method of planting. 

Conclus ion2
 

These simple non-replicated trials vividly pointed out application 

of 45 kg N/ha is economically viable investment and more advantageous 

with improved variety. 

Planting maize in rows either behind the plough leaving two alternate 

plough passage or furrow (spaced approximately 70 X 25 cm) or exact line 

arrangement, (75 X 25 cm) was found better than the traditional method. 
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Varieties 

Khum?1 .Pahenlo 
Rampur Composite 
Arun-2 
Rmnpur-2 
Rawan-1 
Fprwr' s Variety 

F-test 
ISD 0.05 kfAa 

D0t of Sowing 
Date of Harvest 
Cooperator 

Tnble: 


Locations 

Raniswara 
Nareehwor 
Taple 

-Pancbkanya 
Jutvani 
Mefms 

Raniswara 
Nareshwor 
Taple 
Ponchk-nya 
Jutn--ni 
Mean 


Raniswara 

Nareshwor 

Taple 
Panchkanya 

Jutpani 

Mean 


Gorkhn Di strict 
Raniswaa Nareshwor Taple 
(Foot-hn) (!{id-hi11) (lad-hill) 

3850 3335 4328 
3918 3954 3786 
2833 2899 216 
2910 2813 4084 
3285 2692 249! 
2312 2532 _ 1612 

Panch-
Kanya 

3144 
3789 
3662 
2641 
3041 
2551 

Chi-wan District 
Jut-
pani 

4431 
4718 
4473 
3234 
3618 
3L96 

Me 
Overall % Yield 
Means of Increase 
2 Dist. Ovar Local 

3813 49 
4070 59 
3326 30 
3104 21 
3077 20 
2562 -

* * NS 
1076 - 670 -

1038/o 12 a--
003811V14 
039/4/25 0394/27 039/4/26 

I. Ihatri T. 9ihsth-- KB Shresth . 

18 
039/1/1? 
039/5/2 

K-B Ghi-lre 

_ 
16 

o39/1/l 
*33/5/2 

P.B. Thap a 

(Note *Significant at 0.05% 
probability level 
USS = Non-sinificant.) 

SUi ARY CF G{uXi YEE!D COI,RJTII.G COiRTSTIQS CF MAIZE GE0JOTYPES, 

HPrveste Pts 000/ha , 
Khi maf Pahfnlo Rmpur Conm,. Arun-2 Rampur- 1 Rawan - 1 Varmer's Variety 

48 44 38 47 38 4043 38 45 39 35 41
39 38 36 
 33 37 40
32 41 
 44 42 42 33L9 Li 1A 1 /I L2 
[2 z 

[2 LO 39 
Ear A3 mber as Percentan-e of Plant Number 

39 

110 109 106 103 102 1011"5 98 104 97 95 94103 108 98 101 98 9798 91 92 86 87 1099 --8 91 7O 71 8399 98 
 98 91 
 91 
 97
 
Moisture Peroentare at Harvest22.8 23.5 20.4 26.3 25.0 
 21.0 Harvested
32.0 31.0 24.0 37.0 35.0 27.031.0 28.5 26.5 32.0 37.0 24.5 8 - 12 Days21.7 22.0 28.2 23.0 33.2 20.5 Earlier

26.0 _ 28.3 31.35 
 29- 2 29.2 2775
26.7 26.6 
 26.0 30.0 
 32.0 24.0
 



Tnble 3: 

Varicti3s 

Gnn,:sh 
Lan.knmana-2 

Ron.pur- 2 

Rampur-1 

Arun-2 

R 'pur Composite 

Farmnr' s Varicty 

1iet :u&1. Conosite 

Janakj Seto 

F-test 


C 

LSD 0.05 k-/ha. 


Tpble A: 

Varieties 

Mrnniakexmana-1 

Opaque 
K,-k ani Yellow 
Rampur Composite 

Farmer's Varicty 

F-test 

Cv % 

SU.2LY OF EAN GRJN 

Kcbhre 

2254 
2194 
3149 
2797 
2439 
2279 
2115 


-

NS 

22 
-

,RYSM I OF ":A11 GiL T 

Icf Gr-_in YicJld 
kC/ha (:y. o; 

2 replic-ttions) 

4927 
/40n-24018 
3279 
3152 
4157 

2959 

NS 
35 

Y!ET.D FX,.! 3 IfC,2ITNS ;.ND AVERAGE OF IVl1,!,0N, 1982 

Dvnclakphar Pakhribas 14 e a n 

2720 4138 3037 
2837 3181 2737 
3083 3593 3275 
2482 3541 2940 
2433 2464 2445 
2070 2924 2424 
1463 4472 2683 

- 3852 3852 
4026 4026 

*, 

5 23 
1220 

YIE7LD FIIRO01 THE FFT a'ODUCTED BYKABIBRE AGU.. FAR- . JS0OCi,. 1982 

K-ibhrc Arriculture Farm 
% rtld Days to 50% 
increase Farme.r's Rciction 
Over Locna Silking 

66 82 Second choice by the farmers 
36 74 First choice by the farmers 
11 87 
7 87 

41 81
 
- 80 

_
 



Tabl 5 EFFECT OF DIFFERENT MANAGEMENT L-VEIS ON THE GRAIN YEELD OF MAIZE IN GOJBXMi A1D CHlITWVN 
DISTRICTS 

Treatments Nare-
shwor 

Gorkh Dislrizt 
Taple 

Chitw,'n District 
P-unc- Jutpani 
kanya 

Overall 
Mean of 
2 Dists. 

Grain Yield 
Par kg N 
Applied (kg) 

% Yield 
increase 
Over Local 

1. Farmer's Variety + 
Farmer's Practice 1009 1566 3708 3741 2506 -

2. Farmer's Variety + 
Improved Practice 1334 1478 3755 5096 2916 9 

3. Improved Variety + 
Farmer's Practice 1970 2350 4021 4 99 3335 - 33 

4- Improved Variety + 
Improved Practice 2761 3121 4501 6005 4097 17 40 

Date 
Date 

of Planting 
cf Harvesting 

038/12/6 
039/4/27 

038/12/14 
039/4/26 

039/1/19 
039/5/2 

Harvested PElats 

039/1/21 
039/5/2 

OO/ha. 

1. Farmer's Variety + 
Farmer's Practice 38 41 47 13 42 

2. Famer's Variety + 
Frmer' s Practice 40 43 43 50 43 

3. Improved Variety + 
Farmer's Practice 36 34 50 43 40 

4. Improved Variety + 
Improved Practice 37 42 47 53 i4 

Note: Improved Practice (1p) 45 kg N/ha Side dressed Improved Variety = Raupur Composite. 



T,t : EFFCT OF DIFFL7i*JT rL ING "='DS CGUN SID7 DR:E3IUG 
DITSTRIC§T, 

ON U%-IZE C"i 
0mscOTl1982 

'j YELD GZBKHA 

Treatnmnt s 

1. Fpnr's tradition-l method of plTnting 
+ 45 k,- N/hA side dressed 

2. Same0 as tr:atment no. 1 but no 

3. Behind the plou.-h planting_ leaving two 
plou:n passage + 45 kg N/h side dressed 
(sp.ced approx. 70 a 25 c-s) 

4- SamC as trea-tmcnt no. 3 but no i 
5, Lie scwirg + ,5 k U/ha side dressed 

6. S:.m as trecatmont no. 5 but no N 

T-.ple 

3180 

-21C 

3678 

2765 

3445 

2575 

I'reshwor 

2394 

1948 

2873 

2055 

2609 

2090 

Means 

2787 

2079 

3276 

2410 

3027 

2333 

Grain Yield Per Kg 

15 

-

19 

_ 

15 

11 Applied 

Tab] SUldY OF ThJ --POFUL 2IOIS T. 'HAWST (OoAa) ZZ 
Trentmnts Taplec- Neshwor . Nas 

1. Farmer's traditional method of p+nn..... 45 kir N side dressed 

2. Svame as treatment ni. 1 but no 1,. 

3. Behind the plough plantcirg leaving two plough passam- without 
seeds + 45 kiz U./ha side &ressed 

4. Same as treatment No. 3 but no N. 

5- Lino sowing + 45 kg N/ha silc dressed 

6. Sne as trtm-nt no. 5 but nj Nl 

37 

34 

52 

48 

46 

45 

39 

36 

50 

53 

48 

43 

38.0 

35.0 

51.0 

50.5 

47.0 

44.0 
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.i:i0,1A:IZE SE D !T DUCTION -'ND 

DISTRIBUTION FTOML.4 

S.K. Upadhyaya and 

B.N. Kayastha* 

The pivotal role of maize crop in the economic life of Nepalese people is 

evident and has been discussed frequently. It is also rclear that use of high 

yielding improved variety seeds is one of the most important aspects of 

increasing productivity of a crop. However, Nepalese farmers were a bit late 

to start using improved seeds. The distribution of improved Wnize seeds in 

the country at institutional level was started, for the first time, in the 

F. Y. 1967/1968 when the Agriculture Supply Corporation (ASC), which was set up 

during the first year of the Third Five Year plan, procured improved maize 

seeds from various sources and distributed it among Nepalese farmers. Later on 

this public corporation began seed multiplication program on contract farmer's 

field. At present, Agriculture Inputs Corporation (the final survivor of ASO) 

has a well defined seed production and distribution system which broduces 

enough maize seed to meet the existing demand of Nepalese farmers. It should, 

however, be stated that the amount of improved maize seed produced and sold 

by AIC is still very low as to cover any significant portion of total maize 

acreage of the country. 

Seed Multiplication
 

It was pointed out during the last seminar that while formulating maize 

seed production program a stress would be made on centralizing such program in 

those areas where basic facilities for seed drying, processing, and storage 

are already available. Out of the total seed multiplication program of 625 

hectares in 1982/1983, 560 hectarcs have been placed rn Terai regions and the 

remaining 65 hectares are on the hills (including also such hills where SPIS 

Project has been working). On this F. Y. 1982/1983 an attempt has been made to 

* - Ag. Officer and Chief, respectively; Seed Division, AIC. 
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introduce a pocket-approach on major seed production areas (see table I). The 
main purpose of this approach is to carry out seed production and collection
 
works 
 in ai, efficient manner. The following major criteria would be considered 
while selecting a seed production pocket. 

Seed 	production centres to be centralized on: 

1. Arem where active supervision is possible 

2. Areas where facilities for seed collection are available
 
3. Areas having irrigation facilities 

It has been proposed that there should be a minimum of five inspection
 
visits on all seed production fields 
by the concerned technicians. Those
 
inspection visits would be 
 made 	at the following stages of seed production. 

1. At 	 the time of sowing 

2. At first weeding 

3. At tasseling stage 

4. At the time of harvesting 

5. At 	 the time of shelling 

The indication so far, has shown that maize seed production program would 
achieve a considerable progress this year. 

Seed Collection 

Collection of maize seeds is another difficult aspect of maize seed 
production system. But, during the recent years there has been some improvements 
in seed collection process, too. A total of about 297 metric tons of improved
 
maize seeds was made available for sale during the year 1981/1982. During this 
fiscal year about 345 metric tons of composite varieties and 150 tons hybrid 
maize seeds (importud from India) are available for sale. 

Seed 	 Storape 

Storage of maize seed is a burning problem for AIC. A significant amount 
of maize seed is subjected to germination drop every year. the F.Y.in 1981/ 
1982, also, a total of 87.465 metric tons of maize seeds stored in Janakpur 



and Itahari received a germination drop. This year a major amount of maize 
seeds were transported to Deman and Kathmandu and have been stored there to 
avoid high heat and high humidity of Terai. Recent check on germination
 
capacity of those seeds that the
maize has shown seeds are in a good condition 
up to this time. A godown of 125 metric ton capacity for storing maize seeds 
is being constructed at Daman very under Seed Productionsoon and Inputs
 
Storage Project (SPISP). 
 Other hilly centres like Ilam and Dhankuta in
 
Eastern Development Region, Palpa 
and Pokhara in Western Development Region, 
Dang and Surkhet in Mid-Western Development Region are being considered for 
the storage of maize seeds.
 

Seed Sale 
The sales record of improved maize seed through institutional level is
 

rather discouraging (table 2). The figures 
 on table 2 indicate that the
 
average annual sale of maize seeds through AIC during the last 15 years 
 has
 
been only about 82.88 metric ton. Out of 296.707 metric ton maize seeds
 
which was available for sale last year only 132.066 metric ton was sold,
 
87.465 metric ton received a germination drop and about 77. 176 metric ton 
of the functional stock vas left unsold at the end of season (table 3). This 
clearly indicates that although the amount of maize seeds collected by AIC
 
was not up to the target, it was adequate enough to meet the existing demand
 
of the farmers. Besides the popular farmer to 
famrer diffusion, other
 
common reasons attributed 
to the poor sale of maize seeds are the poor quality 
and high cost of maize seeds produced by AIC. However, it should be kept in 
mind that seed quality standards of a country should be judged against tho 
available technology and infrastructures. Still more, it could be said 
safely that the seeds produced by AIC are of much better quality than ordinary 
seeds that the farmers are using, in genetic as well as in all other seed 
quality considerations. A careful analysis of the would thatcauses reveal 
there is still a lack of seed consciousness in Nepalese farmers and this 
could be the reason why our farmers are more conscious of seed price. The 
hybrid maize seeds imported recently from India, though of a good name and 
quality, is not selling properly and the reported for this statereasons of 
low sale are high seed price and lack of proper extension. Often, it has also 
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been observed that our seed dealers arc not much enthusiastic in dealing with 
seeds. The next prominent rason for the poor sale of maize seeds is that
 
same varieties are being used 
 for a long time. The development of a new
 
variety, like Arun, 
 is very important to stir farmer's curiosity and sales 

promotion.
 

MOC has a very little sales promotion activities of itz own. During the 
last seminar it was pointed out that sales promotion (creating demand) and
 
seed storage werc the major problems in maize 
 seed production and distribution 
process. They remain so this year also. Although the problem of seed storage 
has been solvd temporarily by storing maize seeds in Daman and Kathmandu,
 
researches should be undertaken 
on developing a much strong seed bag which
 
would resist the breakage during transportaitien. Studies should also 
be made 
on other aspects of seed storage. . vigorous extcnsion measure through the 
joint effort of Department of Agriculture, Agriculture Development Eank and 
Agriculture - .puts Corporation may be more de;sirable in order to arise seed
 
consciousness among Nepalese farmers. This 
 yuar, there was a problem of 
foundation seed for conducting seed multiplication program as the drought 
hampered foundation so~d production in Raxpur. Masures may have to be 
adopted to ensure timely supply of foundation seeds. Regarding the hybrid 
maize it may be proper to adopt unifonm policy mcasures on procurement and 
distribution of such seeds. Thure is a very good demand of Arun variety 
among farmers. But the farmers arc less interested to take part in the seed 
multiplication program of this variety. The farmer. who participated in seed 
multiplication program in Chitwan last year have complained that the yield 
of this variety is some what lower than that of other varieties and hence it 
is less desirable to cultivate as main season crop.it a Hence, some extra 
premium may have to be given to encourage farmers to take part in the seed 
multiplication of this variety. 
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Table 1: Maize Seed Multiplication P r.m Durin F.Y. .982/1983 AIC 

(Farmer's Level) 

A. W 
Production Centres Area (Ha.) No. of Pockets 

1. Morang, Sunsari 50 2 
2. Chitwan 200 2 
3. Bara, Parsa 195 4
 

4. Dhanusha 40 2 
5. Dang 25 2 
6. Nawalparasi 50 2 

Total: 560 14 

B. Sumer Promm 

1. Dhading 5 -
2. Katknandu 10 -
3. Bhaktapur 10 
4. Kaski 10 
5. Trishuli 50 -
6. Charikot 10 
7. Lamjung 5 -


8. Surkhet 10 -
Tota-: 65 
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Maize Seed _ltiplication ProYra (Propos. y. 

1983 / 1984 

(Famer's_ Level) 

Production Centrus 

1. Mornag, Sunsari 

2. Chitiran 

3. Bara, Parsa 

4. DhanurA 

5. Nawalparasj 

6. Rupandehi 

Area 
() 

50 

225 

300 

50 

75 

20 

Rampur
ComPosite 

-

75 

150 

25 

50 

-

R"mpur 
Pahenlo 

50 

-

50 

-

-

20 

Khumwal 
Pahenlo 

_ 

100 

100 

-

-

__-_ 

_ 

50 

-

25 

-

Sarlahi 
Soto 

-

-

25 

-

-
7. Dang 20 20 

Total: 740 30 120 200 75 25 

B. Symer Prornm 
01. Dhankuta 

02. Kathmandu 

03. Trishuli 

04. Dhiding 

05. Charikot 
0 6 . Gorkha 

07. lamjung 

08. Parbat 

09. Baglung 

10. Pyuthan 

11. Surkhet 

10 

15 

5 
5 

5 

5 
5 

5 

10 

10 

-

-

-

" 

-

-

-

-

-

. 

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

_ 
_ 

10 

15 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

10 

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

10 

_ 

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Total: 80 - - 70 10 

Grand Total: 820 320 120 270 85 25 
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Salese of Maie Seed C 

Quantity M. Ton
 

Year 	 QianitySold 

01. 1965/1966 

02. 1966/1967 

03. 1967/1968 	 30.000
 

04. 1968/1969 	 49.430 

05. 1969/1970 	 40.467 

05. 1970/1971 	 47.000 

07. 1971/1972 	 56.000 

08. 1972/1973 	 50.000 

09. 1973/1974 	 46.000 

10. 1974/1975 	 51.000 

11. 1975/1976 	 144.552 

12. 1976/1977 	 105.607 

13. 1977/1978 	 144.930 

14. 1978/1979 	 92.990
 

15. 1979/1980 	 149.139 

16. 1980/1981 	 104.040
 

17. 1981/1982 	 132.066
 

TableS3: _Reaion.ise Sales and Stock of Maize Seeds Durk. 
1981 / 19d2 

Ta t Q'tv Sold Q'ty Lcft Quantity which recei-
R e g i o n M. Ton M. Ton Unsold germination drop 

M. Ton (M. Ton)
 

1. Easter Region 138.00 28.661 16.721 19.520
 

2. Central Region 200.00 62.951 34.676 67.945 

3.Western Region 94.00 29.453 17. 147 

4. 	 Mid-Western Region 40.00 8.830 4.578 

5. 	Far-lestern Region 28.00 2.171 4.046 -

Total: 500.00 132.066 77.176 87.465 
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THE TRAI14ING AND VISIT (T & V) SYSTEM OF EXTENSION 

ANID 

RESEARCH OUTREACH
 

Wayne H. Freeman
 

A . Rv iTEnaRf 

1. 	 Review of the T and V Extension System-and Some Results of On-Farm 
Research and Production Iro;rrams 

The 	 Agricultural Ext,.n ion and Res:earch Project (AIMP) seeks, 
during the life of the proj,:ct (1981-82 to 198/,-85), further 
implement the T and V srstem in eight more di ,tricts. Four regional 
research station; :.nd one sub-station have beon idi ntificd by HMG 
and 	 the World 2nk as r:,,earch stutions to he strengthened under 
the 	 )roject. At the sane tim.. the Departmtnt of Agriculture is 
seeking to make resenrch :;t;tff tor, dir .ctly involved in conducting 

research in fa2'ers' fields. 

In an effert to make cxtcnsion more effective by the T and 
V system Benor and Harrison* recoo7nizc(i that a vigoruus research 

program addressini farmer problems was necessary if new techno
logies'were to continue to be forthcoming in order for the 

extension sya;b:m to remain effectivc. They state "Without a net
work of field trials upon which new i.ecommendations can be based 
and without coatinuous feed-back to research from the fields, the 
exten'sion srvice will soon have nothing to offer farmers, and 
research institutions will losc touch with the real problems 

farmers face". ------ "Field trials carried out in farmers' 
fields arc a testing ground for research findings before they 
are recommended by extension on a large scalc. They also provide 
a mechanism for close ccntinuous working relationships between 

research and ,'tension staff". 

To be effective in influencing farmers and their practices 

to affect production Benor and Harrison further state "At the 
* - Benor, Daniel and James Q. Harrison, Agricultural Extension, 

The Training and Visit System, World Bank, 1977. 
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initial stage it is very important to achieve an immediate impact 

which will give farmers confidence in the extension agents and 

the extension agents confidence in themselves". The product of 

the linkage with research and an active extension system is the 

impact on production to increase food supplies and farmers' 

welfare. 

These objectives or ramifications of them are generally 

stated in various agricultural and rural development projects in
 

Nepal. This paper will seek to put extension by the T and V 

system (or any system), research support to extension through 

research outreach, and impact production programs into perspective 

to make them matually complementary and effe-ztive. The research 

stations receiving support from the AERP and the districts in 

their "commtu-d" areas where the T and V system is being implemented 

are those to uich this report is addressed. 

The Cropping Systnms Program of the ICP established, in 

197'7, a system of research trials in farmers' fields to provide 

farmer recommendaticns based on ,daptive research. The program 

was designed to serve small subsistence farmers whose parcels 

were scattered and without the same land-water classification 

by directing research to cropping patterns, in these various 

parcels, rather than individual crops without relevance to the 

patterns in which farmers were growing these crops. 

The field trials concept of Bonor aid Harrison was pursued 

in a systematic way both agronomically and socio-economically 

by the cropping systems team. The research included not only 

agronomic trials but survey information and secondary information
 

were pooled to get a better understanding of the farmer situation 

in a given area. Cropping patterns were studied and the more 

predominant ones selected as a basis for research withi these 

patterns or for the generation of altarnate patterns. 

As a result of these on-farm trials, pattern technologies
 

were developed which were suited to several different agrolimatic 
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situations. These patterns showed promise both agronomically 
and cconomicol].y and reached a level for farmer recomcndation
 
in 1980o. To ,.chievo the rsults upon which recomnendations to
 
other farmers could be based it was necessary that research and
 
extension work touther with farmers in ibc-j fields. These field 
trials wore putting into pr-ctice the "closu. continuous working 
relationships bhtwecn rescarchers ,aid extension staff" (Benor 

and Harrison). 

To achieve the impact phase theft BD-ner and Harrison mention,
 
farTners in Fherrd.i Bhurdi were enlisted in a maizc production
 

program in February 1980, as a part of the fthize/Finger Millet-

Wheat pattern. During the wheat season that same year similar 
production programs were launched at Puirli Bhindi and other sites. 
Common featurs were that production was pattrni-bised and the 

parcels w e-re scatterted. Fhnnurs and parc !ls were not an identi
liable group or area. The in-redients of ,in"impact area" 
 were
 
not achieved until the fol'owinl" wheat steason, 1981-82. The
 
earlier atturnpts at impact were largely unsuccissful be:aquse 
the parcels were small and scattered end thu results, even though 
impressive, wurc not drenatic ;o as to provide "impact" on 
neighborin! fanmers, extension personnel, administrative officers, 

or prcduction itself. 

In 1981-82 impact areas were deliberately organized involving 
farmers who had conti-;aous parcels who were growing crops in the 
sameo pattern nii who agreed to try the crop varieties and practices 
that had been developed as a result of research trials on their 
or thuir neighbors' fields. This required farmer "organization" 

in that all agreed to participate. Blocks of 2 to 6 hectares 
were .achieved in five of the six cropping systems sites involving
 

as few as 7 farmers in the Terai and as many as 47 farmers in 

Lele.
 

The same impact on crop performance and yield was obtained 

in 1981-82 as existed in 19!!0-81 but the real. impact was a dramatic 
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difference between the 	crop in the production area gad neighbors' 

fields. The "contact" farmers were deliberately selected because 

of the relationship of their parcels with each other in order to 

achieve "The impact which is needed to spread the practice to 

the majority of farmers most quickly" (Benor and Harrison). As 

a consequence of this 	impact in 1981-82, production areas expanded 

during the rice season 	of 1982 to as much as 50 ha in some sites. 

The Cropping Systems Program utilized research staff from 

Khumaltar and district extension personnel in those districts 

where field trial work was conducted. The technologies tested 

were those already available with research stations such as
 

improved varieties of 	crops in the patterns, recommendations for 

fertilizer, insect control, etc. These were in most cases fitted 

into the farners' predominant patterns. New patterns were tested
 

wherever it appared that there was potential for increasing 

cropping intensity. 

2. Research Support to Extension - Research (utreach 

In the document from the Department of Agriculture on the 

Research Programs, 1980-81 (2038/39), the concept of extension 

support activities was promulgated as a means of getting a closer 

linkage between extension and rusearch in order to accelerate 

the adoption of technologies at the farmer level. The document 

states that it, is mandatry for all stations and farms to compose 
a team to work with farmers in close cooperation with extension 

within assigned areas. The stations of the AERP and areas assigned 

for research outreach 	arc as follows:
 

Region and Station 	 District Team Composition Additional Manpowei 

1. 	Tarahara Morang All staff Class II from AERP 

Sunsari 

Saptari
 

2. Kankai Jhapa All staff
 

Illam
 

Contd.../...
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Region and Station District Team Composition Additional Manpower 

3. Hardinath 
 Dhanusha All staff 

Hahottari 

Siraha 

4. 	Parwanipur, NRIP Bara, Parsa, 1 Cl. III, Gaz. Class II from AERP 

Rautahat 1 Cl. I, Non-Gaz 

5. 	 Naw-lpur Oilseed Sarlahi. 1 CL. III GO
 
Centre 
 I CL. I, NGO 

6. Rampur Chitwan 2 Cl. III, GO
 

Makwanpur 1 Cl. I, NGO 

Gorkha 

w~mtr Re
 

7. 	 Bhairahwa, WUDP Kapilvastu 1 Cl. III GO Class II from AERP 

Nawalparasi 1 Cl. I, NGO 

Rupandehi 

Palpa
 

Mid-Western Region
 

8. 	Nepalgunj Banke,Bardia 
 Cl. III, GO Class II from AERP
 

Dang 1 Cl. I, NGO
 

(Kailali &
 

Kanchanpur in
 

future)
 

The document recognized that Farmers' Field Trials (started
 
in the early 1970s), clusters of trials in maize, production 

demonstrations in maize, minikits in rice, 'maize, wheat, and 
pulses, and cropping systems programs in selected areas were 

activities in which research staffs have been involved. 
The
 
assessment was that those programs have buen highly beneficial in 
extending the adoption of new technologies rather than the
 
blanket country-wide recommendations coming from the research
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stations and national centers. By concentrating these on-farm 

activities, in cooperation with extension agencies, localized
 

recommendations could be developed. 

To implement these expanded on-farm activities, each station 

was to assign some existing staff and, in addition four centers 

(Tarahara, Parwanipur, Dhairahwa and Nepalgunj) were designated 

as reg.ional centers and were to recruit additional class II 

officers to be specifically responsible for resear3h outreach. 

To achieve a balance between research on the research sta

tion and on farmers' fields it was envisioned that, by the end 

of 4 to 5 years, perhaps as much as 40% of the activities of a 

research station would be in the nature of "extension support 

activities", as research outreach was called. It was recognized 

that this was a ratio that would require review and possible 

adjustment. 

It is significant to note that the specifically stated that 

research outreach would be conducted in "cooperation with local 

extension activities". (A relationship also stressed by Benor 

and Harrison. They further stated "Field trials carried out in 

farmers' fields are a vital feature of the extension operations".) 

Aside from these brief statements from the DOA directives 

regarding research outreach have not been elaborated. With 

research outreach activities gradually heing expanded as research 

supports uxtension, it is time that more specific directives are 

developed. Since the Agricultural Extension and Research Project 

is involved in essentially all of the Terai stations, and the 

several districts of their command areas, the objectives of research 

outreach and implementation could be applied to these situations 

and to othc-r stations wishing to initiate research outreach acti

vities in their command areas. 

B. Research Statign Activities 

Research station activities might be classified according to the 

way they are serving farmers. These could include: 
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a. 	 Station research to develop new technologies and learn more
 
scientific truths that could be useful in 
 developing technologies 
of use to farmers. 

b. 	 On-station sorvice functions - Plant protection diagnostic service, 
soil testing, seed testing training, seed production, and exten
sion information services. 

c. 	Research outreach This activity includes- all trials etc. organized 
by researchers and extension personnel to be conducted in farmers' 
fields.
 

d. 	 Direct participation in iixt 'nsion activities. This would range 
from a Subject Matter Specialist based at a research station who 
devotes 100% of his time to on-farm rlJscarch and extension 
activities to the administrator who may participate in field days 
and 	other activities on farmrs' fields. Intermediate activities incl
udu 	 training' provv.aa: for farmers and extension workers where 
the 	 research staff function as resource persons and trainers. 

1. 	 Service Functions Cther Than Research Outreach 
Ecp crimet Stations provide on-statign services which support 

extension that could well be attributed as a component of' the
 
40% of station time tcward 
 serving farmers. Those are true service 
functions of a res, arch station and include seed multiplication,
 
training, soil testing, 
s-ed testing, plant disease and insect
 
diagnostic services, farmer field days, and extension 
information. 

Seed multiplication has been considered an importaiit role 
for 	experiment stations and should nct be underestimated as a
 
service function of the 
 station. Policies governing numbers of
 
varieties, number of crops, 
 which varieties and volume targets
 
havu been established by central comnittees. 
 With the development
 
of a more recrional 
 approach to seed requirements more local
 
control needs to be exercised in 
 this area in ordfer for the
 
stations to be 
 of better servic,. 

Training has long been a service of the research stations
 
and now 
 training officers arc assuming an ever more important 

http:provv.aa
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role as a component of the T 
 and V system. The specialists also 
will be called on to be resource persons as training is given to 
SMS and even to farmers, JT/JTAs and others. 

The other service components mentioned are not so well esta
blished and, therefore, are not of so great value at the moment 
but could become useful services to farmers in command of those 
centers which have these capabilities. 

The experiment station is the technological base for the 
Subject Matter Specialist. As such, the linkage between the SMS 
and the station should be a strong one. This linkage is being 
fostered through the bimonthly meetings and the semiannual work
shops. Bonor tnd Harrison recommend that initially SNSs should 
spend one third of their time at research stations, wherever the 
relevant technology is being generated. 

Experiment stations also provide services by becoming directly 
involved in extension activities. In addition to serving as 
trainers in training programs and technical resource persons in 
semiannual and bimont}hy meetings research staff involved in Farmer 
Field Days in farmers' fields can contribute to the effectiveness
 
of the extensicn program. 

2. Research Outreach as a Sunport to Extension
 
Research in 
 research stations is for the purpose of developing

technologies which farmers can use on their farms to increase their 
production, improve their nutritional balance, their incomes or 
any combination of these three goals. Then why is research on 
farmers I farms necessary? 

Perhaps the basic pr3dominant reason is that small subsistence 
farmers aru not accepting j " the recommended technologies 
that have boon developed by researchers and which are being pro
moted in extension programs. Socio-economic research has indica
ted that farmers do not adopt technologies because these techno
logies are not suited to their conditions or their resources or 
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the risks are too great. In other words, the technologies do not 

fit the circumstances of farmers. Circumstances of small farmers 

not recognized by researchers include the level of his resources) 

the cropping patterns used, mixed cropping instead of sole cropping, 

the discontinuous scattered arrangement of his farm parcels, other 

enterprises of his system, and the subsistence nature of these 

farms which greatly influence decisions farmers make. Byorlee 
et Zl* from CIVMYT have elaborated on farmers' circumstances as a 

basis for planning research as follows: 

"Farmers' circumstances arc those factors that affect farmers' 

decisions about what technologies to use in growing a crop. 
Expressed this way, farmers' circumstances explain both a farmer's 

current technology as well as his decisions about changes in that 

technology. They include natural and economic circumstances. 

Economic circumstances can b,- divided into those that are internal 

to the farmer, and over which he has some control (e.g. his goals 

and resources): and those that are external (e.g. markets). 

lmost all farmers wish to increase their income - broadly 

defined to incroasu production for home consumption. Generally, 

too, small farmers want security in meeting subsistence require

ments of their preferred foods. Most also want to avoid taking 

risks that might endanger their subsistence supplies or sources 

of cash income.
 

Farmers have relatively fixed quantities of resources - land, 

family labor, and capital - that they can allocate to meet these 

goals. (Capital resources here include both durable equipment
 

and cash.) Farmers may allocate these resources to different uses.
 

Within limits, they may also adjust the amount of a resource - for 

example, they may use some of their cash to rent more land or hire 

more labor. 

Many circumstances also shape the economic environment in 

which farmars make decisions. These include the prices and price
Byorl " DcrAk, Ilichaul Collinson nd rcdnning T I lo ies 
l pri.to t Farm,-rs - Concepts nd .. ncediTres i h loxico, 
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variability for inputs and products, access to inputs and product 

inarkets, land tenure systems, credit facilities, physical infra

structures (roads, dams, irrigation channels, and so on). While 

this economic environment is largely outside of the farmer's 

control, it is influenced by many policy decisions about distri

bution of inputs, price supports, infrastructure development, and 

so forth. A large number of natural circumstances also condition 

the farmerlo decision making such as soil slope and depth, climate, 

weeds, and pests.
 

In making decisions, the farmer generally accepts as fixed
 

external natural factors, like rainfall, and economic factors,
 

like prices, though he may be able to modify their effects. A
 
farmer may know, for example, that he has soils of different ferti

lity so he may decide to plant crops that meet his subsistence 

food preferences on the best soils to meet his goal of food 
security. Many external factors, particularly rainfall and prices, 

are variable and unknown to the farmer when he makes decision3. 

They provide an element of risk, which may have important effects 

on farmers' decision-making. For example, although a farmer may 

not be able to predict rainfall, he is aware of its likely varia

bility and therefore he may plant a crop at several dates to 

spread the risk of a dry period striking at a critical stage in 

the crop cycle.
 

Most of those factors have direct effects on farmers' deci

sions about a technology for an individual crop. late-season 

frosts might cause farmers to seek an early maturing variety to 

reduce risks. Expensive labor encourages farmers to use a less 

labor-intensive weeding method such as herbicides. 

Many factors affect the choice of a technology for the target 

.op,indirec''- b'cause of interactions in the farming system. 

The farmin6, m is the totality of production and consumption 

decisions of the farm household, including the choice of crop, 

livestock, and off-farm enterprises, and food consumed by the 

household. For example, a farmer may choose to plant maize late 

because he is planting beans early to avoid l~te-season disease 
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problems in beans. Or he may plant an early variety of maize in 

order to have food early in the season before other crops mature. 
The point is that crop technologies often result from decisions 

made for the farming system as a whole. Consequently planning 

technologies for one crop requires knowledge of important inter

actions in the farming system, which potentially influence that 

crop. These are system interactions. 

The environment in which farmers mrake decisions changes over
 

time. In particular, the external economic en %nment is cha

racterized by changes in the ratios of input prices to product
 

prices, which affect farmers' decisions. Chanpes in the external 

economic environment may also directly affect farmers' goals and 

resources. As the market for food staples expands, farmers usually 
become more willing to depend on it for food supplies and hence 

food preferences decline in influence on production decisions. 
Likewise, a new credit program may increase farmers' cash availabi

lity. 

In the same way that farmers' circumstances determine a current 

crop technology, they are also important in a farmer's decision 

to change his technology. If a change in a technology conflicts 

with any of the circumstances of farmers, that technology may be 

rejected. For example, new varieties may be rejected because 

they are not suited to the soil conditions or because they ripen 

too late for the planting of the next crop. Fertilizer reco

nmmendations that aim for maximum yields may be rejected because 

they are not consistent with either the farmer's income-increasing 

or risk-avoiding objectives. 

When farmers reject technologies it is not because they are 

.onservative or ignorant. Rather, they rationally weigh the likely 

changes in incomes and risks associated with the technologies 

under their natural and economic circumstances and decide that 

for them the technology does not pay. The researchers' task is
 

to incorporate knowledge of farmers' circumstances into the design
 

of technologies so that they are consistent with those circumstances".
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Zandstra *_ a* at IRRI have set forth the requirements for
 
an on-farm research system as follows:
 

"I. The type of research has to be related to a specific production 
environment. In this way a close fit of technology to the 
physical and socio-economic limitations and opportunities
 
-can be achieved. Understanding of the environment aids 
the extrapolation of research results. 

2. Farmers have to participate in the design and testing of new 
multiple cropping technologies. This ensures early feedback 
from farmers about input management) equipment, and market
related constraints to the adoption of promising production 
alternatives. 

3. The research team has to cover several commodities and crop
to-crop interactions and be multidisciplinary in nature. A 
team that combines abilities in soil and crop sciences, crop 
protection, and agricultural economics is required to study 
several crops within a cropping system. 

4. The methodology has to provide a clear identification of 
different tasks and the responsibility of the diffaront team 
members for each task. 

5. The research has to emphasize the formulation of cropping 
patterns that increase cropping intensity and that are 
acceptable to farmers". 

To effectively develop technology, research on farmers t fields 
must be with participation of farmers themselves. They become a 
part of the research team. Otherwise, the question of what is 
ppropriate to his conditions, or his goals may not be answered. 

A few of the reasons for conducting research cn farmers' 
fields can be listed as follows: 

* - Zandstra, HLG., E.C. Price, J.A. 'Litsinger, tnd R.A. Morris,
1981. The International Rice Research Instituce, Box 933,
Manila, Philippines. 
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1. 	 Determine the comparative performance of experiment station 

techniology with what the farmers are already doing. 

2. 	 Determine how the experiment station technology fits agro
nomically and socio-economically with the farmers and their
 
enterprises, patterns, and systems.
 

3. 	 Learn farmcr conditions and in so doing develop an under
standing of these circumstances and problems so that on

farm experiments can be judiciously designed.
 

4. 	 Use this krioedge to ,uide problem solving research in the 

research stations. 

5. 	 Establish l-ages between rusearch and extension. 

6. 	 Close the gap between existing agricultural practices and 
research findings by developing and disseminating technolo
gies from farmers' fields. (Studies in Nepal indicate that 
there is a lack of knoLiJdg on the part of farmers about 

the new technologies. It is not a case of rejection but 
one of knowaedge upon which farmcrs can make a decision to 
accept or reject a tecjnology.) 

7. 	 On-farm r.scavrch is an 4niti j stcp in the transfer of tech

nology from research station to farmers. It is a beginning, 
not the end, of the technoloEy diffusion process. 

8. 	 Get farmers' assessment of the technology. 

9. 	 To develop farmer recommendations for farmer conditiono. 

On-farm research will develop recommendations under conditions 

similar to those where they will be applied in farmers' 

fields. 

10. 	 To serve as a training for extension and research personnel 

involved or to be involved in production since it provides 
a linkage to new technology developments. 

11. 	 Another important set of recommendations to come from on-farm 
research are those which will go to policy makers to enable 
them to consider policy issues that could have a profound 

effect on the trends in production. 
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After listing these reasons for research outreach one might
 
conclude that experiment 
station research is not necessary. On 
the contrary, experiment station has specific role in the devea 
lopment of component technology such as new varieties. Conditions 
can be more precisely controlled in a research station and this 
is required in order for the to makebreeder effective selections 
for varietal improvement. Once these populations are stabilized 
or selections made from among larger numbers they are ready for
 
evaluation in farmers' 
 fields under adaptive trial conditions. 
The feedback from adaptive rsearch in farmers' fields can and 
should be a valuable guide to station research, for exnmplep 
farmer preference for a variety of specific maturity that will 
fit his cropping pattern, or on,- which is better suited to 
thregling or stora!,e conditions that prevail. 

CIMfMYT has provided a diagram (Figure 1) of the various 
relationships that exist between rescarch station, on-farm resea
rch axd nationpl policy issues. On-farm research as outlined 
covors a 5 -stae process from planning to demonstration phase. 
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Figure 1. Overview of an Integratcd Research Program (From Byerlee dt aj) 

ON-FA'RM RESEARCH 
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Demonstrate improved 
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C. Types of Research Outrich ',Cials in Farmers' Fields 

Research can include Farmer Field Trials which have been generally 

considered to be only variety trials. However, a more broad designa

tion could be component technology trials. The National Maize Deve

lopment Program has clusters of simple trials which include variety 
trials, fertilizer trials, perhaps insect control e:periments, or 

population density or other experimcnts in clusters, all component 

technology trials in farmers' fields. 

http:farmc.rs
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1inikits are both research and extension. They are a part of 

assessment, stage (4) of CIMIEY's diagram. They have a wide disse

mination so that farmers who like a variety within a group of varie

ties in the minikit can save seed and use it for further crop produc
tion and for dissemination to their neighbors. If farmers are ade

quately sampled, ft.cdback from minikits can provide 1'ood information 
to guide research. ; s a guide for seed production, minikits are better 

than FFTs, espccia ly if there are regional preferences or adaptations 

of a variety.
 

Management inikits can be considered "diamond" trials. These 

minikits include at least four comparative practices which could 
include the local variety-local practices (what the farmer is presently 

using); local variety - improved practices; improved variety - local 
practices; and improved variety - improved practices. 

Cropping Systms rosearch has buen a more comprehensive on-farm 

research. A series of logical steps established in cropping systems 

research are essential to sering objectives and serving farmers by 

an on-farm research program. These include: 

a. Raconnaissance 

b. Site Survey 

c. Determining patterns to test 

d. Determine trials to be superimposed on the pattern(s) 

e. 	 Ectablishment of trials: 

i) Pattern trials 

ii) Component technology trials
 
iii) Rescarchzxr-managed trials
 

f. Pre-Production Verification or Pilot Production 

g. Production. 

These steps hav been presented in diagram form by IRRE (Fig. 2). 

It will be noted that the activity extends to production. In other
 

words, the end product of the on-farm r3search is production - not 

research . 
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This research system has evolved as a system to improve pattern 
performance of cropping patterns of small farmers. Crops compete 
with one another in systems nct only biologically as an interculture 
situation but for the farmers' resources of' land, labor, and capital. 
Pattern studies seek to provide better component technologies that
 
fit or improve existing patterns. This type of research 
 can best be 
done in farming situatiors under farm conditions. 

Extension personnel may be conc-2rnd about the role of the tra
ditional extension methods in a dynamic research-extension system. 
Although terminolof-Is differ, types of plots may chanfe, numbersand 

of farmers reached may differ, 
the e-nd objective of helping farmers
 
increase production is the same. The minikit 
or preproduction veri
fication trials become "result demonstrations" of traditional termino
logy. New practic.s in these trials become "npthods demonstrations". 

The really significant difference between the research-extension 
system and the traditional extension system which ends with production 
demonstrations is that the production programs, envisaged by HMGas 
in plnaming for intensive areas, pocket programs, or in general
 
production, arfe the end product. The impact is a planned phase of 
the entire system - not onu left te chance or without observation. 
Feedback in campaign can vitalproduction stafes be t- determine those 
aspects of nationiLl policy which are critical to production and may 
thus be constraints to the achievement of national production goals. 

1. A Comprehensive View 

Since the resecrch stations involved in AERP have different 
national and regional responsibilitics their approach to on
farm trials could be quite different and experience shows they
 
are different. To reduce these differences that may come from
 
the major commodity stations a different approach to on-farm 
testing has to be implemented. Instead of the rice station
 
concentrating on rice trials in farmers' fields and similarly
 
the wheat station concentrating on wheat trials, a cropping 
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Figure 2. Components of the Research Outreach Methodology 

(From Zandstra et al) 
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systems approach is required if farmers problems are to be 

approached on the basis of their relative importance to farmers 

in an area, 

CIMIITIhas given four steps in planning on-farm research. 

These are 

"Researchers must make a series of decisions in planning 

an on-farm ceerimental profram. First, researchers must 
determine if farmers in the region are sufficiently alike to 

allow a comion set of experiments and a common recommendation. 

If there are significant differences among farmers (and parcels), 

researchers must somehow divide farrmers (parculs/patterns) into 

more homoge:r -us groups and design eyperiments for each group. 

Second, they imust then decidu which problems are going to 

be inv,)Lstiatd rnd which technoloricel comonents will be 

included in experints for rach group of farmers (parcels). 
For each tccnolo,-iea component chosen, the levels, timing, and 

type of input or practice must be decided. 

Third, for uach set of exTeriments, researcher must 

determine the luvel of non-experimental variables or those 

variable's that are fixed for all treatments in the experiments. 

Finally, the researchers must choose sites on which to 

locate the experiments. The circumstances of the farmers for 

whom the technology is intended will be a key factor in all of 

these deci.sions . 

(parenthicol insertions are this author's) 

2. Information for Decision Haking 

Basic to sound on-farm research will be the methodological 

approach to this type of nesearch. This has been addressed 

in the case of the cronping systems research program (Fig. 2) 

so that the research phase and the preproduction verification 

phase both start with acquisition of knowledue regarding the 
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farmer and his circumstances. This will compose the site 

survey. 

This is a basic phase which should and must be adopted for 
all research outreach from a station. The procedures and 
questionnaires to use in this phase have been developed and are 

reproduced in the "Guidelines for Preproduction Verification 
Trials of Cropping Systems Recommendations. Appendix A" and 

in "Guidelines to Research Outreach". 

Site description includes information which can be provided 

by survey or from existing data 

1. 	 Identification of land types. 

2. 	 Identification of existing crops, crop varieties, cropping 

patterns ond farming enterprises. 
3. 	Description of cropping systems determinants eg. rainfall
 

and 	 rainfall patterns, temperature, occurrence of hail, 
drought, or flooding. 

4. 	 Description of farm types and the farm resource base. 

This 	 can be provided by secondary data from agroclimatic 

information on rainfall, temperature, soil characteristics, 
topography, population and related information which may be 
available from existing sources. A key informant survey of the 
Pradhan Panch of the panchayat and two knowledgeable farmers 

of each ward can provide additional basic information for the 
site 	description and from which on-farm research can be planned. 

3. 	 Establishment of Field Triuls 

.The next step is to design all trials on a pattern basis. 
Predominant patterns have been determined on the basis of the 
surveys already conducted and decisions made regarding which 

patterns arc to be verified. 

In most cases, in view of research data already available 
from on-farm trials these pattern trials would be preproduction 
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verification trials. Trials would be established to verify 

existing tuchnologies in the selected areas. If the survey 

indicates a predominance of other patterns than those presented
 

in the "Guidelines for Preproduction Verification Trials of
 

Cropping Systems Recommendations" then a pattern research program 

could be initiated in collaboration with the Cropping Systems 

Program.
 

Superimposed on thcse pattern trials will be adaptive trials 

of component technology. These are a common feature of cropping
 

systems research. Superimposed trials could be variety trials, 

fertilizer trials, insect control experiments, etc. Data to be 

collected would then be 

1. Pattern data over a 12-month crop cycle on:
 

i) Improved practices
 

ii) Farmer practices
 

2. Component tuchnology data within patterns 

i) FFT of the principal crops in the patterns 

ii) Cluster-of-trials involving the major crops 

iii) Minikit trials which could include minor crops as well 

as major crops.
 

Such an approach to on-farm research simplifies the 

procedures and yet makes the data collected much more compre

hensive than if these data were collected independently from 

larger numbers of farmers. 

Shaner (.t al* (Table I) compare the characteristics of 

farmer-managed trials which will be the predominant type of on

farm trial and the superimposed and researcher-managed trials.
 

These are good Luidelines to an understanding of these three
 

types of on-fozm trials.
 

* - Shnor, W.W., P.F. Philipp, cnd W.R. Schmehl - Farming 

Systems Research and Development - Guidelines for Developing 

Countries, 1982, West View Press, Boulder, Colorado. 
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Cropping systems research and earlier FFT's have established 

some information at the farmer lcvel so that judgements and 

decisions can be made regarding how to proceed with research 

outreach. 

Much of the present technology, component and pattern, to 

be used in farmers' fields can be said to be at the preproduction 

evaluation (vorification) stage. 

At this research outreach stage some components of the 

original research process are to be repeated. The diagram (Fig.2) 

will be followed as outline in implementing research outreach 

by the station team working in collaboration with the extension 

SMS, JT, JTA and contact farmers. 

Sites selected for preproduction evaluation must be reasonably 

certain to provide a demonstrable impact in production by an 

increase in productivity through increasing crops in the pattern 

or by increasing cropping intensity of the pattern.
 

The cropping pattern research already conducted at research 

sites has generally taken into consideration at least three 

levels of suitatility. Zandstra et al have classified these as
 

biologically feasible, technically feasible and economically 

viable. In the preproduction verification stage the patterns 

and levels of inputs used have been designed with these three 

levels of suitability under consideration. Verification is to 

relate the economically suitable levels with those the farmers 

are now using.
 

5. Use of Comjonents iLnSuerimeosed Trials 

The component technology trials to be superimposed on the 

patturns should, AIccording to IRIII, 

- "evaluate the return farmers derive with existing practices 

from purchase of material inputs used for fertilization, 

pest and disease control and weed control; 



Ta . Comparison of Researcher-Manazed Trials, Superimposed Trials, and Farmer-Managed Tests for Cropping SystemsExperiments (From Shaner et al) 

Charactcristics of Res earcher-Managcd
Trials and Tests* Superimposed Farmer-MnagedTrial Trial TestPlot size Generally small - on the Both large and smallorder of 75 square metres Gene y large theorder,-, 1,000- onsqaeorder oi' 1,000O squaremetres

Nuniber of treatments 5.20 4.6 2- 4
 
Number of replications 
 1.5 + 

1.2per fiald 1.2 
Total replications across 4.54
farms, per land type 4.10 4.25Field design Completely randomized, Completely randomized, Completely randomized,randomized complete randomized completeblock, randomized mostly paired

block, randomized
incomplete block, treatments 

incomlete block 
split plotSensitivity to treatmentdifferences Medium to high Medium to high Low to medium

Types of data Physical and biological 
biological,collcted but somePredominantly physical and Physical, biological,Socio-economic 

socio-econmaic 
* - These characteristics will vary with experimental objectives, type of treatment, farm size, and cooperating farmers 
+ -Usually all replications will be placed on onesmall and only 

farm field to give the complete expuriment. Howover,one or two replications if the field ison a field are possible, additional replicatesof the same land type to give a total of four or 
will be placed on other fieldsfive replications for the treatment. 
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evaluate the return 
the cropping pattern component techno
logy obtains from these inputs; 

determine if it is possible to modify the management compo
nents assigned to the cropping pattern for weed, insect, 
and discase control and fertilization that lead to increased 

yield; and 

determine if these yield increases are sufficient to pay 
for the additional costs of modified management practices. 

To achieve these objectives, superimposed trials must 

include 

-	 a simulation of the farmers' management level; 

-	 the farmers' management level without any purchased material 

inputs; 

- the 	level of component technology assigned to the cropping 
pattern; and 

a level of component technology that is expected produceto 

higher yields than ,he cropping pattern at the same or 

higher levels". 

The trials presently being put in farmers' fields do not 
meet all these criteria and these may not be alweys necessary. 
When designing trials for research in farmers' fields, these 
criteria can be useful in Uicluding treatments or varieties that 
will give comparable data in one 12-month cycle upon which the 
team could make determinations regarding plans for production, 

retesting etc.
 

6. 	 Where More Specific Information is Needed from On-Farm Trials 

Without Risk to Farmers 

Rescarchex-managed trials those whichare could be considered 
when more detailed information is to be obtained in farmers' 
fields regarding a component technology. A good illustration 
of this is the fertilizer trial. Research stations often do not 
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have soils which are reprose tative of farmer conditions so 
that fertilizer trials conducted on rcsearch stations are often 
misleading regardless of the quality of the trials being conducted. 
To put these in farmers' fields will require greater numbers of 
treatments, and more specific control of other variables. These 
trials are best managed by the research station staff itself. 
By contrast many aspccts of the patterns trials and simple compo
nent trials can be handled by the farmers cr the extension staff. 

Researchen-maxged trials are as the name implies, to be 
managed primarily bo the research-extnsion team itself in 
contrast to the trials which 6ould bealready mcntioned considered 
farmer-managed. 

Shaner et al list several ways in which rescarcher-managed 

trials may be of value. 

"11. Provide mans of screening available technologies according 

to their suitability for different types of farmers and 
conditions. 

2. 	 Help the research-extension team define the characteristics
 

of the research area more precisely.
 

3. 	 May be used to partition the research area according to 
physical gradients that cannot be recognized visually, such 
as a change in moisture availability with distance from an 
irrigation source or across rainfall gradients. 

4. 	 Assist the team in recognizing the gap between current and 

potential yields. 

5. 	 Provide an opportunity for the team to work with ant learn 

from farmers. 

6. 	 Give the team the opportunity to experiment with riskier 
treatmcnts because the farmers' welfare is not at stake. 

7. 	 Allow the team to identify some uz the difficult and less 
successful experiments before proceeding with farmer-managed 
trials". 
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E. Mgchanism For Establishin Researcb Outreach Trials 

The identification of sites for research outreach activities and
 

the site survey lead to a stage of problem identification and planning. 

These phases can be done best within the existing framework of the 

AERP. The semiannual meeting provides opportunity for research and 

extension staffs of the command areas to meet for the purpose of 

reviewing existing information, establishing priorities for problem 

solution and designing on-farm trials to solve these problems. 

Using trial information already available the patterns t4,test 

in the chosen site can be determined. These would be those pre

dominant patterns as revealed in the site descriptions. The number 

of patterns to be tried would need to be restricted to no more than 

since each would be replicatedfour, preferably less than this number, 


among five different farmers. These would be the pattern trials to
 

be conducted in the area. Information available from Cropping Systems
 

would indicate if pattern information is alruady available.
 

The pattern information to use has been presented in the "Guide

lines for Pro-production Verification Trials of Cropping Systems 

Recommendations" and would determine the technologies to use such 

as crop varieties, cultural practices, fertilizer rates etc. 

In addition to the pattern 	trials the semiannual workshops would 

will be needed gather supplementaldetermine what component trials to 

data of a regional (command) area concerned. These component trials 

will be dictated by the problems of an area and the priority which 

the semiannual workshop placed on these problems. Farmer Field 

Trials of varieties are an ongoing function of conodity programs and 

would logically be superimposed upon the patterns selected. Simple 

fertilizer trials will also be superimposed upon patterns. 

minikits,In the initial stages of the research outreach program, 

which have fewer varieties than the FFT, would also be superimposed 

they contain different varietieson the selected patterns but only if 

than the FFT or vice versa. Simple cultural-practice trials of the 
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nature of those used in the maize program in a cluster-of-trial': could 

also be superimposed. 

F. 	 ResRi e Rols of Resarch. Extc !son, and Suport Ap 

Research 	 Outreach nr Production Antiviti 

Research outre!.¢h i _ a support scrvice to extension 'out it cannot 

be conducted in isolation from extension, It must be conducted in 

conjunction with the extension service ,aid with farmers. Shaner et al 

point out that far'min, systems is a now concept and the respective 

roles of research and extension have not been fully developed. They 

have provided a concept of th io lative effort of extension, research 

and other ngenciis in the various activities of a research and 

development proran (Ficum. 3). 

Research outreach as a support service to extension would need 

collaboration from extension itself. Shaner et Pl have out2inpd the 

role of extension in th; various !;ctivitis of a research and dove

lopment procLss. An adaptaition of th;,ir table is presentcd in Table 2. 

It has alr;ady h-n cited (Fig. 3) that rsoardh outreach is to 

be done in collaboration with extension, atnd for good r.ason. As 

farmer recommendations (the product of on-farn research) developedare 

they are to be put to use in production programs. Th. entire process 

is a 	dynamic one in vJhich res,;arch personnol are involved from the 

research station to th,; on-farm r,,s~arch phase. Extension personnel 

and farmers are also involved in this phase as well as in the formu

lation of farmer recoirandations. In the preproduction and production 

phases the extension personnel arl farnrs assume a dominant role 

and research personnel a monitoring role to assess the level of 

acceptance of differunt compon:nts of the technology. 
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F4 ma .	 The division of effort between extension, research, and "others" 

for each activity in the FSR & D process. These are theoretically 

useful divisions of effort; the actual divisions of cffort depend 

on the specific conditions in each country. "OQ hurs" include 

those such as national decision makers, AIC, ADB, production 

program personnel, farmers* 

ADivision 	 of Effort
 

Target Area Selection 	 ...... 

.....
Sub-area and Research Area Selection 

Problem Identification and Development of a 	 .... 
Research Base 	 . .
 

Planning On-Farm Research 

On-Farm Research and Analysis 	 "iI '' 

Multi-locational Testing 

Pilot Production Programs 	 I " 

Key: Extension Research Others 

(From Shaner ct al) 
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Tal . Extension's participation in research outreach and development 

activities (adapted from shaner at al) 

Activity 
 Extension Participation
 

Target area selection - Participatu as tam member to identify target 
area. 

- Cooperate in supply of secondary and primary 
data for site description. 

Selection of Sub-arca and - Team member in sub-area selection within
farmer cooperators panch-yat
 

- Identification of farmers for survey 
for site 
duscription and trials on their farms. 

Problem Identification Participate- in semiannual workshop to review 
and assist in formuating research plans to 
providie ,ssessmant of farmer problems and
fedbnck to r s-archers regarding recommncndations, 
on-farm triais etc. 

Planning on-farm Research - Hcli identify current farmer practicoes. 
- Hlp id-ntify farmer cooperators. 
- Provide fedL'ik from farmers to researchers. 

On-Farm Research and As.:i:t in- zupixrvision of farmur-anaged trials.A'nalysis - Assist in ftrmr evaluation surveys.
- ine tssist 
- Ruv!w (Ptv prcs.ntd in eemiarnual workshcps. 
- Dvulop l-eorimnndati ins for further trials and 

for production. 

Extension of results Organize- fild days to acquaint farmers with 
trials in farmers' fields which can b: used as 
demonstrations. 

Pilot Production Program - Help detrrmin, feasihility of the new technology. 
- Assist in bringing about chanez in support 

systems such as JC and ADB. 
- Asist in defining and coordinating tasks of 

cooperating ar-ncies. 
- Help in finalizing the packapu of nw technology

into oxt.nvirn literature for defined area camp
aiEns. 
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This paper seeks a rational intcrration of the research outreach 

program of the research stations with the Training and Visit ( T and V ) 

systems of extension and the cropping systems mthodology of on-farm 

research. A1ll of those programs have a comrmon focus on farmer problems, 

the development of farmcr recommndations to increase his production 

potential, and acceleration of the transfLr of technology into production 

programs that will have a significant impact on production. 

There is no conflict but a complimentarity of activity and respon

sibility of resuarch and extension in the on-farm rdsearch phase. This 

logically lads LQ th production phas, in which other agencies such as 

the AIC, ADB and others will play a significant role if farmers are to 

respond to the technologies presently available ana others which can be 

effectively developed by the methodologies and interactions outlined.
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FEFOr ON EIUGT- r 

- K.M. Singh,
 

-D.B. Tamang, and
 

- A.N. Bhittari.*
 

in Nepal, fingerm.illet (Ecsj ,gl) is cultivated in about 1,21,800 
hectares out of which 80% lies in the 	hilly region. It is cultivated both as 
mono as well as relay crops with maize. Relay cropping of fing'crmillct with
 
maize is prevalent in hilly area. Th 0 nati,,nal averag-e _-rain yield 
of finger
millet is 1.31 t/ha.
 

Two varieties of fin.'ernillut, Dalli-1 and Okhale-1, have been recommended
 
for gunural cultivation. Dall,-I is 
 f< r iner Terai to nid hill regions
 
(upto 1500 m.), and Okhrle-1 for id 
 hill to high altitude regions (2400 m.).
 
About 620 kg seed of 
roco, unended vari,;ti.. Dol] (,-I and O1hnle-1 were sent to
 
various districts for their di;tributirn with 
-Lview to promote and evaluate
 
their yield potential in the: diffarnt aLro-cliatic conditions through the
 
cooperation 
of respective District A ricultura Develcpmoent Offices. 

SUI,S.ARY OF TE TR.JTS C('UDUCT: D T1 )I2: 

1. 	 dvanced Varietal TriiL (.VT)
 
Seven entries w re tesud in t}his 
 trial. The trial was conducted at 

Khumaltar, Kabhre, Junoa, Kakani ari Pakhribas. This wastrial conducted 
as a sole crop ,uxcept at P:tkhribas, whrce, it relayed maize crop.was in 

At Khumaltar, thu krain yield of PE 1304,43, IE 143, Dalle-1 and 
NE 6401-26 were 5750, 5625, 54-50 aci 3375 Vha which were significantly 
hi h~r tW-; th, -1 of 1.C:eel
1 TV. yield ch,:ck w-.s cnly 175 kh. 
Local oh,ck whih t, k ut 153 ".ys was the ::-st lat, ,c.,.turin,-v,-xiety. 
17 143, NE:304-3 .t: N"I 1305-55.ture it! 104, 107 and 107 L.5S 

*-Assistant .gronomist, Arony Di- iri, Khunaltar; Agronomist, National 
Maize Development Proj:ram (I1hDP), Haurpr, Chitwan and Chief Agronomist, 
Agronomy Division, Khunaltar r,-spe ctively. 
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respectively, They were earlier in maturity among the entries. Local 

check and NE 1304-43 were highly susceptible to root-rot disease 

(Scson.) while Dallo-1 was slightly susceptible to root-rot 

diseases. 

At Kabhre also, the grain yield difference was highly significant. 

The grain yield of NE 1304-43, NE 1305-55, IE 143 and Dale-1 was 

3600, 3500, 3150 and 3150 kVha respectively, whereas, the local check 
yielded 2450 k/ha. Here toco, the local check was the longest duration 

variety and IE 1433 NE 1304-43 and IE 1305-55 were early maturing 
entries as compared to the entries tested. The local check and NE 1304-43 
were highly susceptible whereas the variety Dalle-1 was slightly suscep
-.1, r l ... '.s TE 143k NTE 1703-34, TE 1305-55 were moderately 

susceptible to blast. 

At Jumla, the yield differences wore not significant. Local check 

gave the highest grain yield (2265 k/ha) and the entry NE 1305-55 gave 
the second highest grain yield (1824 kg/ha). Days to maturity of IE 143, 
NE 1703-34 and local check were 165, 167 and 175 days respectively. 

At Kakani, translplanting was late and hence grain yield of all the 
entries were low. NE 1305-55, NE 1304-43 gave more grain yield than local 
check. NE 1305-55 was shortest duration variety among the lot. 

At Pakhribas, £ingermillet was relayed ith maize. Grain yields were 

low becausu o hig:h percentage of sterility. Local check was the most 
late maturing variety among the entries. Details have been given in 

table 1. 

2. Prjliminary Evaluation Trial (PET) 
Fifteen entries were tested in this trial. Trial was conducted at 

Khumaltar and Kakani. 

At Khumalir, the ,rqin yield of IE 143, Dalle-1, NE 1305-55,
 
NE 1010-I, NE 1305-46, NE 1002-2p NE 1703-34, NE 6401-26 were 4300,
 

3675, 1725, 1650, 1450, 1175 and 1150 kgha respectively which were
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significantly higher than the local check k,/ha). IE(125 Varieties 143, 
NE 1703-34, NE 1305-55 were early mturing among the lot. Local check, 
NE 1304-43, NE 010-2, NE 3801-2 ard NE 1001-4 were highly susceptible 

to root-rot disease (Sol t smr.). Incidence of this disease uns 

only traced in casu of Dallu-1. 

it Kakani, entries IE 143, Dallu-1, lIE 1304-43 and NE 1102-12 gave 
more grain yield than the 1-cal check. IE 1/3 -nd Dillo-1 were shortest 
duration varieties in r:espct to matuity. In this trial the treatments 

were not sijaificant. Dutails have been (aiven in tablt; 2. 

3. 	 RelaCro2 ping of Fingeinrillet in Nmizu in Different Dates of Trnnsplantinf, 

In this uxpuri !cntthore were four dates of transplanting viz., 
29th July, 6th Auyust, 29th Au, ust -aid 2nd September. This trial was
 
conducted 
at Khumaltar. Ahout 28 daOy old sucdlings weru transplanted. 
The fingerCiillet variety was Da.e!.-1 which w-s transplanted in the
 

maize seed multiplicatinn plot. Th: intur-croppd 
mize variuty w.s 
Arun. Nitrogeun at a rat, of 15 kg/e wa:s top-dressed after rcmoving the 

Maxi=-i i 


Aur~ust planting. The grain yid Frc 29th July and 29th ."ugust
 
plantin-s ::r £7!, ae:l 7Y2 !/ha rcspxrtively o Th, lowest yield vs
 
obtained from thu last plantin i.e. Thu 


maiza stunts. pe yield cf 915 Id/ha iris obtained from 6th 

, ;nd Septur.:hr. difference
 
between the treatnunts was si-nificant. Tht; yield of the treatments
 

1 and 3 wore at par, but the seconrl truatment was siLificantly 
different only t."or.i 	 Details have giventhe last treatment. 	 been in 

table 3.
 

4. Farmer's Field Trid 

A set of fartors' field trial coprising of five varieties NTE1304-43, 
NE 1305-55, NE 6401-26, Dalle-1 and NE 143 were sent to Ilam, Parbat,
 
Palpa, Jula, Pakhribas and Lmzle. The result from 
Pakhribas only was
 

available. The vriAtius M.E 6/01-26, L 1305-55, IE 143 and NE 1304-43
 
produced 694, 301, 209 and 
97 k ,;fin huctart respectively whereas the 
local check produced only 75 kn/ha. Dallc-1 was not included in this 
trial. 	The local check was the most late maturing variety among the 
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-entries. Details have been given in table 4. 

5. 	Minikits 

There were four varieties of fingermillet in minikit packets. They 
were Dri!]o-1, Okhale-1, NE 6401-26 and NE 1305-55. The minikits were 
sent to 12 different hilly districts. The shortest duration entry 
NE 1305-55 was sent to Junila. These minikits were relayed into 

maize crop. Details have been given in table 5. 

CONCLUSIONS: 

The trials and the observations clearly indicate that some of the lines 
tooted have highier yield potential as compared to local ones. Some lines suth 
a: IE 143. NE 1703-34 and NE 1305-55 wore qhort duration varieties among the 
entries in all the locations indicating a possibility of replacing late 
maturing varieties with the early maturing ones. 

ACKNCGLEDGEMEMTS: 
The authors are thankful of different Agriculture Stations and Farms for 

conducting the respective trials, and are grateful to respective Managers and 
District Agricultural Development Officers for helping to run the fingermillet 

progre.I - ;c-:z-fully. 
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Table 1: 

Grain Yield (kg/ba) ud P]ant Hir'ht (mra). Days to Panicle 
Emewpcnce and natur.[ty ,fDiffrcnt Finrjornillet Varieties 

Fir errilet OVjncL'. Varietal Trial. T82 

Si [ - Grii Yield FPlant HeightEntriesKhuual-KabhreJu:da)ai LEntries 1_ ani ba tr lPakhri- Khumal-' Pakhri-
No. tar Kabhre - Jumla bas 

1 ME 1304-43 1150 1325 130/ 350 216 90 75 66 
2 NE 1703-34 5750 3600 1486 300 170 74 76 56 
3 NE 1305-55 2650 3400 182Q 350 309 92 75 68 

4 IE 143 5625 3150 144.6 175 224 91 78 53 
5 NE 6,01-26 3375 1700 1356 300 723 96 84 74
 

Is Dalle-1 5450 3150 1588 150 
 592 122 98 67 
7 Local Check 175 2,50 2265 325 254 60 95 64 

F ** is 

cv % 55 24 8 35 
LSD (0.05) 2794 962 189 -

Si. Days 
Khumal-

to Paqn]ird Enoricnncu 
Pkhri-; 

Days to 
Khwal-

Maturitv 
Pakhri

lb. tar I JahhroaPhris A ajmani tar Juraa habhrobas Kakani 

1 97 104 1r3 12' 142 149 j 162 195 197 210 

65 84 116 91 127 107 131 167 152 177 
78 84 138 i 90 118 118 137 175 152 170 
66 82 112 89 122 104 130 165 151 175 

5 87 101 120 108 132 134 153 179 166 180 

6 90 103 147 119 148 137 162 195 187 195 
100 102 119 121 140 153 164 175 193 204 
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Tl : Grain Yield (k/ha) and Other Characteristics of Finierillet 

Variet-tes. Prelimlnvrv Eva1']-in Trial - 1 9 8 2. 

S. Khum alat a r K a k a n i 
Entries Grain Days to Days to 

Panicle Matu-
Disease 
Reac-

Grain Days to 
Panicle 

'Days to 
Maturi-

No. Yield Emerg. rity tien Yield Emerence ty 

1 IE 17,1 4300 66 104 T 950 118 199 
2 NE 11C2-12 575 102 149 H 725 142 208 
3 NE 3801-2 650 104 150 VH 550 148 210 
4 NE......... 1650 98 133 M 600 149 210 
5 NE 1703-34 1175 66 106 M 600 130 193 
6 NE 2101-21 650 98 147 H 700 145 205 
7 NIE 1305-55 1725 79 116 M 500 122 190 
8 NE ........ 100 100 143 VH 700 148 210 
9 NE 1304-43 1025 98 143 H 776 148 208 

10 IE 980 3675 90 140 T 875 145 202 
11 NE 1305-46 1500 77 115 M 600 120 185 
12 NE 1001-4 550 102 147 VH 650 146 208 
12 !E 1C-21',0 98 142 M 625 138 202 
14 NE 6401-26 1150 90 140 M 550 134 198 
15 Local 125 102 144 VH 575 146 205 

F ** NS 
CV % 50 40 
ISD (0.05) 941 

Table 3: Relay Croopinr, of FingermilleA in MaIzo at Different Dates. 
Khiujnltar. 19)82 

2Plot Size : 	 7.5 m (2 rows 18.75 cm apart 5m long plant spacing 10 cm) 
Sowing Dates : Four - 1 

S l = 29th July 1982 ( Shrnig.n 14, 2039 ) 
2 S 2 = 06th August 1982 2039 Shrawan 22 )
3 S3 = 29th AuGust 1982 ( Bhadra 13, 2039 )
4)S4 = 02nd September 1982 ( Bhadra 17, 2039 ) 

Fertilizer : Maize - N P K 
100 60 0 kg/ha 
60 60 40 kgha basal 
40 0 0 k&/ha top-dressinJ 

: Fingermillot - 15 kg N/ha after removing the maize straw 

Varieties : 	 Maize - Arun 
Fingurmillut - IE 980 

S1. No. Treatments _Grain Yield (k/ha) Maturity Days 
1 S1 674 170 
2 S2 915
3 	 S3 702 
4 S4 254 

F 
CV % 51ISD (0.05) 	 603 
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T able Fnrmers' Field Trial on Finermi1le - 1 98 2 

Location : Pakhribas Agricmltural Centre 
Altitude : 1750 m.
 
Treatment : 5 (Five)
 
Plot Size : 26 m 2 (13 m X 2 m)
 
Spacing : Row to row - 2D cm
 

Plant to plant - 10 cm 
Fertilizer : Manure @ 10 Mt/ha 

Fertilizer @ 20 kh/ha (Top-dressing) 

S. 1 
No. 

Entries 
E 

Grain 
Lha. 

Yield I Days to Pniclc 
Emergence 

, Days to
LMaturity 

1 NE 1301-43 97 1221 193 
2 
3 

NE 1305-55 
NE 6401-26 

301 
694 

81 
105 

151 
171 

4 IE 1431 209 88 151 
5 Local Check 75 132 200 

T_0b]e5: List of Fin-erill et Minikit Distribution - 1 ) 8 2 

S1. No. Namo of Districts No._of Minikit Variety 

1 Okhaldninga 10 Okhale-1 
2 NE 6401-26 

2 Dhading 10 Dalle-1 
10 Ckhale-1 

2 NE 6/+01-26
3 Dhanxlota 20 Dalle-1 
4 Nuwakot 10 Da1le-1 

10 Okhale-1 
5 Dadeldhura 20 Ckhale-1 

10 NE 6/401. 26 
6 a Sindhupalchowk 10 Dalle-1 
6 b IHDP, Dandapra iar 10 Okhale-1 

5 Dalle-1 
5 Okhale-1 
2 NE 6401-26 

7 Kabhrepalanchowk 30 Dalle-l 
8 Ilam 5 0khale-1 
9 Parbat 10 Dalle-1 

10 Okhale-1 
10 Jumla 5 NE 1305-55 
11 lolitpur 10 Dalle-1 

10 OkhoLe-1 
12 Bhaktapur 10 Dalle-1 

10 Okhale-1 
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FINMR !,iLL' IL"TIL EVAU..TICN TiIL1. - 1982 

D.B. Tamang* 

Introduction 

Fingermillet ( s coracn) is one of the most important cereal 

grain crop of Nepal, especially for the high hills, mid-hills and inner Terai. 

It has many valuable features which mark it oi'f sharply differeno from the 

other food grain of the World. It is. one of the hardiest crop suited for 

the dry farming that can be thought of. It can grow under conditions of 

very low rainfall, and can withstand severe cOrought, reviving again after 

good zhoiir of ra in with rcoma-kble vigour. Fingermillet is a grain of 

,:aL nutritive value and considered more sustnining to people doing hard 

phys-'.c al work than any other grain. The crop is remarkably free from 

stored grain pests and disec- s which usually attack other grains. Its 

straw ia a vatluable fodder g&,-ly esteemed particularly in the mid-hills 

both fo- working and milking animals. Inspite of the above mentioned 

importances, this crop is still neglected to this day. With an eye to 

promote and evatlute the response of improved management practices, ferti

lizers and mnures an "Initial Evaluation Trial on Fingermillet" had been 

carried out at the Agriculturc Station, Rampur, Chitwan since 1980. 

Materials and Me 

An experiment was laid out in 1982 monsoon season, i.e., August planting 

at Agriculture Station, Rampur, Chitwan. A complete Randomized Block Design 

was adopted with four replications including fifteen promising entries of 

fingermillet. The levels of chemical fertilizers were 40:/+0:20 NPK kVha 

prior to tranplanting in the form of complesal and muriate of poatsh. The 

entire amount of fertilizers were applied in a single dose as a basal dressing. 

A spacing of 2-0cm row to row and 10 cm plant to plant was maintained in all 

the cases. The sowing of seed in the nursery bed was done on July 26, 1982. 

The transplanting of all the varieties was done on August 23, 1982. An 

intercultural operation was also done by manual labour. Besides this, 

* - Agronomist, National Maize Development Program, Rampur, Chitwan, Nepal. 
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different kinds of observations pertaining to yield of grain recordedwere 

from time to time in the experimental plot.
 

Results and Discussions
 

The data with respect to grain yield, 50 
 percent panicle emergence,
 
grain yield on per day basis and total crop days of each entries are shown
 
in the table 1. The present finding is in consonance with the last years
 
"Fingermillet Initial Evaluation Trial - 1981". 

-In the third year's trial also, it is found '. -t the entry R. Local was 
the highest grain yielder by producing 4580 k/ha. In the same fashion, 
NE (2101-21) and NE (1104-13) have occupied andthe second the third position 
by yielding 3453 Ig and 3400 kg/ha respectively. In this trial, Dalle-S ranked 
fourth position having yielded 3120 k/ha. Upto last year this had gained 
second position. On account of an abnormal drought during transplanting
 
and growing period, 
 about 5-10 percent plant population was totally dried
 
and consequently could not revive. 
 For this reason, slight reduction in the 
final grain yield was recorded as regards to Dalle-1. It has given an indi
cation of slight susceptibility to drought as compared to other high yielding 
entries. There are some promising entries, e.g. DNE(5/,01-21), NE (5401-26) 
and NE (5401-22). All these varieties have yielded within the ranpe of 
2258 to 2577 k/ha. Analysis of variance on grain yield has shown highly 
significant difference among the entries tested. 

Considering the duration of the crops in the field, these entries can 
be classified into three main groups. Of them, NE (2101-21), NE (1305-40), 

IE (143), NE (7303-34), NE (1101-12), ME (1305-55), NE (6401-22) and NE 
(6401-22) took 121-122 days to mature. Secondly, NE (6401-26, NE (6/.01-21), 
NE (1304-1), NE (1304-43), M, (1703-34), Dalle-1 and NTE (1104-13) took 130
131 days and whereas R. local took 155 days which was the most late maturing 
variety.
 

From the result it is found that the difference between .atments were 
highly significant. Unlike previous years, the variety R. Local was superior 
to a'l the entries in relation to groin yield. kE (2101-21) and NE (1104-13) 
were the second superior varieties in this experiment. 
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Conclusions
 

The selection strain R. Local, NE (2101-21) and NE (1104-13) have given 

an 	average grain yield of 4580 kg. 3453 kg and 3400 kg/ha respectively. On the 

other hand, the recommended variety Dalle-1 has yielded only 3120 k&/ha. In 

the last two years' experiment also the selection strain R. Local had 

produced the highest yield. In the some way, the selection strains NE (2101

21) and NE (1104-13) have given higher yield over Dalle-1. Considering 

their 	average performance over three years the selection strain R. Local 

proved 	to be the best having yielded 3757 kg/ha. The corresponding yields 

of 	selections NE (2101-21) and NE (1104-13) were 3453 kg and 3400 kg/ha 

respectively.
 

From thu above result, we come to the conclusion that the promising sele

ction strains, e.g. NE (2101-21), NE (1104-13), NE (6401-21), NE (6401-26), 

NE (6401-22) and NE (1101-12) need thorough investigations and research works 

in respect to other yield attributing, cbracters. On part of R. Local 

despite its high yielding potentiality, it still needs further selection 

works in ordsr to strike balance between synchronous tillering habit and 

maturity period. The problem of rodents and birds is also unavoidable in 

the field.
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T__ : Fin ermillet Initial Evaluation TrilL_ 1 9 8 2 

Date of Sowing : 26/7/1982
 

Transplanting Date : 23/8/1982
 
31. 1aysto50 Dy; 'Grain Yield into 


Variety Pancile
No. Emer(nIPnco iaturity k,ha 
 k/day 

01 NE (1304-1) 92 DLS* 131 DAS 4000 30.53
 
02 IE (2101-21) 70 DAS 121 DAS 3453 28.54 
03 NE (7303-34) 85 D;3 122 DAS 1760 14.43
 
04 1NE (1101-12) PO D,.S 
 122 D.IS 1880 
 15.41 
05 NE (1305-40) E02 D,'S 121 DAS 867 

IE 
7.17
 

06 (1305-55) 70 DAS, 122 DAS 1196 9,80 
07 NL (Dalle-1) c)DI- 131 DAS 3120 23.83 
fi i. LocIl 95 D.S 
 155 D.S 4).0 29.55 
09 T_,(1104-13) 80 DAS 131 D,.; 3400 25.95 
10 NE (6401-22) 65 D,, 12", DS 2258 18.51
 

11 NE (6,01-26) 78 D'3 130 DAS 2407 18.52
12 NE (6/,01-21) 70 D.Q 131 DAS 2577 19.67 
13 NE (13: 443) 7 D, 1 131 DAIS 1777 13.56
 
14 IE (143J) 4 D. 121 DA 1665 13.76 
15 NIE (1703-34) 85 D.,S 131 DA 1073 8. 19 

F_ 

CV 35
 

ISD (0.05) 
 1079
 

• - DA. = Days after sowing. 
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FINGERNILIET ADVANCED VARIETAL TRIL - 1982 

- Dambar B. Tarmang 

INTRODUCTION 

In Nepal, fingermillet occupies very significant place from the point of 

view of food commodities. It was grown in an area of 1,21,795 ha out of which 

about 80% was in the hills during 1979/1980. On account of an ignorance and 

misguided sentiment, it is often called as a poor man's food or "Kuanna". 

This crop can be cultivated in places of varied agro-climatic conditions 

and soil types, both under irrigated and rainfed conditions from Teri plain, 

up to an altitude of about 2500 metre above mean sca level. On the other hand, 

even an unfertile piece of lend can be brought into use for its farming 
without any risk. Unhasitating~y it can be advocated that it is one of the 

most important cereal foods for the majority of the hilly people who toil
 

hard and moreover, it is also a favourite and beneficial to diabetic patients. 

The national average yield of fingermillet is about 1.31 Mt/ha. Having 

thought of present situation, the first and foremost work is to increase the 

yield per unit area by introducing modern technology, improved varieties, 

use of fertilizers, adopting scientific management and cultural practices and 

timely plant protection measures, which could immediately help to solve the 

shortage of food to a considerable extent. 

Since 1980, initial work has buen undertaken by starting fingermillet 

varietal trials at the Agriculture Station Rampur, with a view to sort out 

genuine high yielding strains. Actually speaking, there is a shortage of high 

yielding, fertilizer responsive, disease and insect pest resistant varieties. 

This being the main reason "An ivanced Varietal Trial" comprising of seven 

varieties had been conducted in order to determine the suitability and 

adaptability of high yielding varieties and strains of fingermillet for the 

monsoon season plantings at the Agricultural Research Station, Rampur, Chituan. 

* - Agronomist, National Maize Development Program, Rampur, Chitwan, Nepal. 
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This research paper presents the -result of the trial for 1982. 

1MTJU:JS AND M' ODS:
 
Seven varieties 
were included in this experiemit. Of them, one variety

Rampur Local, locally called Chaure, was also included as a check. The design 
was laid out in a complete randomized block with four replicates providing 
a plot size 3 X 3 t. Six indigenous types of fingernillet along with one 
recommended variety, Dalle-1 were evaluated in a fertilized and transplanted 
field during the monscon sseson of 1982. 

In the beginning, a small piece of lald was separately ploughed well so 
as to get good tilth with the help of a cultivat- r. In this p1ice of land
 
seven individw:l nursery beds wore prepared for seven entries by giving

reasonable amount of compost ani chcmical fertilizers. Eight kilogram of
seeds/ha wore pre-treated with 10 g of A;Lrosan G.N., one day prior to sowing
in the nursery beds. The seeds were sown broadcact on 20 ugust 1982.

Thereafter, the beds 
 were levelled, irri!'rttod ind covered by means of litter
 
to avoid doves, sparrows, aid other ]inds 
of birds. Further irrigations were
 
given according, to the prevailing weathcr conditions.
 

The entire expariontal plots were plouhud with the help of harrow and
 
cultivator. Afterwanrds, the fertilizers vure applied and 
 incorporated well in 
the soil at the rate of 40:,40:20 NPK 1:g/ia. These fertilizers were supplied
from complsal only due to lack of superphosphate. Similarly, 20 kg of potash/
ha was given from muriate of potash prior to last preparation of the land. 

As the seedlings became 25 days old tacy were removed from their respective 
nursery beds. These seedlings were transplanted one plant per hill by adopting 
a spacing of 20 cm row to row and 10 cm plant to plant for all the varieties. 
After one month of transplanting, usual itrcultural operation of one weeding
Wks given by manual labour. Various -observations regarding yield attributing
factors and disease and insect pest reacti.ons, were taken from time to time 
right from their vegetati- gTowth to harvesting. 
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Table No. 1: VARIETAL M{ARCTERISTICS iND GRTN YIELD OF DIFFERENT
 
VARIETIES - FINGERMILLE A'VT, 1982 RAMPUR.
 

S1. Name of the 50% Pancile Date of Total Crop Grain Yield Grain Yield 
Emergence 

No. E n t r i e s Date Harvesting Days ( kg./ha. ) inkg. /day 

1. R. Local 20-11-1982 14-1-1983 147 DAS5 2406 kg 16.39 kg 

2. Dalle-1 06-11-1982 27-12-1982 130 DAS 2098 kg 16.14 kg 

3. NE (6401-22) 21-10-1982 15-12-1982 117 DAS 1878 kg 16.05 kg 

4. NE (6401-26) 02-11-1982 28-12-1982 129 DAS 1312 kg 10.17 kg 

5. NE (1304-43) 30-10-1982 17-12-1982 130 DAS 1123 kg 8.64 kg 

6. NE (1305-55) 02-11-1982 18-12-1982 119 DAS 738 kg 6.20 kg 

7. NF (1304- I) 17-11-1982 3-1-1983 136 DAS 564 kg 4.15 kg 

F ** 

cV % 19
 
LSD (0.05) 402
 

RESULTS A-ND DISCUSSIONS:
 

The above table gi.ves an idea that the varieties NE (6401-22) and 

NE (1305-55) were the earliest maturing varieties among them, which took 117

119 days to mature. NE (6401-26), NE (1304-43), Da2Lle-1 arid NE (1304-1) took 

from 129 to 136 days whereas, R, Local took 147 days to mature and it was the 

most late maturing variety among the lot.
 

The difference between the treatments was highly significant in this 

experiemnt. Inspito of highl asynchrony tilloring habit and slightly 

shattering tondency R. L';h was the highestyielder among the varieties tested. 

R. Local has provcd sunerior to others in connection with the yield by 

producing 2406 kg/ha but was at par with Dalle-1 which produced 2098 k&/ha. 

Owing to an unfavourable weather condition and unusu -il drnught, the 

transplanting was too late, resulting in poor plant population (reduced by 

about 5-10%). Reduction in grain yield was due to direct effect of the severe 

drought recorded in all the promising, varieties this year. Besides this, the 

variety Dal le-1 was moderately susceptible to drought. Whereas, R. Local was 

observed moderately resistant to drought too. Inspite of an abnormal weather 
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condition, the variety R. Local has produced an increased yield over other 

lines. 

There are some diseases which are major econcmic importance. Anong them, 

leaf and neck blast (Pi -r _M.), loaf blight (Helninthoseorln =.) and 
foot and stem rot (S,_ ji r -U) which were commonly observed in all the 
varieties except R. Local and Dalle-1. These diseases were not so severe as 
compared to the last year probably because of too late planting of the trial. 
On tno other hand, rodents and birds wore also the most harmful external agents 

fcr a field ezperiemnt, This my alao be one of the causes of lower yield 

in the field. 

Damage symptoms of stem borer, leaf uating caterpiller were also observed 
in the beginning of the plant gTowth. Side by side, an un-identified beetle 
was also noticed inside the spikes. But the total loss of the crop caused by 

these above mentioned insects was not rioificant. 

With a view to collect more informations and data, under various agro
climatic conditions, two sets of trial ,oro sent to Pakhribas and Lumle 
Agriculture Centres. Their results arc given below: 

Table No. 2: ADVIACED V.'RIETAL TRIAL ON FINGERTLLa,_T, 2 

LOQ'ATION : Luiile Agriculture Centre 

S1. Name of the Yie ld hg ha. Mean Yield
1o. Entries Rep I Rep II Rep III Rep IV kg/ha. 

1. NE (6401-26) 1700 1050 500 2750 1500 
2. NE (1305-55) 1775 1850 550 2200 1594 
3. NE (1304-43) 2550 2150 1450 3550 2/25 
4. NE (1304- 1) 1600 1950 300 2250 1525 
5. NE (6401-22) 1500 1900 1000 3800 2050 

6. Dalle-1 3100 3100 1850 
 395D 3000 

7. local 950 2400 850 2450 1662 
(Kalo Bhundo)
 

F 
Cv % 14
 
ISD (0.05) 395 
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The difference between the treatment was highly significant. At this 

location too, the variety Dalle-1 proved superior to others by producing 3000 

k&/ha, whereas, the local variety Kale Bhunde had produced only 1662 kg/ha. On 

the other hand, the variety NE (1304-43) and NE (6401-22) were also better than 

the local one. They prcduced 2425 and 2050 kg/ha grain respectively and were 

at par. The rest of the strains NE (1305-55), NE (1304-1) and NE (6401-26) were 

slightly inferior to local, though statistically they were at par. 

The problem of diseases and insect pests was not serious like at Rampur. 

This may be due to cold climatic effect. 

Table No.3: ADVANCD VARIETAL TRILL C FINGERMILLET, 1 9 8 2 

LOGATION: Pakhribas Ariculture Centre 

Sl. Name of the Yield kg./ha. Mean 
No. Entries Rep I Rep II Rep III Rep IV Yield 

1. NE (6401-26) 1963 2308 1546 1719 1884 

2. NE (1305-55) 1233 1356 1208 1121 1230 

3. IE (1304-43) 184.4 2290 1650 1604 1847 

4. NE (1304- I) 1813 122 ) 2688 1475 2101 

5. NE (6401-22) 829 1108 963 927 957 

6. DarLle-1 1844 2463 2146 1802 2064 

7. Local 1921 1833 2671 1473 1975 

8. Dalle Sane 1869 1969 1652 1260 1688 

9. Mudke Kodo 2438 3188 2038 1917 2395 

F ** 

CV % 17 

ISD (0.05) 447 

Highly significant treatment difference ins obtained in the trial at 

Pakhribas also. In this experiment three local checks were used. Variety Mudke 

Kodo was superior to the others which yielded 2395 W/ha. Most of the varieties 

have shown overall good performances except Dalle Sane and NE (1305-55). Of 

tim, the variety NE (1304-1) and Dall e-1 yielded 2101 and 2064 k/ha 

resrectively. These two varieties occupied second and third position among the 
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lot and.were at par. The varieties NE (1304-43), NE (6401-26) and one of the
local checks produced yield within the range of 184,7 - 1975 k&/ha. The three 
varieties were at par. Dalle Sano yielded only 1688 k9/ha. 

At this location too, the diseases and insect pests problem wns negli
gible. Perhaps, this becausewas of unfavourable climatic conditions for the 
disease and insect development. 

CONCISIONS: 
The selection R. Local has given an average yield of In2406 k&ha. spite 

of asynchrony tillering habit and slightly lodging tendency in the latter
 
period of the crop, it hls g.ood 
 yield attributing characters like good

tillering habit, 
 highly resistant. to diseases and insect pests etc. It is
 
resistant to drought also.
 

From the result of the trial Lat Pnrmpur, it may be concluded that the
 
selection R. Local 
 is best suited for the Irner Terai conditions. Hence, this 
strain may be recommended for large scale cultivation to step up the 
production of fingurmillet. 

Mudke Kodo, NE (1304-1), TE (6401-26) and NE (1304-43) have given very
encouraging result at Palhdibas. The 
 trial result of Lumle location hs also 
shown that NE (1304-43) and NE (6/+01-22) are promising lines. Nevertheless,
 
these strains need 
 further evaluation before rucommending them for their lar&e 
scale cultivation. 
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FINGER IET TRIAL
 

Do you hravu oiiy progra.m for the production and distribution 

of improved variety seeds of finger millet ? How much 

improved variety of fingur millet seeds are availah.e this 

year ? 

Wc do hrave a fin-,ior millet sc:ed production progrom in 

various forms and stations. Presently we are multiplying 
Dalle-1 -nd Okhole-1 vo.riety secds which are mainly distri

buted to different Oistricts o-s minikits. The targeted 

production of finffer millet scods is 2500 k;. this year. 

The beetle you menti-ned could b L nnsuta. Ento

moloL7 Division, Kh'xno.tcr h:xd reported similar insect 

from other locrtions which uns later identified as 
1. Last-1. 
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FIELIM '14Y 1iEiiRT ON THE STUDY OF M'LL,-


DISEA:SES IN NEPAL
 

*Binay K. Batsa, and 

Damber B. Tamang
 

INTRODUCTION:
 

Millets cultivation is 
 extended from tropical to temperate belts of Nepal 
since so many years. From these different agroclimatic regions, evidences 
of severe disease problems are often at our knowledge. But no plan, 
protection measures are being applied by the millets growers. This may be
 
because of unavailability of appropriate technology in Nepal. 
 Historical
 
background of millets pathologeLcal 
 work is very new in our country. But 
from 1980 some attention is paid for the preliminary work and now the 
development is at the stage of its infancy. On the basis cf survey and 
surveillance of different districts, observations taken from different
 
introduction lines 
at Raopur and elsewhere we could be able to identify
 
some problematic diseases of millets in Nepal.
 

INCIDENCE OF LTSEA- OUTBREAK IN NEPAL: 

Blast (Pvr"cjaa S) of fingermillet has become an indemic disease in 
most of the millet belts. The pathogen invades the crop at any stage of 
growth. It can cause the death of the seedlings at nursery. After panicle 
emergence, infection at neck and fingers may kill the panicle resulting in
 
considerable loss in grain production. Yield loss up 
 to 95% in some of 
exotic genotypes and 100% in some local cultivars 
was assessed at Rampur in
 
1980. Another threat to fingenillet production 
 is foot-rot (Scerotiu 

rg.fiQ.i) in Chitwan. In 1980, the disease appeared at panicle emergence 
time and the infected plants suddenly wilted and died. Loss from negl~rible 
to over 50 percent "was recorded, based on number of plants damaged or 
killed (Batsa 1980). 
 Later on this disease was reported from Ilam,
 
Makwanpur and Dhw-nkut . districts in 1981. 

* - Assistant Plant Pathologist and Maize Development Officer resjectively 
National Maize Development Program, Rampur, Chitwan, Nepal. 



The most serious disease of sorghum (Sorgm !Rare) was noted to be 

Anthracnose Clletotrichn snr) at Rampur in 1981 and 1982. It was very 

sevc-e Ln most of the exotic cultivars. Downy mildew (Sler ora soghi) was 

first observed in sorghum inTumlingtar, Sankhuwesabha district in 1980. Bul 

it hIas not been so much destructive to sorghum in our country. On the other 

hand, this is a big threat to mrnsoon maize in foot hi2s and Terai of Nepal. 
Another cropping hazard tc sorghum was identified as the incidence of grain 

molds. Molds attacked the panicle prior to maturity. Infected grains 
become shrivelled, discolored and are detoriated. Ergot -ind smut which are 
supposed to be dangerous disease in India, are not yet obserred here. 

In the case of pearl millet the incidence of grain molds is very 

challenging, No incidences of green ear di&ease, ergot and smut out-break 

are obscerved.
 

Very little is kncwn about fox-tail .illot in Nepal. Even then some 

foliar diseames have been observed and identified at Rampur this year. 

List of diseases with casual_ organism is presented below: 

Name of Crop Name of Disea: e Place & Year of
Collectio n in Nenap 

1. Fingermillet 1. Blast (Pvriulria sPD) 
E -s~~l G )2. Fcot-Rot/with (S leot 

Gaertn) XQJ=. (Sacc) curzi) Ramur, 1980 

3. Leaf blight (Holmintiosporium-

LM) 
4, Banded leaf and sheath blight 

(Rhizoctonia sol) 

2. Scrghum 

(Sor )Igare 1. Downy Mildew (Selerosnora - Tumlingtar 
per3.) sorgh Western and Uppal) Sankhuwasabha, 

1980. 

2. Anthracnose (pOh - " & Rampur, '81 

S-01) 
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3. 	 Leaf blight (Helminthosporium- Rampur and 

turcieum Pass) Siraha, 1982 
4. 	 Target leaf spot (Hlmin -. Rampur, 1982 

noim sme) 
5. 	 Zonate leaf spot (G c . ,, 

sra s h Baird Edg.) 
6. 	 Grey leaf spot (Ceosr Rampur, 1981 

s~rgbi Ellish Everha.Tt) 
7. 	 Oval leaf spot (amul:sora - Rampur, 1982 

S) 
8. 	 Grain molds - ,92 Rampur, 1981 

- A enzil/u sen 
- F112arjum g 'I 

3. 	 Pearl Millet
 

Pnn±e tbhide (Burm, f.) staps and C.E. Hubb)
 

1. 	Leaf blight (H2 hsnrium Rampur, 198C 

turciouw Pass) 

2. 	 Banded leaf and sheath blight " 

3. 	 Zonate leaf spot &W1Qocr
copoera sm) 

4. 	 Grain Molds - -DP n 

- Fusariu" 

- Emnigl±ium " 
4. 	 Fox-tail Millet (S r i L) Bea.iv.) 

1. 	 Blast (Pvricularn setariae Nig-kado) " 

2. 	 Leaf blight (H-.2sn) , 

RESUITS AND DISCUSSIONS: 

From the fiel6 observations it is obvious that, blast is the most 
destructive disease in Nepal.of fingermillet hills and Terai of Severe 
infection o' early stage and even at heading time (till canmaturity) 

lead up to 100% loss in yield. Most of the oultivars screened for better 
agronomical traits were found susceptible to the blast at Rampur condition. 

http:Everha.Tt
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Variety Rampur Local was found not only resistant to blast but it uas found 
tolerant to foot-rot and other foliar diseases also. Variety Dalle-1 was 
found 	slightly tolerant to blast but it was susceptible to foot-rot. None
 
of the sorghum and pearl millet varieties tested, were found resistant to
 
grain molds at field conditions. Myagdi 1, 2, 3 and 4 (Local genotypes 
 of
 
sorghum) were found moderately resistant to Anthracnose leaf disease. No
 
incidence 
of ergot, smut and green ear disease of peral millet and sorghum
 
is noted up till now.
 

CONCLUSION:
 

Blast and foot-rot were 
 found very destructive to fingermillet in Nepal. 
Yield reduction up to 100 and 50 percent was recorded at Rampur. Variety 
Rampur Local was found highly resistant to these disease but variety Dalle-1 
was observed slightly tolerant to blast only. The variety Rampur Local 
needs to have a thorough selection works to make it synchronous in 
tillering habit and reduction of maturity period. None of the sorghum and 
pearl millet genotypes wore resistant tofound grain molds. Myagdi 1, 2, 
3 and 4 (Local introductions of sorghum) wre found comparatively superior 
from foliar disease point of view. There was no incidence of ergot, smut 
and green ear disease of sorghum and pearl millet at Rnmpur. 
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REGIONAL REPORT ON SlIMIER CROPS 

EASTERN DEVEIDPMEKT REGION BIRATNAGAR 

- M.P. Upadhyaya* 

Introduction 

1.1 GeneralDescription:
 

This region lies between 260 20' to 230 8' Northern longitude and 

860 81 to 880 151 Eastern latitude. The height ranges from 70 to 8848 m 

above the sea level. Its east-west length is 161 to 108 km. It has 

16 districts, 5 are in Terai, 8 in Mid-hill and 3 in mountain. The total 
2 .

population is 2,797, 500 and the area is 28,202 km The total land is 

2,820,200 ha. The cultivated land is roughly 21% of the whole regional 

area. The distribution of land under the throe categories of geographi

cal classification are: 

Mountains - 35.2% 

Hills - - 39.2% 

Terai --- 25.6% 

1.2 Climate:
 

This region has got wide variations in climate. The Southern plain 

(Terai) is the hotest part of the region. Maximum temperature ranges 

from 35 to 40 0C and the minimum temperature drops down far below the 

freezing point (-8 to -10 00 in Namehe Bazaar of Solukhumbu district, 

The average rainfall in Terai and mid hill rans-s from 1500 to 2800 mm, 

highest in Jhapa district. This rain is not evenly distributed through

out the year. Its is minimum in winter and the maximum in summer 

(June to September). More than 70 to 75% rain is received from June 

to September. 

1.3 Spcial Crops 

Jute, tea and cardamom are special crops of this region. On 

* - ADO, llam District, Eastern Development Region. 
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commercial scale, tea is cultivated only in Jhapa and llam n~in y 
lue to suitability of climatic conditions. Cardamom has mainly been 
cultivated in Illat. Since the Agricultural Year (2032 to 2033) this 
crop has spread on substantial area in Panchthar, Taplejung, Terahthu -, 

Dhankuta, Bhojpur and Sankhuwa Sabha and in other hills. Jute is 
mainly grown in Jhapa, Norang and Sunsari for commercial purpose. It 
is ale cultivated in the plains of Udaypur district. Since last year 
the production of cardamom and jute have decreased due to lack of 
market and low price of the fibre respectively. Wider fluctuation and 
drastic drops in the price of these crops rorn.late their areas and 
production. 

1.4 Irrigation Projects: 

Thero are four important irrigation Projects viz, Kankai, Sunsari-
Morang, Chandra Canal and Kamala. These Projects will irrigate 
approximately one hundred thcus and ( 1 Lakh) hcetares after the completion 
of their construction and innovation as well as renovation works. 
Sunsari-Morang Irriration Project will provide irrigation to 66,000 ha 
of land in Sunsari Lndrlorantg district after its completion, out of 
which about 43,000 ha area. is being irriatd since last poddy season. 
Kankai Irrigation Proj.ct is providing wter in all thu butseasons 
not in large area in JTmpa. It irriates above 5000 ha in rainy season 
and about 500 ha in winter suason. 

Chandra Canal is providing water mainly in rainy btseason 

negligible amount 
 in winter. Kamala (Eastern Canal) is irrigating the 
North-Westorn area of Siraha district since last paddy season. 

1.5 Development Projcct:
 

,s new approaches and dimensions of development, some projects 
have been launched in this region. The name andof each projects its 

area of coverage are given below: 
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S.No. Name 
 District 	Covered
 

1 	 Sagarmatha Integrated Siraha, Saptary and Udaypur
 
Rural Development Project
 

(ADB/M) 
2 T and V System (World BankXMorang, Sunsari and Jhapa 
3 Koshi Hili 'rea Development Dhankuta, Terahthum, Bhojpur 

Project (British Aid) and Sankhuwa Sabha 

4 Fishery Production Program Sirha, Saptary, Sunsari, Morang, 

Jhapa and 	Phatehpur and Tarahara 

Fishery Centres 
Pakhribas Agriculture Dhankuta 

Centre (British Aid) 

Constraints : 

The constraints spelt out below are mainly faced in 	 maize and 

rice.
 

1. 	 Timely unavailability of demanded variety of maize seeds 
2. Higher 	requirement of soil fertility for improved varieties 

3. 	 Management of post harvest losses 
4. 	Unavailability of sufficient and timely irrigation facilities 

5. 	 " new pest in rice (Anilidae type) has been noticed in 
Sunsari and Morang districts which have created a problem in 

last paddy season especially in lowland patches. It is still 
unidentified and no significant control measure has been found 

to 	control this pest. 

Inspite of several problems which this region is facing in 
successfully launching the mass production programs, we are confidently 
moving in positive direction. "Chaite Dhan", winter maize as well as 
spring corn cultivation and multiple cropping are getting popular. 

In Jhapa district the farmers are replacing the area of wheat by 
planting winter maize due to many asthetic and economic 
factors. We need solutions to solve the new pest problem in rice to 
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avoid thu future hazards in its cultivation. We see our bright and 

hopeful future in the fast changing situation in ever growing need of 

the farmers. 

Note: Thr. total ara of this region under rice is 148, 521 ha and 

under maize is 119,1920 hectares. 

Table 1: Area Jnder Improved Cultivation Practices- Maize 

S1. 

No. 
District 

2037/2038 
Tar,-t 
(In ha) 

(1980/1-081) 
Achicvcmcnt 

(in ha) 

2038/2039 
Targot 
(in ha) 

( 1981 / 1982 ) 
Achievement 

(in ha) 

01 Jhapa 110 1526 1480 1480 
02 Illam 1700 1755 os 1000 
03 Panchthar 1500 1000 1493 1513 
04 Taplejung 200 100 200 496 

Mechi Zone Total: 4500 4081 4161 
---

4489 
01 Morang 4000 4745 4000 " 4000 

02 Sunsari 3000 3065 24,00 2925 
03 Dhankuta 2000 2289 1994 1994 
04 Tcrahthum 1750 1950 1747 1747 
05 Sankhuwa Sabha 300 550 275 275 
06 Bhojpur 400 700 497 497 

Koshi Zone Total: 11450 13299 10913 11438 

01 Saptary 400 518.2 400 400 
02 Siraha 1000 732 1100 1100 
03 Udaypur 800 747 220 220 
04 Khotanj 400 460 400 555
05 0khaldhungM 1450 1498 1597 1599.5 
06 Solukhumbu 30 25 50 50 

Sagarmatha Zone 4080 3980.2 3767 3924.5 
Total 
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T-bl": Eastern _RegonTLaq2t For 1982/1983 

Area Under Improved Cultivation Practices 

CROP: MtIZE 

Si. 

No. 
Districts 

Target 

(in ha) 

Extension Methods 
Lcsult Minikit 
Demonstration Demonstration 

Production 
Demonstration 

01 
02 
0) 
04 

Jhapa 
Illam 
Panchthar 
Taplejung 

2000 
1000 
1645 
400 

36 
10 
8 
10 

-
15 
15 

4 
3 
3 
4 

Mechi Zone Total: 5045 64 30 14 
01 
02 
03 
04 

Morang 
Sunsari 
Dhankuta 
Terahtham 

4285 
613 
2205 
1750 

30 
25 
56 
10 

-
20 

2 
5 
4 
-

05 
06 

Sankhuwa Sabha 
Bhojpur 

290 
700 

10 
10 

-
20 

1 
1 

Koshi Zone Total: 9843 141 40 13 

01 
02 
03 
04 
05 

Saptary 
Siraha 
Udaypur 
Khotang 
Okhaldhun ga 

400 
1154 
1000 
500 
1650 

20 
20 
9 

10 
10 

-
10 
15 

5 
5 
2 
2 
2 

06 Solukhumbu 90 5 - -

Sagarmatha Zone Total: 4794 74 25 16 

GRA;ND TOTAL : 19682 279 95 43 
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PEGIONL REOE ON SUMMER CROPS 

WETIN DEVELOPMENT REGION PeXHA ". 

- N.L. Pradhan* 

The major summer crops, rice and maize are grown in this development 
region. Apart from those crops, millet, black gram, green-gram, ground-nut 
and sugarcane also are successfully grown. Rice is the predominant staple 
food in pctential rice growing areas, especially in Terai, whereas maize 
takes the place of main food grain in hilly districts, 

Report on Rice: 

Rice is the leading food grain grown in all the districts of the region 
except Manang and Mustng. More than 75% of the rice growing areas of the 
region are concntrated in three districts of Terai nomely: Rupandehi, 
Kapilvastu and !rawa lpirasi, whereas other 11 districts of the hill are 

unable to fulfil their requirements. 

Total area under improved rice cultivation in the fiscal year 1980/81 

and 1981/82 were 65, 345 And 69,621 hectares respectively. We expect 
185,405 metric ton of produce from 75,271 ha area coverage in the current 
fiscal year 1982/83 and we have proposed to achieve 207, 108 metric ton 
of rice from 85, 225 ha in the F. Y. 198 3/ 19 84 in this region. Thus it looks 
that the area under improvud rice cultivation and the production are. 

increasing yuAr after year. 

,.mong the popular improved varieties T suli, IR-20, CH 45, T-176, Laxmi, 
Sabitri, Janaki, Chandinri are the main, whereas Masuli is almost saturated 
in all rice growing areas. Popular local varieties like Pokhroli Masino, 
Mansara, Basmati, Kalanim.dc, Jhinuwa, Biramful, Pahele, Gudura etc. also 

are grown in large scale in Turai as well as in Hills. 

* - Regional Director, Regional Directorate of Agriculture, Western Develop

ment Region, Pokhara. 

http:Kalanim.dc
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Report on Maize: 

Maize is the second main food grain grown in all the 16 districts of
 

the region. It is the main staple food of the hill people.
 

In the F.Y. 1980/1981 and 1981/1982, total area under improved maize
 

was 32, 524 and 31, 338 ha respectively. In this current F. Y. 1982/1983
 

the total target of the region is 60,892 metric ton of production from
 
31,897 ha of improved maize cultivation and the proposed target for the F. Y.
 

1983/1984 is 64,228 metric ten from 37,629 ha. It shows that the area ad
 

production of maize also is increasing.
 

So far as the varietol choice of the farmers is concerned, Kakani 
Pahenlo, Khumal Pahenlo and Rfampur Pa_,henlo, H(itiuda Composite and Rampur 

Composite are widely adopted in different suitable localities of the region. i-run 

is r n iapre-siv, end is in initial stage. Among the local varieties, 

Sathiya is popular one, being a short duration crop. In Hills, Palpa, 
Syangja, Kaski, Tanahu, hImjung, Gorkha, Baglung and Parbat are the potential 

maize growing areas whereas in Terai, Nairlparas- is the main one. 

Other Summer Crops: 

Fingermillet is the: third major summer crops grown in Hill districts 

and consumed as main food locally. This cereal is cultivated singly as 

well as mixed crop with .naize, soybean etc. As the improved varieties like 
Dalle and Okhle are in short supply, the farmers of this region are culti

vating the local varieties. Among other summer crops sugarcane and 

different types of pulses are also equally grown and consumcd locally. 

Extension A'ctivities: 

There are 16 districts in this region and each district has an agricul

ture development office which looks after all the agriculture extension 

activities. The main objective of these offices is to disseminate the 
technical know-how to the farmers through different methods of agriculture 

extension such as result, ethod and production demonstrations. Similarly,
 

minikit distribution has become another effective tool to innovate the 

farmers. In the F.Y. 1981/82, 1,728 pack-ts of rice and 1,131 packets of 
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maize minikits were distributed to the farmers of different districts. To 
diffuse the promising technology, ADO Offices are organizing different types 
of trainings at different levels. Farmer's field visit, farmers-day,
 
discussion, distribution of posters and pamphlets 
 are the other regular
 
activities carried out Offices. of
by the ADO 'ost the activities are
 
undertaken by the extension workers, especially JT/JTo, who arv 
the main
 
stimulating agents at field level.
 

In Gorkha and Palpa districts, a specialeseed storage program has been
 
introduced. In Gorkha, 
 Agriculture Development Office has provided the seed 
growing farmers, with metal bins in different pockets to store the improved 
seeds. Each bin has the capacity of 400 4g and a total of 37 bins have been
 
distributed in different pockets of the districts to store the improved
 
maize seeds till now. Th seed growing farmers in this district are
 
ccnvinced to grow and sell the seeds 
 on their own risk. As it is difficult
 
to transport the improvd seeds from one place to anothcr in hilly areas the
 
bin has great importance to store the improved seeds localy in different
 
locations. Farmers of Gorkha district are very much 
 interested and encouraged 

with this progran. 

In Palpa district .lso almost similar type of program has been launched. 
A group of farmers are provided with seed bins. The bin is kept with a 
selected farmer in village called Sueda and as Bank. Other farmers bring 
the seed they have produced and put in the Seed Bank safely. Thus, different
 
farmers of a particul,r locality can put their product safely to use in 
 the 
next season. flow, th,. progran has been started tn some types of vegetable 
seeds produced in differtnt locations of Palpa district. 

Sued MultiplicationP ropn: 

So far the seed multiplication program is concerned, it has been 
conducted only in mnize and vegetables in small scale. During the F. Y. 1980/ 
1981 this program was conducted in 3.96 ha in districts of this region 
whereas in the F.Y. 1981/1982 this program was carried out in 22 and 5 ha in 
maize and other summer crees respectively. Similarly, the program is continued 
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in the current F. Y. 1982/1983 also. 

Observations-and Sue_2stions: 

1. 	 Due to heavy drought in the last monsoon season, -great- loss -in rice,
 
maize and fingormillut production 
 was 	 observed. 

2. 	 At the timu of harvest, rice and fingermillct were destroyed by hail
 
stone to some uxtnt, in some ,areas.
 

3. 	 Th,; seed storago progren introduced in Gorkha and P'elpa is found very 
much encouraging and helpful to preserve improved seeds locally in hilly 
areas. 

4. 	-va.ilability of inputs - seeds and fertilizer in time is still a problem 
in the hillydistricts. 

5. 	 Mostly summer crops are grown under rainf-ed ccnditions, therefore, 
irrigation is vitil to further duvelopm-!nt in agriculture in Nepal. 

a. 	 Improvement of existing local canals 
b. 	 Distribution of water pump 	 sets in foa'sible arenas. 
c. 	 long term plan in channelizing the big river water 	into irrigation. 

6. 	 Establishment of organized markut may bring a brcak-through in boosting 
up the productivity of agriculturalL products. 
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rea Under Improved Rice ',nd Kizu Durin Last Four Years In 

western Developmnt Reion 

(A.rea in Hectares) 

Asrea. Under Improved Rice Arua Under Improved Miize 
District 1978/ 1979/ 1980/ 1981/ 1978/ 1979/ 1980/--1981-/ 

1979 1980 1981 1982 1979 1980 1981 1982
 
01. Nawnlparnsi 15110 19200 19375 1.300 9000 9576 9600 5608 
02. Rupandehi 14347 24866 22778 
31476 538 1545 1424 2103
 
03. Kapilv.stu 10664 18004 19020 6460 410 350 358 448
 
04. Palpa 330 355 448 1483 3500 4585 4734 5619 
05. Arghakh.nchi 125 150 175 236 350 406 493 450 
06. Gulmi 210 155 304 252 625 1040 947 1328
 
07. Baglung 114 100 113 401 1006 1620 1610 1894
 
08. Parbat 80 
 82 501 500 1002 1505 1533 1450
 
09. Myagdi 20 20 20 
 155 511 1023 1100 1155
 
10. Mus tang  - - - - - - -
11. SynMgja 599 522 1101 2846 1576 2504 2727 32..
 
12. Kaski 410 
 510 834 3819 1043 1502 1826 1903 
13. Tanahu 349 439 476 
 2293 1017 1921 2006 2507
 
14. Lmvjung 26 50 88 200 752 1500 1500 1782 
15. Gorkha 
 82 100 112 200 1007 1200 2646 1855
 
16. nnang -  - - 10 5 20 16 

Region. Total: 42466 64553 65345 69621 22337 30282 32524 31338 

Source: Regionna Progress Report 1978-1979 to 1981-1982, Wustern Deve.opment 
Region, Pokhara. 
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Extension .ctivities on Rice And Maize During 1 98 1-82 In 

Western Dovelopmnt R~gion 

(Fipiire in nnmber) 
SI. Extension Activities on Rice Extension Activities on Maize
 

District Result Method Product-
Demon- Demon- ion De-

Min:ikt Result Method Product-
Demon- Demon- Demon- ion De-

inikit 
Demon-

No. 
stra-
tion 

stra-
ti on 

monstra-
tion 

Stra-
tion 

stra-
tion 

stra-
tion 

monstra-
tion 

stra
tion 

01 Nawalparasi 50 75 5 333 - 4 -- 131 
02 Rupandehi 70 59 -- 152 41 50 - 25 
03 Kaldvastu 85 75 5 350 60 25 -- 43 
04 Palpa 25 13 -- -- 72 43 2 52 

05 

06 

Argha
khanchi 
Gulmi 

20 
26 

24 
16 

1 
1 

28 
90 

.. 
33 

.. 
25 

.. 
1 

75 
84 

07 Baglung 30 60 -- -- 15 30 1 -
08 Parbat 20 36 1 50 16 41 1 
09 Myagdi 20 20 1 -- 10 10 1 -

10 Mustang ... .. .. .. .-- -
11 Syangja 30 107 1 150 21 43 1 60 
12 Kaski 13 25 2 191 18 .13 2 130 
13 Tanahu 60 80 3 209 22 60 1 181 
14 Lamjung 15 85 1 -- 15 50 -- 100 
15 Gorkha 17 90 1 175 27 40 1 250 
16 Manang -- - - - 10 14 1 --
Regional Total: 481 765 22 1728 360 448 12 1131 

Source: Regional Progress Report, 1981-1982; Western Development Region,
Pokhara. 
 D 
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Area Under Imroved Rice And Maize During 1981-1982
 

In Western Development Relon
 

(Aren inHerftge)-
S1. A Uender Ipoved Rice Area Under Improved Maize 

District Intensive Pocket Regular Intensive Pocket Regular
No. 	 Program Prozram Prograw Pr3gram Propram Program 

01 Nawaparasi 200 50( 14100 1037 - 4571 
02 Rupandehi 1246 5012 25218 78 310 1715 

03 Kapilvastu I148 3207 1805 41.8 334 72
 

04 Palpa 
 -- 40 443 6 -- 5613 

05 Gulmi -- 252 52 -- 1276 

06 Argha
khanchi 5 220.5 .... 450 

07 Baglung -- 330 71 -- 1775 119 

08 Parbat -- 50?. ..-- 1450 

09 Myagdi .. 155 .... 1155 

10 Mustang .. 

i1 Syangja -- 2016 830.5 129.5 ,-- 3091
 
12 Kaski 90C 2311 578 
 21.8 -- 1881 

13 Tanahu 350 995 948 -- 2507 

14 Lamjung --  2rO 15 - 1767
 
5 Gorkha 100 
 -- 100 I -- 1845 

16 Manang ....-- -- 16 

Regional 	Total: 4244 19956 454,21 1391.1 
 2419 27528.5
 

Source: 	 Regional Progress Report 1981-1982, Western Development Region, 
Pokhara. 
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LX s22_.Lo.ra of Kaize For 1983/84-


.n Western Developmenteon
 

Si. Ilat 	 (Production in Ton) 

N.District otcjy_ m__Un Pocket Frneram General Pro'rama 

No. Area Produce Area Produce Area Produce 
01 Nawalparasi 1470 4410 258 - 4731 9006 
02 Rupandehi 102 921 370 750 2425 5830 
03 Kapilvastu 1O 300 277 692 73 131 

04 Palpa - - 200 500 6000 10368 
05 Arghakhanchi - - 7 12 543 864 

06 Gulmi 76 228 22 58 1451 2380 
07 Baglung - - 5 - 2100 3746 

08 Parbat - - 50 38 1950 3013 

09 Myagdi .-- - 125'6 2132 
10 Mustang - - - -

11 Syangja 50 150 30 20 3120 5220 
12 Kaski 150 195 10 7 2540 3334 

13 Tanahu 41 123 31 78 2574 4590 

14 Thmjung 23 69 35 62 2203 3168 
15 Gorkha 36 110 174 - 3'57 3168 
16 Manang - - 4 20 70 
Regional Total: 201,8 6506 1484 2217 34077 55503 

including Project Program:
 
Sg : 	 According to discussion on Regional Program Planning and Budget

Seminar Held in Khairenitil on January. 
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PAKHRIIAS 	 AGRI CUITURAL CEN FR. DHIJHJTA 

- H.B. Thapa, 
K.K. Bimb, 

R.14. Bhattarai and 
R.J. KMIDKA 

APTRA_ 
This report summarizes the major points asiring from work at PAC 

during the sumer season of 	 1982. 

Recent changes in the organization of PAC are also outlined. 

1. 	 INTROJCT ION 
Pakhribas Arricultural Centre (PAG) has, for several years, been 

working on a sectionel basic i.e. each component of agriculture being
looked aft-r by a separate section. This has now bcen changed as PAC 
moves towards a more multidisciplinary approach to agricultural 
extensicn. The oridjnal seven sections (Agironomy, Crops, Horticulture, 
Livestock, Forestry/asture, Seed and Training) have been re-organized 
end their responsibilities changed. Agronomy remains as the crop

research section and tE2 Training: Section is still responsible for on
farm training. Pasture work hns now been gzven to the Livestock 
Section to come in line with the }IMG,'N system. There are no longer 
any Crops and Horticulture Sections and their work in extension has 
beer divided into two rerions; the section being designated as Agri
cultural Extension - Local Tar ,et Area, :rod Ag4ricultural Extension -
Northern Tarut Area, The prcduction work previously done on the 
farm by Crops and Horticulture is now being done theby Seed Technology
and Agricultural Production Section (STAP). isSTAP iesponsible for 
all farm production (except forest tree seedlings) and also quality 
control (field inspection and testing) of all seed 	produced both on 
the farm 	and in the Panchayat. 

PAC has, 	 in the past, been completoly separate from any HNG/N 
agriculturnl work in the Eastern hill area. This has ayear 	 seen 
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change as PAC is. now working with HM4G/N/AHARDEP in the 2 Agricultural 
Service Posts areas at Tankhuwa and Mohrang. One ASP inmore Dhankuta 
District (Ankhisalla) and 2 ASPs (Ghoretar and Chainpur) in Bhojpur 
and Sankhuwasabha are being assisted by PAC from 1983. Pakhribas is 
supplying technical expertise, training and inputs to the areas as 

for 	the HMG/N staff at the Posts. 

2. 	 SUMMARY OF EXTENSION WORK 
1.1 	 All the Agronomy and Production work is to provide a back up to 

the Extension Section, and 	 the aim of these together is to assist 
farmers to bring about graduel improvement in their fanning 
systems in order to improve their economy arx! Prc.pci-ity through 
individual and cooperative efforts. 

2. 
1.2 	 The extension scction works in 15 Panchayats in the Dhankuta, 

Terahthwun and Taplejung districts and is also involved with HMG/N/ 
KHARDEP in two of their Agricultural Service Posts (IAPs) based 
at Tangkhuwa End Mohrang ( totala of 8 Panchayats) some more ASPs 
are also being assisted by PAC in the near future in the Bhojpur, 
Chainpur and DhMnkuta districts. PAC is providing help in the 
form of tcchnic:aI guidance, training to the JT/JTAs and Farmers, 

and 	inrats. 

2. 
1.3 	 The working systom of extension section, the concept of Field 

Assistants, Supervisors and different typos and levels of trai
nings have alrecdy been reported in our previous reports and were 
presented in the previous conferences elso. 

The 	main achievements of the extension sections have been 

summarized below: 

2.2 	 TRAINING 
2. 
2.1 	 A specific training for the JT and JTA in FFT planting, layout 

recording etc uns organized in Tangkhuwa and Mohrang ASPs in which 
2 personnel from each AiSP participated. 
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2.2 	 During this period, training on various subjects like grain storage, 

cultivation of summer crops, seed selections, soil treatments, 

insect and rodent control etc were siven to a total of 1724 

farmers in the centre in the target Panchayats and ASPs as Pan

chayat level traiing, Ward level training, Leader Farmer training 

and Special LUrainings. 

2.3 	 SEE MJ1TIPIICATTON 

The folloing crops seed were multirlied in the farmers field: 

S1. 	Crops Area 	Under Seed

No. 	 sMtiplication (Ropani) Varieties 

1. 	 Maize 1370 Hetauda Composite 

and Amarillo. 

2. Rice 5 Pokhareli Masino 

3, Soybean 15 Lumleo-1 

3. 	 SUMARY OF SEED TECINOLOGY WORK 

This work essentially consists of Secd Production/Variety main

tenance in Centre, Field inspcction of all seed crops grown with 

farmers on contract, seed testin;I to ensure the minimum quality 
standards fixed by the Department of Agriculture, storare of seed and 

packing for distribution. 

3.1 	 Seed Production
 

3.1.1 	MIze: Over 62 Ropanis of land was planted with maize. This 

consisted of 20.80 Ropanis (1.04 ha) of the variety Amarillo Del 

Bajio in the Northern area of the Farm and 41.5 Ropanis (2.08 ha) 

of Hetauda Composite in the South area. Although the planting 
began from the first week of March most of the fields were 

planted in April. Harvestingw started in late August and conti

nued through to the end of Suptumber. A few plots in the Nor

therm area of the farm were harvested in October. Seeds of diffe

rent plots have been given different lot numbers for identifica

tion and are processed and recorded separately. This method of 
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keeping separate records started from this year and will help 
us monitor the distribution and performance of the lot. 

Due to the untimely rain and especially during harvest yield 
has not been very good this year. *lthough the incidence of 
stalk rot and borer was loss than the last yeLar, a large 
number of cobs had to be discardod because of fungus growth in 
the lack of proper drying facilities. This amounted to over 
1600 kg of .-rains which were supplied to Livestock Section for 
animal feed purposes. 

Only 2.657 Mr of Hotauda Composite and 1.216 MT of Amarillo 
Del Bajio could bu secured as grain. Further cleaning is still 
being done for seed purposes. The average yield of Amarillo Del 
Bajio grown in the North f!am (alt.: C.5,500 ft) stood at 1.365 
MT/ha and that of Hetauda Composite in the South farm (alt..: C. 
4,500 ft) was 1.288 M/ha. 

To help supply the highly demanded white varieties, popu
lation of thr-e different sampl,s -re also being multiplied this 
winter in cooperation with Tar-.hara Agri. Station, the Seed Pro
duction Farm at Jnunka (Sunsari) -.nd the Resettlement Farm of 
the British-Gurkhs, Nepal. One of the samples was received on 
request throuf'h the I. C.P. A detailed report will be written 
after the crops are harvested and seeds cleaned. 

A total of 1.593 MT of maize seeds were made available from 
the Centre for further multiplication and general cropping. 

3.1.2 S 2_be: Cnly 4.1 Ropanis could be planted with Soybean Lumle-1 
either as sole crop or intercropped with maize. The total pro
duction of [,rain was 203 kg of which 172.5 kg were good for seed. 
The averrijegoyield of grains came to be 1.228 Mr/ha. Mild inffes
tation of froi7 eye spot was observed. From the previous years 
production 65 kf, of seeds were availablemade for further multi
plication/invcstigattion and guneral cropping purposes. 
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3.1.3 	F_ Milet: The variety Okhale-1 was grown for multiplication 
purposes in one Ropani. No serious diseases were seen but the 

flowering and maturity within the plot was variable. Crops 

harvested were grouped arbite nly in two batches as early and 

late harvests. There was mild lodging due to wind and rain. 
The yield was 76 kg which turns to be 1.520 MT per hectare. 

3.2.1 	FIELD INSPECTION OF SEED CROPS (MAIZE) 

2ifty-one Sed Crops grown with farmers on contract were 

inspected to check the field standard. ilthough most crops 

were acceptable a few had to be rejected. In lack of a proper 

botanical description of the varieties it was not always possible 
to clearly distinguish the off types/rogues from the variety 

mentioned. Isolation distance also created some difficulties in 
that natural barriers and go-climatic factors such as wind 

direction, temperature and orientation of the hills had to be 
considered. It has been plannud to conduct a trial on how close 

a variety under multiplication can be to other crop of maize 

in conditions prevailing in the bills. 

3.2.2 	SEED TESTS 
A summary of tests done (April 1982 - January 1983) on 

sumner crops is presented in Table b.low: 

Test Tvoe 
Germination Purity Moisture Content 

C r 0 p No. of Average No. of Average No. of Average 

Tests Result %Tcsts Result % Tests Result % 

Maize 39 94.99 35 99.02 298 30.78 

Soybean 8 95.34 8 99.92 35 16.34 

F. Millet - - - - 2 19.62 

Rice 4 91.06 10 24.82 
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4. SUMMARY OF ,GRONOMY AND EXTENSION SECTION TRLJS AND DEMONSTRATION WORK 

ON-FIM TRI,,LS (PC) (For further detail, see Table 3) 

NMP MAIZE VA'RIETALI TRIAL (NORTH) 
4.1 This varietal trial ias corried out in cooperation with NMDP, Alto

gether 9 varieties were tested at an altitude of 1750 m.a.s.l. Of 
all tested varieties S u_$0 (2465 kR/ha) yielded the highest and 
was significantly better to all other varieties except R_ L (2345 
kg/ha) and Ja k (2138 k(r/ha). Other top yielding varieties were 

~ and M nai mp ._ both yielding 1840 kg/ha. yielded/ the 
lowest ( 1197 kg/ha). 

Plant height uns observed hi ,hest in L cms)L (232 and Rpmpu 
(175 cms), and shortcst being ianrkam~UMi (12d ems) and 

(134 cms).
 

4n was the earliLst maturinC (129 days) variety followed by 
Manaknmnna-2 (161 d-ys) and _ja (165 days). 

~Su ahr..a-nmrnr.2 and ,*rnm- varities seem to 
be promising from yield potentiality and maturity point of view and 
are to be t.sted further in fatrmers field. Instances of rust was 
observed in rl the. varieties. 

4.2 NjDP MIZE V_'IETL TREL(SCUTH) 
Somj; sot of varities as above were t;ested at an altitude of 

1350 m.a.s.l. in IC. Thu top yielding 4 varieties wore fRnmnr
(3505 k:/ha), =ki (3167 kg/ha), Suwan 8C,75 (3175 kha), and RamMu
(3038 kr/ha). Thus:: vi. itius wore not significantly different to 
each other. ALain in the l w iltitude also L variety ranked the 
lasb by yielding 1300 k/ ha. 

Mhturity was the earliest in An2n-A (133 days) followed by 

M( 142 day;) and Rpinr- (146 days). 

In low -ltiude also kQ was the tallest variety (237 oems)
 
followed by 'j"jo-k and
(208 cms) Suwan8075 (184 ems), shortest being 
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A (143 cms), Rrznlr-. (166 cms) and Manakamrnn. (167 cms). 

Janaki which is being extended to the Panchayats has proved to
be one of the outstanding varietios in both high and low altitudes. 
Besides this new varieties R.Mnur-2, . and A showed an 
oncourtAing result. 

4.3 	 ?.%C MAIZE VARIET , TRIAL
 
Altogether 9 varieties tested,
were of 	which Iaj was the higbhost

yielding (4442 kg/ha) though not sigmificantly higher than Gnebh
(4400 kg/ha). LULALiSeto (3987 kg/ha), ~uda (3813&t Cooite kg/ha)
and RnMlj (3507 kg/ha). 

LmamLL2 ranked the last yielding (2807 kg/hal 

The earliest maturinC varieties were An2- ( 134 days), Maaka
maog (145 days), k.nsh-2 (150 days), Hotrrda CLmnosite (10 days)and Rampur Composijt ( i0 days) last being Locni (287 days), H.

o 	 (221 days) and J1n2aai Setco (216 days). 

Variety Gn -2 shows promising n..sult from this trial. Jn 
and 	HJuda__Comosj" varieties 	curre.ntly being extended by PYC also 
prove their superiority over other vrieties though they are slightly
late maturing, but highvr yiclding thai the comparatively early and 
low yielding varieties like i ,m ernd%n.
 

Although Local variety yielded the 
hif'hcst, its other 	aFronomical 
characters such theas excess plant height and late maturing donot 
allow it to proceed forward. 

It can bc 	 conclu!cd from the maize varietal trials conducted in
PAC that emphasis would be fgiven to the 	need multiplication of Jn ,
A (for early mizc). f f5, .l ±-2, Raan a mwna. 

nJwould be tusted further in the farmers field. 

4.4 	 HALF- SITE SLECTIGN ONRJ-,FIJ / t1'L'JJ;....1 
This breeding progrrm is being conducted in cooperation with N4DP. 

The objective of this trial is to 	develop superior white seeded maize 
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variety for the .eastern hills.
 

Selection from the 
promising lines were made and the material was 
sent to NIDP for inter planting. This program will be continued 
until the isaim achieved. 

4.5 NDP ALVANCED VARIET.L TRL.I$ ON FINGMT iL~ r (SVuTH) 
Nine v.rietius of millet were tested in cooperation with NMIP at 

an altitude of 13,% ma.s.l. The hithcst yielding varieties were 
MUdko KJp (2396 kgIha), 0- (2102 k/ha), Dalle-1 (2064 kp/ha).
No significait difference wns observe-d between L (1975 kg/ha) and 
other top yielding vorieties except MiLdkn Kd NE 6. - yielded
the lcwest (956 k,'/hi) that was significantly lower to all other 
varieties except LJ 3-05j-5.
 

The lowest yielding variety L. 
 6/01-22 was the shortest (57 cm)
variety of all, being the td-lest one (82 ems). 

There was a difference of 39 days betw;on the earliest maturing 
variety. Amont- the carlilst mnaturing were IE 13 (137 days), -
(139 days) --nd LZ_6NE 2 (147 days). j.L j (176 days), !hdko K0 Qd 
(176 days) were the last maturing onus.
 

Likc previous tri:ls, 
the Laal variety showed better result 
than the improv, d ones. 

4.6 KHU?*LT 1 jR DVANCED VRIET.iL TIL ON MUILLE 
This trial conducted in cooporation with Agronomy Section,

was 


KhurmnJrtr 
 at an ;altitude of 1750 m.a.s.l. Among the 9 varietie-
NE 6.401-26 yielded th, highest (564 k,/ha) and was significantly better 
to all other varieties except IE980 (521 kg/ha). Other top yielding 
v ricties were *ald (251 kC/ha) and gj.-i (177 kg/ha). M was 
the lowest yielding variety (81 kg/ha) of all. 

From the maturity point of view, I ranked the first with 
151 days closely followed by E-I ,7 and NTE 1703-3. both maturing 
in 152 days.
 

http:VRIET.iL
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A difference of only 21 cm- Utween the tallest and shortest 

variety suggests that all the tested varieties were almost of similar 

growing habit. Intercropped yield of maize and NE -U0-5 was the 

highest - 3789 kg/h. followed by maize and 0khple-1 (3633 kg/ha.). 

NE 6k1-26 a medium statured, early maturing and highest yielding 

variety proved to be the best and is worth furthur testing. 

4.7 	 FINGER iLfITT FFT (KQUI. LT ) 

Five millet varieties were planted unrer maize to see their per

formance as well as to see their offect to maize yield. But unfortuna

tely maize yi}ld coad not be recorded, nd the yi-eld obtained from 

the millet varieties was very poor. 

In this unreplicated observation trial NE 60 yielded the 

most (618 kr/ha) arcl L -5 ranked second with an yield of 250 kg/ha. 

The Loctol variety (75 k,/ha) yiclded thu lowest. 

No firm conclusion con be drawni from this observation trial, 

since no maize yiId could be roconed and the millet yield was very 

low. 

4.8 lOCAL I'LLeT VRI TLL TR.AL 

Promising v,'ritics from local collection were tested in the trial. 

Althou~rh a non-ei'rnificnt result was obtained, between the yield of 

tested variti s, (4322 kg/ha) was the highest yielding of all 

k (4.307 kr/ha), Latt (3911 kg/ha) and PAC Locn] (3892 kg/ha) 

were thG other top-yielding varieties. Danr variety gave the lowest 

yield (2293 kg/ha) of all. 

The earlie!st maturing varieties were Dalle So (171 days), PAC

k_ l (172 days) n T ro (175 days). Drnn'e the lowest yielding 

variety took maxirn days (200 (lays) to mature. 

A severe loding was observed in all the varieties, due to the 

excess plant growth, lodging was r;'cordud the maximum 5 (1-5 scale) 

in O variety and it was between 3-4 (I-5 scale) in other varie

ties. 
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None of the improved varieties havu proved to be better to local ones in our past trials, here in this triaL' also Logi varieties showan encouraL.ingT rc-sult. In future, testing of the best locnj varieties
together with thr improved one will continue. 

4,9 RICE COR011KDI V,'1ME',L TRIAL
 
Of all 16 vnietics, Kiaush_
nC_27 yielded the hirhest (3307 kg/ha)and was si;nificaitly better to all other varieties except L_.(3088 kg/ha). Other hirrhtr yielding varietius were NR-p%4 (2766 kg/ha)and Daari-p4j (Loc. ) (7723 kr/ha). The, yield obtainod from Himali (IR 2298) - 420 kg/ha was significantly lower to all other varieties except

R9q209-316-_3, (769 kI/ha).
 

In terms of straw 
yiuld, 1okhareli Masino ranked first with
9850k n, other veri-ti,,s producing hi!her straw yield were Darmali 
(77 3 krg/ha) and Krn L~ (7120kgh) 

K_nd 1_h1Ol-66-3.-.1maturing7 varieties were the earliest
I aturcd in 154 cys, 161 days and 163 days respctively. Ks- (192 day-s), . (192 days), 22kharel , M(192 days) and ml1 (192 days) were among the late maturing ones. 

Plant hei:*,ht wes recorded the hirh, st in Darmj (123 ems)

followed by 
_ iJ~r (133 ems).
 

Attack of 
blast diseese was not s-, severe this year as before.It was recorded the hirhest 4 (0-5 scale) in Hijj and the top
yielding varieties suffered thu least (1-2) from this disease. 

PQokhL1. iDLadin currently being extended by L,_Q ranked 12th fromyield point of view still it is preferred by the farmers for its straw 
yield 'nd fine grains.
 

-K slz-22 - a promisinr variety 
in term of both grain and strawyield can not bu uxteled, du,; to high susceptibility to blast diseasein the previous yjars, though suffered less in this trial. 
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4.10 FERTIMZER RESPONSE TFJAL ON POKHARLEI MSINO AID D;aRAI 
This was an unreplicated observation trial planted to see the 

response of P rJha-p and Dar12- varieties to a low level 
application of fertilizer. Both varieties were planted with and without 
fertilizer. Fertilizer was inapplied fertilized plots @ 60:30:0 NPK 
kg/ha in both the varieties. 

The result showed an increase in grain yield in Pokhareli Masino 
from the fertilizer application (2021 The avev'age grain yieldkl.ha). 


obtained from non-fertilized plot only 1800 kg/ha. In contrast 
Pokhrel- 1Tasino and Dar responsed neryatively to the fertilizer 
application. The avwrare yield ootained from fertilized plot was 1303 
kg/ha whereas the unfertilized plot yielded higher than that (1561 kg/ha). 

In a senarate tritil conducted to see the response of flLai to 
the application of f(rtilizer (30 k J/ha  basal application), same 
result as above wac obU.'rvcd. Both the grain yield as well as straw 
yield was inlower the plots where fertilizer was applied. Average 
grain and ,,traw yi.-Id was 2175 k-/ha and 7392 kg/ha respectively without 
fertilizer and 111 k,-/ha and 6467 ki/ha with fertilizer. 

Howevcr, th,: reason for the n">-ativc response of Da to 
fertilizer could not bl.- Uxlpain idclearly, the heavy attack of blast 
in the fertilized plots may be one of the reasons for the lower grain 
and straw yield. 

It is worth testing PnkharejA 1tsino with different level of 
nitroenrus and phosphatic fertilizers. 

4.11 UPi UiD tICE FFT 
This trial was conducted in cooperation with I IP. In this un

replicated trial, LDC - MD yielded the most (893 kr/ha) followed by
lWIO (788 kg/ha) and PindeaLi,.jar (831 k,/ha), Malika (110 kgj/ha), IR
(166 kg/ha) and .Lo (276 kg/ha) were amon!" the lowest yielding ones. 

All the tested varieties suffered from moderate to high degree of 
sterility and heavy infestation of blast disease occurred to them all. 
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The promising varieties B9C-MD and MI 10 
 will be tested further in 

farmers field.
 

4.12 SOYBEAN COORDINATED VARIETAL TRIAL (BLARI)
 
Altogether 15 varieties of soybean 
 were tested in this trial in 

cooperation with GLIP at 1350 m.a.s.l. The average yield obtained 
from the soybean varieties was very low. The soybean plants were very 
lean and thin and were suppressed by the excessive maize growth. 

From whatever the yield obtained the top yielding vnrieties were 
L (376 k/ha), - (237 k;(Aa) and JJ 

-

JJ (149 kg/ba). 
J.lJ yielded sil-ificantly bctter to all the varieties. Maize yield 

was also recorded the hi-hest (3345 kg/ha) with 1 whereas maize 
yielded the lowest with jassy-17 (2853 kg/ha). Celes was the lowest 
yielding of a-l (19 kv0a) followed by Djqoto (21 kg/ha). 

Almost all the varieties matured at the same time (157 days) except 
Desot$ which matured in 125 days. 

1- The PAC recommended variety proved to be the best variety. 
Other V:rieties like P!K_23" and Ij"-, 	 will be tusted further. 

4.13 	SOYBEAN CCOrDi? TED VA'RILThL TRIAL (WITH ,IZE) 
This trial wa; an itude ofplanted at al t 1750 m.a.s.l. intercropped 

with maize. The trial matrial was obtained by GLIP. 

The highest yijldin var-ltiE s were KS /,I7, KS 52 (181 kg/ha), 
UPSLY-2 (171 kg/ha) nd j (165 k-/ha), and were not significantly 
different to each other. Lmnla-I raIk d the 7th (111 kg/ha). Gssv-17 
(41 kr/ha) and Dili, (46 k; w-rea) th,- lowest yielding ones. Maize 
yield was 	 the hirhe,st (3817 kg/ha) ith soy-Eu variety CES-6-.103 and 
was the lowest (2389 kg/ha) ith Ransom. 

None of the varieties took more than 156 days (Liwlc-1) to mature. 
The earliest maturingr variety was Desoto (123 days). 

Lue1was the tallest (98 cms) and Desoto (46 oms) was the shor
test variety of all. 
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4.14 SOYBEN VAIDIETAL OBSFIVTION ON PADDY LIPS
 
Same set of 15 varieties as above were planted 
 in the paddy lips 

to test their suitability for 7rowing on the paddy lips. Soybean 
varieties wore planted in 10 meter strips. As in other soybean trials, 
the yield from thiis trial was very low. 

Variety .1--4 yielded the hishest (3 kg/1000 M.) followed by 
UFSLY (2.8 kg/1000 M.) and Local PAC (2.6 k/1000 M.). These varieties 

will be tested furthur.
 

4.15 LO MID ATIIITUDE GFAIN IEGUME TRTAL 
This trial was planted on Bari land at an altitude of 1350 m.a.s.l. 

with maize and in total 8 varieties of different beans w-re tested. 
This was also badly affected by the drought. 

Co1 Pea (Liru-a Lcal) produced the highest yield (2/,9 kg/ha) and 
was significantly better to all oth,.r beans. Other top yielding 

varieties were V-- ) (48 kg/ha) and S (44 kF/ha), Win 

hem (13 kg/ha) and V 3 (8 kg,/ha) yielded the lowest. 

The intereropped yield of maize and cow pea was the highest 

(2805 kg/ha). 

Trials ,n bean will continue in future to find out the best 

varieties. 

4.16 	LUPIN VitRIETAL OBSERVATION 
Lupin an oil seed leume was planted in PAC to see its performance 

in this area. Altogether 3 varieties were tested in which Aihus Keivsd 
ACCN 14 = 2214 yielded the highest (922 kg/ha) variety AlUs Butta 
RCVP and j s Ia L a yielded 656 kg/ha and 533 kg/ha 

respectively, All the varieties were obtained from UK.
 

Work on Lupin ,rill continue in future. 

4.17 	POTATO VIZIETL OBSEV;ATION 

A collection of local potato varieties was made by the extension 
section. From that a total of 25 varieties were planted for 
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observation. Each variety was planted in one 3 metres long row. 

Gl~sa 27 	 IjL- , I I2 and VLjorII yielded 2 kg/3 metre, 

1.6 kg/3 metre and 1,6 kp3 metre respectively and looked promising 

than other varieties, Instances of late blight attack was observed 

in all the varieties but was recorded louer in the above mentioned 

varieties,
 

Selection work on potatoes will continue, since we do have the 

problem of brown rot disecs in the improved KufriJ.ot and CFJ 

varieties,
 

4,18 CROPPING S)STEMS TRL'IS 

From 1982 sumer different maize based and rice based cropping 

systems trials have been started, Observation and grain yield assess

ment are beinr made. These trials will be continued in the future. 

4.19 	SEED JITIPLCATTION 

Seed multiplication of diffcrent crops - rice, beans, soybeans 

and maize 	 was done on small scale, rnd the total seed produced will 

be used for future trials., 

5. ThRMERS FIELD TRIAL (F-) MD DEMONSTRATION 

5.1 KUAL 	 ViYP.ETAL FFT 

Maize Varietal FT was conducted in different Panchayats of the 

Dhankuta, Terahthum and Taplejunr, Districts, of which significant 

result was obtained from 4 sites, 

In high altitude of Hattikharka Panchayat Amarillo DeJ Baiio 
(3781 kg/Ea) yicldcd significantly better to all other varieties except 

e (2656 kt,/ha), In Pakhribas Panchayat (high altitude) 
again _ QJ.Bii (6552 kgAha) was the hig~hest yielding variety 

of all and there were no significant difference between A 
SHa (6531 kjr/ha), Ran Seq (4714 kg/ha) and 

Suwan-1 (4331 kg/ha). 

Whereas in low altitude of Muga Panchayat, J_ k yielded the 
highest (6164 ky'ha), and there was no significant difference between 

http:KufriJ.ot
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J k, HQ-etudr CQ ±i (5165 kg/ha). In Nig radirj (low altitude) 
Hetauda C o (3715 kg/ha) yielded the highest, and was signifi
cantly better to other varieties except Jenald (3?89 kg/ha). 

In hi tjtnrj thu overall mean of the varieties shows that 
De eyimaillo-Bai yielded the hig,hest (3652 kr/ha) followed by

Bletauda Comoosjtc (3309 kg/ha) and Suwan-1 (2733 kg/ha). kQ was 
the lowest yielding one (1962 k7/ha). 

altitude overallIn mid - mean yield of HE_uda Comosite (4151 
kg/ha) rank, the first. Other hither yielding varieties were - !Ak 
Snto (4055 k~i/ha), -rA L (3593 kg/ha). 

Averafe yield of drnaki Set, from low altitude sites was the 
highest (3701 kr/ha) followed by 1.etauca Coriosite (3516 kg/ha) and 

E a~il (3128 k-/h). 

In high altitude Suwtnl matured the earliest (154 dar) jp 
being the last (174 dtays). Again Suwan-1 (153 days) ias the earliest 
maturing variety in mid altitude also - Hetauda Comosite and _ 
both matured in 156 days, ranking the last. Whereas in low altitude 

J and R-mpur-1 Seto matured in 139 days, and wore the earliest 
maturing ones, thoulh not much difference was observwed between the 
earliest and last raturin : varieties. 

Heavy attack of rust disease was observed in all the varieties, 
and the disease severity was more this year than the previous years. 

arilio Del Badi, H Ca Janaki proved their 
superiority over other varieties in hig;h, mid and low altitudes 
respectively. Seed nultiplication ,nd distribution of first two 
varieties 	is already being clone. 'From this year Janaki also will be 
extended to the fannrs. Varietal FFT with promising varieties wil 
continue in future. 

5.2 	 MfLI.- VRIETAL DLMOISTP;JrIOT 
Varietal demonstrations on maize were planted with 2 improved 
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varieties 	ad 1 L. variety in the 1SP's and in the new Panchayats 
of Taplejung District, to know the reaction of farmers towards the 
improved (recommended) maize varieties, and to popularize them at the 

same time.
 

Heta a-Como sp J * w Lgql were planted, in low altitude 
nd JklDa eBrji, He uda Comoosite and -L in high altitude. 

The overall meam from low altitude shows that Jni yielded the 
highest (4511 k,/ha) followed by Hetauda Composite (3479 kg/ha). a 
(3042 kg/ha) ranked the last. 

In high altiude, Hetanida Comoosite yielded the most (3334 kg/ha) 

followed by Laga (32D4 kg/ha). Amarillo Del Bajio yielded the lowest 
(2064 kg/ha). The f~urners preferred Juak~j for its hiFher yield and 

its white grain. 

5.3 	 M:AZE MfNIKIT DEMONSI'.TION
 

Maize varieties 
 De,._iB ,jj Hetaudn Comosite and Janaki 
were demonstrated in the high, mid and low altitudes respectively at 
the Panchayats of the DhMllcuta, Taplojiug and Terahthum Districts. 
This demonst;,ation was planted in one ropani (500 m2 ), half of which 

was fertilized (60:30:0, N:P:K kg/ha) and 1vlf was without fertilizer. 

Lverage yimld obtained from juarilo Del Baii. with and without 
fertilizer was and4397 k,/ha 3675 kg/ha respectively. h_ d -
Composite with fertilizer yielded 3691 kgha and without fertilizer 
3097 kg/ha. Janaki produced the highest yield of all (5315 kg/ha) 
with fertilizer, rnd 3740 kg/ha without fertilizer. 

5.4 RICE 	CVT FFT
 
This was 	 an unreplicated, observation trial in which 4 varieties 

from NIP and 2 varieties from PLC were included. 

The hiphest yielding varieties were J- (2070 kg/ha), Phbr1i -
fksim (1962 kg/ha) and -. (1921 kg/ha). 
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Variety K-9 (120 days) matured the earliest followed by NR-1OO/1 
(148 days), Pokhrali Masino (156 days) was the last maturing one. 
Blast disease occurred in till varieties. _ was the most affected 

onea 

Farmers preference was to Pnkhareli Mcisino for its yield potential, 
(both grain and straw) and fine grain type. J though yielded the 
highcst. was not preferred by thu farmers, duo to its shorter plant 
height. K earliest maturing variety, performed very good in the 
field but it was severely damaed by rats. 

5.5 	 RICE VRETAL FFT
 

Altoguthcr 6 varieties 
 from NRIP and from our local collection 
were tested in this trial. Non-significant result was obtained from 
all sites. However, thu overall muan of the varietal yield showed 
that _.QU (1337 kj/a) was thu hih,:.st yielding of all. The other 
top yieldin,- vari!ties were Pn (1197 kg/ha) and _ 
(989 kr/ha). Kuntw-e (618 kr/ha) yielded thu lowest. 

K-39 and -jcn at the samu p~riod (134 days and were the earliest 
maturint on s. PLrchbz.(rai esi and &1lika matured in 170 days and 
ranked thu last from maturity point of view. 

5.6 	 RICE MTKIKIT DEMONSTR,TION 
Pokhjij4 sin was planted in 2 .250 m The average yield obtained 

was 2153 kg/ha. Tho farmurs proferred this variety to their local. 
Despite of the droujit hazards its performance was better than the 

local variety in all Panch:%,yts. 

5.7 UPlAND RICE VRIT1 FFT 

In this trial, two varieties VL 206 and BenU were replicated in 
each site and 3 extra varieties were kept unroplicated for observation 

in each of the site.
 

Significant results was obtained from two sites. Wherever the 
result was significant, VL.D yielded significantly better than BMJ. 

http:hih,:.st
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The overall mean yield of VL2 (1309 kr/ha) was the hi.hest 

followed by Basma S " ( 1126 kg,/ha). Other top yi;.Lding varieties 
were .%nbjQ (860 ko,/A) uid 1,m (748 k-/ha). B being the 

lowest (385 kg/ha). 

The earlit;st maturing varieties were T S (116 days), Bel~ 

(117 days) and VLy06 (128 days). 

V (98 cm') !-x c~aa (96 cms) were the trjlest of all 
varieties.
 

The farmers were very much impressed with the upland rice, espe
cially with VL_Z. . Pruviously, upland rice was cultivated nowhere 
in these areas. Seeing the performance of the varieties the farmers 

have shown keen eagerness to grow it in their land in future. 

Variety VL_,09 will be demonstrated in minikit demonstration. 

5.8 	 ELLET VLf1M.,AL FFT 
Six finpc.r millut varieties were tested in this trial in 3 sites. 

A significant rt.sult was obtained from 2 situs. 

In Flat,13 (2233 kLg/ha) yield the highest and was sini
ficantly better to other varieties except Mudke Kodo (2138 kg./ha). 
Other higher yielding varities were L (2008 kg/h,,) and Latt2 Kodo 
(1762 kg/ha). D (1242 kg/ha) was the lowest yielding of ral1, 

which was sifnificnntly lower to all other varieties. In Phakumba 
also iL41kr Kada (2045 kg/ha) yielded the hirghest nd was significantly 
better to other varieties except 0 (1950 kg/ha) and _cU01 
(1202 kg/ha). 

The overall mean yield of the varieties showed that lQ-1 
(2144 kg/ha) ranced the first followed by NLdkc Kodrn (1992 ke/ha), 
Logn Ok - ( 1863 kg/ha) nnd R-le- (1067 k/ha) ranked the last. 

The hirhcst yicldingQ2_aL- matured earli(!st of all (161 days). 

Local variety took maximum 170 days to get matured. 

Tho promising va ieties will be kept in the demonstration in 
farmers field. 
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5.9 	 GROUNDNUT VJRIZTIL FFT
 
Three varieties from NODP and one - variety tested in
were 

low altitude grcundnut growing areas (2 sites). A significant result 

was calculated from one site. 

AC (3 kg/ha) in Musa yielded the highest and was sirnifi
cantly better to all other varieties. _ (425 kg/ha) was the 
highest yielding variety. Ee_ (317 kg/ha) was the lowest yielding 

of all. 

The overall mean of kernel yield from jC 343 (421 kF/ha) was 
the highest. -LQXg yi].ded 309 kl/M and rpnkud second. NC 6 (264 
kg/ha) was the lowest yielding of all. 

None of the t~std varieties were resistant to tikka disease. 
The 1_onl variuty wis worst affected of all. 

The bast 	variety .C 343 urill be demonstrated in the farmers field. 

5. 	10 SOYB.N MUTKIT DEe>DSThATION 

Lj_- was plnted both in Bari and in Khet bunds, the area grown 

was 250 m2 -nd 100 m lcng strip respectively. 

Thc yiLld obt-in:d from Bari land wis 1432 kg/ha and that from 
Khet bund was 33/100 mAtru strip. 

This variety has alnridy gained popularity in the Panehayats and
 

seed multiplication program has been started. 
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Table - 3 
SUX Y OF Oi FiARK TAIAL2 .,JL2: AND DET;ILz (OFT)

iSummer Cro, L$) 
S.1'O. Trial Name Land) Fertilizer/ifaenure i pot . -. n LSD ITop yei Yied 

1. 
Haizea Vaitl~jo--~~-

W4DP Maize Varietal Trial 

N MPMaize Varietal -i-'l 

Type Basa 

Bari 30kg I/ha 
Compost+FY 

Ba 'i 3kg i/ha 

To dres----n 

30 kg ±'/ha 
15 t/ha 

30kg 7/ha .175 

tue ictreatments 
_ce 0trants kg/ha].P=.. ..... _1 

1350 ! 7 aia .ur-2 3505 
b_).uanak-8075tL3167 

IIjnr ISct~oIl o2L)
i 75 a-uan -8075 2465 

3. KFT iiaize 1982 

I Cpost+,!-

2. N IP 

Bari!50k /ha 

15t/ha 

301/ 
*71ar.11750971 

b) ;:r-2 

I (c)Jn;wki Seto 

(a)4ar4er' 

2345 

2132 

(b)ranesh-2 14100 
4. Soyabean Co-ordinatel 

etal Observation on 
strips'i. 

":ri-
ac.y 

Khet 
bund r\-e--

!On 1350 
11)35 

_,_vtd(c)Janaki 

- ()l4 

Seto&3987 

3Olgm/iO 
.ly

5. Soybean Co-ordinate -jaieta1rilCona'oot+ 
(Intercropped i:ith :,aize) 

Bar 30kg 
-

i/ha 30kgN/ha
Ii- lOt/ha -

:-1750"'8 

4OA 

88 a 

c o al r26 4 m/10 
oyea only 
-iS4!c' YS525:' ' ' 181 

6. Low/lid Altitude Grain 
Legume Trial 
(Intercropped With Maize) 

Bar FIi + CoMpost 

l 

1 I,50 ** 62 

(b)U ly -2 i 171 
Soybean+iaize Total! (a 0:':-16-O3+I 3919 

Bean onlT 
aenlOt/haon 

)(a)Coo bea 249(b) Co1,on bean 48 

(V-7816) 
Bean+Haaize 

___(V-7842) 

(a)Cow pea +
(b)Common bean 

2805 
2621 



Table-L3Contd) 
SUHiMARY OF ON fA214 
TRIALS RE6$UITS .Y DZT_-ILb (0YT)Sum mer Crops 1982) Continueds.N 

Landi Fertilizer/r4anure 'Iet Al ....S.N.Trial _Name ty e9~l--- ude ig-. LSD ITop1Triall s- . .. yielding. .. .,o YieldTopTopedress-dress- paol Yield-eplot-
 1JP=O.05 
treatments
I 
 size 
 ce 
 t kg/ha
Soybean Co-ordinated Earl1 3Okgn/ha 3Okg 1/a 
 ' 7
7. (Intercrouoed with 

7Lumle (a_ 
 -1 376
(b) PK 
- 7394 

abean +ihaize 237 

( Luml e-l
Rice Co-crdinzted VarietaL! 

3721 
Uhet kc/ha hg/ha 2 b) Celest 3454-JC- n 2 338
30:30:0:
8.1 ria (.;il) /aP K 30 41*2(a) I Kauching -27N 413 (c) jR-10045-20- 3307(b) JC-24 308
 

Compost + 
'Y:i= lOt/ha 1Up-land Rice Varietal 3-2 2766
Q?2 Bari 
 -9' (Observation unre.lic..tc 30 kg /ha 272 19Rice Fertilize- Trial onb !0 ()(a) B27c _1D
 
.i ---10 
 ,46
10. Darmali 

30kg li/ha 5 2 
kht N-hot ithout fertilizer 

(Observation unronlica- 1330,7i 
ted) 217q
-
 i ferilirzQeJith fertili zer Ieb Darriali " 
Fercilizer Response Trial 1i7het 'kg/ha 

--

1191 o
I. on Pokhareli .iasino a2 2
P K 30kg i/ha 502 0 K ith frtilizer201
 

Danali 

30: 0:O Dar~.'asli Ij(b) -ithout 
 1 1800


Ia 2,ith fel-tiiizer 1303 

______I b) ithuut12. Trial 1561Local ilillet Varital 
 Pari ' 

ISi a! udke Hodo 4322
Trial112 1112
1112odo 
-- 4
Compost +FYri=l~t/h a c) iart se 4307b .okhale 3911
 

13. Finger I'illet Varietal(Observation unreplicated) a i -. 20 g2/hTrial I (Compost + .'YIllOt/ha a)7500N 6 1= 
I t-1305-5
c) 12-14315 391
 

http:1JP=O.05


Table-3(Contd) SLRIARY OF 07 '1JM LiJ. .3 DDIAL3- (OiT).....
 

(Summer Crops 1932)ajyinue d. 

Fertilizer!nur Wlet lot_.li - Lsini-S.N Trial iame t-p LLD 2op'yieldinj ' Yield2asal l'oT dressinl size- a.s. fican-1p O.O5i treatments &/haL Saaldrss P' 
l iliet only


NI4DP Advanced Varietal 30 k.-/ha 30 1-, a on/ha
e
 
14 Trial on H1illet a0 ___7__32 _(Intercropped 8e_ 3. -_.ith i.ize) I Compost + _.:.O=10t/ha I (b) "-3-1304-1 2102 - 117illet + "[aize 2otal 

.7-i) 7E-!30 ,-l 5486S(b) _,.udize 7odo 5474 

Finger *Iillet Varietal 2 ,(. 7Trial _::ri 30 L- .T/ha 30kEg -/lha- 4Lhiller Onlyv.-...... !T4.8.1 (a) E - 6401-26 i564 
(Intercropped ;:ith 'Iiaize) o- 9856601-moost +IY 10t/ha '0 521 

i let1 + A.laizc . 
'T)5D -1305-55 i3789_(b) Lekha.e -1 3633
 

Local Potato Varietal 3ari' - 1OkgIT/ha 3ion,len[ 1 - Yield kg
O b s e r v o . .a t i o n. 2 0 t / h a ",r 3M. .. = .
 

(a) Urausa 27'S' 2.20 
G() Hale Alu-I 1.60
 

17. Lupin Varietal I3ari -  O.90c - - ()lbus 12ivski 
jlvz.O Co p) +u tant A CC 9 2 2 

seration Compost + I- = lOt/ha 14-2214 
(b) :lbus CV, 656 
() butter cup

Auustteliusr(c) 533 
_____a'arri
 

S* - Significant at 1% level
 
• = Significant at 5%' level 

NS = Not significant among treatments. 
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01,-FAfT4 TRIA PROGHWd,'ES 1983 

01. 	 MAJ; The selection work for hiL'her yielding white varieties will 

continue until a superior variety is developed from the white rraize 

breeding program which is beinfr conducted at PAC in cooperation with 

NNDP. 

A reliable fertilizer recommendation for maize will be made from 

the previous maize fertilizer tri as conducted in PAC and in farmer's 

field. 

Thc high, mid ani low altitude trials organized by IN1P will be 

continued. 

02. 	Rijc: A promisin,-,variety of mroin erp rice, o -el Masino has 

already been identified anc1 the seed imltiplication program started. 

K-3 an early maturing variety has become highly successful to impress 

the farmers in low altitide. This v:Lricty as ani early rice, will be 

demonstrated widely in the target i'-;nchayts al-I seed multiplication 

program will be started. 

Varietal work on rice will be continued to find out an improved 

and superior variety which will supersade Pokhrcli Mnasino. 

Twice , was broug-ht from Soil Section, Khumaltar and twice 

it died. At thu beginning, it multiplicd and covered the pond rapidly, 

but -ufortunately it died at the later sttjv. Again Azolln will be 

brought, prob-tbly -nother specics that will survive in this climate. 

The intial evaluttion trials and advanced varietal trials on 

rice organized by NRIPI will be continued. 

03. 	 Fjnrer Nilict: This year fingur millet variety Okhalc-1, collected by 

NIVP from Okhildhm-a, has shown promising result in the farmers field, 

thn the local varieties. This variety will be demonstrated in the 

farmers field. Search for still higher yieldin, variety will continue. 

For this finger millet varieties from NIDP and local varieties will be 

tested further.
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04, Upldpx. rice varietal FFT, carried out in 1982 summrer in 
the farmers field hnis given an encoura .ing result. upland rice-2 

variety has alriady been identified and this variety will be demon
strated in the farmer3 field and seed n.tiplication program be started 
at the same time. 

Varietal trial on upland rice organized by NRIP will be continued 
to find out a superior variety. 

Fertiliser work on upland rice will be carried out. 

05. Sreht: The sor!h-n varieties obtained from IMP last year had very 
low grrndnation percentage, hence, no varietal trial on samethe could 
be conducted. This yar varietal triol sorglm willon be conducted 
in the low aultitude sorghum groarin areas of PAC tar' et Peanchayats.
It has been hoped that some improved varieties will be obtained from
N}bP.
 

06. Cn).a. : Variety -2 and fAw other have been idontified as an 
useful intercrop of emiz,, at hiu:her altitude. These varieties will be 
tested further in the fiirmers fiu;ld this ycar. 

07. Srnyhvbr: Seed multiplication prog,,ram of Lju.!: variety has already
been stmrted. Se d ill be distributed to grow it on an intercrop of 
maize and for Frowinf, on paddy bunds. 

CoordinatEd virietal trial on soybean organized by GLIP will be 
conducted in the futur ilso. 

08. G=0naut- Varieal trial on grouTndnut was conclucted last year in 
the farmers field, I'mm which AC )L2 (from !,DDP) has shown promising 
results. This variety will be put into demonstrations. 

Varietal selection work on groundnut with varieties from NUDP 
will be continued this year also. 

09. nPe : Pigeon pea is grown in some of the low altitude Pancha
yats, last year 3 varieties from GJIP were obtained and planted. The 
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result from this trial was not cncouraking, so this trial will be 
planted thjs year also with early maturing promising varieties from 
GLIP. 

10. 	 .C j § _t!JsTjDjL: Cropping Systems Trials on the following will 

be conducted this y.:ar; 

1. 	High altitudo potato based 

2. 	 High altitude Dmizo based 

3. 	 Mid altitudc maize based 

4. 	 Mid catitude ric. based 

5. 	 low altitude rice+naize based 

6. 	 Low altitude ricu - rice based. 
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IIETEOROLOGICAL DATA RECORDED AT 
PAKHRIBAS AGRICULTURAL CEIMME 
APRIL 1982 - SEPTEMBER 1982 

MONTHLY SUIUMARY 

MONTH AVER AVER SOIL AVERAGE D LY SUNSHI7 
AND AGE AGE IP AVERAGE SOIL TMP. PRECIPITATION REIATIVE EVAPO- AVER- IIND HRS MIMSS IMlI.TEMP 
YEAR 14AX. MI. Hi-U )ITY RATI- AGE SPEEDSI____ 


TEMP. T -22P. 
 ON DEW MT/5 {
c5 C 10CM 3OCili 50CM TOTAL NO.OF HIGkEST MORN-DAY (NM) POflN TOTAL IER-AVER- LOW-

RAIN RAIN- ING T IEGE IAGE EST 
FALL DAY FALL AT AT DAILY 
(111 m I24 8.4o 1 Pm.1 

APR1982 23.01 12.1 17.6 18.7 18.0 2C.4 20.3 74.8 15 70 4.16 14.70.86 1194.4 6. 7.5198 5. 4 .P 16 - _____ __19. 6.4 -MAY 2 . 5 t14. 411£Ei.1 
1982 15.3 20"7122.9 22.0 24.1 24.3 44.0 10 67 5 75 150 0.98 295.4 9.8 12.6 10.0 

UN4831-1
 

1982 0 16.6f19822321.5122923.5 231.5 24 30.6.821 88 80 5.60 17.711.11 60.6 2.0 15.8 14.3 
2371. :062. 25 Th5.5. - 

i1 23.717.5126.6122.219 8 2 1 21.6 22.6 22.8 252.0 25 21.7.82 93 81 2.75 18.9 0.801 7 8 43.0 1.4 16.8 15.4
 

AUG 123.7 17.420.6 22.4 21.5 22.6 22.9 280.1 28 8.8.82 90 93 2.19 19.2 1.11 72.6 2.3 16.2 -15.Q 

7. 1 575M~ -K-2.18 )22.6 16.1119.4121.0 20.5 21.9 22.2 255.8 22 17.9.2 88 89 1.8( 17.2"0. 77. 2.6 14.6 10.5 
, -2- 22 a J 7....5 

http:17.711.11
http:14.70.86
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IUMLE REPORT ON
 

WLIZE; FINGER.MILIT AND. SO)MEN, 1983 

1. 

Varietal screening 	field experiments were conducted at the Tjtmle 
Agricultural Centre (LC) and in its target villages on Maize, Finger, 
millet and Soybean during 1982 season. Amarillo del Bajio and Khk.ni 
Yellow maize varieties were found high yielding varieties of maize 
in FFT. Kakani Yellow and wereRampur-1 indicated superior genotypes 
of maize in NIIDP varietal trial. Likewise, Arun-2 and Kakani Yellow 
wure the favourite maize varieties of the farmers. 

Dalle-1 and NE 1304-43 were shown superior cultivars of finger
millet in A.V. T., whereas Farmer Field Trials (FIT) indicated NE 1304
43 and NE 6401-26 superior germplnsm of' finger-millet. 

PK-739/+ and Culcst varicties of soybean with maize (Kakani Yellow) 
produced highest yields. PFK-73 94 and Desoto with maize produced 
highest gross returns. Varietal trial showed UPSLY-2 and Ransom 
highest yielders of soybean. Fungicidal trial conducted soybeanon 
indicated 	that sprrVing of Dithane atM-45 20 days interval effectively 
controls the fungl diseases (F.E.). Weeding trial carried out .on 
soybean showed that uncd removed after 30 days of sowing produces 
best results. Lujle-'and Colutilis varietim of soybean were found 
giving best results when sown at 5cm depth. Spacing trial conducted 
on the sane varicties indicated that 40cm apart planted crops produce 
highest yields. Columbus and Iumle-1 were found giving highest yields 
when planted on 10th of May and 25th of April respectively. FFT 
indicated Lumle-1 as tho highest yielding variety of soybean. 

2. 	 Inrduti 
The Lumle Agricultural Centre is situated at an altitude of 16 75m 

with a total area of approximately 58 hectares of land. The annual 
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precipitation it receives is 5143mm (203") (an average of 12 years). 

The very endeavour of LIC's Agronomy Section has been to provide 
new knowledge and skills on improved agricultural techniques to 
farmers so that they become better off in their staple crops such as
 
maize, wheat, potato and 
leguros thereby improving their livelihood. 
To achieve the above ijnntioned goal we conduct simple invstigational
 
exercises (based on the farmers problems) 
 to back up extension work
 
and carry out the laier as the 
 main program with an equal importance 
to training activitiur.
 

Extension Activities
 

Till now- LXC has been covring the following main extension 
services in its tarpot villages, though, efforts are being made to 
channel these services to the appropriate agencies. A start has already 

been made in this roani. 

C.-0rvi ccs 

A. Input supply, 

B. Village based secd multiplication program, 

C. Seed dressing program, 

D. Grain storne program, 

E. Village based training program, and 
F. Investigational exercises on farmrs' plot. 

Suplyof Inputs 

Supply of inputs is a major problzm in the hills because of 
difficult torrene, lack of communication ancl villages situated beyond 

the easy roach.
 

In the pursuit of overcoming this problem all possible efforts
 
are being made to multiply improved seeds in the villgtes in close 
supervision of village based field staff and LAC based staff. The 
results have been excellent on this aspect. 

The amount of seed shown in the table given below was produced 

in the villages by the farmers themselves:
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Seed Distribution
 

Year Maize (kg., 
 Soybean (kg.) 
1974 
 28 
 0
1975 
 443 109
1976 
 380 
 300
1977 
 700 
 2511978 3,920 
 300
1979 
 5,526 3401980 11,517 
 681
 
1981 15,685 	 7361982 	 4,800 (to date) 
 ot available 

(2,395 K. Yellow + 2405 
Arun-2)
 

The farmers have also been provided seed dressing and grain storage
services. These ex.:rcisos 	have enabled the farmers to safe gubrd
seeds and food grains against insect/diseases. 

The farmers have been able to overcome the problems such as how
 
to apply 	chmicals and how much, how to control insects and with 
what etc through the training program conducted in the villages. The 
farmers have also hbcn 	 tiven training on simple seed selection 
techniques, such as miss soloction, to improving the quality of seed. 

3. 	Invostipational Excri es 
We have beca conucting simple trials and investigational exer

cises at the centre Vnd also in the target villages to find out
 
appropriate tuchnolory 
and high yieldin -, disease/insect resistant 
varieties of major .ird other crops. In this cndeavour, we are working
in close collabortion with the National Crop Development Programs. 

Materials 	/ Methods /Resu b and Discussions
 
Trials / Investipational -xrcisos in the Villapes
 

3.1 Farmers'IFld Trial on Haize: 

The performunce of Kplni Yullow has been satisfactory over 
the years which has given on an average 65% higher yield over 
local types (aver.ge thisof more than six years). However, 
maize does not fit in rice based cropping pattern nor is it 	 easily 
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adjusted in high altitudes. In the pursuit of finding an answer 

to this problem vre have been conducting FFT in the villages and 

other varietal selection at IAC. On the whole, the exercises 

have been a rewarding one. 

FarmersI Field Trials were conducted at 17 locations of 

which 10 are reported below and the r,-maining seven were 

destroyed by hilstone. 

Si. Varic.ty / 
Location Rnmpur Amarillo H-aikamana Kakani Arun Khumal Local 

No. Location Comp. deljio 1 Yellow 2 Yellow variety 

1. Dhikurpkhiari 4267 5977 2909 3714 4129 4464 2362 
2, Salyan 
3. Bhadaure 

3665 
1434 

5214 
1675 

2094 
1388 

4244 2943 
2017 1634 

3071 
3662 

3603 
2270 

4. Langadi 2770 4027 2978 5189 2089 2790 2718 
5. Ghandruk 2312 2812 3251 2389 2462 2623 3955 
6. Sikha 4667 5293 4386 4273 440,4 4783 1025 
7. Dhampus 3002 3861 1467 2640 2172 3408 2021 
8. Ramche 4289 3733 1537 3913 3867 3022 2309 
9. Histan-Mandali 3010 4587 4826 2930 2002 2589 3477 
10.Lekhphat 2105 2276 1369 3789 2456 4044 1969 

Ave. Yield (T/ha.) 3.122 3.946 2.621 3.510 2.816 3.446 2.571 

Ranking 4 1 6 2 5 3 7 

On an averane arillo del Bajio has produced the highest 

yield (3.946 t/ha) followed by Kakani Yellow (3.510 t/ha) and 

Khumol Yellow (3.446 t/ha). One of the favourite varieties of 

maize naxrly Arun-2 has stood fifth in the ranking with an 

averag, yield of 2.816 t/ha. 

Across th- locations, Amarillo del Bajio has outyielded 

all other varicties at Dhikurpokhari, Salyan, Sikha and Dhampus. 

Similarly, K'iial Yellow was obsurvcd superior at Bhadaure and 

Lekhphant. Likewise, Kakani Yellow, Local, Rampur Composite and 

Mar.dmaena-1 were found as the best yielding varieties at 

Langadi, Ghandruk, Ramche anld Histrin-Mandali respectively. 

The farmers have indicated Anm-2 as the variety of their 

choice which is reflected in their seud demdnd which is an increase 

of 92.75% (2405 kg as conparud to last year (1248 kgs.). 



Farmers' Field Trial (LAC) (1982)
 

S. 
N. N, 

Dhipur-
P~~~okhariPokhari 

(1) 

1. Rampur 4.207(3) 

Composite
2. Amarillo del 5.977(1) 

3. Manakaoana-l 2.909(6) 

4. Kakani Yellow 3.714(5) 


5. Arun-2 
 4.129(4) 


6. Khumal Yellow 4.463(2) 


7. 	 Local variety 2.362(7) 
F' test(O.05) ** 

CV % 17.806 


L.S.D.at 5% 
 1.727 t/ha 


Analysis of pooled data
 
Treatments x Locations
 
cv%
 

Mandali 

(2) (3) (4) 
 (5) (6) (7) 
 (9) (i0) 


-
3.665(3) 1.434(6) 2.770(5) 2.012(7) 4.667(3) 2.002(3) 4.289(1) 3.010(4) 2.105(5) 


5.214(1) 1.675(4) 4.027(2) 2.812(3) 5.293(1) 3.861(l) 3.733(4) 4.587(2) 2.276(4) 


2.094(7) 1.388(7) 2.978(3) 3.251(2) 4.336(5) 1.467(7) 1.537(7) 4.826(1) 1.369(7) 


4.244(2) 2.013(3) 5.189(1) 2.389)6) 4.273(6) 2.640(4) 3.913(2) 2.930(5) 3.789(2) 

2.943(6) 1.634(5) 2.089(7) 2.462(5) 4.404(4) 2-172(5) 3.867(3) 2.002(7) 2.456(3) 

3.071(5) 3.662(1) 2.790(4) 2.623(4) 4.783(2) -.408(2) 3.022(6) 2.589)6) 4.044(1) 


3.603(4) 2.270(2) 2.718(6) 3.955)1) 1.025(7) 2.021(6) 2.309(5) 3.477(3) 1.969(6)
i7S. 
 ** S** S NS .1 


21.032 18.159 
 14.385 
 3.245 27.805 18.281 
 23.101 32.795 15.124
 
- O.893t/ha - 0.903t/ha - l.l0t/ 
 - 0.952t/ha 

L.S.D.at 5%
* Figures in parenthesis V represent the ranking. 
Each site had two replications. 


Sallyan Bhadaure 
 Langdi Ghandruk 
Sikha Dhampus Ranche Histan- Lekhphant Mean Yie- -- - "
 
ld (t/ha)
 

at 12%
 

tom
o i s t u r e
 
3.116(4)
 

3.946(.)
 

2.621(6)
 

3.509(2)
 

2.816(5)
 

3.446(3)
 

2.571(7
 
*
 

28.761
0,818 t/ha
 

http:L.S.D.at
http:L.S.D.at
http:test(O.05
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3.2 	 Ninikit Demonstration 

The object of the exercise was to popularize improved varie

ties of maize among the farmers and also to bring more areas 

under improved maize. 

1 total of 18 minikit demonstration was put at 18 different
 

locations but the results were reported only from 13 locations 

with satisfactory perfonmance. In the remaining 5 locations 

hailstone caused the dmnage. 

Performance of Arun-2 (/.685 t/ha) Dharapani (Dhikurpokhari 

Panchayat) and Kakani Yellow (4.172 t/ha) at Gapar (Dana 

Panchayat) were excellent, 

3.3 	 Farmers' Field Trial at the Centre (LiC/AGRO/T/Mz/2/82) 

The objective of the exercise was to find out high yielding, 

early maturing, disease r-,cistant variieties of maize as compare 

to recomnendod variety (Kakani Yell ,) and local r.enotypes. The 

trial also ai;ncd to study the yield variation in FFT conductd. 

in target area with that of experimental plot at the centre. 

The trial was disimnd in RBD with two replications and 

the plot size used was 6 m2 . Ei.ht varieties were tested against 

local and Kakani Yellow. 
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(Mean of 2 Repli

cations) 
-P o0 Lodging % Disease (0.5) Yield 

Variety t 

C- P at 12% 
+ - Moist

t 4 ure 

01 CGanesh-2 
 28 90 144 148 0 
 12 2 1 02 1 2 0 2 1.786 
02 Manakamna 
23 941416 
 12 0 
 9 312 20 2 
 10 2 1.642 
03 Rampt-2 28 9 14 10 11 0 
 81 5 11 2 3 1 2 1.444
 

04R0117-188 00 10 39 
 2 14 10 2 1.407
 
05 run-2Bae5T 30
-- - - • 
 3= 0 2 1.58806 Rampur C. 19 981716 A2 (0 9749 I 0 2 1 1.54+5
 

Lumle Loca-l 30 8713I4607 2 0 13 044 0 8 4 1 1.257
 
08 Kakani Y. cy
0F4 Ra- t1~o~)N2.8 47 9-2-414 0 12 2 12 2 01332 
09 Amarillo 25 1449 196 15 0 97 3 2 1
 

del Bajio 
 1 3 2.073 

10 ,Khumal Y. 23 9116 180 19 0 451 41 

IF' - test (P=.0,5) - 8 

cv % NS 

39.24 
•-BT. = Bare Tips.
 



Amarillo del Bajio has topped all other varieties by produ

cing the highest yield (2.073 t/ha) leaving Kakani Yellow (1.838 

tAa), Ganesh-2 (1.786 t/ha and Khumal Yellow (1.785 t/ha) in 

second, third ard fourth positions respectively° Arun-2 was 

placed in the sixth position after Manakamana-2. 

Arun-2 has taken 85 days to 50% silking and matured (135 

days) more or less with the local (132 days). 

3.4 NMP Varietal Trial (4GN) L'X/AGR/Mz/1/82 

The objective of the experimont was to develop superior 

gonotypes for temperate region of Nepal. The trial was designed 

in RBD with 4 replications. Planting was done on 26 April 1982. 

Fertilizer was applied @120-60-40 gs NM/ia plus F. Y.K @iOt/ha. 

The result is summarizcd below: 

Treatment Variety Yield (T/ha) at 12 % M'oisture 
No. 

01 Ganesh-2 4.361 

02 Manaka ana-2 4.769 

03 Rampur-2 4.608 

04 Irun-4 4.472 

05 Arun-2 3.565 

06 Rapuri-- 1 5.180 

07 Rampur Composite 3.365 

08 Khuarl Yellow 4.698 

09 Sarlahi Seto 

10 Kacni Yellow 5.682 

'F' test (P=0.05) SIG 

CV % 12.874 
L.S.D. at 5% 0.998 t/ha 

Kakani Yellow has produced the highest yield (5.602 t/ha) 

followed by Rampur-1 (5.180 t/ha) and Manakamana-2 (4.769 

tAa). 
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Arun-2 and Arun-/+ have taken 79 days to 50% silking and 

matured in 129 and 130 days respectively. Rampur 1 was observed 
as the latest maturing variety which took 153 days. 

Rampur-1 (239 cm), Khumnal Yellow (237 cm) and Ganesh-2 
(227 cm) were observed as tallest varieties, whereas Arun-2 (208m), 
Manakamana-2 (210 cm) and Rampur-2 (212 cm) were found as shortest 
varieties.
 

The highest number of root lodging was found in Ganesh-2 
(27%), followed by Khumnal Yellow (26%) and Arun-4 (20%). Fifteen 
percent root lodfing was observed in Arun-2. 

The hiFhest number of open husk cover was observed in 
Manakana-2 (,'or) 'u,.w upur-1 (25%). 

The occurrmnce of cob rot disease was noticed highest in
Khumal Yellow (392) followed by Hanakiamana-2 (36%), Rampur-2 
(331'0), liampur Composite (29,'1), Ganesh-2 (24%) arid Rampur-1 (23%).Arun-4 arid Irun-2 have scored below 16% cob rot infection. 
Rampur-2 was foand the most susceptible to comon rust followed 
by Manolamara arnd Khumal Yellow. StlLk rot, Helminthosporium, 
Physoderma and Curvulzria were noticed in almost all the 

varieties.
 

Insect darnge was observed highest in Manakamana-2, Rampur 
Composite and Khumal Yellow. 

3.5 Breeding Work on Maize (HMGN) 

This is the sucond y:.ar since we 
entered in a breeding
 
program on high land matcrials of maize in close collaboration
 
with the National Maize Development Program, Rmnpur. The
 
objective 
 of the exercise was to develop buperior genotypes of 
maize for higher hills. 

Selected Materials were as Follows:
 
Ganr:oh-2 H,- ib 
 adlt a SelectedCobsFemale rows 
 _ 
 184 
 314
 
Male 
 - 150
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The 	 selected materials wero sent to IMDP for further evalua

tion. 

4. 	 Fftr Mille 

Finger millet as a crop plays an important role in the hill 

farming. It dos fairly well even under low rainfall and low fertility 

and rcquir s no special attention in its storagc. This crop is rotated 

with maize. 

At LOC, no work was don, on this crop till now. However, from 

this 	year we have entered in finper millet improvcment work in close 

collaboration with NMDP, Hnmpur. 

4.1 	 Finvoer Iillat..,_cc3 V.riotrl Trial (1982) (HMGN) './.C/AGlO4!/

Mt/2/82 

The objcctive of the trial was to scree1 *1.- u'tnble variety/ 

varieties of fin,_,r millet undur the ngro-climatic condition or 

LLC. 

The trial ,ns designed in RBD with 4 replications. Plot 

size used was 2m X 2m. Mannring of nursery was done with FYM 

@ 12.9 t/ha and the trial plots were manured with composT @18.5 

t/ha. Seeds weru sown in the nursery on 24 April 1982 which 

subsuqucntly trmsplanted on 23 Jun, 1982. There were seven 

truatmcnts. 

Tr. 	 No, Variety Heodiy..- Days Maturity Days Grain Yield (T/h) 

1.4 E-6401-26 48 96 1. 500 ( 

2. NE-1305-55 33 73 1.593 (5) 
3. NE- 1304,43 59 137 2.425 (2) 

4. NE-1304-1 27 73 1.525 (6) 

5. NE-6401-22 92 150 2.013 (3) 

6. Dallo-1 84 137 2.975 (I) 

7. Locnl(Kal c hunde) 59 116 1.663 (4) 

'F' - test (P = 0.05) HS 
CV % 20.559 
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The highest grain yield 
was produced by Dalle-1 (2.975 t/ha)

followed by NE-130 4 - 4 3 (2.425 t/ha) and NE 6401-22 (2.013 t/ha), 

NE-1305- 5 5 and NE 1304- I took only 73 days to mature whereas 
NE-6 401-2 1502 took days and was the latost variety. 

4.2 Farmers' Field Trial on Finger Millet (HMGN) LC/iGRO/./Mt/3/82 

kt/3/82

The objective of the exercise was to find out the best 

var~oty of millet suitable for farmers' own :nvironment. 

L. S.D. at 5% 
0. 599 t/ha

L.S.D. at 1% 0.82 t/ha 

The trial ins design.,d in RBD with 3 replications. Plot 
size used was 2m X 2m. Nursury wids manured with FYM @ 12.9 t/ha 
and the trial plots were manured with compost @ 18.5 ton per
hectare. Seeds werc sown iJnth; nurs,-ry on 10 May 1982 which 
subsequently transplanted on 23 June 1952. There were five 
varieties incluling a local one. The result is pr':isentud below: 

(MeanTrt. Variety Heading 
of 3 n1 eaion)

Maturity Grain YieldNo. Days Days (T/ha,) 

1 NE- 1304-43 
 85 138 4.100 (1)

2 NE-1305-55 51 97 2.67.(4)
3. NE- 6401- 58 110 3.00 
4. I-1 43 34 84 2.125 "
5. Local 90 146 3.000 (3) 

'F' - test (P 0.05) SIG.C.% 

16.281L. S.D. ab 5% 0.927 t/ha. 

NE 1304-43 has yielded the hihst grain yield (4.100 t/ha)
followed 

401-26by ME-6 (3.200 t/ha) and Local (3.000 t/ha). 

IE-1 4 3 was the uarliest variety which took 84 days to mature 
whereas the Local took was 

the tested ones.
 

146 days and the latest variety among 
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4.3 	 Evaluation cf Local Finrr Milict Grmplasm 

During the season, a total of 51 varieties of finger millet 

was studied under the evaluation of varieties of Local Finger -

Millet gcrmplasm of which 25 typos wore received from the Pakhri

bas Agricultural Centre and the remaining 26 local varieties were 

from L'C target area.. These varieties were observed in a two 

replicated observation block. 

The varieties were: 

From PC : P..C series 1 to 25 

LC Local Types : Khuinjuri local, Pokhara local, Garpar 

local, Salija local (A to E), Sikha local, 

Bhuka local, Durlung local A & B, Ulleri 

local A and B, Sabot local, Gharamdi local, 

Puranogaun local, Ramchc local, Lekhphant 

local A and B, Lespar local, Khalanga local 

A and B, R-xmche local 'B' and Durlung 'C'. 

PAC-13 and PAC 18 complete failed to set grains. On an 

average grain yield basis Bhuka local topped the list (1. 1775 

t/ha) followed by Salija local 'A' (1.470 t/ha), Khuinjeri local 

( 1.450 t/ha), K-lo Bhlunde ( 1.410 t/ha), Puranogaun local ( 1. 330 

t/ha), Durlunr local 'C' (1.320 t/ha), Lekhphant local 'A' 

(1.310 t/ha), PAC-17 (1.285 t/ha), Salija local 'C' (1.250 t/ha) 

and Salija ?B' (1.230 t/ha). These germplasms wil]. be evaluated 

further with neccssary modifications. 

A moderate crop of soybean was harvested at the centre. Variety

wise availability of seed is given bjlow: 

1. 	lumle-1 462 

2. 	 Tainung-3 171
 

3. 	 Columbus 135 

4. 	 Daro 69 
Total: 837 kg 
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This crop is sloily catching up the momentum as a summer legume.

Farmers are now multiplying these varieties themselves as a result 
of which wore seeds are available in villages itself. A collection 
of demand for the seed is underway. 

5.1 Trials/Investiation LAC/AGROiT/Sb/7/82 

Coordinated Varietal Trial onSoybean Under Mize (1982)_(HMGN 

The objective of the trial was to find out high yieldting 
disease resistnt cultivar suitable for intercropping environment 
in hills. 

The trial was designed in RBD with 3 replications. Plot 
size used was 9.6 sq.m. (4.8 sq.m. net). Fertilizer was applied 
@ 60-60-30 kg,s N:P:K/ha (for maize). The half dose (30 kgs N/ha)
N was 	 applied when the maize crop was at knee high stage. Soybean 
seeds were treated with Rhizobium culture prior to planting. 
Crops were planted on 8 Ky 1982. 

The Result is Presented Below: 

Ent. 	Soybean 
 ield 	 Ran- Maize Yield Ran- Maize +(t/h) (t/h)	 Ran
at Varie-ly at/1at 1;%at 12% Soybean 
Mois-No. 	 Mois-Varieties ture king Used ture king Yield (t/h) king 

01 Ransom 0.750 3 K. Yelow 2.805 11 3.555 902 	 Sathiya 0.638 "4 3.596 6 4.234 503 	 11.4 
 o.565 
 6 " 2.827 10 3.392 1004 	 KS419XKS525 0.834 1 3.389 4.223" P 	 605 	 Celest 0.548 8 " 4.002 3 	 4.550 2
06 	 (300229)-1-8 Shh

shih X SRF 400 0.361 10 3.764" 4 4.125 707 	 Clark-63 
 0.351 11 " 2.899 9 3.250 1208 	 Gasoy-17 0.575 
 5 " 2.794 12 3.369 1109 	 CES-16-IO3 0.554 7 3.135" 8 3.689 810 	 Desoto 078. 2 " 3.716 5 4.497 311 	 PK-7394 0.511 
 9 " 14.789 5.300 1
12 	 Hile 
 0.337 12 4.078 2 4.415 4 
'F'- test (P=0.05) 
 SIG.
 
L. at 

L. S D. 	 17.527t 5%1.209 	 t/ha 
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The treatment No. 11 (Soybean-FK-7394 (0.511 t/ha) and 
Kakani Yellow (4.789 t/ha) has produced the highest grain yield 
(5.300 t/ha) followed by Treatment No. 5 (4.550 t/ha). (Soybean 
var. - Celest (0.548 t/ha), Kakani Yellow (4.002 t/ha) and 
Treatment No. 10 (4.497 t/ha) (Soybean var. - Desoto (0.781 t/ha), 

Kakani Yellow (3.716 t/ha). 

When the soybean crop was considerea alone, Treatment No. 4, 
KS419XKS525, has produced the hif:ghest grain yield (Q.834 t/ha) 
followed by Desoto (0.781 t/ha) and Ransom (0.' 1 t/ha). The 
result suggests that Desoto (second ranking when soybean is 
considered alone) could be a suitable cultivar under maize which 
in combination with maize has produced the 3rd highest grain 
yield. Desoto being an early variety could fit into crop 
rotation easily. 

On Economic Terms 

With present market price (Soybean - Rs. 5.63/kg, Maize -
Rs. 2.86/kg) the Treatmeiit No. 11 (FK-7394 + Maize) has produced 
the highest economic gross returns (Rs. 16,573.4/ha) followed 
by Treatment No. 10 (Dr'soto + Maize) Rs. 15,024.7/ha) and 
Treatment 	 No. 5 (Cclest + Maize) (Rs. 14,530.9 per hectare). 

Desoto was observed as the earliest maturing variety which 
took 63 days to flower and 125 days to mature. Hill took 134 

days to mature while Sathiya and Celest took 141 days. 

The highest nwiber of pods/plant was found highest in 
PK-7394 (39 pods/plant) followed by Gasoy-7 (29 pods/plant). 
Desoto, (300229)-1-8-Shih-shih X SRF 400 and 11.4 each recorded 

28 pods/plant. 

5.2 	Soybean Varietal Trial (Monoculture) (IAC) LAC/A'GR/T/Sb/6/82 

The objective of this experiment was to find out superior 
genotypes of soybean as a monocrop under the agro-climatic 
condition of LAC. The trial was designed in (3 X 3) Balanced 
Lattice with 9 replications. P Lanting was done on 13 May 1982. 
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A total of 9 genotypes was evaluated and the result is presented 

below: 

Trt. Variety (14-n of 4, Repoicai+ons)Days to Grai Yield (T/ha)No. Maturity at 12% M C. 
Lumlo-1 178 2.245 (8) 

2 KS419 X KS525 150 3. 280 (4)
3 UPSLYj 138 3.661 (I)
4T- -1-8) Shh- 146 3.105 (6)

shih-SRF 400 
5 Ransom 145 3.489 (2) 
6 Tainung-3 150 3.243 (5) 
7 Local 150 2.680 (7) 
8 Sathiya 130 3.376 (3) 
9 Gurans 150 1.706 (9) 

IFI - test (P=.0!0 5 ) SIG 
Cr % 24.261
L.S.D. at 5% 1 .052 t/ha 

UPSLY-2, an early maturinE variety, has produced the highest 
mean grain yield (3.661 t/ha) followed by Ransom (3.489 t/ha) 
and Sathiya (3.376 t/ha). 

5.3 Funicidal Trial on Solban (LAG) LAC/AGRO/T/Sb/4/82 

The objective of the experiment waL to outfind the effecti
veness of Dithane M-45 spraying in controlling soybean fungal 
diseases (FE, andPR) its response on yield. 

The trial was desicped in RBD with 4 replications. The 
crop was sown on 29 April 1982. The variety used was Tung Chang 
Large. Manuring was done with only compost @ 7 t/ha. 

Dithane M-45 was sprayed @ 3 gins/iit, in 10, 20 and 30 days 
interval. The first spray was given after 60 days of the crop 
sowing. The result is presented below: 
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(Mean of 1. Ren=cations) 
Ent. 

Treatment 
Plant 
Stand 

Pods/ Grain Yield 

No. 
at 
Harvest Plant 

T/ha at 
12% MCo 

Rank 

1 
2 

Control 

Ditharie M-45 10 Days 
53 
50 

52 

65 

2.341 

2.689 
4 
1 

3 

4 

to 

" 

K-45 20" 

1-45 30 " 

54 

52 

59 

53 
2.657 

2,418 
2 

3 
IF' -_ test (P=-0.05) NS 

CV % 12.233
 

The highest grain yield was produced by Treatment No. 2 
(Dithane M-45 10 days interval) (2.689 t/ha) followed by Treat
ment No. 3 (20 days interval) and Treatment No. 4 (30 days
interval). Th, lowest yield was recorded from the Control 

(2.341 t/ha).
 

Cercozrcra Leaf Spot ( s Hara) a ftnral. 
disease, was observed in all the treatments. Slight occurrence 
of this disease was noticed in the plot having Dithane M-45 
sprayed at 10 days interval and intensity of the disease increased 
a3 the interval of Dithane M-45 spraying widened causing heaviest 
occurrence on Control plots. The: result suggrests that Dithane 
K4-15 sprayed at 20 days interv-a can check the disease effecti
vely as the grain yield in this treatment is nearly equal with 
that of the highest yielding treatment and the number of sprays cuts 
by half. 

5. 4 WeedCntrol ExPeriment on Sorbn (LAG) LAC/AGRO/i/Sb/5/82 

The objective of the exorcise was to find out the critical 
period of manual weeding in soybean husbandry under the agro
climatic condition of 1JC. 

The trial was designed in RBD with 4 replications. The 
crop was sown on 7 May 1982. Fertilizer was appliecd @0-60-30 
kg/NFK/ha plus compost @7 t/ha. The soybean variety used was 
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Luile-1. There were seven treatments. The result is presented 
below:
 

Ent. Plant Pods/ Grain Yiejd
 
Treatment 
 Stand~~(Tlh ) ata

No. Harvest Plant 12% N. C. 

1 Wecd removed 15 days /2 93 1.071 3 
2 " , 30 " 57 77 1.455 2 
3 45 " 32 74 0.884 4 
47 ' 0 ' 35 97 0.785 5 
5 " " 75 " 34 $0 70.399 

6 Weed removed 59 131 1.589 

throughout the
 
crop period
 

7 Control 
 28 54 O.1448 6 

'F' - test (P=0.05) SIG%. 42.661L. S.D. at 5 0.599 T/ha. 

The Treatment No. 6 (Weed removed throughout the crop period) 
was the best yiealdr (1.589 t/ha) followed by Treatment No. 2
(weed removed after 30 days of t;owinrg) and Treatment No. 1 
(weed removed after 15 days of sowing). At this stage, the 
result suggests that the removing of weed after 30 days of 
sowing is as rtcA as weeded throughout the crop period as there 
is no sirnificant difference in yields between these two 
treatments.
 

5.5 Effect of Depth of Planting Cumn Variety on Socyan Germination 
l,C/ARO/T/Sb/3/8 

2 

The objective of the exercise was to find out the best planting
depth in relation to soybean germination. Soybean varieties used 
were Lumle-1 and Columbus. The trial was designed in RBD with
4 replications. Kanuring was done with compost and FIM @14 t/ha 
respectively. The crop sown 16was on May 1982. There were 
six treatments. 
The result is presented below:
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(Mean of 4 Replications) 
Ent. Variety Days to Grain Yield 
No. Emergence T/h at 1;% MC. 

1 Lumle-1 (5 cm) 7 3.874 1 

2 Lumle-1 (8 cm) 10 3.342 5 

3 Lumle-1(0 cm) 15 2.827 6 
4 Columbus (577- 7 3.611 2 

5 Columbus (8 cm) 10 3.393 4 

6 Columbus(t0 cm) 15 3.588 3 

'F' - test (P=0.05) NS 

CV % 25.399 

Soybean seed planted at 5 cm depth took only 7 days to 

germinate, 8 cm depth sowing took 10 days and 10 cm depth sowing 

took 15 days to eierge. 

Lumlc-1 planted at 5cm depth has produced the highest grain 

yield followed by Columbus planted at 5 cm depth and Columbus 

planted at 10 em depth. Tho result suggests that soybean seed 

planted at 5cm depth produces best rusults. 

5.6 Soybean Spaciri Cu4n Variety Trial (LAC) LAC/AGRO/T/Sb/2/82 

The objective of the excrcise us to find out the best 

planting arr na tment for indeterminate and determinate varieties 

of soybean under monoculture condition. 

The trial ,rs designed in RBD with 3 replications. Manuring 

was done with compost only (farmers' practice). Soybean seeds 

were treated with rhizobium culture by slurry tuchnique (prior 

to sowing). Sowing was done on 4 May 1982. There were six 

treatments. The result is presented below: 
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(Mean of 3 RfeDeUjflns)

Et. Variety
No. Seeds/ Pods/ Grain YieldPod Plant T/h at 12%12 Rank 

1 Lumle-1 (60 cm) 2 123 2.286 6
 
2 Columbus(60 cm) 2 
 69 2.822 3 
3 Lumle-1 (10cm) 2 79 2.626 4 
4 Columbus(40 cm) .2 69 3.196 1
 
5 ume-1 (30 cm) 2 87 2.609 5 
6 Columbus(30 en) 2 65 3.024 2 

'F' - t ,.st (P=0.0 5 ) SIG
 
Cv % 6.775
 
L.S.D. at 5% 0.341 t/ha. 

The entry immber 4 (Columbus planted at 40 cm apart has 
produced the hithest grain yield (3.196 t/ha) followed by entry 
number 6 (3.024 t/ha) (Columbus planted at 30 cm apart) and 
entry number 2 (2.822 t/hn) (Columbus planted at 60 em apart). 
When Lumle-1 )lec is considered, the entry numbcr 3 (Lumle-1 
planted at 40 hascm apart) ;,iven the b st yield. The result 
of the expei.imcnt su'gu ts thet, Columbuis and bLItiae-1 planted at 
40 cm apart produce hi,h,:st yields. 

5.7 Date of SowinpTri' l 'o , (Lc)oan I,[C/AG14/T/Sb/1/82 

The objective of the trij1 was to find out the optimum 
planting dates for promising cultivars of soybean under the 
agro-climatic condition of Lumle. 

The trin]1 was designed in split plot dosigyn with 3 replica
tions. Manurin, was donL with cormoost only @ 23.8 t/ha. Soybean 
varieties used were tlumlo-1 and Columbus. The result is
 

presented below:
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Trt. 	SowingPo. Soin -i. ey Plant Stand Pods Seeds/At Harvest Plant Grain YieldPod T/ha at 12% MC 

1 	 25-4- EuMle-1 36 57 2 5.267 (3),982 Columbus 34 68 2 5.1E2 (4)
64 2 5.1212 	 10-5- Lumle-1 40 


1982 Columbus 
 58 42 2 7.740 ( 1)3 	 25-5 lumle- I 37 42 2 4.259 (6)1982 V 63 44 2 .1 	 (2)
4 	 10-6- Lumle-1 57 36 2 3.430 (8)1982 Columbus 62 33 2 3.268(I0) 
5 25-6- Lumle-1 45 37 2 3.749 	(7)1982 Columbus 64 36 2 3.347 (9) 
6 11-7- TAnle-1 14 10 2 0.152(12)1982 Columbus 23 24 2 0.392( 11) 

'F' - test (P=0.0 5 ) SIG 
CV % 

26.184 
L.S.D. at 5% 1.789 	 t/ha. 

Columbus sown on May 10, 1982 has produced the hiChest grain
yield (7.740 t/ha) followed by Columbus sown 	 on May 25, 1982
(6.128 t/ha) and Iule-1 sown on April 25, 1982 (5.527 t/ha). 

5.8 	 Farmers' Field Trial on Sobean Villa IVC"AGR0/Sb/ 9/82 
The objective of the exercise was to find out the yielding

capabilities of improved varieties of soybean in the farmers' 
plot and also to popularize improved cultivars of soybean among 
the farmers. 

The trial wis designed in RBD with two replications. Plot
size used was 2m X 1m. Manuring was done as per the farmers' 
practice. Sowing of the crop was done on May 12, 1982. 

The result is summarized below: 
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(Moan of 2.Replications)
Ent. Variety 
 Days to Grain Yied (T/j -
No. Maturity at 12 M.C. 

1 Lumle-1 180 .3.175.(1) 
2 Columbus 112 2.597 (3)
3 Tainung-:3- 156 2.568 (4)
4 Local. 160 3.044 (2 

IF' - +,st (PIO.0 5 ) NS 
CV % 

22.909 

The hi!-'hest yield produced bywas Lumle-1 (3. 175 t/ha) 
follcwcd by Locl (3.044 t/ha) and Columbus (2.597 t/ha).
Columbus took 112 days to mature, 20 days after the Local and 
took 10 day-. 

5.9 Initial Evaluation of' Bu:n (L,1) L/AGR0/TISb/8/8 2 

~--

The objective of th,. cxercisu- was to study the performance 

of promising be.ans under th,: liro-climritic condition of LAC. 

Thc trial v s desirgncd in RBD uith two replications. Plot
 
size used was 2n X 2n and sowin,- was done on May 25, 1982. The 
result is presented below: 

Ent. Vari(ty (Mean of 2 Replications)Days to Plant Stand 
No. 

Pods Grain Yield 
Maturity at Harvest T/hPlant 
 at 12% MC 

1 Winged Bn 
- !

2 Gurans 111 25 12 0.275 -4
3 DrMle-1 180 38 33 1.063 (I)
4 A-21 98 35 12 1.038 (2)
5 Local ija) 85 41 13 0.425(3) 

'F' - tust (P=.0 5 ) SIG
 
CV % 

27.679
 
L.S.D. at 5% 

0.43 t/ha.
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Among the tested beans, Lumle-1 was the best yielder (1.063 
t/ha) followed by A-21 (1.038 t/ha) and Local (Salija) (0.425 
t/ha). Winged bean did not germinate. 

Sxnnrv of the Rer
 
° With the help from the 
National Maize Development Program we have 

been able to screen Arun-2 maize variety for our target farmers. 
This maize being an early type, easily fits into the crop rotation 
in the hither hills (6,500' KL). This maize has also been grown 
successfully on the paddy field as an early crop before the rice. 

Minikit demonstration on improved cultivars of maize has been a 
significant one as it has achieved its objective. In one hand, this
 
exercise 
 was able to bring largeor acreage under improved maize and
 
on the other hand, it has provided the farmers to select the variety
 
of maize according to their choice.
 

This is the second yuar since we participated in the breeding
 
program in close collaboration with NMDP. It is too early to say
 
anything on this but we hope the exercise will be a worthwhile one. 

In general, KdQni Yellow continues to be the winner maize in 

our target area.
 

For the first time we conducted a few varietal trials (3) onfinger millet at LAC. Therefore, our experience with this crop is 

just of one year and it would be wrong to sun up anything on this 
crop. However, one year's resi--t indicates Dalle-1, NE1404-43, 
NE6401-22, NE6401-26, PAC-17 and some local types as promising 

cultivars of finger millet. 

Trial works on soybean revealed that Lumle-1 and Columbus are 
best variety of soybean. These varieties have been doing well in 
the past also. Some of the new varieties such as FK-7394, Desoto, 
Ransom and UPSLY-2 are proving themselves as promising cultivars. 
Lumle-1 and Columbus planted at 5cm depth with 40 cm spacing have 
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produced best results. Spraying of Dithane 1M-45 at 20 days interval 
to control fungal disease on soybean has been as effective as that 
of 20 days interval. One weeding Aven after 30 days of sowing of 
the crop has been effective of control weeds in soybean crop. 

,Icknobaa.Qdernen 
We f-el ourselves privilored for having viven this opportunity 

by the National Maize Development Program to present this paper at 
this 	10th Sumner Crops Workshop. We would also like to gratefully 
acknowledge the 	 GIIPhelp of NIMP, ,nd Soil Division, Khumaltar for 
supplying us with .matriols roquird for triils. We look forward
 
for such considerate help and cooperation in future as well.
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SM CROPS REPORT:._1982 
INTEGRIWED HILL DEVEIDPMENT PROJECT 

- M.D. Bhatta and
J.S. 	 Gaudin 

This 	report summarizas IHDP activities in maize and fingermillet 

during 1982. 

1. 	 Maize 

Seed Production 

A total of 1.6 ton seed was collected from 10 farmers in 5 areas 
situated within a day's walk of Charikot, the headquarter of Dolakha 

district, Janakpur Zone. 

In Sindhupalchowk district 500 kg seed from six farmers were 
collucted near the market twon of Barhbise on the Kodari Highway. 

The 	varieties multiplied were: Khumal Yellow and Rampur Composite. 

The price paid was Rs.10 per Pathi plus transportation cost which 

averaged Rs.1.82 per Pathi. 

Overall the season was good. It was a little dry at planting time 
but sowing was not delayed. The farmbrs in our program area generally 
cultivated their fields better than last year. Cob formation was 
normal. Harvest was delayed by about a week due to wet conditions. 
Because of these wet conditions some of the grain became mouldy due to 
lack of care in hanging and drying the cobs. 

The 	drop-out rate of farmers in this program has traditionally 
been high and this year vts no exception. Of the 78 farmers who asked 
to be included in the program, 56 bought seed and 16 sold someonly back 

or most of their harvest. 
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The high drop-out rate is the result of a number of reasons including; 

other market opportunities, lack of follow-up by our staff, poor wheat 
harvest or poor paddy crop in the field, lack of porters for transporting 
seed to our centres, good seed source from the local HMG Agricultural
 

Farm.
 

However, the SPIS Froject within the AIC gave a seed production
 
training at Charikot during August 
 1982 and many of the farmers invited
 
to participate were very impressed. This has given a boost to our
 
program. 

The SPIS will takeo over the supervision of our seed production
 
program in future Lnd work in
the will collaboration with the ADO whnse
 
staff already participate in the field work.
 

Trials
 

From the National Maize Dovelopm,nt Program, trials were contwo 

ducted and in 
 addition, variety screening ws continued from last year. 

National Program FFT
 

Objective : To 
 find out the superior maize gcnotypes for different 

agro-climatic regions of the country. 

location : Bench Panchayat Dolakha district 

2100 m altitude 

South facing 

Rleplications : 2 (Two) 

Fertilization: 120:60:40 PRK/haN-, 

Plot Size : 4 rows 3 in long 

Spacing : 75 X 25 cm2 

Planting Date: March 24, 1982 

Harvest Date : October 8, 1982 
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Variety 
Days to 

Silk 
Plant 
Height 

Ear 
Height 

Plant 
Stand 

No. of 
Ears 

Yield 

Lays) (cm) (cm) (No. (No.) (ks/ha) 

Rampur-1 116 149 66 .16 17 3889 
Raypur-2 123 124 49 16 16 3777 
Manakamana-2 119 166 70 11 12 3444 
Ganesh II 111 149 8r 12 13 3333 
Arun-2 107 117 40 13 13 3000 
Rampur Comnosite 122 143 60 6 8 2556 
Local Variety 110 167 90 12 13 1778 

NMDP Varietal Trial 

Objective and Trial design were as f- r the FFT 

Location Sindhupalchowk district 

2100 m altitude 

South facing 

Variety 
Days to 
50% Silk 

Plant 
Height 

Ear 
Height 

Plant 
Stand 

No. of 
Ears 

Yield 

(Days) (cm) (cm) (no.) (no.) (ko/ha) 

Rampur-1 120 149 69 18 21 4889 
Manakamana-2 123 130 58 18 20 4822 
Arun-2 103 124 43 18 19 4667 
Ganesh-2 112 140 57 15 16 4600 
Arun-4 105 125 41 14 16 4067 
Rampur-2 122 150 61 7 8 3889 
Khumal Yellow 126 145 72 16 17 3778 
Rampur Composite 127 154 54 11 13 3333 
Lcal 113 193 87 9 11 2+44 
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Maize Varietal Trial - IHDP 

Objective To evaluate the popular varieties of the region 

Location Bonch, 2100 m, South facing 

Method As the two national triels described in earlier 

Planting Date : March 25, 1982 

Hatvesting Date : Seccr week of October, 1982 

Resullts 

Variety 
Plant 
Height 

Ear 
Height 

Plant 
Stand 

No. of 
Ears 

Yield 

(cm) (cm) (no.) (no.) (k ha) 

&anesh-2 150 71 11 12 3622 

Hetauda Composite 144 64 16 17 3406 
Rampur Composite 124 76 10 10 2472 

Local 180 79 12 13 2301 

Arun-2 107 36 8 8 2083 

Khjmal Yellow 128 8 . 14 14 1812 

Conclusion of Trial Reults 

As the trials were all basically the same, general conc2usions can 

be drawn using the whole of the data. 

1. The Arun varieties were consistently one month earlier than the 

others
 

2. Khumal Yellow, the most popular variety with the farmers of the 

region did not do well but this could be that the altitude of the trials 

was too high
 

3. Rampur Composite, the second most popular variety was alIso net 

highly rated within the varieties tested 
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4. Ganesh-2 performed well. This variety was popular in the region 
until recently and it is still grown in deed pockets 

Manakamana-2. like in last year's trials, did well and could, to
gether with Ani-2 for its short duration, be introduced with the aid 
of minikits next year.
 

Rampur-1 was the best of the new varieties that were tested 

Extension
 

Our extensicn service informs us that there is no one variety 
that is universally popular. However, Khumnl Yellow and Rampur Compo
site are asked for by many farmers and Ganesh-2 is still popular in 
some areas. 

total of 4.5 ton maize seed was distributed to the farmers last 
season but the demand could not be satisfied. 

In the areas where our sued multiplication program is located, 
there is a considerable spreading of new varieties from our growers to 
neighbouring farmers. For zxample in Tokapur, Sindhupalchowk where 
our program has been running for 2 years, we havn't got back much seed. 
but the varieties are well established in the area and are exchanged 
between farmers. 

2. Millet 

The Project, togother with the LDO, continues to try and find an 
improved variety that yields better than the local ones. 

This year minikits of two varieties were received from Agronomy 
Division. They were planted at Bench 2100 m; South facing at Kiranti
chap 1200 m; East facing. 

BNC Trial 

Planting Date : Seedbed May 7, 1982 

Transplanting July 4, 1982 

Harvest Date : November 2, 1982 to December 12, 1c82 
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2: 25 mPlot Size 

Varieties Harvest Date Days to Maturity Yield (k/ha) 

IE 980 (Dalle) Nov. 02, 1982 179 1600
 
NE 1304-43 (Okhnle) Nov. 19, 1982 196 1200
 
Local 
 Dec. 12, 1982 219 280
 

Kiranti6hap Trial 

Planting Date : Seed - June 20, 1982 

Transplanting - July 27, 1982 

Harvest Date : November 09, 1982 

Variety Yield (kg /ha) 

Local 
 1600
 
NE 1304-43 (Okhale) 1120 
IE 980 (Dalle) 1000
 

Conclusions
 

As in past years the results lead ta no firm conclusions. Dalle 
as better in the higher altitude, -being of shorter duration and 

yiolding higher than the local variety. It did poorly in the lower 
altitude where the local out-yielded both the improved varieties. 
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REPORT OF L.GRICTURE-STiTION SUflKEL 1982 

- T.P. Giri* 

Introduction: 

Surkhot Agricultural Station is situated 26 km east of the district 

headquarter BirenIra Nagar at an altitude of 500 above sea level. The 
annual rainfall is 1500 mm. About 95% of the rainfall is received during the 
monsoon (June-ugust). The annual temp .rature from minimumranges 4 'C 
to 38 °C mv'jmrn. Frost during- the winter and hot winds during the summer 

are usual. 

Different activities were started in the station since 1977. Uneven, 
terraccd land, low fertility, shtllow soil depth, inadequate irrigation 
facilities, dense forest stubbles are the major problems. The soil type is 
sandy loam and pH ranges from 5. 5 - 6.5. 

1. Su _, of Seed ?roduction ,nd Distribution Work at SAS 

The seed multiplication program in rice and maize was carried 

during the last summer season. 

Seed produced by the farm was distributed to the farmers directly 
from the station and to I.IC. The amount of rice and maize seed distributed 
to the farmers and A1iC are given in Tablc 1. Most seed was distributed 
to the farmers of thu target area of the station. 

2. General Performance of the Last Summer Crops 

Generally, the performance of the last summer crop especially the 
rice was very poor due to very low rainfall during the growing season.-
Most of the people of this district failed to grow their rice crop. The 
damage of the rice crop was noted to the extentup of about 40%. However, 
the performance of the maize crop was quite normal. 

- Farm Manager, Surkhet Agriculture Station, Dasharath Nagar, Surkhet. 
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3. Result of Summer Crop rials at SAS 

i) General Report 

During the last sunier season, different trials conducted in
 
the station include the NMDP varietal trials, International Pearl 
Millet Observation Nursery and ICRISiT Sorghum Varietal Trial. 
Farmers of the target area need the high yielding maize varieties 
replacing the local. This performance is reflected in the NMDP 
Varietal Trial and the varieties being extended in the target area. 
The rainfed area of the target Panchayat seek for the crops which 
can be grown successfully in the dry regions. International Pearl 
Millet Observation Nursery Ind ICRISAT Sorghum Trials conducted in 
the station has prov2d to be a boon to the area. 

ii) NMDP Varietal Trial 

This trial was planted at SAS during the last summer season. 
The main objectives wore reflected towards the selection of 
superior maize varieties to replace the local varieties. !,fter 
the compilation of the trial, varieties Arun-4 and iampur-2 were 
found better in the area which yielded 2644 and 2244 kg/ha. Grain 
yield data are presented in Table 2. 

iii) ICRISj'T Sorghum Trial 

Certain target area of the SAS has no irrigation facilities. 
It is worth while to investi'gate the crop which can be grown under 
a drought condition. To solve this problem, ICRIS12 Sorghum Trial 
was planted in the station. The yield data and other interaction 
were noted. 

Results and-Discussions 

Analysis of grain yield data showed that there was highly significant 
difference among the varieties tested. Variety SPV 386 produced the highest 
yield, i.e. 3033 k9/ha followed by SPV 351 which produced the 2991 k&/ha. The 
other two varieties produced very low yield (Table 3). 
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International-Pearl Millet Observation Nuriserx 

The principal objectives of this trial was to provide an opportunity
 
to grew and assess the usefulness of early maturity pearl millet grain
 
varieties. 
 The trial materials were obtained fiom ICRISAT. This trial
 
was planted at SAS to fulfill the requirements of the people of the 
areas 
where drought p-nrevails. This trial included six entries, five test entries
 
and a local check.
 

Results and D4scussions
 

Analysis of 
grain yield data showed that there was no any significant 
difference among the varieties tested. However, the highest grain yield was 
obtained from ICMS 77 3 which yielded 2320 k/ha whereas Ical Check yielded
 
2093 ke/ha (Table 4).
 

Technical Services Rendered to the Farmers 

Besides research activities, technical assistances have been provided to 
the farmers including plant protection, equipment supply, supply of improved 
seed of corea:s, vegetables and other technical know-how to the farmers. 

.Pro2amfor the Coming Season 

Different research and extension support activities planned for the coming 
season (1982/1983) includes: 

1. Minikit distribution, supervision and evaluation in the maize crop, 
2. Farmers field trials, 
3. Multi-lication testing in the cropping systems, 
4. Varietal trial on naize, 
5. Low and mid altitud.h trial on maize, 
6. Production demonstration on maize and pearl millet, and 
7. International Pearl Millet .ldoption Trial, 
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T 1: Production andDistribution of Rico and Ihize Seed ('82/'83) 

Name of Total Seed Seed Handed Seed Distributed 

the Crop Production/Mr to I' I C/IU to Farmers/Mr Rearks 

Rice 5.171 0.5 4..5 
Maize 4.771 

Table : Grain Yield kiha Obtain _d From NIMP Varietal Trial ('82/'83) 

S. Name of the Troatment Grain Yiuld(k /ha) Remarks 
No. 	 /a eak 

01 Ganesh-2 2133 
02 Mannkamana-2 2154 
03 Rampur-2 2244 
04 Arun-4 2644 
05 Arun-2 1944 
06 Rainpur Composite 111LI 
07 Khumnl Yellow 1754 
08 Sarlahi Seto 1144 
09 Farmers' Variety 1400 	 Collected from 

local Area 
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Table 3: Grain Yield k,/ha Obtained From ICIRIS"T SoumVarietal 

Trial, 1982 /1983 

Sl.No. Name of the Entries Grain Yield (k/ha ) 

01 S. P. V. 351 2919 

02 S. P. V. 386 3033 
03 S. P. V. 422 1422 

04 S.P. V. 424 1003 

_bl ..: Grain Yield kF/ha Results of I.P.C.N. in 1982/1983 

Si. No. Name of thu Entries Grain Yield (k/ha) 

01 GM4 73-K77 2125 

02 W.C. 75 2145 

03 SC1-W-78 2041 

04 Locnl Check 2093 

05 I.C. K S. 7703 2320 

06 I.C.M.S. 7829 2218 
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I11L 171L _(IAdC.'_',Lj~: a-i ,iIE'1CES !ITTHE
 

R'.S'I= r.L.'uc.Yi'T. SI: DHUi*.'.LCOWK 

Huta Ram Baidya* 

This paper is an attempt to present you soRe of the performance of the
 

villagers particuLarly of Bahunipati area (Basbari Panchayat of the District
 

of Sindhupalchowk) with ipil Ipil. This paper does net have 
 the usual 
standard method of presenting a paper in a seminar like this. However, it is 

hoped this paper will help the Ministry of Agriculture and its departments 
like the Department of Agriculture to take up more scientific work on Ipil 
Ipil so that i- will help its extension program both at the governmental level 

and at other semi governmental or at private organizational levels as ours. 

Before proceeding further let me locate the area for you and also 

introduce the organization involved with the extension of Ipil Ipil in this 

area. 

Bahunipati is a small Newar village on the bank of Indrawati River. Its 
Panchauat at present is Basbari. This village is approachable from the Arniko 
RaJmarga upto Lauddada, next village after Panchayat. A dirt road to Helambu 
starts about onv kilometer below Loinidada and is now motorable upto Huguwapati, 

a distance of one hour walk or 15 minutes drive. Bahunipati is about 2 and a 
half hour walk along the bank of the Indrawati River. The road once 

constructed needs more work for motorized transport but it is an easy walk. 
Immediately above Bahu-iipati the mountain side ison west the Majhi village 

of a low income group people and still above this is the Nepal Thoak village, 

a Brahmin village. 

The altitude of Bahunipati is about 2500 ft and the maximum height, where 
Ipil Ipil activity is goin on is about 4500 ft. These are estimates and not 
actual measurements. Over aU. the area where Ipil Ipil is being grown by the 

* - Agri. Consultant, World. '-ithbours. 
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farmers is with subtropical climate. 

The organization involved in the propagation of Ipil Ipil in this area 
is the Baudlu Balhnipati (Integrated) Family Welfare Project of the Nepal
Femily Planning Association. The Project has divided Sindhupalchowk into 4 
blocks for administrative purpose and Bahunipati is one of the block head-. 
quarters. There ais Family Welfare Clinic at Bahunipati, run by qualified 
nurse staff. Besides Ipil Ipil, the Pruject also introduced TJB 21 grass,

Jamunapari goat, buffalo, coffee and junar in the 
area. Native fodder trees 
were also distributed but at present the Project is concentrating on Ipil

Ipil only for maximum cost effectiveness 
 results. World Neighbors is cue of 
the donor agencies of the Project. 

With this much introduction on the Project, let me onmove to Ipil Ipil
itself. Ipil Ipil (Leuaen l eucohTbla) a legume is a native of Central 
America. The trade relation established between th, Philippines and Mexico 
by the Spanish after the conquest of Mexico helped Ipil Ipil to be introduced 
into the Philippines, between 1565 and 181 5 . It went on spreading to
 
other countries during the 
 19th century particularly to Hawaii, Fiji, Northern 
Australia, India, Fast and Wst Africa and the Caribbean Islands. 

It was brought to Ne"l by Kiran Mani Dixit from the Philippines in 1957 
and he still has one matured plant in his yard. Seeds collected from this
 
plant were given 
to the Livestock Division for more work on this fodder tree. 

I also brought some Ipil Ipil seeds from the Philippines at the request
of Mr. L.P. Sharma of the Livestock Division around 1874/1975 because not 
much seed was available in Nepal then. 

The involvement of the World Neighbours with the BB Family Welfare Project
greatly helped to expand Ipil Ipil activities in the Project area. Not only
the Livestock FoOder Section was tapped as a resource point for Ipil Ipil
seeds and its cultural information other centres outside the country parti
cularly India and the Philippines were tapped since 1976. A nursery was
established at Bahuntpati Family Welfare Clinic area and plants raised from 
this nursery were distributed to farmers free of A fewcost. contract 
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nurseriea were encouraged to help the extension of this fodder tree in areas 
which were far off from Bahunipati. Attempt was made last year (1982) to 
find the survival rate of the plants so far distributed in the Sindhupalchowk 
District by the Project. Unfortunately, no records are available -n the 
distribution prior to 1979. Between 1979 to 1981 a total of 50,954 Ipil Ipil 
seedlings were distributed. During 1981 alonu 17,895 plants reached the 
farmers. The survey indicated a mortality rate of 46.5 percent. Forty sven 
thousand two hundred and twenty plants were distribated during 1982. We do 
not kn 'w the mortality rate at this time. Hopefully it will be lower than 
46.5 percent. 

Ipil Ipil can be divided into three main types 

I) 	 Hawaiian type : Short, bushy varieties to 5m (15 ft) in height that 
flower when very young (4-6 months old). This type flowers year round 
rather than seasnnally. Compnred with the two types mentioned below, 
its yield of wood and foliage is low, its continuous flowering produces 
many seeds and it becomes an aggressive weed. This is a common type 
native to coastal Mexico thrtt is now widely spread throughout the 
tropics. Its value lies in its ability to revogetate tropical hill 
slopes LUpiovidu fi:Lvuwood u.d uiuk.-;l and o shade plantation crops, 

2) 	 Salvador type : Tall, tree like plants to 20m (65 ft) in height having 
large leaves, pods and seeds and thick branchless ti-jiis. Thoy are 
also known as Gatemala types. They often produce more than twice the 
biomass of the Hawaiian type. Some extremely high yielding Salvador 
type cultivars also known as "Hawaiian Giants" are designated as K8, 
K28, K67 etc., and 

3) 	 Peru type : Tall plants to 15m (45 ft) like the Salvador type. But 
with extensive branching even lower down the trunk. They produce little 
trunk but extremely high quality foliage from the branches. Although 
these are highly productive forage varieties, they have only recently 

* - Abstract from "Leucaena - Promising Forage and Tree Crop for the 

Tropi cs" National Academy of Science, Washington DC, 1977. 
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been discovered and their use outside Australia, Hawaii and Mexico 
still awaits testing. 

Although all precautions were talen 	 toat the administrative level 

identify the types and varieties and sources of the 
Ipil Ipil seeds received 
by the Project, and then distributed to the farmers it was confusing for the
field staff. Some times seeds got mixed up, plnnts given to farmers were
 
not recorded. More than one variety was given to farmer.
one All these field 
problems generated a situaticn where we cannot exactly say or identify a plant.
Attempt is now being made to identify plants with the farmers as far as
 
possible and also to establish a small mother plant garden 
 to help quality
seed production. Inspite of these draw backs, the Project has gathered some 
information on the performance of Ipil Ipil from farmersthe which is
 
presented here. Terminologies 
 are in farmers language. 

Livestock plant ratio:
 

Age of Plant DokofulTreesFrom Animal Feed TPer Day otal Roughage 

A. 	 18 months 3 2 bullocks 3 angalo rice straw 

1 goat 1 Dolo Koiralo 
B. 36 months 2 1 buffalo 1 Doko rice straw and 

2 buffaloes other roughage 
C. 60 months 2 Buffalo with 1 Doko Ipil Ipil 

cal f other 1 Doko i 

Bhari rice straw. 
D. 18 months 
 2 1 buffalo - Doko Ipil Ipil 

Dokc rice straw 
,q : Four Angalo equal one Bhari of rice straw.
 

This information seems to be 
 very confusing and it is confusing because 
it certainly lacks the precisences which you are all used to. However, 
within our limited resources we have not been able to develop the manpower 
needed to get such precise information. However, we derived thumbhave some 
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-rule guideline for our extension purpose. 

1)' Depending on the age of the'tree, 2 to 3 trees harvested once every 

moth will produce a Doko of Ipil Ipil fodder, 

2) One Doko of Ipil Ipil is adequate for two large animals, 

3) One Doko of Ipil Ipil should be mixed with one Doko of other grass and 
Bhari of rice straw. Based on The above thumb rule it will be safe to 

assume that one tree per a large animal per day harvested once every month 
will provide enough Ipil Ipil for the animal. 

In order to make tho village farmer spell out this relation with his/her 
own experience, Lhc B.B. Project has worked for almost 6 years. Extension 
activity was there from the very beginning but more happened since 1981. A 
group of farmers with some Ipil Ipil experience were invited to be the 
trainers for those without. The staff just acted as organizers of the 
training. Some initial motivation was nieded to help the "Knowers" to expose 
themselves. As the session moved on it became more and more interesting because 
the "Knowers" and "Learners" completely opened up and started discussing topics 
directly related and relevant to their interest and situation, in their own 

language "without onglich". 

One idea we introduced in this 1981 training was how to tr'in the Ipil 
Ipil so that the tree does not grow excessively tall and at the same time 
dwarf enough so that animals would not brouse on them. This was a subject for 
discussion with demonstration by the farmer/s who had some idea. 
The best
 
solution came up as a tree 6-9 feet high trained to 
one or two stems with the
 
foilage canopy above 5 feet or so. Most of the innovators have now designed 
their plants to mjet this spceification. 

We tried the same procedure in 1982 with similar success. One important 
aspect we included in 1982 was (a) involvement of the ladies of the family 

in Ipil Ipil transplanting, care and cutting. The effect is apparent now 
with some farmers. Very soon most heights of the Ipil Ipil will be related
 
with the height of the female members of the family concerned. 



We believe in teaching one idea or skill to hundred people rather than 
hundred ideas to one person. I think we have accomplished some thing in
 
the Sindhupalchok district particularly in 
 the Basbari Pmchayat in Ilil 
Ipil Extension by adhering to this principle. However, we faced a transport 
problem in distributing IpiJ. Ipil seedlings from the nurseries. Because a 
Doko fUll of Ipil Ipil in Plastic tubes is really a man',s full load and such 
a load can carry only about 60 to 70 plants, therefore, extension of Ipil
 
Ipil to a distant area especially when he/she needs than one Doko met
more 

with resistance. We are planning to teach farmers how grow his/her
to own
 
seedlings at his/her own place this February. It is just one skill that
 
will go to the person upto the beginning of the; rainy season. Then it will be 
followed by another training how to transplant just before monsoon sets .n. 

During 1982 we tried direct sowing of Ipil Ipil as a manure crop for
 
maize. Drought of 1982 iiscouraged us. But we were lucky to receive 
 the
 
results from a lady farmer. She has tried this on a small scale. Her maize
 
3ield became two Doko when her usual yield was one. She planted Kedo after 
maize and applied the Ipil Ipil leaves as manure. Her Kodo yield also 
doubled. This season she has selected her worst plot and planted wheat and 
covered it with Ipil Ipil leaves. She did not use any chemical fertilizer 
on this plot. The present look of the crop is very satisfactory. According 
to her, this plot was never so gron before. She would like to continue her
 
experiments with Ipil Ipil leaf manure in maize, Kodo and wheat again and 
again and with many moru. 

One farmer submitted this recipe for the buffalo: 

Four Pathi Kodo 

One Pathi Ipil Ipil seed. 

Grind them in a mill to produce floor. Prepare Kholey feod at the rate
 
of 2 Mana per buffalo per day. His buffalo has put up weight. Other data is 
not available at this stage.
 

Ipil Ipil has been termed: as a tree with great future in underdeveloped 
countries. It has been tt-nned a wonder tree. Literatures are available on 
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this subject from the Philippines Council for Agiculture and Resources
 
Research. There other agencies
are also whose names and addresses are not
 
difficult to find out which WN would be glad 
to provide if needed. However, 
since these literatures do not i-present our situation; it will be misguiding 
farmers if basewe our extension activities on the findings of other countries 
alone and raise the expectation of the farmers on the benefit they could 
receive if they plant the trees. It is my feeling that the Ministry of
 
Agriculture be involved to undertake 
some work on Ipil Ipil in more scientific 
line rather than be satisfied by some rough observation data reported by some 
one like me. I earnestly hope that this workshop seminar will discuss ways

and means to draw up a plan to include some research on Ipil Ipil (I) as 
a
 
fertilizer substitute t, our crops, "2) as a feed substitute to livestock
 
and peultry. I have included 
on abstract of some scientific information
 
from othor countries on Ipil Ipil for your 
 information in Annex-1. 

No rne has tried to feed the rf mal on dried leaf. Some farmers have
 
1500 - CnO0 plants. From my own rough calculation based on farmers
 
experience it seems that 30-40 
mature Ipil Ipil per largeone animal wil be
 
adequate. People have planted large number 
to produce fuel wood from their
 
eroded land or otherwise unproductive land. It is expected that within 
a year
 
or two farmers will be using more 
Ipil Ipil to fertilize their land particu
larly maize and. Kodo after they havc heard and seen the lady inspite of this 
is also expected that some leaf will be surplus during non-fertilizing periods 
and we are, thinking how quickly we can teach farmers to dry the leaves and 
store it for leaner days or sell them as animal feed. 

And finally, I thank the organizers of this Seminar for extending and 
invitation to me to speak on Ipil Ipil in this gathering. 

Annex-i 

Abstract from Leucaena Based Farming, 1i and Ag. Journal, July 1980. 

1. Leucaena can accumulate 400 - 800kg of nitrogen 

40 - 8C4 of phosphorus 
150 - 300kg of potassium 



2. 	 Livestock weight gain/ha/yr. 500 kg 

3. 	 Goats can gain 5kg in 12 weeks feeding period with ration of" 

30 % rice straw 

20 % rice bran 

50 %Ipil Ipil dry leaves 

4. 	 Comparative composition (dry wt basis) of Aldfalfa and Malawi grown 

Leucaena Forage. 

Leucaena Leaf lfalfa 
Crude protein 25.9 26.9 

Acid detergent fibre 20.4 21.7 
Calcium 2.36 3.15 
Phosphorus 0.23 0, 36 
Beta carotene (mg/g) 536.0 253.0 
Gross energy (kg/g) 20.1 18.5 

5. 	 Lou-land rice fertilized with 1. 5 t/ha dry leaves incorporated during 
land preparation yielded as much as those fertilized with 60 k6 N from 
ammonium sulphate (8 ton and 9 ton computed grain yield respectively). 

6. 	 Upland rine (IR 36) fertilized with 10 t/ha of fr;,qh Ipil Ipil yielded 
4.3 tons of grains which was comparable to those fertilized with 
80-30-30 kg ITPK (inorganic) with 4.4 tons of grains. 

.7. 	 Maize yield of plots interplanted with Ipil Ipil hedge rows whereby 
1/3 of the herbage was used as fertilizer to maize and Z/3 harvsted 
for dry leavus (for feed) wore comparable to those applied with 10 kg 
N of ammonium sulphate. 

8. 	 A Ipil Ipil planted at a distance of 1 m X 1 m would result in 
10,000 tree/ha. A tree when mature can yield 2 kg of dry herbage per 

year. This equal 20 tons/ha. 

9. Ipil Ipil should be at least eight months old to one year before the 
herbage is cut for the first time. Subsequent cutting could be done 
every 2-3 months retaining at least one foot stubble height. 
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B. Abstract from Leucaena - promising forage and tree crop for the tropics 

National Academy of Science, U. S.1A. 

10. Leucaena - Rhizobium partnership is capable of annually fixing 
more than 500 kg N/h1a. (Equivalent to 2500 kg Ammonium Sulphate 
per ha per annum.) 

11. Each pod may contain 15 - 30 seeds. 

12. It grows poorly in acidic soils. 

13. Nutritive value of the leaflets is 27 - 34% protein. 

IDS/qCP: ds
 
1983
 


